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Abstract 

The relationship between urban density and social sustainability has been the 

focus point of a notable branch of studies in the last decade (Bramley et al., 

2009; Arundel and Ronald, 2015; Kyttä et al., 2016; Eizenberg and Jabareen, 

2017). The main line of argument in these studies is that social conditions of 

urban life are influenced - not determined - by the built form of cities. This 

thesis investigates the complex nexus between density and social 

sustainability by accentuating the significance of subjective understanding and 

experience of densification. The study is conducted in the context of the 

metropolitan city of Tehran, Iran.  

The theoretical framework of this research is based on three fundamental 

pillars: place (Malpas, 1999), perceived density (Rapoport, 1975; Alexander, 

1993) and place attachment (Hidalgo and Hernandez, 2001). A single case-

study design is employed by focusing on three residential neighbourhoods in 

Tehran as the units of analysis. The research design is structured based on a 

sequential mixed-method approach encompassing three stages: (1) site 

observation; (2) resident survey; and (3) semi-structured interviews.  

The findings of this thesis suggest that urban densification impacts residents’ 

place attachment in Tehran by disrupting functionality of place, degrading its 

physical qualities, vanishing its collective and personal memory, and 

transforming its socio-demographic structure. In response to these changes, 

people modify their relationship with place which subsequently, has notable 

implications for place attachment. More importantly, this thesis argues that the 

inquiries addressing the interplay of urban form and social sustainability should 

divert their focus towards the market-driven ideology behind urban 

densification as an ongoing process. This shift of attention requires posing 

questions of how, specifically addressing the ways in which densification is 

being unfolded in the cities.   
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Impact Statement  

This thesis looked at the impact of urban built form and its transformation on 

social sustainability of urban communities. The presented discussions and the 

outlined findings inform the institutions involved in planning policy in Tehran, 

particularly the Tehran Municipality and the Ministry of Housing and Urban 

Development whose conflictual practices are directly translated into the 

chaotic built form of the city during the past decades. Moreover, within the 

academia, the contents of this thesis can be applied to reorient academic 

explorations of urban density and its relevant policies towards a humanistic 

approach, incorporating the perception and needs of the user.  

In terms of the benefits within academia, this thesis focuses on a specific 

shortcoming in urban planning policy in Tehran and investigates its humanistic 

consequences. It draws parallels between the technocratic nature of urban 

planning and the humanistic underpinning of environmental psychology and 

human geography. This research contributes to our understanding of how 

urban transformation could be conceived as a process of place change and 

how this change can influence residents’ attachment to their place of living.  

Regarding the benefits outside the academia, this study has particularly 

focused on the community level and in this way, highlights those commonly 

neglected local narratives in the planning discipline. By emphasising on the 

imperative role of these narratives in decision-making processes, this study 

contributes to the quality of life, both as a material concept concerned with 

physical needs, and more importantly, as an immaterial phenomenon 

encompassing social relations, power conflicts and economic formations. The 

benefits of this thesis occur incrementally through time and by saving urban 

neighbourhoods/places from structural transformation, embracing local 

attachment and promoting local engagement.  

The findings of this thesis will be translated to Farsi in two versions. An 

academic and technical version of the findings will be published in Iranian 

academic journals to reach out the academics, policymakers and practitioners. 
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Also, a simplified version of the discussions and findings will be disseminated 

among the residents of the case studies through local newspapers and online 

platform. The English version of this thesis will be made open access to 

maximise its visibility particularly among the Iranian students, researchers and 

scholars. The author believes that there is no use in social sciences research 

if the public cannot freely engage with its findings. It is also intended to publish 

the findings of this thesis in English in international journals which address 

urban planning and development process. 
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1.1 Statement of the research problem 

There is a growing body of literature investigating the influence of different 

urban forms on social sustainability of urban communities (Talen, 1999; 

Burgess and Jenks, 2002; Bonaiuto, Fornara and Bonnes, 2003; Bramley and 

Power, 2009; Raman, 2010; Karuppannan and Sivam, 2011; Dempsey et al., 

2011; Hemani, Das and Rudlin, 2012; Douglas, 2015; Eizenberg and 

Jabareen, 2017; Ali, Al-Betawi and Al-Qudah, 2019; Dong et al., 2019; 

Hedayat, 2020). One of the key preconditions for urban forms to be sustainable 

is their acceptance by the users = as suitable places to live, work, and interact 

(Bramley et al. 2009). Therefore, the ways people perceive the place – e.g., 

neighbourhood -, its constituent elements and its transformation become vital 

for achieving social sustainability goals. Among the multitude of elements 

constituting urban form, density is known as the one having the most tangible 

and imperative impact on social sustainability (Bramley et al., 2009). Despite 

this claim, empirical studies have mostly resulted in contradictory findings on 

the social consequences of high-density developments (e.g. Dave, 2011; 

Quastel, Moos and Lynch, 2012; Sivam and Karuppannan, 2013; Kyttä et al., 

2016). For instance, while Jabareen and Zilmerman (2017) identified a positive 

correlation between perceived density and community attachment in Southern 

Israel, the reverse finding was obtained by Dempsey and colleagues (2012) in 

the UK who found out that while densification improves the level of “social 

equity”, it has an adverse impact on satisfaction and place attachment. In 

another example, Dave (2011) noted that high degree of perceived density has 

a negative influence on the number of social relations residents form within the 

neighbourhood and subsequently on the overall community spirit. The 

contradictory findings and conflicting viewpoints have long remained an 

unresolved dilemma in the attempts to create socially sustainable urban 

environments.  

Among the studies focused on the relationship between urban form and social 

sustainability, a few have been focused on residents’ perception of the built 

environment and their lived-experience (e.g. Raman, 2010; Dave, 2011). 

Furthermore, majority of the existing literature has primarily approached the 
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topic from a Northern perspective (Dempsey and Jenks, 2010) which could not 

be representative of the multiplicity of local narratives and experiences in other 

parts of the world. Considering the contextual nature of urban density and 

social sustainability, the evidence from previous studies cannot be generalised 

and easily applied to other contexts. Much uncertainty still exists about the 

nexus between urban density and social sustainability in the context of cities 

of developing countries. Bearing in mind that these cities are rapidly growing 

in terms of size and population, and considering their unique environmental, 

cultural and political circumstances, robust empirical, context-specific research 

is needed to understand how these cities are being shaped and how urban 

planning and design can contribute to creation of a socially sustainable future.  

To address the above gaps in the literature, the present research seeks to 

investigate the dynamic interplay between urban form and social sustainability 

through a contextual lens and with the aid of ‘place’ scholarship. The rationale 

behind this formulation is twofold: first, place is identified as a suitable concept 

to theorise urban social sustainability and the neighbourhood unit. Second, this 

thesis argues that both density and social sustainability should be studied as 

context-dependent concepts as opposed to universal notions. Therefore, 

conceptualising their relationship by deploying place scholarship will better 

reflect their locational specificities.  

The setting of inquiry in this thesis is Tehran, Iran. With a population of around 

8.7 million in 2016 (National Census, 2016), Tehran is considered as the 

second-largest city in the Middle East – in terms of metropolitan area 

population (United Nations, 2018). Tehran has undergone massive 

transformation and expansion within the past decades. Nevertheless, the city’s 

morphological transformation through time has been scarcely studied (e.g. 

Shayesteh and Steadman, 2015). A critical element of the ongoing process of 

urban change in Tehran is urban densification. Densification has become one 

of the most contentious urban challenges in Tehran with its several 

ramifications highly intertwined with people’s daily lives. It is repeatedly argued 

by scholars and professionals that the current trend of increasing urban density 

is destructive to the city’s future and urban life. Related studies have attempted 

to explore the consequences of urban densification on the social conditions of 
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urban communities (Jomehpoor, Najafi and Shafia, 2013; Shayesteh and 

Steadman, 2013; Zareyian, 2015; Ghadami and Newman, 2019; Karampour, 

2020). For instance, in a study of a residential neighbourhood located on the 

northern boundaries of Tehran, Shieh and Shojaei (2008) found out that 

increasing density has negatively influenced residents’ attachment to their 

place. As a result, the complexities of the impact of density on residents’ place 

attachment require more thorough investigations and empirical evidence in 

Tehran.  

1.2 Theoretical framing 

The present thesis aims to explore it feels for the residents to live in densifying 

neighbourhoods, and how does this experience affect people’s place 

attachment. This research seeks to respond to these research questions:  

Main research question: 

How are ‘perceived density’ and ‘experience of densification’ linked with 

‘place attachment’ in Tehran? 

Sub-questions:  

1. What factors shape the latent constructs of perceived density and place 

attachment in Tehran? 

2. How does the process of urban densification affect residents’ place 

attachment in Tehran?  

3. What factors intervene in the relationship between people’s perception 

of density and densification, and their place attachment in Tehran?  

4. How do the residents react to place transformation through urban 

densification and which factors determine this reaction in Tehran?   

5. How do the residents understand the concept of place? What types of 

people-place relations could be identified among the residents in 

Tehran?  
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The theoretical foundation of this study is founded on the three pillars of place, 

urban density, and social sustainability where the concept of ‘place’ plays a 

pivotal role that interlinks the other two (figure 1-1).  

In the twentieth century, the discussions around place witnessed a revival by 

the seminal phenomenological works of Relph (1976) and Tuan (1979) who 

attempted to explain place in relation with human experience. Since these 

works, place has been approached from a wide range of perspectives and in 

different disciplines (e.g. Cresswell 2008; Stedman 2003; Casey 1997). In a 

robust articulation of the concept, Malpas (1999) argues that place must be 

interpreted neither as a mere physical boundary – location or locale - nor as a 

purely social construct. Place is in fact, an amalgamation of physical attributes 

of a locality alongside the social relations and events that take place within it. 

This twofold interpretation of place provides a theoretical setting to intertwine 

physical and social realms. Founding on this dual character, this research 

employs the concept of place as a component embodying the potentiality to 

link urban density and social sustainability.  

As one of the most contested elements of urban form (Dempsey et al., 2008), 

urban density has been a controversial topic in the discussion of urban policy 

and design in the past decades. A relatively understudied perspective towards 

urban density in research and practice takes the concept as a culture-

dependent and contextual phenomenon while acknowledging its intrinsically 

important physical attributes (Rapoport, 1977). The contextual nature of urban 

density suggests that definition and appraisal of density must be established 

 

Figure 1-1 The tripartite theoretical model of this thesis. Source: own elaboration 
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independently in various contextual, cultural and geographical settings. It also 

signifies the importance of the individual experience of density (Churchman, 

1999). The perceptual understanding of density is termed ‘perceived density’ 

(Rapoport 1975; Alexander 1993). Perceived density has long been a subject 

of interest in the field of environmental psychology. Distinguished from physical 

density, perceived density is centred on the unique way each person 

understands and experiences urban density (Alexander 1993; Rapoport 1975; 

Churchman 1999). Perceived density is under the influence of physical density 

in addition to several other factors including perceptual, associational-symbolic 

and physical aspects of the environment, temporal aspects of human activities 

and socio-cultural aspects of actors and setting (Rapoport 1975). The two key 

dimensions of perceived density are (Bergdoll & Williams 1990): ‘perceived 

physical density’ (PPD) reflecting on the individualised perceptions of the 

environment, based on the relations between physical attributes of the 

environment such as height, spacing and juxtaposition; and ‘perceived social 

density’ (PSD) signifying the degree of social interactions that an individual 

has in the setting.  

Lastly, the social dimension of sustainability has been recently elevated to the 

forefront of discussions on sustainable urban development (e.g. Chan & Lee 

2007; Bramley & PoIr 2009; Woodcraft et al. 2011). The studies pursuing this 

trend in urban setting have produced a considerable amount of information 

about the diverse dimensions of urban social sustainability. Many scholars still 

agree that social sustainability is an ambiguous concept (Littig and Griessler, 

2005; Davidson, 2009; Dempsey et al., 2011) and unlike environmental 

sustainability, has less concrete objectives. This condition has made social 

sustainability difficult to measure (Bebbington and Dillard, 2009). Despite 

several efforts in recent years to theorise urban social sustainability, the 

concept remains ambiguous and uncertain. In a recent and robust review of 

urban social sustainability literature by Shirazi & Keivani (2017), the authors 

argued that the prevailing confusion around implications and dimensions of 

urban social sustainability probably lays in negligence of the imperative role of 

place. This thesis endorses this viewpoint and conceptualises urban social 
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sustainability as a relative, place-based and locally rooted concept that can be 

best studied at the micro-levels such as a neighbourhood. 

Place attachment is a critical dimension of urban social sustainability which 

pronounces the significance of place (Stedman 1999, Omann & Spangenberg 

2002; Colantonio 2007; Dempsey et al. 2011). The imperative role of place 

attachment in achieving social sustainability is more evident at the relatively 

smaller geographic units such as neighbourhood where people have more 

direct engagement with their surrounding area. The argument is that by 

establishing meaningful bonds and links to their living environment, people 

would be able to effectively involve in their community, establish social and 

kinship bonds, actively engage in decision-making, be reflective to changes 

and thus, positively contribute to social sustainability of their living environment 

(Bramley et al., 2009). Place attachment has been subject to many studies 

particularly in the fields of human geography (Relph 1976; Tuan 1979; 

Creswell 2014) and environmental psychology (Manzo & Devine-Wright 2013; 

Scannell & Gifford 2017; L Scannell & Gifford 2010; Stedman 1999; Lewicka 

2011b).  In the simplest terms, place attachment refers to the affective bond 

between people and their surrounding built environment (Hidalgo & Hernandez 

2001). In a prominent theoretical model of place attachment established by 

Scannell and Gifford (2010), the concept is delineated as a tripartite 

phenomenon, constituted of person, place and process dimensions.   

Against the explained theoretical foundation, this thesis focuses on two 

prominent perceptual aspects of urban form and social sustainability, namely 

perceived density and place attachment. What we know about the nature of 

the relationship between these two concepts is primarily based on the few 

studies addressing the impact of urban form on social sustainability (Bramley 

et al. 2009; Arundel & Ronald 2015; Grosvenor et al. 2010; Talen 1999; 

Karuppannan & Sivam 2011; Raman 2010; Dave 2011). In these studies, 

place attachment is taken as part of a broader urban social sustainability 

framework and correspondingly, perceived density is described as an 

alternative interpretation of urban density. Nevertheless, the existing evidence 

seems to be inconsistent and at times, contradictory. In a recent attempt, 

Jabareen and Zilmerman (2017) found a positive correlation between 
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perceived density and community attachment in their study of urban residents 

in Southern Israel. Hence the reverse finding was obtained by Dempsey and 

colleagues (2012) who specifically explored the relation between density in 

residential areas and social sustainability in the UK context and argued that 

while densification improves the level of “social equity” by providing equal 

access to different services, it has an adverse impact on residents’ satisfaction 

and place attachment. They included perceived density in their theoretical 

framing and acknowledged its importance in density debates but failed to 

explicitly address the impact of people’s perception of density on social 

sustainability.  In another example, Dave (2011) investigated the impacts of 

physical and perceived density on social sustainability in India and noted that 

high degree of perceived density had a negative influence on the number of 

social relations residents form within the neighbourhood and subsequently on 

the overall community spirit. Besides, very few studies have attempted to 

examine perceived density in the context of urban densification trajectories 

across the world. In other words, there has been no detailed investigation on 

the relationship between experience of densification and place attachment. 

The study by Von Wirth et al. (2016) is one of the few attempts investigating 

the link between perception of urban change – including population density 

increase – and place attachment. They concluded that residents’ interpretation 

of urban change – whether they perceive it as upgrading or disrupting place – 

is the critical determinant of their relationship with place.  

1.3 Research aims and contributions 

The primary aim of this thesis is to explore the relationship between perception 

of densification and place attachment, and then through this exploration, to 

contribute to our knowledge about sustainability of dense urban developments.   

The second aim of this research is to develop a contextual framework 

highlighting the relatively overlooked importance of urban neighbourhood as a 

‘place’ in the formation of the urban experience in Tehran. The framework 

underscores the imperative role of contextuality in exploring the concepts of 

perceived density and place attachment and thus, seeks to offer a critical and 
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contextual reading of urban compaction narratives and compact city as a 

sustainable urban form model. 

Lastly, and by achieving the above objectives, this research seeks to provide 

policy contributions specific to Tehran. By highlighting the potential positive 

and negative consequences of unregulated urban densification on social 

sustainability of urban communities, this study will inform the policymakers and 

urban planners; particularly those who define and implement the relevant 

urban density policies in Tehran. Fresh evidence from the understudied 

consequences of urban densification in Tehran draws the policy-makers’ 

attention to the significance of human perception and experience as a source 

of localised knowledge in the field of urban planning (see Table 1-1). 

1.4 Research design and methodology 

This research project has employed a single case-study design with multiple 

embedded units of analysis. The case study under investigation is the process 

of urban densification in Tehran. Due to its unique socio-political and economic 

characteristics, the case of urban densification in Tehran can be explained as 

an extreme phenomenon which requires in-depth exploration (e.g. Zareyian, 

2015; Ghadami and Newman, 2019). The three units of analysis are chosen 

from a specific residential neighbourhood typology, characterised by its 

gridiron street pattern and row-apartment housing blocks. The three selected 

neighbourhoods are Gisha, West Tehran-Pars and North Afsariyeh. This 

typology is deemed to be the primary setting of the ongoing urban densification 

in Tehran.  

A sequential mixed-method approach has been utilised in this thesis. Data 

collection during the fieldwork is comprised of both quantitative and qualitative 

techniques and encompassed three stages: (1) site observation carried out 

during January and February 2018, documentation and urban analysis; (2) 

resident survey carried out during June and July 2018; and (3) semi-structured 

interviews with a sample of the survey participants carried out in April 2019. 

Given the exploratory nature of the research questions, the qualitative data 

from the interviews serves as the main source of acquiring information. 
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Therefore, the first two stages are chiefly developed to contribute to the 

formation of the interview agenda and supplement the interview findings. 

Reflecting on data collection, a combination of quantitative and qualitative 

approaches was used for the purpose of data analysis. Descriptive statistics 

was carried out with the aid of SPSS package to describe and summarise the 

questionnaire data. Moreover, Factor Analysis was utilised to identify the latent 

constructs of perceived density and place attachment in Tehran. Lastly, 

thematic analysis was carried out using MAXQDA software to identify the 

recurring themes in the interviews. The table on the next page summarises the 

questions, aims and objectives, and methodological steps of this thesis.  
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Table 1-1 Summary of the questions, aims and methods 

Questions 
• What factors shape the latent constructs of perceived density 

and place attachment in Tehran? 

• How does the process of urban densification affect residents’ 

place attachment in Tehran?  

• What factors intervene in the relationship between people’s 

perception of density and densification, and their place 

attachment in Tehran?  

• How do the residents react to place transformation through 

urban densification and which factors determine this reaction in 

Tehran?   

• How do the residents understand the concept of place? What 

types of people-place relations could be identified among the 

residents in Tehran?  

Aims  • To explore the interplay between perception of density and 

experience of densification, and place attachment 

• To highlight the relatively overlooked importance of urban 

neighbourhood as a ‘place’ in the formation of the urban 

experience in Tehran. 

• to inform policymakers and urban planners who are in charge of 

defining and implementing urban density related policies in 

Tehran about the ramification of unregulated densification 

Methods • site observation, documentation and urban analysis 

• resident survey in the questionnaire format 

• semi-structured interviews with a sample of the survey 

participants 
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1.5 The structure of the thesis 

This thesis is comprised of three main sections and ten chapters. The 

procedural structure of this thesis is mainly justified by and formed based on 

the proposed three-level methodology.  

The first section, background and framework, includes five chapters. 

Following this introductory part, chapter two continues the discussion into the 

three underlying theoretical concepts of this research as place, perceived 

density and place attachment. The first part provides a historical overview of 

the theoretical discussions on place. The second part begins with explanation 

of the existing conceptual models of urban form and then goes through the 

debates on urban density as one of the most discussed, yet most ambiguous 

elements of urban form and addresses explicitly the perceptual dimension of 

urban density as perceived density. The second chapter then delves into the 

discussions on urban social sustainability, centred on place attachment as one 

of its vital subjective dimensions. It represents definitions and theoretical 

models of place attachment in order to build up the theoretical framework. 

Ultimately, chapter two reviews the existing empirical studies addressing the 

synergies between perceived density and place attachment.  

Chapter three presents the theoretical framework, encompassing three 

concepts of place, perception of density and densification, and place 

attachment. The chapter will discuss the epistemological stance of the study 

and present the main research questions.  

Chapter four describes the methodology and research design. The chapter 

explains the single case study design with multiple units of analysis 

implemented to address the research questions and subsequently, describes 

the case study selection process. The chapter finally uncovers the mixed-

method data collection techniques and analysis by exhaustively explaining the 

three stages and their associated analytical techniques.  

Chapter five provides background information on Tehran as the context of this 

research. It explains the urban development and planning system of the city in 
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the past eighty years and explicates the controversial topic of urban 

densification in the context of gridiron residential neighbourhoods of Tehran. 

Section two, evidence, includes three chapters reflecting on the three stages 

of data collection.  

Chapter six presents findings emerged from site observation, secondary data 

analysis and the preliminary urban analysis of the built form of the three 

neighbourhoods.  

Chapter seven presents the survey analysis findings for each unit. The chapter 

is descriptive in nature and attempts to provide an overview of the residents’ 

perception of density and place attachment by summarising questionnaire 

findings. Chapter seven also explicates the construct of perceived density and 

place attachment in Tehran with the use of survey data.  

Lastly, chapter eight presents the findings of the thematic analysis of the 

interview data and discusses the identified themes and sub-themes. 

Section three, epilogue, includes the two final chapters. 

Chapter nine reflects on the three empirical chapters in section two and 

provides an in-depth, critical discussion on the results and opens a passage 

towards the final concluding chapter.  

Finally, chapter ten provides answers to the research questions. The chapter 

also reflects on the theoretical and methodological limitations and 

contributions.   
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This chapter consists of three main sections. The first section presents a 

historical overview of the concept of place as the theoretical bedrock of this 

research and as a phenomenon ubiquitously used in the following discussions. 

The second section explores urban transformation as a process of place 

alteration with particular focus on the role of urban density. The last section 

goes through discussions on the social dimension of sustainability. It explores 

the notion of urban social sustainability at the neighbourhood level and 

discusses the distinguishable trends in its definitions. With a place-based 

approach, this review explores the concept of place attachment as a 

fundamental subjective indicator of urban social sustainability.  

2.1 Theoretical foundation of place 

‘Place’ is perhaps one of the terms we overly use in our daily conversations 

and thoughts, so we all know - or at least think to know - what it means. 

Nevertheless, difficulties arise as soon as one attempts to describe the 

meaning of place. The middle English place as we use today is a conflation of 

old English plæce (an open space, street) and old French place (‘an open 

space). These English and French variations of the term are themselves 

originated in Ancient Greek term platîa hodós (‘broad way’) and also in Latin 

term platea (‘wide street or plaza’) (Harper, 2001). Etymology of the term 

suggests that in contrast to the first impression, place is a reasonably complex 

word. As Malpas (1999) strikingly put it: “it is something of a truism to say that 

which is closest and the most familiar to us is often that which is most easily 

overlooked or forgotten.” (Malpas; p.19). Despite complexities associated with 

place, a commonly agreed principle is that place is different from space or 

environment (Devine-wright 2009). Place is a concept too intertwined with our 

lives that we often overlook its significant extension through our visions, 

impressions and multiple life dimensions.  

Throughout its history, place has been probed by numerous scholars in 

different disciplines including geography, sociology, architecture, urban design 

and psychology (Relph, 1976; Tuan, 1979; Casey, 1997; Arefi, 1999; Seamon, 

2000b; Logan and Molotch, 2007; Massey, 2013; Carmona, 2014). The 

incredible variation in place scholarship suggest that studying its inherent 
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complexities requires a multidisciplinary approach (Stedman, 2003). To 

scrutinise the meaning of place and its substantial position in the human 

experience and life, it is initially essential to provide a comprehensive historical 

overview of the various perspective towards conceptualising the concept of 

place.  

The 17th-century philosopher Pierre Gassendi was one of the first modern 

thinkers attempting to demarcate place. He explained place as a quantity, a 

sort of extension comprised of three dimensions: length, breadth and depth, 

“in which it is possible to hold a body or through which a body may travel” (cited 

in Casey 1997; p.141). In a similar vein, Newton (1987) emphasised the 

quantitative nature of place and considered it as a physical delineation of 

space which creates an in and an out. Intrinsic to this conceptualisation of 

place as a locale (Malpas 1999) is a certain degree of openness and a certain 

dimensionality.  

Another trend in place scholarship in the history of modern thought identifies 

place with a situation or location. Place as a location can be traced back to 

Descartes (Van Beek, 2018). To Descartes, place is a subordinate feature of 

space and matter. However, unlike Newton, Descartes does not subsume 

place into space. Descartes’ account of place delineates two concepts as 

internal and external place (Casey 1997). Internal place is equivalent to the 

volume that a given material body takes up in place (Casey, 1997). Thus, 

internal place is determined by two basic modes of extension, the body’s size 

and shape. External place, in contrast, is determined by the relationship 

between a given body and other bodies and is chiefly concerned with the 

situation or the relative position among other bodies (Casey 1997). Descartes 

claims that place refers to the situation of something in relation to another thing 

(corresponding to the idea of external place), while space signifies its shape 

and magnitude (corresponding to the idea of internal place) (Casey 1997). He 

asserts that place and space differ because: “Place designates situation more 

specifically than extension or shape; and on the other hand, we think more 

specifically of the latter (Extension and shape) when we speak of space.” (cited 

in Casey 1997; p.159).  
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Although it seems that in Descartes’ view, place and space differ and that the 

distinction is almost evident, Casey identified crucial equivocations in 

Descartes line of thought when he uses the terms space and place as 

analogous: “But when we add that it [a thing] fills that space, or that place, we 

also understand that it has the specific size and shape of that space” 

(Descartes, Principles of Philosophy, cited in Casey 1997; p.404). Using “or 

that place” in the above account, in Casey’s terms, signifies: “a regressive of 

external place to internal place – and thus to space.” (Casey 1997, p.404). 

Thus, it can be argued that although Descartes tried to distinguish place from 

space – or in his terms, external place from internal place -, his theoretical 

endeavour was not able to ascend place further than being a ‘location’. Casey 

sums up Descartes vision of place as something imaginary and unlike the void. 

Place [to Descartes] “is a hybrid entity: as volumetric, it is like a thing; As 

situational, it is unthinglike and purely relational.” (Casey 1997; p.161). 

Casey (1997) traced the general crisis of place scholarship in modernity. He 

specifically highlighted the impact of Newton’s and Descartes’ conceptions of 

place and contended that it was due to their reductionist approach to place 

that the concept has lost its power to space and was pushed to the 

background. The modern conception of place can be explained as a 

combination of Newtonian ‘locale’ and Cartesian ‘location’ (Malpas 1999). In 

modernity, place is dissolved into space; it was reduced to a geometrical and 

homogenous region within space. Casey (1997) criticised this merely 

quantitative account of place and argued that place had become a concept 

with no inherent capacity to cause any change and alter the course of things 

in the world. Under modernity, place has lost its identity and qualitative 

meaning, becoming determined, or even predetermined by whatever attribute 

is given to it by space.  

2.1.1 Place theorisation in the 20th century 

Place scholarship in the second half of the 20th century was more oriented 

towards appreciating place as a phenomenon distinct from space and freed 

from its theoretical constraints. Inquiries into place within this period can be 

summarised into three prominent groups based on their theoretical and 
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philosophical stances: (1) positivist, (2) social constructivist and (3) 

phenomenological approaches (Cresswell 2014). 

The positivist tradition of studying place attributes numeric measures to 

psychosocial phenomena such as place attachment and employs quantitative 

methods to analyse this data. Positivist scholars criticise the qualitative 

inquiries of place as vague and confusing because of using fuzzy definitions 

and avoidance of hypothesis testing (Shamai, 1991; Stedman, 2002). It is 

argued by the proponents of positivism that although qualitative approaches 

perfectly attain to detail and intimate knowledge of settings and groups of 

people, they are unable to lead to generalisation (Stedman 2003). The best 

example of this group of literature can be found in the work of Jorgensen & 

Stedman (2001). Their place investigation attempt is characterised by 

quantitative, researcher-defined variables and hypothesis testing. Another 

good example is the sense of place scale by Shamai (1991) in which he based 

the theoretical foundation of his work on the phenomenological place theory of 

Relph (1976) and then proposed a scale for the assessment of sense of place 

which was later adapted and borrowed by several other studies. (e.g., Vorkinn 

& Riese 2001; Jorgensen & Stedman 2001). Not surprisingly, the positivist 

tradition has been criticised for its reductionist approach of lessening the 

holistic phenomenon of place to a set of interacting objective elements and for 

failing to acknowledge the subjective aspects of the human experience of 

place (Malpas 1999). 

Phenomenological and humanistic approaches in geography emerged in the 

1960s and 1970s as a reaction to positivism and the disconnect of the observer 

from the subject of the human-environment inquiries (Trentelman, 2009). 

Phenomenology, in particular, criticises positivists attempt to measure place 

as a reductive rendition which seeks to readily identify and quantify its different 

characteristics (Seamon, 2012). The phenomenological approach to place 

emerged among a group of human geographers such as Tuan (1979), Relph 

(1975)  and Seamon (2003) in attempt to study place as an idea, a concept 

and a way of being in the world (Withers, 2009). Within the  phenomenological 

tradition, place is defined as the bounded, unique concept with a clear identity 

of its own, having a genius loci (Norberg-Schulz, 1980; Jivén and Larkham, 
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2003), being historically rooted, and static (Lewicka, 2011b). As an interpretive 

study of human experience, phenomenology aims to examine and clarify 

human situations, events, meanings and experiences. These notions are 

known in everyday life while remained unnoticed beneath the level of 

conscious awareness (Seamon, 2000a). Phenomenologists consider ‘lived 

experience’ or ‘Being-in-the-world’ central to their intellectual framework and 

argue that the phenomenon must be studied holistically by a qualitative 

methodology (Seamon 2000).  

As part of the phenomenologist tradition, Tuan (1990) proposed the concept 

of ‘topophilia’ (Tuan, 1990) to explain the affective bond between people and 

place. He claimed that this sense of attachment is fundamental to the idea of 

place and argued that it is possible to get to know the world through place by 

embracing human perception and experience. Tuan also distinguished space 

as an open arena of movement and action from place as stopping, resting and 

being involved (Cresswell 2014). In a similar vein, Relph (1975) highlighted 

unique human responses to different places and argued for the profound 

significance of place in human life. To him, space corresponds to abstraction 

while place is more about the experience. Arguably, to Relph, space and place 

are located at the two ends of an epistemological continuum. Relph highlighted 

four characteristics of place, including place visuality, sense of community, the 

temporal element of establishing place attachment, and the value of 

rootedness. According to Relph (1976), place determines our experience, and 

the only way for humans to be human is to be in place: “The basic meaning of 

place, … the essence of place lies in the unselfconscious intentionality that 

defines places as profound centres of human existence” (Relph; p.43). 

The principal theme of the phenomenological line of thought is the ontological 

centrality of place in human experience. This central quality is due to our 

existence as embodied beings: we are bound by the body to be in place. As 

Casey explains, place is: “… the condition of all existing thing […] to be is to 

be in place[… ] ” (Casey 1993; pp. 15-16) and “to know is to know the place 

one is in”(Casey 1996; p.18). 
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The views of these human geographers signify the vital role of place in human 

existence. Their attempt to distinguish place from a mere location and a 

subordinate element of space had significant implications for the evolution of 

place scholarship. Nevertheless, a drawback of humanist geographers’ 

approach which was highlighted by feminist geographers (e.g. Rose, 1993; 

Massey, 2005, 2013; Galster, 2012), is their failure to recognise differences 

between people and their relationship with place.  

The modern conception of place was also denounced for its over-

geometrization from a different perspective during the 1980s (Cresswell, 

2014). This wave of denouncement initiated a spatial turn in social sciences 

and later gave rise to a new paradigm that identifies place as rooted in the 

social. The said paradigm shift, famously known as ‘spatial turn’ (Blank and 

Rosen-Zvi, 2010), signifies a period in which theorists and geographers 

attempted to think about and understand space and place in alternative ways. 

Soja has defined ‘spatial turn’ in social sciences and humanities as: “a 

response to a longstanding ontological and epistemological bias that privileged 

time over space in all the human sciences, including spatial disciplines like 

geography and architecture.” (Soja 2008: p.12). The spatial turn in social 

sciences put spatiality against temporality and space against history. The 

reassertion of space and place in social sciences and humanities was mostly 

followed by Marxist thinkers and urban geographers such as Lefebvre (1991), 

Foucault (1986), Soja (1996), Harvey (2001), and Merrifield (1993). As 

Foucault famously put it over 40 years ago:  

“The great obsession of the nineteenth century was, as we know, 

history: with its themes of development and suspension, of crisis and 

cycle, themes of the ever-accumulating past, with its great 

preponderance of dead men and the menacing glaciation of the 

world …. The present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of 

space. We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of 

juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of 

the dispersed. We are at a moment, we believe, when our 

experience of the world is less that of a long life developing through 
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time than that of a network that connects points and intersects with 

its own skein” (1986: p.22). 

The above account of Foucault was one of the critical lines of thought that 

inspired scholars in a wide range of disciplines to attend the spatial dimension 

of human activity. As one of the prominent thinkers engaging with spatial 

thought, Lefebvre is notably known by his attempt to identify space – and in 

parallel place – as a social construct (Lefebvre 1991). Lefebvre explicitly 

positions himself against the Cartesian definition of space as a homogenous 

phenomenon while bringing up a different concept called ‘social space’ 

(Lefebvre, 1974). To Lefebvre, space is comprised of streams of energy that 

interfere with each other, and social space refers to the constant flux of 

dynamic processes resulted from social activity.  

Van Beek (2018) pointed out a difficulty in engaging with Lefebvre’s account 

of place and space within the English-speaking academic setting and 

highlighted an unresolvable linguistic problematic. According to him, while 

dealing with Lefebvre’s lexicon, it is essential to bear in mind that for instance, 

the French word ‘espace’ has different connotations to the word space in 

English and is often designated to the term place. Cresswell conflates 

Lefebvre’s ‘espace social’ with the English word place: “the idea of social 

space ... in many ways, plays the same role as place.” (Cresswell 2014; p.17). 

Lefebvre argued for a critique, a new approach which would analyse space 

itself by uncovering the social relationships embedded in it (Lefebvre 1991). In 

such a critique, both space and place must be taken as social products.  
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Lefebvre (1974) proposed a spatial triad explaining the three elements of the 

production of social space (figure 2-1). Representations of space are the 

central element in the production of space. This element is also known as 

‘conceived space’ and mainly refers to the scientific and rational 

conceptualisations of space mostly done by planners, urbanists, scientists, 

etc. Representational space on the other hand corresponds to the symbolic 

values which are given to space by its inhabitants and users. Lefebvre refers 

to this as ‘lived space’; a passively experienced space which imagination 

seeks to change and appropriate. And lastly, spatial practice or ‘perceived 

space’ which refers to the outcomes of one’s choices and practices, daily life 

and everyday routines; the way one uses space.  

Lefebvre’s three conceptions of space – conceived, perceived and lived - can 

be transferred into the discussion of place and urban place transformation. As 

a post-structuralist philosopher, Lefebvre was one of the first thinkers to 

identify the contradiction between the abstract urban planning and lived 

experience of the citizens (Wallin et al., 2018). He claimed that planners 

practice transforms social space into abstract space, a phenomenon resulting 

in the alienation of the citizens. To use his own terminology, Lefebvre identified 

a conflict between planners’ representations of space and representational 

space; in other words, between conceived space and lived spaces. The 

dialectic of space produced by planning practice on the one hand, and the local 

space built by lived experience on the other, make the domain of spatial 

 

Figure 2-1 Production of space model. Source: Lefebvre (1974) 
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practice problematic. This dialectical relationship is the key reason why urban 

planning is usually seen as a conflictual field (Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002). 

Lefebvre’s idea of making planning more aware of the citizens’ lived 

experience inspired an array of studies to develop participatory planning 

methods (Lefebvre 1991).  

To interpret place as a social construct means conceiving it not as a mere 

locale, but more because of diverse social processes. Although the 

constructivist perspective to place embraces subjectivity, it advocates the idea 

that places are social constructs, and their meaning is derived directly from the 

interplay of the natural attributes of place and the social and humanistic ways 

people understand it (Casey 1997). In other terms, within a constructivist 

approach, place is not a natural phenomenon in essence and its meaning is 

given to it by human forces; thus it is a socially constructed phenomenon 

(Massey, 1994). The main concern of the constructivist approach is how 

places are socially constructed, by whom and with what interest (Trentelman, 

2009); therefore, it disregards any physical attribute of place. As Harvey says, 

for constructivist, “The only interesting question that can then be asked is: by 

what social processes is place constructed?” (Mathewson & Harvey 1997; 

p.261).  

The idea of place as a social construct, however, did receive several lines of 

criticism from philosophers who had seen the solely social and cultural 

emphasis of the idea as simplistic, reductionist and misleading (Sack, 1997; 

Malpas, 1999). Sack (1997) argued that privileging the social in the way that 

social constructivists do is a reductionist approach in the same way as 

privileging the natural in the days of environmental determinism. He further 

argued that while either of social and physical dimensions of place may be 

necessary for a particular situation and at a particular time, none of them is 

solely determinant of the concept of place. 
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2.1.2 Critique of place theorisation in the 20th century; an alternative 

approach 

The above discussions suggest that place is a paradoxical concept with a 

meaning that is readily grasped but difficult to define (Morgan, 2010). Place 

scholarship suffers from lack of systematic theory and conceptual coherence 

because the domain of place research is comprised of opposing research 

traditions with distinctive philosophical and theoretical assumptions (Patterson 

and Williams, 2005; Altman and Low, 2012). 

Nonetheless, Patterson and Williams (2005) argue that researchers should 

adopt an attitude of openness and provide coherency in the field with a critical 

pluralist paradigm. To establish a more profound way of thinking about place, 

Malpas (1999) argued that place could not be reduced to the social, cultural or 

the natural. Instead, the idea of place at the same time includes both social 

activities and institutions involved in the place, and the physical objects and 

events happening in the place. The all-encompassing theoretical framework 

for place by Malpas in “Place and experience” has three strands: (1) human 

being is bound to place; (2) place encompasses both subjectivity and 

objectivity, non-reducible to only one of them; and (3) place is distinct but 

related to space and time and is methodologically and ontologically 

fundamental.  

Although Malpas acknowledges the importance of the physical realm, he 

envisages a reciprocal relationship between the physical and social. In his 

view, the physical embodiment of world constraints and is sometimes 

constrained by social activities and institutions. Malpas grants place a primacy 

or supremacy and articulates that humans cannot construct anything without 

being in the place at first. It is essential to note that Malpas view does not deny 

that a specific place is the product of society and culture. He insists that place 

in a general sense adds up to a lot more than that. Society itself is 

inconceivable without place, and the social and the cultural are geographically 

constructed. According to Malpas’s conceptualisation, place role in human life 

is a lot deeper than being a social construct. The meaning of place cannot be 

reduced to any of the social, natural or cultural realms.  Place is a phenomenon 
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that brings these worlds together and, indeed, in part, produces them. The idea 

of place encompasses both the idea of the social activities and institutions that 

are expressed in and through the structure of a particular place and the idea 

of the physical objects and events in the world that constrain and are 

sometimes constrained by those social activities and institutions. 

Despite the plethora of literature and multiplicity of theoretical approaches, the 

concept of place still remains a complex structure comprising subjectivity and 

objectivity, self and other, spatiality and temporality (Macarthur, 2001). 

Because of this amalgamation of meanings embodied in place, the 

phenomenon remains implicit or can only be explicated with great difficulty. In 

general, four reasons can be articulated for this difficulty: First reason lies in 

the fact that places can be in different shape/size and can be tangible as well 

as symbolic (Low & Altman 1992). Second, because of the subjective nature 

of place, its meaning varies significantly between different people according to 

their point of view, cultural background and the way they interact with the 

place. Third, the traditional interpretation of place as “coherent, bounded and 

settled” is altered to “diluted, diffused meaning (Castells 1989 cited in Arefi 

1999) that is boundless. The final reason is due to the existing tension between 

the social versus the physical focus of place studies (Trentelman 2009). It 

seems that falling into each of these extremes has its own disadvantage of 

neglecting an intrinsic part of the notion; thus, the most comprehensive 

response to this controversial debate might be an equal emphasis on both 

social and physical aspects (e.g., Cheng et al. 2003).  

2.1.3 Place transformation  

There is also a longstanding debate around the consequences of urban 

transformation projects on place and its meaning for the users. A notable 

strand of place scholarship is concerned with place as a transitional concept 

that is perpetually being altered by exterior forces (Eranil Demirli, Tuna Ultav 

and Demirtaş-Milz, 2015; Horlings, 2015; Shaolian, 2017; Grenni, Soini and 

Horlings, 2020). By employing a dialectical logic as opposed to the Aristotelian 

logic of simple syllogism (Lefebvre, 2009; Merrifield, 2013), it can be argued 

that all bodies and entities uninterruptedly change in their attributes, and by 
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extension, that “a thing is equal to itself if it does not change, that is, if it does 

not exist.” (Trostsky, 1939: p.2). Application of dialectical logic to place 

scholarship suggests that place is always changing, therefore any attempt to 

conceptualise it must pay due attention to its evolving, transformative and 

irresolute condition.   

Seamon (2014) suggests that places change, either towards erosion or 

enhancement, through six interconnected processes. These processes are 

place interaction, place identity, place release, place realisation, place 

creation, and place intensification. He further argues for two modes of action 

for each process: place-sustaining and place-undermining modes. These 

processes are typically present at places and involve in various generative 

combinations. Place alteration processes are the underlying routes of urban 

transformation influenced by, and at the same time influence, the social and 

physical realm. According to Seamon (2014), the first four processes – 

interaction, identity, release and realisation - explain what places are and how 

they work, while the last two processes – creation and intensification - are 

concerned about how positive or negative/inappropriate human efforts can 

either improve places or push them towards decline. In accordance with the 

scope of this thesis, this section intends to particularly focus on the last 

process, place intensification.  

Place intensification emphasises on the independent power of policy, design 

and fabrication to change place (Seamon 2014). Intensification of place can 

be constructive by contributing to place becoming more durable through 

interventions such as making an urban plaza livelier by adding more seats to 

it. Conversely, place intensification can become an undermining process 

through poorly conceived designs, policies and constructions (ibid). 

Seamon suggested that places change in various forms; nonetheless, the six 

processes that he has proposed say very little about the complexities of 

reception of place change by the people who live or work in place. A few 

studies have attempted to provide theoretical insight into an individual’s 

psychological responses to place change (e.g., Sell and Zube 1986; Devine-

Wright 2009). The theoretical model of place change proposed by Devine-
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Wright (2009) uses social representations theory to elucidate on different 

stages of psychological response to the built environment change. Devine-

Wright suggests five stages of responding to place change, including 

becoming aware, interpreting, evaluating, coping and acting. Each of 

Seamon’s five distinctive processes of place change could, therefore, be 

interpreted, evaluated and coped with in multiple ways. The way an individual 

reacts to place change conveys vast meanings with regards to his/her 

relationship with place.  

A potential outcome of massive urban transformations in our cities could be 

seen in the emergence of inauthentic places. Destroying material traces of 

sites “resets the clock on the embodied relationship between the individual and 

the environment.” (Jones & Evans 2012; p.2326). Relph encourages us to 

seek a sense of place and to establish authentic place-making processes. 

Nevertheless, his ambitious quest of authentic places has faced several 

criticisms, chiefly by Marxist and social constructivist thinkers (see Ley and 

Samuels, 2014). In general, these critiques argue that Relph in particular and 

human geographers in general have taken an essentialist approach which 

ignores specific temporal, social and individual circumstances that shape 

place and individuals’ experience. Specifically, Harvey (2004) identified a 

danger in the quest for authenticity and argued that as a modern value, the 

quest for authenticity in place could be subverted by market mechanisms of 

authenticity creation, invented traditions and commercialised heritage culture 

(Harvey, 2004). In this way, the pursuit of authentic place can simply become 

another apparatus for the capitalist economy. Harvey’s argument signifies the 

dynamic, adapting nature of capitalism which must be considered in any effort 

to resist the creation of authentic places. Nevertheless, it is not able to 

underestimate and eclipse the existing phenomenon of inauthentic places. 

Despite such criticisms, Relph’s notion of Placelessness seems helpful in 

studying and defining place through a dialectical monism method. Exploring 

the experience of non-places – inauthentic places that lack sense of place – is 

a useful way of elaborating the more comprehensive questions of what place 

is and how people experience it. 
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2.1.4 Neighbourhood as a place 

In an urban setting, ‘neighbourhood’ is a place that is deeply engaged with 

human experience and daily life. Neighbourhood encompasses both physical 

objects – buildings, streets, open spaces, sidewalks, etc. – and social activities 

taking place within the local community. However, neighbourhood as a place 

is not a static concept; It implies dynamism of continuously being changed by 

external and internal forces. The small-scale changes within neighbourhoods 

can be explored as part of the general urban transformation processes 

happening in the cities.  

In the era of increasing fluidity and permeability of place where place is more 

often shaped by the virtual as opposed to real (Forrest, 2009) a critical 

question arises regarding the role of the neighbourhood as a place of living. 

The idea of the neighbourhood still seems to remain an essential part of our 

lived experience with an implicit socio-spatial dimension (Madden, 2014). 

Neighbourhood is mainly defined in the mind of contemporary people as an 

abstract spatial concept where people simply live alongside each other and 

experience the same things. This abstract conceptualisation of neighbourhood 

is far distanced from what Ruth Glass (1944) (cited in Forrest 2009) defined 

as community which particularly underscores conscious communality derived 

from collective spatial experience and tendency towards the communal act.  

We live in the age of globalisation, post-modernity and technological and 

information revolution where a kind of semantic satiation (Jakobovits, 1962) is 

taking away the meaning and significance of neighbourhood and community. 

Accordingly, there seems to be an urgent need to reconcile the concepts of 

neighbourhood and community by proposing a joint socio-spatial framework 

around place. This hybrid framework re-introduces place as a potential site of 

re-building social cohesion through bottom-up action; a site in which reciprocity 

and mutuality can be practised by empowered citizens (Forrest, 2009).  

This section sought to provide an exhaustive review of literature on place as 

the central theme of the present thesis. The concept of place flows through the 

forthcoming sections and remains the foundation of the following discussions 
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on urban densification – as a place alteration process - and urban social 

sustainability – as a process towards establishing positive people-place bonds. 

2.2 Densification as a means of urban form transformation 

Urban morphology is the study of the structure, form and physical expression 

of human settlements (Vance, 1990). City’s street pattern, urban blocks, the 

spaces between buildings, land uses and more importantly, the transformation 

of physical components over time are among the main preoccupations of 

urban morphologists. Temporality becomes particularly crucial for 

morphologists considering the significance endowed to urban morphological 

transformation over time. Accordingly, studying the manner through which 

urban environment has been created and evolved during time becomes the 

fundamental focus of urban morphology. The evolutionary nature of the 

physical city (Moudon, 1995) denotes that a particular logic commands the 

organisation of urban fabric at different periods of time (Levy, 1999). By 

developing a sound understanding of this logic encompassing the economic, 

social, cultural and political forces that has shaped the current condition of the 

cities, morphologists become able to integrate better and direct subsequent 

developments (Vance 1990).  

At the foundation of urban morphological analysis lies the concept of ‘urban 

form’. There have been numerous attempts to outline urban form and the 

concept has been interpreted differently from various points of view. Urban 

form is most commonly described as an amalgamation of physical elements 

and arrangements in the built environment (Lynch and Rodwin, 1958; Levy, 

1999). The central focus of urban form is on the spatial configuration of fixed 

physical elements in an urban setting (Anderson, Kanaroglou and Miller, 

1996).  

In an attempt to clarify the debates on urban form, Kropf (2009) reviewed four 

prominent urban form accounts by Lynch (1981), Caniggia & Maffei (2001), 

Hillier (1996), and Conzen (1961). In these studies, Kropf identified four 

general aspects of urban form being (1) spatial relations of physical features; 

(2) interrelations between humans and physical features; (3) flows of 
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resources; and (4) temporal relations. This conception demonstrates three 

underlying elements of urban form: physical form, human beings and the 

usage of space.  

A qualitative duality becomes evident between stagnation and dynamism while 

considering the temporal aspect of urban form. Urban form could be envisaged 

either as a snapshot of urban landscape, rendering its physical attributes at a 

given point of time; or as a dynamic phenomenon which is being continuously 

transformed and reshaped. One of the most encompassing definitions of urban 

form as a dynamic concept is provided by Castells (1983). According to him, 

urban form is the symbolic expression of urban meaning and is always 

determined by conflictive processes between different actors. Castells 

brilliantly underscores the underlying processes of change and historical 

forces beneath the physical surface that shape place. This perspective, 

although is not commonly employed by urban researchers and professionals, 

brings theoretical robustness to discussions around urban form and could 

potentially bridge the epistemological gap between the less tangible, politico-

economic substructure and the concrete physical superstructure of urban 

form.  

A set of conclusions can be drawn from the above literature. First, it is essential 

to bear in mind that a mere spatial interpretation of urban form is inherently 

reductionist as it interprets urban form as a static phenomenon, as a property 

of the city which must be investigated in each point of time (Schwartz 2010). 

By incorporating temporality into the discussions of urban form, one could 

inspect the physical and spatial arrangement of the city as static qualities, 

while simultaneously studying the processes of urban change and 

transformation. Thus, Urban form must be considered as a dynamic and 

continuously changing phenomenon shaped by individual and group actions 

(Moudon 1997) and under the influence of various social, spatial and political 

forces. Second, urban form cannot be separated from human agency and 

should be described by the interrelations between psychological and 

sociological aspects (Rapoport, 1982; Alexander, 1987). The way individuals 

and communities live, work and relate to urban form must be incorporated into 

the discussions of urban form.  
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Drawing on the seminal theoretical framework by Carmona (1996)1,  Ünlü 

(2011) proposed a typology (Table 2-1) of the built environment changes 

comprising six distinct types of urban change. This typology is useful in the 

sense that it characterises urban form changes based on their constituents, 

strategies and qualities.  

Table 2-1  Changes to the built environment. Source: Unlu (2011) 

 

Each of the typologies of urban change proposed by Unlu (2011) has its own 

constituents, strategies and qualities. Among them, morphological changes 

specifically relate to the scope of this thesis. Morphological changes mainly 

result in incremental interventions and have a remarkable and tangible impact 

on the urban landscape. These changes can take various forms including 

changes in building heights, building types, plot coverage, plot size, block size, 

block form, setbacks and density.  

Unlu (2011) suggested four types of morphological changes based on the 

scale: (1) plot-based changes; (2) block-based changes; (3) tissue-based 

changes; and (4) transformation of the entire cityscape. Cities, at various 

points in their evolution process, may get involved in any of these change 

narratives. Plot-based changes happen within the boundary of the individual 

plot. In cases that plot-based changes do not include amalgamation or division 

of plots, the whole urban block structure remains in its original form (Conzen 

 
1 The conceptualisation of urban design thought.  
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1960). Plot-based and block-based changes are deeply intertwined in each 

other in the sense that any morphological change in the plot simultaneously 

transforms the morphological characteristics of a block as well.  

The above discussions draw parallels between urban form/urban change, and 

place/place change. Borrowing the concept of place from the previous section, 

it is possible to explain the dynamics of urban transformation through place 

scholarship. Urban form of a given geographically constrained unit – e.g., 

neighbourhood – is in essence, a resemblance of that unit as a place. In other 

words, urban form of a neighbourhood carries the very characteristics that 

collectively demonstrate that neighbourhood as a place.  

So far, this section has reviewed urban form definitions and explored various 

types of urban form transformation. There is also a long research tradition of 

defining urban form by its constituent elements.  Majority of studies in this 

tradition could be regarded as part of the field of urban design, thus have 

maintained their focus point merely on the physical attributes of urban form. 

Notwithstanding their limited scope, the pragmatic approach of these studies 

to make sense of urban form by bringing its palpable element to the foreground 

of academic research is remarkable. Barton & Tsourou (2000) pointed out the 

key elements of urban form as density, shape, degree of dispersal or 

concentration and availability of transport infrastructure. Jabareen (2006) in 

his attempt to formulate an assessment framework of sustainable urban forms, 

identified seven design concept as important themes of urban form as 

compactness, sustainable transport, density, mixed land use, diversity, 

passive solar design and greening. Dempsey et al. (2008) have categorised 

different physical features into five broad and interrelated elements that make 

up urban form. These are (1) Density; (2) Transport infrastructure; (3) Land-

use; (4) Layout; and (5) Housing/Building type. Among the multitude of urban 

form elements, urban density is one of the most controversial ones 

(Churchman, 1999). Urban density fittingly represents urban form as it 

interconnects the physical realm, the social sphere, and the temporal 

dimension. The next section attempts to unravel the complexities of urban 

density and densification processes.  
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2.2.1 Complexities of density and densification 

Within the bounded urban settings, population increase is usually analogous 

to the emergence of denser areas. Life conditions in dense urban areas have 

long been an area of interest with numerous researchers investigating the 

issue over the past decades (Calhoun, 1962; Rapoport, 1975; Bonnes, 

Bonaiuto and Ercolani, 1991; Evans, Saegert and Harris, 2001). The popularity 

of dense urban areas also stems from the manifold articulated environmental 

benefits of compact living (e.g. Ng 2010; Jenks et al. 2008). Accordingly, it 

seems that the increase in urban density has several persuaders, thus 

understanding its impacts on people’s life qualities is essential and timely.   

Density has long been considered as a fundamental concept in the field of 

urban planning. It is an integral tool in establishing urban policies and highly 

determines how areas will look like and feel in the future (Dawkins & Matan 

2008, cited in Sivam et al. 2012). With more than 70 per cent of the world 

population living in the urban areas by 2050 (DESA, 2018), it is predictable 

that dense urban areas are inevitable element of the future cities and that the 

compact city model will become even more acceptable and unobjectionable 

model of sustainable urban development in the conventional urban discourse. 

Density is originally borrowed from physics and in the simplest terms, refers to 

the number of units in a given area (Boyko and Cooper, 2011). In this definition, 

a unit may refer to a wide range of objects, including dwelling units, buildings, 

and individuals. In other terms, Physical density –also known as measured 

density, quantitative density or objective density -  is the measure of the 

concentration of individuals or physical structures within a given geographic 

unit (Cheng, 2010). 

The quantitative approach to explain density is chiefly popular among 

planners, practitioners and policymakers for pragmatic reasons. Physical 

density is used as a metric within a variety of disciplines and professions such 

as architecture, environment-behaviour studies, planning, psychology and 

sociology (Churchman 1999). A huge number of different researcher-defined 

measures (see Boyko & Cooper for the exhaustive list of measures) of physical 
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density are proposed and employed in various disciplines. However, this 

multiplicity of approaches to density is known to be the main reason for 

ambiguity, confusion and the lack of consensus over the definition of the term 

(Churchman 1999).  

Several complications are associated with the current orthodoxy in measuring 

density. Physical density is not necessarily an accurate portrayal of density 

(Boyko and Cooper 2011). It can be measured in multiple ways based on the 

choice of what are we referring to as the ‘object of study’ and the ‘geographic 

unit’ e.g., people per hectare, households per square kilometres, residential 

units per hectare, etc. The multiplicity of measures of physical density, 

alongside the abundance of parallel planning frameworks with their own 

density definitions add to the complexities of research and practice. In many 

cases, a common sense of what we mean by density is hard to achieve and in 

effect, this condition makes comparisons between cities and cross-contextual 

learning fruitless. These complexities serve as a barrier to developing a better 

understanding of density in cities and its association with wider social, 

environmental and economic circumstances. A debate is currently raging 

within the international academic community about the context-sensitivity and 

culture dependency of urban density (Xu, 2010; Boyko and Cooper, 2011; 

Kyttä et al., 2013; Schmidt-Thomé et al., 2013; Bardhan, Kurisu and Hanaki, 

2015; Pourdeihimi, Madani and Mousavinia, 2017; Azzam, 2018). Within this 

debate, density is argued to be affected by history, cultural and social context, 

policy attitudes and economy (Rapoport, 1977). Kyttä et al. (2016) highlighted 

the contextually sensitive nature of urban density and suggested that the future 

research must take a more sensitive approach to study urban density by 

recognising the ways people experience urban space and scrutinising various 

lifestyle profiles and their dynamic relationship with the urban fabric.  

The contextual interpretation of density by Rapoport (1975) hints to an 

alternative method of conceptualising density, namely ‘perceived density’. The 

section below attempts to unravel the theoretical and methodological 

complexities associated with perceived density.  
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2.2.2 Perceived density as a subjective approach to density 

Foundational to ‘perceived density’ is the concept of human perception. 

Rappaport refers to perception as a process, involving the interaction of both 

perceiver and the environment (Rapoport 1977). The existing literature on 

perception is vast and according to Rappaport, is one of the largest in the field 

of environmental psychology. In order to overcome the confusion in the 

literature of perception, and to better link this notion to the urban context, 

Rappaport suggested using a more restrictive and explicit terminology as 

‘environmental perception’. Environmental perception is a multi-dimensional 

phenomenon, concerned with the transactional process between the person 

and the environment – the urban context.  Rappaport considered the physical 

and social realms as determinants of environmental perception of the human: 

“Thus, the individual and the environment form a system and their 

mutual interaction is partly determined by the physical environment and 

other people or, more correctly, the individual's perception and 

interpretation of them and their significance.” (Rappaport 1977; p.26) 

Environmental perception and urban density converge in the relatively 

overlooked concept of perceived density. Perceived density has been a 

popular topic in environmental psychology since the 1970s (e.g., Fleming et 

al. 1987; Newman & Hogan 1981; Stokols et al. 1972; Rapoport 1975). 

Perceived density – is also called qualitative density and subjective density -  

depicts a relative, socially produced and relational interpretation of space and 

is mostly applicable to the local scale of daily and frequent interactions (Argent, 

2008). The basic principles of perceived density are that different levels of 

urban density can be perceived, experienced and then evaluated in different 

ways, by different people in different contexts (Churchman 1999); and to obtain 

a thorough understanding of urban density, it makes more sense to look at 

people’s subjective experiences of the environment than solely relying on the 

objective, numeric measures (Bergdoll & Williams 1990).  

As one of the originators of the term perceived density, Rapoport (1975) 

proposed that the central determinant of the concept is the “rate of information” 

or level of perceptual stimulation. The theory of perceptual stimulation argues 
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that the environment offers certain cues that help people to judge an area from 

different behavioural, physical and social aspects. For instance, in the physical 

realm, areas with a higher rate of information such as the abundance of cars, 

signs, lights and any physical feature, will be perceived as denser. This theory 

would similarly apply to the social realm, as a high level of social interaction, 

social and cultural heterogeneity, and lack of territorial boundaries would be 

perceived denser.  

Churchman (1999) focused on individualised perceptions and argued that 

perceived density is about an individual’s perception and estimation of the 

number of people, the space available and the organisation of that space. She 

argued that perceived density is the subjective knowledge of an individual from 

density which is neutral in essence because it does not include an evaluative 

component. 

Drawing on these interrogations, it can be argued that three distinct dynamic 

interplays take part in shaping perceived density: relationships between 

people and people, people and objects, and objects and objects. These 

relations compose collectively the two main dimensions of perceived density, 

namely perceived physical density (PPD) and perceived social density (PSD) 

(Taylor, 1981; Bergdoll and Williams, 1990; Boyko and Cooper, 2011). 

Perceived physical density. The spatial aspect of perceived density refers to 

individualised perceptions of the environment, based on the relations between 

physical elements such as height, spacing and juxtaposition (Rapoport 1975). 

Churchman (1999) defines the term as the different perceptions a given 

number of people could have within different size spaces. In other terms, it is 

the physical attributes of the setting that influence residents’ subjective 

knowledge of density. Taylor (1981) focused on the restrictions imposed by 

the physical environment and defined spatial density as spatial restraint or “the 

ability of a space to restrict movement and thereby threaten physical contact” 

(Boyko & Cooper 2011; p.31). Bergdoll and Williams (1990) introduced the 

concept of visual complexity and argued that it is correlated to spatial 

perceived density through a set of indicators including building articulation, 

architectural detail, street furniture, parked cars, landscaping, irregularity of 
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facade silhouette, variety of window and door patterns, variety of building 

types, and variety of building surface colour and materials. Rapoport (1975) 

also listed a set of physical attributes that are hypothesized to be related to 

perceived density including tight or open spaces; intricate or simple spaces; 

large or small building height to space ratios; numerous or few signs, lights, 

cars, and people (or their traces). In a more recent study, Sivam et al. (2012) 

argued that plot size, hosing typology, dwelling height, street layout and width, 

the presence of public spaces and land coverage are the key determinants of 

perceived physical density.  

Perceived social density. One of the earliest attempts the combine the 

physically dominated concept of density with social issues stems from the 

notion of “visual diversity” by Sennet (1970) as a perceptible level of social 

diversity. However, the original idea of social density presented as a 

quantitative measure by Irving and Davidson (1973) cited in (Argent 2008) as 

the number of interpersonal interactions taking place per unit area per unit of 

time within an urban context. Later, this quantitative reading of social density 

replaced by views stressing its subjective qualities. According to Rapoport 

(1975), the social aspect of density refers to the degree of social interaction – 

actual, desired or perceived - an individual has in the setting. This means that 

a high level of social interaction, a high degree of social and cultural 

heterogeneity, and/or lack of territorial boundaries would also be perceived as 

denser (Bergdoll and Williams 1990). In the same way, Churchman (1999) 

postulated that social density or the perception of crowding (Bonnes, Bonaiuto 

and Ercolani, 1991) is created by different numbers of people within the same 

space. Thus, it is the number of people and the social relations they have that 

affect perceived social density. Tuan (1977) argued that sense of crowding or 

isolation – as two ends of the spaciousness spectrum – are dependent on an 

individual’s sense of social and economic opportunity in an environment rather 

than the physical layout. He then argued that the emotional and attitudinal 

responses on an individual to measured human population density are 

conditioned by culture and the desire for individual self-fulfilment. The 

relationship between density and crowding could be perplexing in the first 

instance. Campoli et al. (2007) attempted to distinguish these terms: “Density 
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is the number of people in a given space, while crowding is the subjective 

perception that that number is too high.” (Campoli et al., 2007, 11).  A 

subjective appraisal is embedded in crowding which entails the concept is 

essentially evaluative.   

Perceived social density is highly associated with the ability of individuals to 

regulate contact with others in their neighbourhood. This view highlights the 

existing correlation between social density and the concept of privacy which is 

defined as the ability to control unwanted interactions (Ittelson 1960, Schwartz 

1968 cited in Rapoport 1975). To conclude, perceived social density refers to 

the interaction between people and involves the mechanisms for controlling 

interaction levels such as spacing, territorial boundaries, hierarchy, the size 

and nature of the group, and its homogeneity. Table 2-2 summarises the most-

cited indicators of the two dimensions of perceived density in the literature. 

Table 2-2 Perceived density indicators. Source:(Rapoport 1975; Cheng 2010; Churchman 1999; 
Boyko & Cooper 2011; Bergdoll & Williams 1990) 

Physical perceived density Social perceived density 

● Street width 

● Block dimension 

● Number of intersections 

● Building articulation 

● Facades consistency 

● Scale of sidewalks 

● Availability of open space 

● Space between buildings 

● Building height to street width ratio 

 

● Ability to control social interactions 

● Social heterogeneity 

● privacy 

 

Surveys and self-completion questionnaires are widely employed as 

techniques of investigating diverse sides of perceived density (e.g. Kearney 

2006; Bergdoll & Williams 1990). Nevertheless, some researchers have 

argued that survey technique is inadequate in capturing deep insights and 

perceptions on density and emphasised on using in-depth interview technique 

as a means of obtaining a profound subjective understanding of a 
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phenomenon (Mitrany, 2005; Dave, 2011; Sivam, Karuppannan and Davis, 

2012). Apart from these two widely employed techniques, some studies have 

taken a mixed-methods approach to investigate the concept of perceived 

density and utilised triangulation strategy, involving a variety of techniques to 

collect data (e.g. Sivam et al. 2012; Nowicki & White 2017; Moch et al. 1996). 

Three methodological limitations can be identified in the studies investigating 

the subjective aspect of density (Churchman 1999). First, it is impossible to 

transfer results from one scale to another. For instance, living density or 

‘density inside the home’ is very different from density at the neighbourhood or 

the city level. Dissimilar subjective understandings of density at different scales 

suggests that each scale must be studied separately, and with a different 

strategy. Second, most perceived density studies are conducted as short-term 

research and within a laboratory-type setting. This may raise serious doubts 

about the validity of outcomes as unjustified that a phenomenon studied in a 

laboratory setting will be the same in the real-life situation. Third, defining the 

relevant area of examination seems to be a difficult task. This issue is 

particularly important at the neighbourhood level because the definition of the 

neighbourhood from the residents’’ side is often different from the 

administrative definition and boundaries of their neighbourhood (Rapoport 

1997). Churchman also argued against the neighbourhood as a suitable 

setting for studying perceived density as it can be differently important for 

various people and the time people spend in their neighbourhood is very likely 

to be different. These issues might cause people having varied experiences 

within a given environment. 
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2.2.3 Urban densification and place 

Under capitalism, there is a perpetual struggle in which the 
ruling class builds a physical landscape appropriate to its own 
condition, …only to have to destroy it at a subsequent point in 
time. (Harvey 1978: p.83) 

In his seminal work, ‘Urbanism as a Way of Life’, Louis Wirth (1938) names 

density of settlements as one of the three defining elements of a city alongside 

size and heterogeneity. Although Wirth’s sociological approach to define 

elements of the city has been criticised because of its strictly ecological 

perspective, his sociological propositions regarding the influences of density 

on urbanites seem to be still relevant today. Wirth (1938), building the 

foundation of his argument on Durkheim and Darwin, argues that an increase 

in the number of people when area remains constant produces differentiation 

and specialisation, and subsequently reinforces the complexity of the social 

structure. Wirth is also influenced by Simmel’s sociological perspective in The 

Metropolis and Mental Life when he contrasts physical and social contacts in 

urban milieu:  

“I see the uniform which denotes the role of the functionaries 
and are oblivious to the personal eccentricities hidden behind 
the uniform.” (Wirth 1964: p.73).  

However, the remarkable section of Wirth’s argument for this thesis is his 

argumentation about the adverse impacts of close living together of a large 

population who are devoid of sentimental and emotional ties. Again, one can 

find the massive influence of Simmel’s concept of Stranger (Simmel 1908) on 

Wirth’s argumentation. Such living condition, in Wirth’s account, would foster 

competition and mutual exploitation. Furthermore, it requires adherence to 

rigid daily routines; otherwise, society would not be able to maintain itself:  

“Frequent close physical contact, coupled with great social 
distance, ……, gives rise to loneliness. The necessary great 
movement of great numbers of individuals in a congested 
habitat causes friction and irritation. Nervous tensions …. are 
increased by the rapid tempo and the complicated technology 
under which life in dense areas must be lived.” (Wirth, p.75).  
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The above lines underscore a genuine concern, mostly neglected in the 

contemporary urban discourses, about the consequences of dense urban 

living on the lived experience of urbanites. This genuine concern also 

highlights the still ongoing controversies in the fields of urban planning and 

design regarding the contradictory articulated side-effects of living in dense 

urban areas.   

This section seeks to build upon the above contradictory condition and 

investigates the complexities of density in the urban setting with a particular 

focus on the widespread policies aiming at creating dense urban areas. High-

density developments are realised as opposed to urban sprawl and mainly 

proposed as a new response to the emerging urban challenges resulted by 

rapid population growth, land consumption limitations, high construction and 

infrastructure costs, scarce natural resources and concerns of quality of life 

(Neuman, 2005). To mitigate the consequences of such urban challenges, the 

Compact City model of urban growth was developed with mostly ecological 

and environmental justifications (Jabareen 2006). The fundamental ideas of 

the compact city model include mixing land uses, increasing density and 

intensifying activities, effective land planning and efficient transportation 

system (OECD 2012). Compact city model promotes sustainability in many 

ways including reducing infrastructure costs, saving energy, promoting public 

transportation and improving environmental quality (Newman & Hogan 1981).  

Increasing urban density – or urban densification - is also supported by the 

proponents of the agglomeration effect (e.g. Glaeser & Gottlieb 2009). 

Founding their argument on economic reasoning, the proponents of 

agglomeration effect argue that densification leads to diversification of 

functions, scales and demographics and creation of mixed land-use. These 

conditions are deemed to bring about economic benefit (Quigley, 1998), less 

automobile dependency (Newman and Kenworthy, 1989), reduced energy use 

(Mindali, Raveh and Salomon, 2004), and alleviation of social segregation 

(Burton, 2001). 

Nevertheless, not all the empirical studies on the consequences of 

densification support the above advantages of high density. As it was 
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mentioned above, one of the commonly articulated benefits of compact city 

model is the creation of a socially equitable environment by reducing the 

distance between work and home and saving time and money spent for 

commuting (Neuman, 2005). It is also argued that higher compact areas are 

socially sustainable by equitably distributing goods and services in an 

accessible way. Nevertheless, what we actually see today in the most compact 

cities across the globe is the dramatically detrimental impact of urban renewal 

projects and densification on the housing market which in effect, make home 

prices less affordable for the majority of the working class and eventually, price 

them out of the compact, inner-city areas towards the peripheries (Ahfeldt and 

Pietrostefani, 2017).  

This complex trajectory simply negates the very fundamental benefit of urban 

compaction. The question remains about the extent to which the less-affluent 

households could benefit from the benefits of high density if they are being 

priced out of dense neighbourhoods. Besides this fundamental contradiction, 

It has been argued that high density might negatively impact the level of 

satisfaction (Bramley & Power, 2009), sense of attachment and sense of 

quality of public utilities (Dempsey, Brown, & Bramley, 2012), and 

psychological health due to overcrowding (Haigh, Chok and Harris, 2011). 

Moreover, compact city model has been criticised of creating bigger income 

gaps, triggering increased ecological footprint due to higher consumption 

(Heinonen and Junnila, 2011), decreased living space for low-income groups 

and accessibility issues to green space and nature areas (Burton, 2001). 

Another array of critical views towards densification focused on perceived 

environmental qualities of dense areas and argued that no form could be 

sustainable if its inhabitants and users do not accept the way it impacts their 

daily life (Bramley et al., 2009).  

Urban densification has also been critically interrogated by neo-Marxist 

thinkers. For them, urban densification is being promoted mainly as a result of 

“capitalists need for a large, cheap, easily controlled labour force.” (Jaret 1983; 

p.499). From a critical point of view, some urban sociologists explained the 

urban as the site of ‘collective consumption’ and argued that dense urban 

areas are in fact, promoters of this mode of consumption (Castells and 
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Sheridan, 1977); a mode that ensures more effective and better regulated 

social and political reproduction of the labour-power. The concentration of 

people in compact areas ensures they are housed, are able to get to work on 

time and are similarly educated by the institutions (e.g. media, church, school, 

family, etc.) that make compliant subjects (Merrifield, 2014). Moreover, and 

from an economic perspective, densification could be seen as a mechanism 

of providing an opportunity to increase the tax base of a jurisdiction by creating 

excessive property value (Perrault 2012). Densification through the creation of 

exchange value triggers a transitional process moving from absolute space – 

concrete space of use-value – towards abstract space – dominated space or 

space of exchange value (Lefebvre 1993). According to Lefebvre, dominated 

space that is created based on exchange value relies on violence to suppress 

existing ecosystems and is a “closed, sterilised, and emptied out” space 

(Lefebvre 1993: p.165). 

Lastly, the classical and conventional discourses around urban growth 

basically explain the concept by its two main driving factors: technological 

innovation and mass migration (Borchert 1967 cited in Jaret 1983). These 

conventional narratives tend to normalise the process of urban growth and 

envisage it as the natural fate of human society’s evolution. Nevertheless, from 

a new-Marxist perspective, these factors are in fact, intermediates caused by 

something more fundamental, which is the social relations of capitalist 

production (Jaret, 1983).  

It can be concluded from the above discussions that the debate around 

benefits of high density is highly polarised and yet, unresolved. These 

arguments suggest that to take high urban density as a sufficient and generic 

condition of sustainability is at best, simplistic.  

Overall, four reasons can be articulated to explain the inconsistencies in the 

empirical findings. The first reason is the lack of a clear definition of what 

compact city is (Neuman 2005). The existing literature only offers general 

classifications without proposing concrete guidelines for global 

implementation. Perhaps, the inability to provide a global guideline for 
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implementing compact city model can be best explained by the contextual and 

culturally defined nature of density.  

The second reason can be traced in the origin of the research endeavours 

carried out on the positive impacts of compact city. These studies mainly follow 

a constrained disciplinary focus and act selectively in scrutinising the 

consequences of high density; for instance, positive outcomes of densification 

are mostly founded on urban economics (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; 

Bettencourt, 2013) and ecological research while other domains such as 

psychological impacts and satisfaction are commonly disregarded.  

Third, a dichotomy exists between the local point of view and the goals of 

densifying on a larger scale. In general, the critiques of urban densification are 

mainly focused on the quality of the urban environment that densification 

produces. Looking at the smaller scale, such accounts are concerned whether 

the result of densification will be seen as sustainable and desirable for the local 

community. 

Lastly, the inconsistencies in empirical findings can be traced in the inherent 

complexities of urban density as a compound phenomenon. As a cross-

disciplinary concept, density bears several complexities. Churchman (1999) 

argued that at first glance, the concept of density might seem appealing to 

planners because of its supposedly objective, quantitative and neutral nature. 

Nevertheless, density is intertwined with the specificities of the context – 

historical, cultural, social, etc. Moreover, some complications arise from the 

divergent interpretations of density used in different countries, contexts and 

disciplines. 

Debates around the validity of multiple arguments for and against high-density 

developments are persistent in the field of planning. To demystify the compact 

city paradigm, Neuman (2005) argued for the primacy of process over built 

form. In his thorough text, The compact city fallacy, Neuman called compact 

city a pleonasm which merely obtains its meaning by opposing urban sprawl. 

He contends that instead of asking whether compact form is sustainable, we 

should direct our attention to a more fundamental question “whether the 
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processes of building cities and the processes of living, consuming, and 

producing in cities are sustainable.” (Neuman 2005; p.22). Accordingly, it is 

the procedural nature of urbanisation and urban form transformation that is 

imperative in achieving sustainability. The compact city is neither a necessary 

nor a sufficient condition for a city to be sustainable. Neuman’s view, in his 

own words, raises the level of the game. It shifts the attention from 

contradictory empirical findings based on the outcomes of densification, to the 

process of densification and the ways planners and city-makers can make the 

processes of living, consuming and producing in the city more sustainable.  

The evidence reviewed so far seem to suggest that in urban densification 

processes, it is not only the material landscape that changes but the social and 

cultural associations are also being transformed (Jones and Evans, 2012). 

Moreover, the literature suggests that high urban density is not a one-size-fits-

all solution to achieve sustainability. The diverse articulated positive outcomes 

of densification are highly context-dependent; thus, the feasibility of 

densification policies in various contexts must be approached by the utmost 

care (Schmidt-Thomé et al., 2013). Urban densification requires an array of 

social, political, financial and cultural prerequisites. These conditions are 

essential for densification to manifest its argued positive outcomes. If these 

requirements are not met and if the prerequisites are not present on the 

ground, then density increase would easily lead to an urban catastrophe.  

2.3 Urban Social Sustainability; a place-based approach  

The third section of this chapter reviews the literature on the social dimension 

of sustainable development. The last decade has seen a growing trend toward 

studying the principles of sustainable development (Chiu, 2003; Dempsey et 

al., 2011; Murphy, 2012; Purvis and Grainger, 2013; Turcu, 2013). There is a 

strong consensus among scholars (Littig and Griessler, 2005; Colantonio, 

2007; Pareja-Eastaway, 2012) that the first and traditional definition of 

sustainability concept was introduced in the Brundtland Commission report 

(1987). According to this classic definition, sustainable development is:  
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“a development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
needs” (WCED, 1987).  

Although the Brundtland’s definition triggered a significant policy debate and 

academic dialogue about sustainability, the definition lacks precision and 

explicitness in comprehensively framing the concept. One of its evident 

ambiguities is regarding the unclear connotation of the terms ‘needs’, ‘future 

generations’, and ‘development’. Lack of clarity in the Brundtland definition is 

perhaps one of the manifold reasons for the proliferation of more than 200 

different definitions of sustainable development devised by various authors 

(Parkin, Sommer and Uren, 2003).  

The seminal Brundtland Report has also been the initial point of studying 

sustainable development as a triple bottom line (TBL) concept (Elkington, 

2001). The TBL model has been employed by various authors in an attempt to 

simultaneously deliver economic growth, social inclusion and environmental 

preservation (Chan and Lee, 2007; Colantonio, 2007; Davidson, 2010). While 

environmental, economic and social pillars are most included in the 

frameworks, other dimensions such as institutional and cultural are also 

discussed in the literature as independent pillars (Chiu 2004; Turcu 2013).  

In general, two prominent models of the TBL concept of sustainability can be 

identified in the literature as the “interlocking spheres” and “concentric circles” 

(Barron and Gauntlet, 2002). These models conceptualise the association 

between the three pillars in distinctive ways. An advantage of the concentric 

model of sustainability is that it locates economy as a subsystem of human 

society: " The economy is in the first instance a subsystem of human society.... 

which is itself, in the second instance, a subsystem of the totality of life on 

earth. "(Porritt 2012; p.56). This explanation has been employed to criticise the 

overemphasis on economic growth and development. The argument is that no 

system can expand beyond the capacity of the total system of which it is a 

part; thus, any attempt towards economic growth must be aligned with 

superordinate social and environmental goals.  
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These conceptual models of sustainability genuinely attempt to unravel the 

complicated reciprocal relationship between the pillars of sustainability; yet 

they are still unable to untangle some other strains in grasping, defining and 

implementing the idea of sustainability in real practice.  

Several reasons can be articulated for the laboriousness of conceptualising 

and implementing sustainable development in the real world.  One of the 

biggest, yet unresolved complications is well-prioritisation of the pillars 

(Colantonio 2007). A noticeable preference for ecological considerations can 

be seen in most sustainability debates. The environmental pillar has been 

historically the most popular between the three sustainability domains 

(Drakakis-Smith, 1995; Williams, Burton and Jenks, 2000). Recent trends in 

prioritising sustainability objectives in a different manner have led to the 

proliferation of studies that similarly value the significance of social issues in 

achieving sustainability. Another reason can be found in the inherent conflicts 

among the environmental, social and economic goals of sustainability. 

Campbell (1996) proposed a model encompassing three points on the triangle 

of conflicting goals of planning (See figure 2-2). Campbell outlined the trade-

offs among the three pillars of sustainable development and argued that these 

conflicts are the biggest barriers on the way of achieving sustainability. For 

instance, Campbell highlighted an old dispute between economic growth and 

social equity and named it as ‘property conflict’. 
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Figure 2-2 The triangle of planning. Source: Campbell (1996) 

He traced the innate growth-equity conflict in the contradictory nature of 

property: the tension between private interest and public good (Campbell, 

1996). Drawing on these conflicts between the pillars of sustainability, a group 

of scholars have even gone further in pursuing their critical perspective and 

argued that the concept cannot be implemented at all and essentially remains 

an unresolved oxymoron (Redclift, 2005; Brown, 2015; Spaiser et al., 2017). 

According to these critical scholars, under the current capitalist economic 

system, such intrinsic conflicts of interests between the pillar of sustainability 

are never going to be entirely fixed; Therefore, the sustainable future can be 

potentially achieved through massive alterations in the existing economic and 

political structural order.   

2.3.1 Social sustainability, the neglected pillar. 

This review of literature limits its scope on the social dimension of 

sustainability. Prior to demystifying social sustainability and reviewing its 

definitions, it is helpful to investigate why the social dimension of sustainable 

development is the less-developed, commonly neglected pillar at first. Five 

main reasons are put forward in this regard: (1) ambiguous social objectives; 

(2) distinctive nature compared to the other pillars; (3) scale of implementation; 

(4) various disciplinary views; and (5) inattention to the physical context. 
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First, social sustainability is explained as an ambiguous concept (Murphy, 

2012) due to the difficulty of identifying pure social issues. The main challenge 

of defining the social pillar is that there is no consensus over its intentions; 

Whether it is dependent on environmental issues or performs as a self-reliant 

dimension; and whether we can attain a comprehensive list of social objectives 

or we should extract ones based on the specific context and intention of the 

research (Littig and Griessler, 2005). Littig and Griessler (2005) also argued 

that the selection of social objectives is difficult because of the excessive 

influence of power rather than policy and public good as influential groups 

usually have their concerns included.  

The second reason lies in major theoretical and methodological distinctions 

between social sustainability and the other two pillars. Brown et al. (2006) 

argued that in the realm of social sustainability, quantifying does not make 

sense, particularly regarding concepts such as quality of life, community Well-

being and attachment: “the fundamental differences in the attributes of 

economic, environmental, and social sustainability illustrate the 

inappropriateness of measuring, reporting and conceiving of these facets in 

the same way” (Brown et al. 2006, p.19). Environmental and economic pillars 

of sustainability are known to have more concrete objectives and thus, being 

more measurable (Davidson 2009) while social sustainability is a relatively 

unclear concept which has made it disconnected from wider policy issues 

(Littig and Griessler, 2005; Bebbington and Dillard, 2009; Davidson, 2009; 

Dempsey et al., 2011).  

The third reason is related to the implementation scale of social sustainability 

which is repeatedly argued as a necessary consideration on making the vague 

concept of social sustainability clearer (Wilbanks, 2007; Turcu, 2010; Shirazi 

and Keivani, 2017). Scale is an important aspect of sustainability as it makes 

differences in systems and processes, understanding issues and abilities to 

act (Kates and Wilbanks, 2003; Purvis and Grainger, 2013). In many cases, 

there are variations between implementation scales in complexity and 

vulnerability. Smaller scales demonstrate less complexity and trace out the 

relationships easier compared to larger scales which encompass more 

complexity and require simplifying the relationships for the sake of managing 
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the analysis and understanding (Kates et al., 2001). It is also argued that 

among the three categories of Country/region, city and neighbourhood, social 

sustainability has been tested more at the neighbourhood level 

(Ghahramanpouri, Lamit and Sedaghatnia, 2013).  

The fourth issue is rooted in the various disciplinary point of views existing in 

the social sustainability literature (Colantonio 2008). Various disciplinary views 

tend to be selective about what dimensions or aspects of social sustainability 

to focus. These views mainly emphasise on the dimensions that prevail in their 

discipline and overlook the other elements of social sustainability. An example 

of such discrepancies could be identified in the different approaches to social 

sustainability between urban studies and health management (Capolongo et 

al., 2015) or business (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002).  

The final challenge is about overlooking the physical world (Omann and 

Spangenberg, 2002). Excessive attention to the realm of theory allows the 

traditional criticisms on sociology about neglecting the physical world and non-

social realm. However, the newly emerged trend in defining and studying 

social sustainability (Chan and Lee, 2007; Dixon and Woodcraft, 2013) with an 

emphasis on urban and physical context is trying to fill this gap. 

The above discussion demonstrates that social sustainability is inherently 

complex and hard to conceptualise. Complexity and fuzziness of the concept 

are reflected in the existing definitions of social sustainability in the literature. 

A chronological review of the definitions of social sustainability at urban level 

reveals two predominant orientations (Pareja-Eastaway, 2012). In the first 

group, social sustainability is mainly explored with a deliberate focus on the 

desired future condition that it aims to attain. The greater part of the literature 

in this traditional trend is descriptive in nature and explain social sustainability 

either as an existing or a desired condition to be achieved (McKenzie, 2004). 

The definition by Polèse & Stren (2000) is one of the most robust ones in this 

group (Ghahramanpouri et al. 2013). They outline social sustainability of a city 

as:  

“development (and/or growth) that is compatible with 
harmonious evolution of civil society, fostering an environment 
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conducive to the compatible cohabitation of culturally and 
socially diverse groups... [and] encouraging social integration, 
with improvements in the quality of life for all segments of the 
population.” (Polese and Stern 2000, p.15). 

The above definition demonstrates social sustainability as a developmental 

process towards achieving a set of desired future goals such as better level of 

social integration and a better quality of life for everyone.  

Later on and during the first decade of the 21st century, social sustainability 

scholarship evolved with more attention to its procedural nature rather than 

interpreting it as a product or outcome (Bostrom, 2012). McKenzie (2004) 

provided a working definition of social sustainability by integrating both notions 

of desired condition and process. According to him, social sustainability is: “a 

life-enhancing condition within communities, and a process within 

communities that can achieve that condition.” (McKenzie 2004; p.12). He then 

listed some indicators of the condition such as equity, participation, sense of 

community, etc. The exceptionality of McKenzie’s definition was highlighting 

the process of achieving social sustainability, indicating that social 

sustainability is always open to further adaptation and change and does not 

have a final (Turcu 2010).  

Incorporating indicators within the definitions of social sustainability was 

followed by numerous studies, chiefly in attempt to establish measurement 

frameworks (Chiu, 2003; Littig and Griessler, 2005; Chan and Lee, 2007; 

Colantonio, 2007; Bramley and Power, 2009; Murphy, 2012; Dixon and 

Woodcraft, 2013; Turcu, 2013). The indicators of social sustainability can be 

either positive or negative (McKenzie 2004) and tend to offer a normative 

perspective relevant for policy implementation and measurement frameworks.  

The plethora of definitions of social sustainability is argued to have its own 

advantages (Kemp and Martens, 2007). Shirazi & Keivani (2017) contend that 

lack of clarity in social sustainability definition is not necessarily a negative 

thing but rather an asset of the concept which makes it extremely productive. 

Davidson (2010) endorses the same view and argues that the diversity of 

approaches to social sustainability is inevitable and indeed, desirable. 
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According to Manzi et al. (2010) the ambiguity of social sustainability definition 

is useful because users can shape it to their own circumstances. In other 

words, this quality of social sustainability makes the concept adaptable to 

various situations and contexts.  

Instead of establishing a rigid framework applicable to all cases, scales and 

contexts, social sustainability is better to be founded on some general values 

and goals, relevant concepts and basic characteristics that are adaptable to 

different contexts. A pluralist approach (Bostrom, 2012) is preferable to a 

single approach as it has the advantage of giving the possibility to communities 

and groups to identify sustainability dimensions in accordance with their needs 

and concerns. This is in harmony with the contextual nature of social 

sustainability which implies on the essentiality of a unique framework in 

different geographical, temporal and situational contexts. This variation in 

approaches reflects the need for re-framing or re-constructing social 

sustainability (Davidson 2009).  

In the past decade, an increasing number of studies have attempted to 

conceptualise social sustainability in the urban setting by highlighting physical 

arrangement and attributes of cities (Littig & Griessler 2005; Chan & Lee 2007; 

Dixon & Woodcraft 2013). For instance, Chan and Lee (2007) made links 

between built form and social outcomes and suggested several notable 

design-based factors affecting social sustainability of urban developments. In 

another recent example, Dixon and Woodcraft (2013) suggest that social 

sustainability combines the design of the physical environment with a focus on 

how the people who live in and use a space relate to each other and function 

as a community. In one of the most recent conceptions of social sustainability, 

Eizenberg & Jabareen (2017) proposed a framework comprising four central 

elements, including equity, safety, eco-prosumption and urban form. This 

framework highlights the prominence of socially oriented practices in any effort 

to achieve sustainability and aims to fill the existing gaps in practice and 

theory.  
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2.3.2 Urban social sustainability 

As it was mentioned above, social sustainability can be explored at various 

geographic levels. The efforts to intertwine social sustainability with the 

physical form of the cities have introduced a relatively new strand of inquiry 

constrained to the urban setting called ‘urban social sustainability’ (Dempsey 

et al., 2011). 

Urban social sustainability is associated with different fields of study including 

urban planning, architecture, psychology, sociology and policy 

(Ghahramanpouri et al. 2013). Vallance et al. (2011) described ‘urban social 

sustainability’ as a concept in chaos, chiefly for its seemingly Weak, slippery 

and loose nature– similar to social sustainability in general. Nevertheless, 

Keivani and Shirazi (2017) attempted to clarify the slippery concept of social 

sustainability by systematically reviewing its dimensions, indicators and 

definitions in the literature. They identified the central dimensions of the 

concept and categorised them into seven key groups (see table 2-3):
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Table 2-3 Dimensions of Urban Social Sustainability 

Dimensions Key aspects Relevant studies 

Social equity Quality of life for all segments of the population/ fairness in distribution of 

opportunities and services/ gender equity/ social justice/ equity in 

employment health and education/  

Littig & Griessler, 2005; Yiftachel & Hedgcock, 1993; Polese & Stren, 

2000; McKenzie, 2004; Bramley & Power, 2009; Dempsey, Brown, & 

Bramley, 2012 

Democracy, 

participation and 

civic society 

Appropriation of all human rights/ freedom and solidarity/ political 

participation/ people-oriented governance/ community empowerment 

(Colantonio, 2007; Davidson et al., 2012; Dixon and Woodcraft, 2013 ) 

Social inclusion 

and mix 

Spatial desegregation/ cohabitation of diverse social groups/ social 

integration/ cultural diversity 

(Tunstall and Fenton, 2006; Karuppannan and Sivam, 2011; Lupala, 

2014 ) 

Social networking 

and interaction 

Viability of human interaction, communication and cultural development/ 

social cohesion 

Yiftachel & Hedgcock, 1993; Polese & Stren, 2000; McKenzie, 2004; 

Ancell & Thompson-Fawcett, 2008; Bramley & Power, 2009; 

Dempsey, Brown, & Bramley, 2012 

Sense of place and 

attachment 

Vitality, solidarity and common sense of place among citizens/ sense of 

community/ place attachment 

Chan & Lee, 2008; Colantonio & Dixon, 2011; Yung, Chan & Xu, 

2011; Yung & Chan, 201; Barron & Gauntlett, 2002; Castillo et al, 

2007; Bramley & Power , 2009; Colantonio, 2010; Landorf, 2011, 

Woodcraft et al. 2011 

Safety and security Absence of violent intergroup conflict  (Bramley et al., 2009; Dempsey, Brown and Bramley, 2012; 

Eizenberg and Jabareen, 2017) 

Well-being and 

quality of life 

Human dignity/ happiness/ health/ individual and collective Well-being Barron & Gauntlett, 2002; Chiu,2003; Castillo et al, 2007; Hancock, 

2009; Magis & Shinn, 2009; Yiftachel & Hedgcock, 1993;  
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The dimensions enumerated in the above table could be regarded as building-

blocks of any theoretical attempt to encapsulate social sustainability. 

Nevertheless, applying social sustainability to the urban context undoubtedly 

necessitates recognising the complexities and elements of the physical realm. 

The impact of physical features of the built environment on urban social 

sustainability has recently become a popular topic in the studies of urban social 

sustainability. Dempsey et al. (2011) categorised the contributory factors of 

urban social sustainability into physical and non-physical groups (Table 2-4).  

Table 2-4 Contributory factors of urban social sustainability - Source: Dempsey et al. (2011) 

Physical Factors Non-Physical Factors 

● Attractive public realm 

● Decent housing 

● Local environmental quality and 

amenity 

● Accessibility to local services and 

facilities/employment/green space 

● Walkable neighbourhood- 

pedestrian-friendly 

● Safety 

 

● Education and training 

● Social justice 

● Participation and local democracy 

● Health and Wellbeing 

● Social inclusion  

● Social capital 

● Mixed tenure 

● Social order 

● Social cohesion 

● Social networks 

● Social interactions 

● Sense of community and belonging 

● Employment 

● Residential stability (versus turnover) 

 

By revisiting the contributory factors and dimensions of urban social 

sustainability, a duality becomes evident between objectively defined and 

subjectively experienced factors. Colantonio (2007) noted a shift from 

traditionally objective indicators of social sustainability to more subjectively 

defined indicators. The objective indicators are quantitative, researcher-

defined measures which poorly reflect on community concerns (Kusel 1996 

Cited in Stedman 1999) and represent social facts independent of personal 

evaluations such as employment rate (Diener 2006). On the other hand, 
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subjective social indicators refer to various types of evaluations, both positive 

and negative, that people make of their social life conditions. Due to the 

qualitative nature of subjective indicators, they reflect on the needs and 

preferences of the people and provide a deeper understanding of the given 

community (McCrea et al. 2006; Magee et al. 2012). 

Subjective indicators of social sustainability were firstly developed by 

Empacher and Wehling (1999) cited in Omann and Spangenberg (2002). The 

table below (Table 2-5) summarises the subjective dimensions of social 

sustainability mentioned in the two seminal works of Empacher and Wehling 

(1999) cited in Omann and Spangenberg (2006) and Colantonio (2007). 

Table 2-5 Subjective indicators of social sustainability. Source: Spangenberg & Omann (2006); 
Colantonio (2007) 

Subjective indicators of social sustainability Source 

● General life satisfaction. 

● Satisfaction with participation. 

● Satisfaction with political participation. 

● Cultural diversity and social support. 

Empacher and Wehling 

(1999) 

● Social cohesion. 

● Identity, sense of place and attachment. 

● Empowerment and participation. 

● Sense of safety. 

● Social capital. 

● Happiness and quality of life. 

Colantonio (2008) 

 

The transition to subjective indicators demonstrates the bilateral nature of 

social sustainability, distinguishing the concept from environmental and 

economic pillars. This transition is of crucial importance (Omann & 

Spangenberg 2002) as it points out the insufficiency of objective measures and 

the excessive need for an alternative approach towards studying urban social 

sustainability. The choice of employing objective vs subjective indicators of 

social sustainability is a substantial part of any attempt to study the concept 

(Stedman 1999), particularly within an urban context. The distinction between 

objective and subjective assessment is known to be a methodological dilemma 

of social sustainability measurement (Magee et al. 2012). 
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Although two decades have passed since the time Empacher & Wehling 

(1999) developed a set of subjective indicators of social sustainability, the 

subject has been studied only by a small fraction of the literature. One of the 

obstacles to studying individuals’ subjective views could be methodological 

difficulties. Studying such indicators requires qualitative research methods 

such as interviews and focus groups which are relatively more labour-intensive 

and time-consuming. Besides, the application of subjective indicators in 

policies and research was also criticised based upon a seemingly legitimate 

concern dubbed as a possible “physical condition neglect” (Sen 1984 cited in 

Steadman 1999). The argument is that the complex phenomena that an 

individual is not able to accurately comprehend, in effect, do not influence 

his/her understanding of the world. In other words, certain complex 

phenomena might be incomprehensible for the questioned individual, and thus 

their latent influence might remain disguised and unnoticed.  

Besides the objective/subjective shift, another transition is spotted within the 

debates of urban social sustainability in which a scalar shift has occurred form 

macro scales of city or region into micro scales of community or 

neighbourhood (Keivani and Shirazi 2017). The increasing popularity of micro-

scale units indicates the growing significance of studying urban 

neighbourhoods in general, as the locus of divergent urban experiences 

(Brenner and Theodore, 2002; Whitehead, 2003; Davoudi and Madanipour, 

2015). 

One of the best examples of focusing on micro scales is the conceptual model 

of social sustainability developed by Dempsey et al. (2011). They framed 

urban social sustainability by two dimensions: “equitable access” and 

“sustainability of the community”. ‘Social equity’ is concerned with social 

justice, urging the equitable distribution of resources in society to provide fair 

access to local services, housing and jobs. Several social sustainability 

accounts have taken the concept as equal to social equity. However, social 

equity has been and also is becoming increasingly intertwined economic 

reasoning (Parra and Moulaert, 2010) and thus is unable to fully represent the 

objectives of social sustainability on its own. The latter dimension is thus 

introduced which emphasises on conditions that enable reaching collective 
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social goals at the local level. “sustainability of community” incorporates five 

elements (Dempsey et al., 2011): 

• Interaction with other residents  

• Participation in collective community activities 

• Pride or sense of place 

• Residential stability (versus turnover) 

• Security  

The advantage of this model lies in dividing the concept into two overarching 

categories which explicitly clarify the different scopes of social sustainability. 

The five elements of “sustainability of community” specifically focus on the 

neighbourhood level, therefore, have substantial implications on urban 

settlements, and above all, they may be correlated to the physical 

characteristics of the neighbourhood. 

In a recent, comprehensive review by Keivani and Shirazi (2017), the key 

formative characteristics of social sustainability discourse, research and policy 

are summarised under nine items:  

• social sustainability is the least developed pillar of sustainable 

development discourse.  

• the opacity in social sustainability definition is a potentiality. 

• a shift has happened from hard to soft/intangible themes.  

• social sustainability has become an umbrella concept to investigate 

previously debated social concepts. 

• territorial multi-scalarity, from macro scale to micro-scale. 

• a shift is happening from macro to micro-scale investigations. 

• physical and non-physical aspects of social sustainability are 

interconnected. 

• indicators of social sustainability are both goal- and scale-specific; and 

• as a result of all the above, it can be contended that social sustainability 

criteria and outcomes have a relational and place-specific nature.  

At first glance, the above-listed features convey the feeling that social 

sustainability research is theoretically well, practically lost and in a critical 
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condition. Nevertheless, this condition of social sustainability research can 

reversely act as its potentiality or asset (Keivani and Shirazi 2017). 

Acknowledging the relational, goal-specific and place-oriented nature of social 

sustainability makes it a dynamic concept with huge potential to be adapted, 

incorporated and implemented into attempts towards solving social dilemmas 

of growing urban areas across the world.  

To sum up, it can be argued that social sustainability research is fundamentally 

place-specific and socio-culturally driven. As Manzi et al. (2010) contend, the 

meaning of social sustainability is not the same for every neighbourhood. The 

idea of social sustainability, of the elements of interest, of the issues and social 

qualities that require to be sustained, must be made explicit for each specific 

locality. This preposition undermines the practice of policymakers who look at 

the best examples in different contexts and import their attributes to implement 

them in another context. Moreover, the technocratic discourse around social 

sustainability limits our ability to experiment with new ideas and possibilities of 

the concept. These possibilities are becoming increasingly concealed behind 

the fuzzy, normative and rigid frameworks that are co-opted by conservative 

political thinking and thus, stripped of any radical sense. Social sustainability 

is the challenge of plurality and is inherently political. Attaining social 

sustainability requires a democratically organised process of socio-

environmental reconstruction. Accordingly, social sustainability research and 

policy must be approached through a fully-integrated, place-specific, locally-

rooted and process-oriented perspective (Boyer et al., 2016). Such an 

approach takes locality imperative in framing social sustainability goals; 

therefore, it becomes a concept sensitive to local circumstances and is rooted 

in ideas, motives and activities. 

2.3.3 Place-oriented model of social sustainability  

Several lines of literature have underscored the importance of place in social 

sustainability debates (Bramley and PoIr 2009; Dempsey, Brown, and Bramley 

2012; Opp 2017; Yiftachel and Hedgcock 1993). Place-oriented approaches 

have enormous potential to contribute to the sustainable development of urban 

communities (Horlings, 2015). Concepts such as “place attachment” and 
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“sense of place” have been repeatedly named as crucial dimensions of urban 

social sustainability (Stedman, 1999; Chan and Lee, 2007; Colantonio, 2008; 

Bramley et al., 2009; Semken and Brandt, 2010; Zarghami and Pourdeihimi, 

2011; Sullivan, Ridin and Buchanan, 2014). The main line of argument in these 

studies is that communities with a weaker sense of place are less likely to 

proceed down a sustainable path (Dale et al. 2012). People’s connection with 

the place and developing and maintaining a rooted sense of place is essential 

for creating sustainable communities (Hay 1998). Moreover, a deep sense of 

place can inspire people to collectively act in response to unwanted and 

unsustainable spatial interventions (Horlings, 2015). A similar argument is 

made by Dempsey et al. (2011) with the idea that if people feel attached to the 

neighbourhood, they will want to stay living in the area and contribute to its 

continued development.  

The key domain in which social sustainability and place become interrelated is 

the field of socio-spatial planning. Socio-spatial planning is about the ways 

people embrace, contest or reject social changes (Davoudi, 2003). 

Understanding these dynamics can provide knowledge of sense of place, 

people-place relations and social sustainability. Socio-spatial transformations 

are defined as processes of urban growth and redevelopment that cause 

changes in the regional and urban spaces which affect social relations of 

people (Goodchild and Janelle, 2010). 

Several authors have mentioned the recent proliferation of different 

applications of sense of place and social sustainability within socio-spatial 

interventions. Opp (2017) highlighted ‘value of place’ among the key 

dimensions of social sustainability and argued that it is the most abstract and 

the most difficult one to measure. Erdiaw-Kwasie & Basson (2017) attempted 

to integrate the elements of the two concepts - social sustainability and sense 

of place – into a single practice-oriented framework in order to revitalise socio-

spatial planning processes and overcome the existing confusions. The key 

feature of their proposed framework is that it combines social sustainability and 

sense of place in a mutually supportive way. The framework emphasises the 

critical, somehow neglected impact of people-place relations on achieving 

social sustainability in the urban context by focusing on people’s reactions to 
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spatial changes and the trajectories of their actions towards transforming and 

shaping the place. 

Past decades – particularly after the 70s – have witnessed enormous changes 

in the way we perceive and interact with place, e.g. increased mobility, cultural 

globalisation and emergence of ‘non-places’ (Auge, 1996; Casey, 1997). A 

response to the emergence of ‘non-places’ was a surge in spatial practices 

called ‘place-making’. Nevertheless, a valid line of criticism prevails against 

‘place-making’ initiatives (Dempsey, Smith and Burton, 2014) which raises 

vital concerns about management, participation, involvement, decision-making 

and financing of these projects. Against such background, one might assert 

that studying the meaning and implications of place does not have validity 

anymore. Notwithstanding such widespread impressions, the importance of 

places in the contemporary world may have grown (Lewicka 2011). Many 

studies point out that despite several challenges, risks and massive alterations 

imposed on the human societies by the effects of globalization, concepts such 

as place attachment still exist and have a massive potentiality to contribute to 

the quality of human life (Lewicka 2011). Place-based approaches are 

becoming increasingly favoured in science and policy because territorial 

differentiation of globalisation creates territories of difference that ultimately 

brings place again to the fore (Escobar, 2001). 

The existing literature demonstrates place as a central concept within the 

social sustainability debates. Investigating the phenomenon of place as a lost 

past or hoped-for future can be found within almost every sustainable 

development discourse (Stedman 1999). Dale et al. (2012) argued that despite 

the significance of place in sustainable community development, there is a 

paucity of discussions around the interrelationship of space, place and 

sustainability. The theoretical debates on place have been thoroughly 

reviewed in the first section of this chapter. The remainder of this section 

focuses on place attachment as one of the important subjective dimensions of 

social sustainability and covers the debates about the significance of the 

concept, its definitions, theoretical models and methodological approaches to 

investigate it.  
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2.3.4 Place attachment: The Subjective Dimension of social 

sustainability  

Debates around place attachment predominantly fall within the field of 

environmental psychology (Lynch, 1960; Rapoport, 1990; Jacobs, 1995) and 

rooted in attachment theory (Scannell and Gifford, 2010). Attachment theory 

as the umbrella concept focuses on person-to-person bonding and proposes 

that an innate psychological system regulates proximity to an “attachment 

figure,” a specific person who provides an individual with security and comfort 

in the face of threats and, at the same time, facilitates their growth (Bowlby, 

1977; Bretherton, 1992). However, as environmental psychologists and others 

have shown, it is possible for most people to develop bonds with places (e.g., 

Altman & Low, 1992; Giuliani, 2003; Lewicka, 2011).   

In simplest terms, place attachment refers to an affective bond between people 

and their surrounding environment (Low and Altman 1992). Place attachment 

is a fundamental human need (Relph 1976) which requires a physical location, 

and a long and deep involvement with the place to shape (Shamai 1991). Low 

and Altman (1992) postulated affect, emotion and feeling as central elements 

of place attachment and indicated that this emotional element is accompanied 

by cognition (thought, knowledge, belief) and practice (action and behaviour). 

Moreover, some studies assigned a time dimension to place attachment by 

which places become connected to the life path of individuals through the 

length of residence, significant life events, milestones or frequent visits 

(Nanzer, 2004). One of the highly acclaimed definitions of place attachment is 

given by Scannell and Gifford (2010). They explained place attachment as the 

experience of a long-term affective bond to a particular geographic area and 

the meaning attributed to that bond. The strength of this bond depends on the 

spatial level, degree of specificity, social and physical features of the place and 

develops through affective, cognitive and behavioural processes.  

A philosophical opposition exists in the literature regarding the relationship 

between the social and physical facets of place attachment. While the 

constructivists argue for a symbiotic relationship between the two dimensions 

and see the physical as a socially constructed element (Lewicka 2011), several 
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place attachment researchers believe that distinguishing between the two 

dimensions is essential as they play intrinsically different roles. While some 

people feel attached to places because of their close social ties, memory, 

rootedness, or strong religious symbolism of the place; others may feel 

attached merely to the physical attributes of the setting, both natural and built. 

Place attachment is known to be influenced by various socio-demographic 

conditions such as length of residence (Newman and Duncan, 1979; Riger and 

Paul J Lavrakas, 1981; D. Mark Austin and Baba, 1990); social participation 

and community ties (Kasarda and Janowitz, 1974; Riger and Paul J Lavrakas, 

1981; D. Mark Austin and Baba, 1990; Ringel and Finkelstein, 1991; Lewicka, 

2011a); homeownership (Newman and Duncan 1979); level of education 

(Tuan, 1990); mobility (Gustafson, 2009); level of satisfaction (John, Austin 

and Baba, 1986); and age (Cuba and Hummon, 1993; Rowles and Watkins, 

1993).  

Although most studies have emphasised on socio-demographic predictors of 

place attachment, the importance of physical predictors should not be 

neglected. Place attachment is known to be associated with residential 

satisfaction (Fried 1982), presence of aesthetically pleasant buildings 

(Bonaiuto et al. 1999), presence of green areas (Bonaiuto et al. 1999), housing 

quality (Fried 1982), sense of safety (Fried 1982), presence of municipal 

services (Fried 1982), stability of the neighbourhood (Harlen et al. 2005), lack 

of pollution and disorder (Harlen et al. 2005), perceived environmental features 

(Harlen et al. 2005), close walking distance (Sugihara and Evans 2000), size 

of building and type of housing (Lewicka 2010; Gifford 2007; Gillis 1977), and 

neighbourhood upkeep (Lewicka 2010).   

The relative importance of physical vs social factors of place attachment is 

argued to be under the influence of various conditions such as economic status 

of residents (Friend 1984), age (Pretty et al. 2003) and place scale (Lewicka 

2010). These studies suggest that to grasp a better understanding of place 

attachment, it is necessary to incorporate economic, demographic and 

geographic measures into the nexus between social and physical predictors 

of place attachment.   
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2.3.5 Theories of place attachment 

Despite a relatively long history, research on place attachment is characterised 

as slow, unclear, suffering from lack of theory and with little empirical progress 

(Hidalgo and Hernandez, 2001; Giuliani, 2003; Jorgensen and Stedman, 2006; 

Scannell and Gifford, 2010; Lewicka, 2011b). The multiplicity of concepts and 

measurement tools proposed in the literature to are argued to be one of the 

severe impediments to scientific and theoretical progress in place attachment 

research (Hernandez, Hidalgo and Ruiz, 2013). To simply framing place 

attachment with normative, generative and somewhat ambiguous definitions 

seem inadequate in clarifying the concept’s complex connotations and 

implications. 

The number of theoretical models and conceptual frameworks explaining 

place attachment is enormous. In an extensive theoretical review of place 

attachment, Hernandez et al. (2013) classified theories of place attachment 

into three general categories. 

The first group of theories explain place attachment as a one-dimensional, 

standalone concept which is presumably linked at the same level to other 

concepts such as place identity and place dependence (Giuliani, 2003; 

Hernández et al., 2007; Fornara, Bonaiuto and Bonnes, 2010). The second 

group of theories explains place attachment as a multi-dimensional construct 

incorporating different sub-factors. An example of this conceptualisation of 

place attachment can be found in the theoretical model by William and Vaske 

(2003) which describes place attachment as a superordinate construct with 

two dimensions as place dependence and place identity. In another example, 

Kyle et al. (2005) took place dependence and place identity as sub-factors of 

place attachment and added the third dimension as social bonds. The last 

theoretical category covers theories that explain place attachment as part of 

an overarching concept. Lalli (1992) explained place attachment as a 

subordinate element of urban identity. In a similar vein, Jorgensen and 

Stedman (2001, 2006) put place attachment alongside place dependence and 

place identity as constructing elements of sense of place.  

A few theoretical models can be spotted in the literature of place attachment 
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that outlines the concept as a multidimensional construct (Shumaker & Taylor 

1983; Low & Altman 1992; Leila Scannell & Gifford 2010). A Well-formulated 

model is the tripartite model of place attachment proposed by Scannell and 

Gifford (2010). This model bases its foundation on the three place attachment 

components as person, place and process (See figure 2-3). These three 

elements mutually shape the construct of place attachment. 

 

Figure 2-3 The tripartite model of place attachment by Scannell and Gifford (2010). 

Person. The first element is concerned with the person as the subject of 

attachment. Person dimension seeks to find who is attached and to what 

extent is the attachment based on individual and collective meanings. At the 

individual level, attachment involves the personal connections one has to a 

place while at the collective level, attachment shapes based on the symbolic 

meanings that are shared among members.  

Place. The second element of this model is concerned with place as the object 

of attachment. Lewicka (2011) argued that due the dominance of people-

oriented approaches to place attachment, we know more about who the 

attached people are, and how and how much they are attached, but we know 

less about the attachment potential of different places. Differences between 

places are relatively neglected in the place attachment scholarship (ibid). 
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Drawing on the place theory explain at the beginning of this chapter, this 

element can be divided into two dimensions: physical and social attachment 

(Riger & Lavarkas 1981). The research on place attachment has been much 

concerned with the social aspect (Scannell & Gifford 2010). This view is mainly 

praised by sociologists who define place attachment as a social phenomenon 

and sometimes conflate the term with “sense of community”. Physical 

properties of the environment can be decisive for positive or negative 

evaluations people make about their surroundings and the degree of 

attachment. It is essential to note that people do not feel directly attached to 

the physical features of a place. Instead, they feel attached to the meaning 

that those features represent (Stedman 2003). 

Process. The last element concerns the psychological processes with which 

individuals and groups relate to place. The three psychological aspects of 

place attachment are affection, cognition and behaviour. Environmental 

psychologists emphasise on the central role of emotional connection in 

person-place bonding. The literature on displacement provides further support 

that person-place bonding is associated with emotional ties (Fried 1963, cited 

in Scannell and Gifford 2010). The cognitive element of the person-place bond 

is under the influence of memories, beliefs, meanings and knowledge. Several 

concepts are introduced in relation to the cognitive dimension of place 

attachment such as settlement identity (Feldman 1990), generic place 

dependence (Stokols and Shumaker, 1981) and place identity (Proshansky, 

Fabian and Kaminoff, 1983).  The last aspect of psychological processes of 

place attachment is at the behavioural level and is defined as a:  

“positive, affective bond between an individual and a specific 
place, the main characteristics of which is to maintain 
closeness to such place.” (Hidalgo and Hernandez 2001, 
p.274).  

The behavioural level of place attachment is based on the desire to remain 

close to a place. The behavioural level of place attachment is based on the 

desire to remain close to a place. The most significant implication of this aspect 

of place attachment is related to the length of residence (Kasarda and 
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Janowitz, 1974). Despite the plethora of studies on place attachment 

definitions and predictors, there is still a little known about the mechanisms or 

processes that people get involved in the way of shaping attachment to places.  

The tripartite theoretical model of attachment has notable advantages 

compared to other existing models. First, as research on place attachment is 

mainly conducted within the field of environmental psychology, it is not 

surprising that disproportionate attention has been paid to the person 

dimension (Kytta et al. 2013). The tripartite model has great potential to fill this 

knowledge gap. However, as Smith (2017) argues, there is a lot missing in 

such literature with regards to the place dimension and its attributes. 

Therefore, Smith suggests that geographers, particularly human geographers 

can contribute to the overlooked role of places in the formation of place 

attachment. This approach requires asking a different set of questions.  

Second, the tripartite model underlines the importance of psychological 

processes in the construct of place attachment. The emphasis on the process 

of attachment underscores the concept as a dynamic phenomenon and 

reflects on the everchanging nature of place. Place meaning and people’s 

relation with it change over time, bringing to the discussion the lifeworld 

processes that explain the current and future status of places (Lewicka 2011). 

Third, this model acknowledges both social and physical aspects of place, in 

opposition to those frameworks which interpret place as a merely social 

phenomenon. Lastly, by acknowledging individual differences and collective 

disparities among groups of people, this theoretical model reflects on the 

subjective nature of place attachment.  

2.3.6 Methods of studying place attachment 

In general, two overarching methodological traditions can be identified within 

place attachment research: (1) psychometric - a quantitative method in nature; 

and (2) qualitative methods (Patterson & Williams 2005).  
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Quantitative studies of place attachment2 are mainly helpful in collecting 

comparable information while qualitative studies, by structuring the material 

found from interviews and observations, identify different typologies (Relph 

1976; Shamai 1991; Hummon 1992). It is also prevalent for studies to combine 

the qualitative typologies and quantitative dimensions (e.g., Riger & Lavarkas 

1981, Lewicka 2011). 

Quantitative methods of measuring place attachment are formulated mainly 

based on self-report scales. PREQ or Perceived Residential Environment 

Quality (Bonaiuto, Fornara and Bonnes, 2003) is perhaps the most extensive 

tool of measuring perceived physical features and its relation to neighbourhood 

attachment. This psychometric index incorporates a wide range of physical 

indices including perceived building aesthetics, building density and volume, 

presence of green areas, access to services, pace of life, and upkeep. In 

another recent example, Scannell and Gifford (2010) employed the Likert scale 

to estimate the degree of residents’ attachment to the neighbourhood based 

on its social and physical elements.  

Qualitative approaches to measuring place attachment, on the other hand, are 

predominantly concerned with the meaning associated to place by the 

residents. A place, as Norberg-Schulz (1980) defines it, is a qualitative 

phenomenon which cannot be described by scientific concepts. One must 

initially identify the meaning of place and then attempt to understand the nature 

of the relationship people shape with it. In general, Lewicka (2011) categorizes 

the qualitative measure of place attachment into two major groups: (1) verbal 

methods, and (2) pictorial measures.  

Some researchers allow the story of place to be told through the words of its 

inhabitants. Verbal methods of studying place attachment include various 

strategies of data collection such as in-depth interviews, think-aloud protocols, 

verbal reports from focus groups, free association tasks and rating different 

sentences carrying different meanings (See Lewicka 2011; p.15). Adams 

 
2 Studies that use psychometrically tested methods usually demonstrate quantitative 
differences between people, such as different degrees of place attachment, place 
dependence, rootedness, or physical vs. social attachment. 
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(2018) suggest that interviews could be the main source of data in place 

attachment research when one is studying the dynamics of the social 

processes and the meanings ascribed by people to places where they live. 

According to Adams (2018): “Place attachment is a performative process 

insofar as one projects oneself out into a place to perform one’s attachment 

and speaking about place is yet another performance that both transforms and 

validates parts of oneself.” (Adams, 2018; p.234) 

The emphasis of the above description on speaking about place underscores 

the benefit of using the interview method to capture the performative aspect of 

place attachment and the meaning ascribed to place by people.  

Qualitative methods such as interviews are, however, prone to the question of 

depth. Their central question is how much can we make of a few words about 

a place? Or, to what extent can we generalise from a single quote we obtain 

from the interview? (ibid). The answers to these questions are highly 

dependent on the epistemological stance of the researcher and his/her 

position towards the process of knowledge creation. The value of single 

quotes, specific beliefs, and particular meanings associate to place based on 

an individual experience of being in place could only be captured when we 

conceive them as bits of the common knowledge, and as contributing to the 

process of knowledge acquisition.   

The second methodological category, pictorial measures, are mostly based on 

photographs that can be taken either by the researcher and be presented to 

the participants or can be taken by the participants themselves. Moreover, 

pictorial measurement can be used in map-based measures of place 

attachment such as evaluative maps (Lewicka 2011).  

Given the variety of depth and scope that each of these methods can provide 

in research, the most desirable approach would be a clever combination of 

quantitative and qualitative measures of place attachment (ibid). A 

combination of psychometric methods and qualitative techniques is argued to 

be the best choice for generating deep insights into place attachment (ibid). 

This strategy was employed in the classical study of place attachment by Riger 
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& Lavrakas (1981) and is recently used in the study by Devine-Wright & HoIs 

(2010) involving three methods as in-depth interviews, focus group and 

questionnaire. 

2.4 Relationship between perceived density and place attachment 

The relationship between density and place attachment has been investigated 

from a variety of methodological and theoretical perspectives. A group of 

studies have attempted to uncover the link between urban density and 

perceived environmental quality (PEQ) (e.g. Azizi & Moeini 2011; Walton et al. 

2008; Bonaiuto et al. 2003; Arundel & Ronald 2015). PEQ could be considered 

as an indicator corresponding to the different ways people understand and 

relate to place. Bramley et al. (2009) focused on small- and middle-sized 

British cities and found no negative correlation between density and PEQ. 

However, a more recent study in Helsinki by Kytta et al. (2013) revealed a 

curvilinear correlation between density and perceived environmental quality. 

Based on the findings, the average perceived environmental quality increased 

up to a certain level of density (100 units per hectare) and then it declined. The 

authors concluded that the relationship between density and perceived 

environmental quality is complicated and context sensitive. Their research also 

hints on the importance of finding the optimal level of density; the level in which 

the benefits such as social equity and accessibility can be acquired while the 

perceived quality of the environment is not threatened.  

Others have addressed the direct link between density and place and 

community attachment. Duany & Plater-Zybrek (1994) cited in Talen (1999) 

argued that density is an influential factor in creating sense of community and 

attachment. They noted that small-scale and well-defined neighbourhoods 

with clear boundaries and centres – as opposed to densely populated and 

loosely constrained neighbourhoods - have a higher level of sense of 

community. In a similar vein, Baldassare & Wilson (1995) argued that higher 

density might contribute to lower levels of sense of community. On the other 

hand, Kasarda & Janowitz (1974) concluded that the effects of population size 

and density on local friendship and affective bonds are mixed and not highly 

significant. Similarly, Talen (1999) concludes that there is not any clear 
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evidence of a direct link between neighbourhood built form and sense of 

community. The influence of physical characteristics of place and their change 

over time on attachment is a critical topic mainly sacrificed in the existing 

research to the social dimension of place attachment (Droseltis and Vignoles, 

2010). In a recent attempt to address this gap, von Wirth et al. (2016) inspected 

the influence of perceived urban change – including changes in density – on 

residents’ place attachment in Zurich. They concluded that if changes in the 

built environment are perceived as an attractive upgrade and as still familiar, 

it is positively correlated with place attachment.  

Perhaps the most thorough studies belong to Dempsey et al. (2012) and Dave 

(2011). Dempsey and colleagues investigated the influence of density on 

social sustainability within the UK context. They reported that as housing 

density increases, respondents were less likely to feel attached to the place. 

Dave (2011) defined density as an aggregation of both physical and perceived 

measures. Her findings suggest a negative influence of high perceived density 

on sense of safety, community spirit and social interaction, amount of living 

space and neighbourhood as a place to live indicators.  

In Iran, and particularly within its growing urban areas, density is a 

controversial element of cities’ built form. The consequences of increasing 

density on environmental qualities and perceptions have been studied by a 

handful of studies (Shieh & Shojaei 2008; Azizi & Moeini 2011; Zareyian 2015). 

In a study of a residential neighbourhood located in the northern boundaries 

of Tehran, Shieh and Shojaei (2008) found that increasing density has 

negatively influenced residents’ attachment to their locale. The main 

determinants of declining attachment were stated by the residents as the 

arrival of newcomers from diverse social and cultural backgrounds (similar to 

the concept of community homogeneity coined by Rapoport as an indicator of 

social density), massive changes in their familiar approximate environment, 

lack of adequate services to serve the increasing population, and privacy 

issues raised by the newly constructed high-rise buildings. They concluded 

that lack of place attachment and declining satisfaction rates among residents 

might eventually cause the annihilation of the urban neighbourhood which is 

irreversible and cannot be fixed at all cost. Another study conducted by the 
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Housing and Urban Development Research Centre (Zareyian 2015) in Tehran 

concluded that increasing population density has a significant negative 

association with social interactions with close neighbours. Lack of social trust, 

kinship and sense of attachment to the whole community were argued as the 

reasons for less social interactions.  

This chapter reviewed the discussions on place as the central theme of this 

research, perceived density and urban densification as a process of place 

change, and place attachment as a subjective indicator of urban social 

sustainability. The overarching concept of place functions as a bonding 

element which links the process of urban densification to urban social 

sustainability. Findings from the above studies suggest that a potential link 

might exist between perceived density and place attachment. This complicated 

relationship, however, requires further research and in-depth scrutinization in 

order to become more lucid. 
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This chapter attempts to formulate the theoretical framework of the thesis 

based on the reviewed literature. It is necessary to point out at the outset that 

this endeavour must not be taken as a ‘building-block’ approach to knowledge 

(Harvey 2006). The ‘building-block’ approach towards knowledge creation 

establishes its basis on a set of fixed, strictly-determined theoretical models – 

or building-blocks - and then builds up over this foundation.  

This study takes an alternative approach and opts for dialectical approach 

towards understanding the meaning of the concepts through the course of 

analysis. In other words, this thesis argues that it is hardly possible to 

theoretically isolate and define place attachment and perceived density, and 

then investigate them separately in order to build a solid theoretical foundation 

for knowledge creation around their relationship in the context of Tehran. 

Although this chapter presents theoretical models and definitions of place 

attachment and perceived density, this framework should not be seen as 

absolute and will be open to modifications throughout the data collection and 

analysis. It is expected that the processes of data collection and analysis will 

result in constructive reflections on the employed theories and the identified 

determinants of place attachment and perceived density, alongside the 

emergence of a set of new ideas and theoretical conceptions which can be 

used in future research.  

3.1 The ontological and epistemological position 

Theoretical perspective specifies the ontological and epistemological stance 

of the researcher (Gray, 2009). It contours a system of interrelated thinking 

and practice outlining the nature of inquiry by reflecting on the investigator’s 

belief about the world. The correct choice of a theoretical perspective that is 

well-suited to the researcher’s viewpoint and to the questions being asked will 

profoundly influence the subsequent steps in a research project. 

The choice of theoretical perspective in social sciences research generally falls 

into two overarching groups, namely interpretivist and positivist approaches. 

As a significant anti-positivist stance, interpretivism looks for interpretations of 

the social world that are culturally derived and historically situated (Crotty, 
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1998). The key argument of interpretivism is that natural reality and social 

reality are intrinsically different and thus require different methods. 

In an attempt to find a way out of this theoretical duality, a third perspective 

has come into the light which responses to the blurred epistemological and 

ontological approach behind mixed methods research (Johnson and 

Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The mixed research method has been long criticised for 

its fuzzy and vague epistemological stance; whether it can be explained by 

positivist or interpretivist perspectives. Mixed epistemology or ‘pragmatic 

philosophical approach’ (Morgan, 2014) is pretty much the best explanation 

for the methodological approach behind this thesis. Mixed methods research 

often follows an overarching epistemological approach based on pragmatism. 

In research design, pragmatic approach is concerned on the extent to which 

research procedure serves research purposes rather than confining itself to 

choose a side in the duality of social constructivism/positivism. Pragmatic 

research design paradigm:  

“accepts that quantitative, qualitative, and mixed research are all 

superior under different circumstances and it is the researcher’s task to 

make the decision about which research approach [...] should be used in 

a specific study” (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004: pp.22-23) 

Moreover, this research takes a humanistic approach in terms of the focus of 

inquiry and its theoretical stance. With an emphasis on the perceptual aspects 

of urban form and the subjective dimensions of social sustainability, this study 

maintains its focus on two perceptual concepts: perceived density and place 

attachment. To study these concepts, a careful inquiry into the human 

experience of social reality and his/her understanding of the surrounding 

environment qualities is essential. To sufficiently address this objective and to 

appropriately reflect on epistemological duality inherent in the concept of 

place, this thesis takes pragmatism as its underlying theoretical approach. It is 

expected that pragmatism would be able to justify the use of mixed-method 

data collection and analysis.  
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3.2 Research question 

The central objective of this study is to unravel the relationship between 

perception of density and densification, and place attachment in the context of 

Tehran, Iran. Precisely, this study seeks to understand how people perceived 

density and the process of densification within their neighbourhood and how 

this acquired perception based on their lived experience would impact their 

relationship with place. The importance of this research topic lies in the 

prevalence of urban densification process in the city of Tehran, the 

understudied condition of this process, the lack of contextual knowledge on its 

social consequences, and the concerns over the future of urban 

neighbourhoods considering the ongoing narrative of urban densification.  

The below research question is devised to address the above concerns:  

What is the link between perceived density and experience of 

densification, and place attachment in Tehran? 

 

This thesis focuses on residents as its target population and seeks to find out 

whether a relationship exists between their perception of densification and 

place attachment. Maintaining the focus on the lived experience of the 

residents and their perception of density, change and place is a concrete and 

deliberate epistemological choice; a choice which highlights the researcher’s 

interest in investigating the ordinary and the mundane as the most 

fundamental forms of being-in-place (Malpas 1999). The principal argument is 

that knowledge emerges from within the ordinary and mundane lived 

experience of the residents in the place and thus, their perception is a 

fundamentally important source for understanding the complexities of urban 

life and answering questions like the above.  

Furthermore, this research seeks to determine the underlying, concealed 

factors that are shaping this relationship. The below sub-questions are 

formulated to help answer the main research question:  
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1. What factors shape the latent constructs of perceived density and place attachment in 

Tehran? 

2. How does the process of urban densification affect residents’ place attachment in 

Tehran?  

3. What factors intervene in the relationship between people’s perception of density and 

densification, and their place attachment in Tehran?  

4. How do the residents react to place transformation through urban densification and 

which factors determine this reaction in Tehran?   

5. How do the residents understand the concept of place? What types of people-place 

relations could be identified among the residents in Tehran?  

 

 

3.3 A trilateral construct: place, density and attachment 

Drawing from the reviewed literature, presented discussions, and the 

statement of the problem in the context of Tehran (see chapter one for the brief 

statement of the problem, and chapter five for the detailed account), this 

research establishes its theoretical framework on three foundational aspects: 

(1) place; (2) perceived density and perception of densification; and (3) place 

attachment (figure 3-1 on the next page).  
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The concept of ‘place’ is of fundamental importance in this framework. ‘Place’ 

is precisely the concept or the setting in which the social and physical realms 

meet each other. For this reason, the way people attach to a place, assign 

meanings to it and experience it could be an insightful source of knowledge to 

understand how urban transformations – precisely, densification in our case – 

influence the multiple aspects of everyday life (Lefebvre, 1991) of the 

residents.  

Primarily, this framework employs the compelling definition of place put 

forward by Cresswell (2004): “[Place is] a meaningful location, spaces that 

people are attached to in one way or another” (Cresswell 2004: p.7). This 

definition of place highlights attachment to place as an inseparable quality of 

 

Figure 3-1 Theoretical framework. Source: own elaboration 
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it. However, its emphasis on ‘place as a location’ is limiting and thus, it is 

essential to further elaborate on the human experience and its inseparability 

from place (Olivier, 2017). 

To this end, this framework incorporates Malpas’ (1999) interpretation of place. 

In his theoretical endeavour, Malpas emphasises on the critical role of place 

in human experience and contends that existence is always being in place 

(Malpas 1999).  Drawing on Malpas, this framework identifies place as a 

dynamic, bounded and relational concept encompassing both physical objects 

existing and social relations and events happening in each place (Malpas 

1999). Place is neither a mere physical location or locale, nor just a social 

construct; instead, place in a complex phenomenon, shaped by the socio-

spatial dialectic (Soja 1980). The social, as much as the physical, is involved 

in the formation of place.  

The framework also employs Lefebvre’s conception of social space (Lefebvre, 

1974) and transfers it into the discussion of place. In this way, the social 

element of place corresponds to the concept of ‘representational space’ or 

‘lived space’, directly lived and associated with meanings and symbols. 

Moreover, the conflictual and dialectical relationship between space as 

produced by planning practice, and space as experienced by its inhabitants – 

as identified and elaborated by Lefebvre - is the theoretical foundation for an 

alternative approach in planning towards signifying the importance of people’s 

lived experience and local stories of place.  

Moreover, a critical feature of place – drawing on Malpas (1999) – is its 

dynamism and fluidity. Within the dynamic process of shaping place, both 

social and physical domains reciprocally influence each other. Therefore, 

place is in constant change and transformation. This feature of place is 

important for this thesis.  

To explain the dynamics of place change, it is primarily essential to define the 

term ‘change’. According to Lynch (1972): “a change in environment may be a 

growth or a decay, a simple redistribution, an alteration in intensity, an 

alteration in form. It may be a disturbance followed by a restoration, an 
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adaptation to new forces, a willed change, and uncontrolled one.” (Lynch, 

1972; p.190). Change could take many shapes and pathways, both positive 

and negative, and accordingly, the responses and reactions of an 

environment’s user to change could differ significantly. This framework 

employs two theoretical models of place change proposed by Seamon (2014) 

and Devine-Wright (2009). The six interconnected processes of place change 

suggested by Seamon (2014) - place interaction, place identity, place release, 

place realisation, place creation, and place intensification - are the underlying 

routes of urban transformation influenced by, and at the same time influence, 

the social and physical realm. The first four processes explain what places are 

and how they work, while the last two processes are concerned about how 

positive or negative/inappropriate human efforts can either improve places or 

push them towards decline. This framework maintains its focus on the last 

process, place intensification as it corresponds to urban densification and 

explains the specific mode of place change that this thesis covers.  

Place intensification is a process of place change, highlighting the independent 

power of policy, design and fabrication (Seamon 2014). Place intensification 

can either be constructive by contributing to place becoming more durable; or 

undermining through poorly conceived designs, policies and constructions. 

To complement Seamon’s articulation of place intensification processes, this 

framework employs the theoretical model put forward by Devine-Wright 

(2009). This model uses social representations theory to elucidate on the 

different stages of psychological response to the built environment change. 

Devine-Wright suggested five stages of responding to place change including 

becoming aware, interpreting, evaluating, coping and acting. The bottom-line 

objective of the above theoretical framing of place change is to argue that 

place intensification process (Seamon 2014) could be interpreted, evaluated 

and coped with in multiple ways by the users of place. The way an individual 

reacts to place change conveys vast meanings with regards to his/her 

relationship with place. 
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Moreover, drawing on Relph’s concept of Placelessness3 (1976) and by 

employing Seamon’s vision on place intensification process (2014), this 

framework argues that urban transformation should be seen as a process of 

effacing both material landscape and communal associations within the place. 

Therefore, a potential outcome of urban transformation could be the creation 

of placeless and sterile urban environments. This humanistic approach to 

place and urban transformation is one of the fundamental premises of this 

thesis and is the main rationale of choosing ‘place’ as interlinking element 

between urban densification and place attachment. The concept of place is 

then employed as the framework’s keystone to study the impact of perceived 

density and process of densification on place attachment. This study focuses 

on density as an element of urban form (Dempsey et al. 2008) and justifies the 

choice of density as its core of attention based on the problematic condition of 

urban densification in Tehran.  

This thesis argues for re-conceptualisation of the concepts of density and 

densification to address the two critical challenges of subjectivity and strategic 

implementation in various cultural and geographic contexts. First, it is 

necessary to avoid interpreting density as just the ratio of units or people to a 

given area. Density is culturally determined (Jenks and Dempsey, 2005) thus 

its meaning differs from place to place (Breheny, 1997). Inattention to the 

contextual nature of density might arise several concerns regarding the 

negative aspects of high-density living, including congestion, noise, pollution, 

negative human perception, and social withdrawal for privacy (Ng 2010; p.43). 

Dempsey and Jenks (2010) maintained that the dominant interpretation of 

compact city is based on the global North, chiefly based on the romantic view 

of the historical centres of the European cities such as Barcelona and 

Amsterdam. They argued that there is an urgent need to critically re-evaluate 

and re-interpret compact city in politically, culturally and geographically 

different cities in both developed and developing countries. Accordingly, this 

thesis argues that the Northern discourses around density, densification, 

compact city and urban sprawl are rigidly confined to the specificities of a 

 
3 Relph (1976) used terms authentic and inauthentic places and argued that standardised landscape 

of the modern time has replaced the authentic experience of place with a sense of Placelessness. 
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geographical and socio-cultural context which is alien and non-extrapolatable 

to many other regions. For instance, the discourse on sustainability of dense 

urban forms as elaborated by and advocated in the policy frameworks in the 

global North does not account for informal development practices that can be 

found in the southern cities (Watson, 2016; Horn, 2020). The same could be 

said with regards to urban sprawl as an urban growth pattern and its deep 

intertwinement with personal choice in the northern cities; a condition which is 

not pertinent in the cities of global south where outwards expansion of the 

cities is not essentially a consequence of urban middle class seeking better 

life quality but rather an outcome of exclusionary and unjust spatial patterns. 

Therefore, such conceptions must be critically challenged within the policy 

discussions and urban planning discourses in the developing countries which 

symbolise an intrinsically distinctive path of development and change.  

Second, it is essential to bear in mind that within urban densification policies, 

the process of change is of more significance compared to the ultimate result. 

Institutional considerations, economic measures, and developmental patterns 

of urban densification have great potential to make the outcome either 

inclusive, appealing and sustainable or divisive and displeasing for the local 

community.   

This framework maintains its focus on the contextual and individualised 

interpretation of density (Rapoport 1975), namely ‘perceived density’. 

Perceived density is concerned with an individual’s perception and estimation 

of the number of people, the space available and the organisation of that space 

(Churchman 1999). The emphasis of Churchman is on perceptions shaped by 

both social and physical stimulations; therefore, the framework divides 

perceived density into two central components: perceived social density and 

perceived physical density (Boyko & Cooper 2011; Rapoport 1975; Taylor 

1981; Bergdoll & Williams 1990). The framework explains perceived physical 

density as an individualised perception of the environment which is shaped 

based on the relationship between people and the physical environment, and 

the environmental cues and stimuli (Rapoport 1975). Review of the literature 

identified a set of physical elements that could influence an individual’s 

perception of density. These elements include: building articulation; hosing 
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typology; building height; land coverage; plot size; building height to street 

width ratios; architectural detail; variety of window and door patterns; variety 

of building surface colour and materials; street furniture; parked cars; 

landscaping; scale and size of open spaces; number and variety of street 

signs; street layout and width; and lights (Bergdoll and Williams ,1990; 

Rapoport 1975; Sivam et al. 2012). 

The framework defines perceived social density as an individual’s perception 

of density shaped by his/her interpersonal social relationship with the others 

and the cues that the quantitative and qualitative features of this social 

relationship offer to the individual towards judging the environment (Rapoport 

1975). The features of interpersonal social relationship that influence 

perceived social density are: level of social interaction, degree of social and 

cultural heterogeneity, exitance of territorial boundaries, sense of privacy, and 

crowding (Bergdoll and Williams 1990; Churchman 1999; Bonnes, Bonaiuto 

and Ercolani, 1991; Tuan 1977; Campoli et al. 2007). Each of these sub-

categories of perceived density are associated with a set of social and physical 

factors. Spatial perceived density, as its name suggests, is determined by 

various physical factors and attribute of the built environment. A total number 

of eight physical factors of the environment are identified Social perceived 

density is determined by three factors derived from the literature. (see Table 

3-1). The choice of these attributes is informed by the literature review. 

Table 3-1 Physical and Social perceived density factors. Source: Rapoport 1975; Flachsbart 
1979; Bergdoll & Williams 1990; Alexander 1993 

Perceived Physical Density 

 

Perceived Social Density 

 

building height to street width ratio 

block dimension 

number of intersections 

street width 

façades consistency 

scale of the sidewalk 

availability of open, public spaces  

space between buildings 

Size of the buildings 

Continuity of buildings height  

Crowding 

ability to control social interactions   

social homogeneity  

privacy  
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The factors enumerated in the table serve as the backbone of data collection. 

These factors are employed to devise the structure of the questionnaire (See 

chapter four) aimed at capturing the residents’ perception of density. This 

thesis acknowledges that the list is not exhaustive and does not include all the 

potential social and physical factors that impact perceived density. However, 

it argues that based on the reviewed literature, these factors are able to reflect 

on an individual’s degree of perceived density to a great extent. Besides and 

in parallel to perceived density, this research is also interested in densification 

as a process of urban form change. In this framework, urban densification is 

understood as a process of place intensification (Seamon 2014) within which,  

the physical arrangement and social construct of place is being transformed. 

This transformation leads to an alteration in people’s perception of physical 

and social density. 

The last central element of this theoretical framework is the concept of place 

attachment (Hidalgo and Hernandez, 2001) which is understood as a 

subjective dimension of urban social sustainability. This framework 

conceptualises urban social sustainability as a place-based, relative and 

contextually sensitive concept (Ghahramanpouri, Lamit and Sedaghatnia, 

2013; Boyer et al., 2016). This conceptualisation indicates that the desired 

social conditions and the process of achieving these conditions are not 

absolute and must be identified in accordance with context specifications. 

Hence how people understand and relate themselves to place becomes a key 

determinant of urban social sustainability.  

The framework focuses on place attachment as a key subjective dimension of 

social sustainability (Colantonio 2007; Stedman 1999; Dempsey et al. 2011). 

The definition of place attachment by Hidalgo & Hernandez (2001) is 

employed: “place attachment is an affective bond between people and specific 

spatial settings such as a neighbourhood”. According to the definition 

presented above, one of the forms of place attachment in the urban setting is 

developing affective bonds with the neighbourhood. Neighbourhood is one of 

the key elements in this theoretical framework. In this thesis, neighbourhood 

refers to spatial nearness (Lewicka, 2010) which could be strongly intertwined 

with residents’ daily lives and experiences. Therefore, urban neighbourhood 
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as a place can be simultaneously characterised by its physical arrangement 

and elements (e.g., buildings, streets, open spaces, sidewalks, density…) and 

social relations, events and daily encounters happening within the community. 

Considering the dual nature of place – social and spatial - and the theoretical 

roots of place attachment in attachment theory and environmental psychology 

as discussed in the literature review chapter, it can be argued that the 

theoretical approach which explains place attachment as a multidimensional 

construct is able to demonstrate the complexities of concept in a more 

accurate way (e.g., Shumaker & Taylor 1983; Low & Altman 1992; Leila 

Scannell & Gifford 2010). 

The model by Shumaker & Taylor (1983) was one of the seminal theoretical 

models of place attachment but has been criticised because of limiting place 

attachment to residential contexts; or the framework by Low and Altman (1992) 

which acknowledges the role of place, person and process in shaping 

attachment but considers them as inseparable dimensions. Compared to 

these two models, the tripartite model of place attachment proposed by 

Scannell & Gifford (2010), which explains place attachment by three 

dimensions as person, place, and process, is well-organised, more recent and 

fully comprehensive in covering various aspects of place attachment.  

A robust theoretical approach is needed to frame place attachment in relation 

to its underlying dimensions and elements to overcome the concept’s lack of 

epistemological vigorousness. Therefore, this study employs a slightly 

modified version of the tripartite model proposed by Scannell & Gifford (2010) 

as its theoretical foundation for explaining place attachment.  

The tripartite model puts equivalent value on the three suggested dimensions 

and proposes a workable, manageable and comprehensive framework of 

studying place attachment. The most imperative strength of this theoretical 

model is the recognition of the place dimension. However, as discussed in the 

previous chapter, place attachment scholarship has been overly focused on 

the psychological distinctions between people. This trend was chiefly followed 

by the scholars in the field of environmental psychology. Alongside focusing 
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on ‘process’ and ‘person’ dimensions, this thesis follows Smith’s (2017) 

suggestion that there is a huge potential to contribute to the overlooked role of 

places in the formation of place attachment.  

Accordingly, this thesis aims to re-orient the ‘process’ and ‘person’ dimensions 

towards an in-depth studying of ‘place’.  For example, the process dimension 

– as captured by Scannell and Gifford – primarily refers to the process of 

involvement of a person with place. Alternatively, process can be employed to 

study the process of place creation, place transformation or place annihilation. 

The above theoretical approach contributes to the interdisciplinarity of this 

research by orienting the thesis towards human geography while maintaining 

its links to the field of environmental psychology.  

This framework seeks to study the dimensions of place attachment by their 

predictors. Focusing on predictors as attributes that can influence the level of 

place attachment either negatively or positively, would be helpful in organising 

and structuring the data collection. The selection of predictors (Table 3-2) is 

informed by a thorough literature review of studies in the global context and 

Iran.  

Table 3-2 Place attachment predictors. Source: Lewicka 2011; Jorgensen & Stedman 2006; H 
Kamalipour et al. 2012; Giuliani 2003 

Place Process Person 

Social predictors Physical predictors 

length of residence 

homeownership 

age 

 

Symbolic meaning 

Memory 

Number of relatives 

Place reputation 

Daily encounter 

Beliefs and religion 

Privacy 

Cultural globalisation 

Crime growth 

Migration 

Comfort 

Open spaces 

Safety 

Accessibility 

Vitality 

Legibility 

Changing physical setting 

Changing types of uses 

The perceived density indicators and place attachment predictors presented 

above act as the basis for data collection. Nonetheless, as explained in the 

beginning of this chapter, it is necessary to acknowledge that these indicators 
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and predictors are not exhaustive and thus, it is expected that novel concepts 

emerge during the various stages of in-field data collection.  

So far, the theoretical foundation of the three main concepts – place, perceived 

density and place attachment – are discussed. It is also necessary to explain 

the theoretical framing for studying their relationship.  

The main premise is that the ultimate impact of perception of densification as 

a process of place change on place attachment could be traced and 

interrogated through the individuals’ (1) evaluation/interpretation of the 

process of change, and (2) their reaction to place change (Devine-Wright 

2009). In the context of massive place changes, residents’ place attachment 

is primarily contingent upon the ways people evaluate and interpret those 

changes, whether they see place changes as enhancement and upgrading or 

as a threat and stress. 

After evaluation and interpretation, comes the stage of reaction. The individual 

might take one of the various reaction paths including acceptance, ignorance, 

adaptation, promotion of benefits or personal relocation (Zube, Friedman and 

Simcox, 1989). The framework considers the importance of these reactional 

behavioural patterns in explaining and interpreting the ways that individualised 

perception of density and densification might alter people’s attachment to 

place. 

It is essential to reiterate two foundational points at the end of this chapter and 

before delving into the data collection and analysis discussion. First, this thesis 

argues that density is a static attribute of place while densification as a process 

implies a change in place. Place itself is a phenomenon shaped by a dialectical 

relationship between the social and the spatial. Therefore, any sort of change 

in place does exclusively indicate a change in the socio-spatial dialectical 

relationship that shapes place. As a result, the respective relationship is being 

transformed and transferred into a different level and thus, constructs a new 

place which embodies distinctive epistemological character compared to the 

preceding form of place. Eventually, the newly constructed place leads to the 

creation of a new person-place relationship with distinctive character and 
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dynamics. The above account serves as the keystone of the present study. It 

encapsulates the basic argument through which it is assumed that density and 

place attachment are interconnected.  

Second, it is essential to bear in mind that throughout this thesis, the term 

“urban densification” specifically refers to the form of urban transformation 

which is currently happening in Tehran. Therefore, the reader should be 

cautious not to generalise the discussed concepts and relationship based upon 

the forthcoming statements. Nevertheless, and for the sake of promoting 

transferability of the findings, it is attempted to establish connections between 

elements of this study and wider contexts by making broader claims in the 

concluding chapter.  
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This chapter explains the rationale behind the methodological choices and 

covers three main topics. The first part investigates the case study approach 

as the chosen methodology and the selection process of the units of analysis. 

Part two explains the mixed-method approach used in data collection and 

analysis. Lastly, potential ethical, methodological and contextual limitations will 

be discussed in detail. 

4.1 Methodology: A single case study approach 

The case study methodology is chosen as the most appropriate approach 

given the interpretive paradigm adopted in this research, its contextual focus, 

and the nature of the research questions. Case study implies a strategy for 

doing research by using multiple sources of empirical evidence to investigate 

contemporary phenomena within their real-life contexts (Stake, 1995; 

Flyvbjerg et al., 2006; Yin, 2009). In the present study, an in-depth 

understanding of perceived density and place attachment (contemporary 

phenomena) in existing residential neighbourhoods (real-life context) will be 

gained by asking explanatory questions. 

Despite numerous advantages of case study methodology in studying real-life 

situations, this approach has been subjected to criticism by its opponents who 

specifically point out the lack of generalisation as one of its important 

drawbacks. According to these claims, lack of generalisation makes case 

study methodology a non-scientific mode of inquiry that could be merely useful 

for hypothesis-generating rather than hypothesis testing (Eckstein, 2000). 

Case study research is also disapproved due to its lack of rigour and the 

researcher’s bias in data interpretation (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). Perhaps 

the best response to these claims can be found in Flyvbjerg's (2006) account 

where he argues that the conventional wisdom around case study research is 

misleading. Regarding generalisability of case study methodology, Flyvbjerg 

contends that in the scientific realm, formal generalisation is an overrated 

source of scientific progress. In other words, generalisation is only one of 

several possible ways of gaining knowledge. He maintains that the knowledge 

which cannot be formally generalised can instead enter the collective process 

of knowledge accumulation in a given field or context: “A purely descriptive, 
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phenomenological case study without any attempt to generalize can certainly be of 

value in this process and has often helped cut a path toward scientific innovation.” 

(Flyvbjerg 2006: p.10).  

With regards to the researcher’s bias and lack of rigour, Flyvbjerg contends 

that such criticisms demonstrate a lack of knowledge of what is involved in the 

case study research (ibid). Case study research has its own rigour, admittedly 

in a different way from the rigour of quantitative methods. Moreover, it has 

happened on several occasions that researchers who conduct in-depth case 

studies report that their initial assumptions and hypotheses were wrong which 

means that bias in interpretation and a tendency to approve predefined 

assumptions do not exist in all case study research (ibid).  

Regardless of these criticisms, case study methodology continues to be 

employed in different fields of study. According to Yin (2009), case study is 

well-suited for situations when causal questions are being asked, there is a 

little control over the events, and there are multiple sources of evidence. This 

feature is argued as the exact characteristics of research in urban studies 

(Campbell, 2003). Both case study methodology and urban planning field of 

study are flexible, interdisciplinary tools that use available resources. This 

similarity and parallelism between a method and discipline is a promising point 

(Campbell, 2003). In general, to deal with complex elements of urban 

research, case study methodology seems to be the most appropriate and 

flexible approach. 

Throughout framing their research design, case study researchers usually 

come across multiple perspectives and point of views in a contested terrain 

(Yazan, 2015). There is no single agreement over design, implementation and 

even some terminologies in case study methodology. The plurality of 

approaches makes the initial steps of research design extremely 

overwhelming. The ambiguity in perspectives and terminologies has mainly 

caused some confusion in relation to two prominent models of case study 

methodology, namely “holistic single case study with embedded units of 

analysis” (Yin, 2009) and “multiple case studies”. These designs, although 

seem to be identical, have inherent differences. 
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The choice of single case study vs multiple case study design is a much-

debated topic (Flyvbjerg et al., 2006; Noor, 2008; Gustafsson, 2017; Morgan 

et al., 2017). Perhaps the main reason for the existing confusion lies in the 

ambiguously outlined terms ‘case’ and ‘unit of analysis’ (Grünbaum, 2007). A 

conventional perspective takes case and unit of analysis as identical 

phenomena (Feagin, Orum and Sjoberg, 1991; Patton, 2002). Nonetheless, 

reviewing the existing accounts and clarifications of case and unit of analysis 

shows their innate differences. ‘Case’ is conceived of as a bounded system 

(Stake, 1995) which is the object of the research. ‘Case’ can take many forms 

from explicit entities such as a person or an organisation to more abstract 

phenomena or events such as a dramatic neighbourhood change (Sage 

Encyclopaedia).  ‘Unit of analysis’ on the other hand, defines what the case 

study is focusing on (Berg, 2004) and frames the key concepts in connection 

with understanding, preparing, and implementing a case (Grünbaum, 2007). 

In other words, ‘unit of analysis’ is the fundamental unit of interest in an 

investigation and is directly linked to the main question that we want our 

investigation to answer.  

Based on these explanations, a single case-study approach with multiple 

embedded units of analysis was selected as the most suitable research design 

for this thesis. The case study of this thesis is the problematic process of urban 

densification in Tehran. Densification has become one of the most contentious 

urban challenges in Tehran with its several ramifications highly intertwined with 

people’s daily lives. It is repeatedly argued by scholars and professionals 

(Jomehpoor, Najafi and Shafia, 2013; Shayesteh and Steadman, 2013; 

Zareyian, 2015; Ghadami and Newman, 2019; Karampour, 2020) that the 

current trend of increasing urban density is destructive to the city’s future and 

urban life. Related studies have attempted to explore the consequences of 

urban densification on the social conditions of urban communities. In a study 

of a residential neighbourhood located in the northern boundaries of Tehran, 

Shieh and Shojaei (2008) found out that increasing density has negatively 

influenced residents’ attachment to their place. As a result, the complexities of 

the impact of density on residents’ place attachment require more thorough 

investigations and empirical evidence in Tehran. The case is explained in-
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depth in chapter four. The units of analysis are three residential 

neighbourhoods that are representative of the specific neighbourhood type 

which is the primary setting of urban densification in Tehran.  

The rationale behind investigating multiple units of analysis is based on 

theoretical replication design. Theoretical replication (Yin, 2009) is a suitable 

means of testing theoretical frameworks. In this process, the researcher 

studies units that are expected to produce contradictory results and rival 

explanations. The present study seeks not to compare the units but instead, 

to explore their conflicting results to gain in-depth and detailed insights into the 

facets of the relationship between perceived density and place attachment. 

The accumulation of in-depth data from three different neighbourhoods will add 

up to the knowledge in the understudied field of human-environment relations 

in the context of Tehran. 

4.2 Selection process of the units of analysis 

Purposive sampling technique was used for selecting the units of analysis. The 

sampling strategy was informed by five selection criteria including age of 

development; population density; urban layout; land-use; and housing/building 

type.  

The selection process encompassed two main stages, ensuring full 

compilation with the predetermined criteria. At the first stage, the age criterion 

was used to identify the residential neighbourhoods developed during the 

1960s and 1970s in Tehran. During these decades, Tehran witnessed 

substantial urban growth through new residential developments. Having the 

same age reassures that all the identified neighbourhoods have gone through 

identical densification process and also the communities within them have had 

similar chances to shape and evolve in the course of time.  

With the help of the background analysis of the history of residential 

developments in Tehran, a total number of ten potential neighbourhoods were 

identified (See figure 4-1). The sources used in this analysis are previous the 

studies on the history of Tehran’s development (Bertaud, 2003; Madanipour, 
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2006; Mashayekhi, 2018; Shirazi and Falahat, 2019); the official reports 

produced as part of an extensive research program by The municipality called 

‘Nim Rokh-e-mahale” which aimed at the historical, social and cultural profile 

of residential neighbourhoods; and the historical maps of Tehran. 

Figure 4-1 Location of the ten identified neighbourhoods within the boundaries of Tehran in 
1976. Source: own elaboration based on the map by Bayat (2010) 

At the second stage, four selection criteria were applied to the identified 

neighbourhoods as:  

• Urban layout – (gridiron layout) 

• Land-use – (residential) 

• Housing\ building type (row apartment) 

• Population density  

These criteria are derived from the urban form model proposed by Dempsey 

et al. (2008). To maximise the credibility and validity of findings, it was 

attempted to fix the urban form elements except for population density which 

needs to be controlled as a variable under investigation. The units of analysis 

were selected between neighbourhoods with the similar urban layout, land-use 

pattern and housing type, and different population density levels. The fixed 

preferences for the three urban form elements were gridiron pattern for the 
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layout, residential use for the land-use and row-apartment for the housing 

typology. Adhering to these criteria ensured that the selected neighbourhoods 

represent the physical features of the particular typology that is the main 

setting of urban densification process in Tehran and these features are fixed 

and controlled (See chapter five).  

With regards to population density, a formal classification (Habibi and 

Hourcade, 2005) was used which categorises Tehran’s neighbourhoods into 

five types, from very low to very high population density.  

• Very low (1-70 pph) 

• Low (70-130 pph) 

• Medium (130-200 pph) 

• High (200-300 pph) 

• Very high (300-400 pph) 

The above formal density classification is based on gross population density 

and has been used by the Tehran Municipality in multiple official documents 

and plans such as ‘Nimrokhs’ and the Detailed Plan (2006). It is essential to 

mention that this classification of population density is context-dependant and 

is specifically applicable to Tehran. This density classification was also the 

main determinant of the number of case studies. In other words, the main 

purpose in the case selection process was to identify one neighbourhood from 

each of these density levels with similar urban form characteristics. Moreover, 

this measure of density was selected as it renders a more lucid picture of the 

neighbourhoods in terms of social density and crowding as opposed to 

residential density (units per square km) or Floor Area Ratio (FAR).  
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Table 4-1 Potential case study areas and criteria of selection. For their location on the map, see 
figure 4.1. Source: National Census (2011) 

 Neighbourhood Urban 

district 

Urban 

layout 

land use Building type Gross 

Population 

density 

(2011) 

Gross 

Population 

Density 

level 

1 400 Dastgah 14 mixed Residential  Terraced 

house - row 

apartment 

220 High 

2 Abouzar 14 Loose 

grid 

Residential Terraced 

house - row 

apartment 

375 Very high 

3 East Narmak 8 Cul-de-

sac 

Residential Row 

apartment 

283 High 

4 Gisha 2 Gridiron Residential Row 

apartment 

215 Medium 

5 Nazi Abaad 16 Cul-de-

sac 

Residential  Terraced 

house - row 

apartment 

130 Medium 

6 North Afsariyeh 15 Gridiron Residential Row 

apartment 

415 Very high 

7 Shahr Araa 2 Loose 

grid 

Residential 

+ 

commercial 

Row 

apartment 

190 Medium 

8 Tehran Pars 8 Gridiron Residential Row 

apartment 

192 Medium 

9 West Tehran-

pars 

4 Gridiron Residential Row 

apartment 

258 High 

10 Yousef Abad 6 Loose 

grid 

Residential  Row 

apartment 

187 Medium 

 

The table above (Table 4-1) presents the ten identified neighbourhoods with 

the same age and presents their urban form attributes. A noticeable issue is 

that none of these neighbourhoods represent low or very low population 

density. This issue could be explained by the fact that these neighbourhoods 

have already undergone the densification process so that their population 
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density is above the average of Tehran. In terms of the socio-economic status 

of the communities, there is no comprehensive reference point available in 

Tehran to classify the urban neighbourhoods against a set of social and 

economic measures. In order to put the identified urban neighbourhoods in a 

meaningful perspective regarding their socio-economic status, the single 

measure of housing price per square meter was used based on the data 

extracted from the Real Estate Transaction and Property Registration System 

in December 2019. According to this data, property price in Gisha (no4) and 

Shahr Araa (no7) are the highest among the identified neighbourhoods. Below 

these neighbourhoods are in order, Yousef Abad (no10), and West Tehran-

pars (no9). Just below the average property price in the city there are East 

Narmak (no3) and Tehranpars (no8). At the bottom of the list there are four 

neighbourhoods, 400 Dastgah (no1), Abouzar (no2), North Afsariyeh (no6) 

and Nazi Abaad (no5). This classification does not represent the most accurate 

mage of the socio-economic status of these neighbourhoods but it highlights 

the centre-periphery discrepancy in property prices and thus, reflects on the 

economic disparities among the identified neighbourhoods.  

Ultimately, three residential neighbourhoods are selected as the units of 

analysis of this research (Table 4-2 and Figure 4-2): 

1. Gisha with medium population density level (no. 4 in table 4-2) 

2. West Tehran Pars with high population density level (no. 9 in table 4-2) 

3. North Afsariyeh with very high population density level (no.6 in table 4-

2) 
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Figure 4-2 Location of the three selected neighbourhoods in Tehran. 

Table 4-2 Demographic information. Source: National Census (2011) 

 1. Gisha 2. West Tehran Pars 3. North Afsariyeh 

Total population 38006 103911 65614 

Prescribed population for 

2020 by Detailed Plan 

(2006) 

38,000 82,000 57,000 

Female 19865 (52.2%) 51776 (49.8%) 32566 (49.7%) 

Male 18141 (47.8%) 52135 (50.2%) 33048 (50.3%) 

Population under 15 4614 (12%) 17878 (17%) 10883 (16%) 

Population above 65 4268 (11%) 5948 (5%) 3904 (6%) 

Active population 29124 (77%) 80085 (78%) 50827 (78%) 

Number of households 13366 31310 20871 

Household size 2.84 3.31 3.41 

Unemployment rate 7.9% 3.3% 6% 

 

Area 176 hectares 402 hectares 143.9 hectare 

Population density  215 pp/hectare 258 pp/hectare 455 pp/hectare 
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The first neighbourhood is Gisha, located in municipal district 2 and in a 

relative central location in Tehran. Gisha represents the lowest population 

density (see table 4-2) amongst the three units of analysis in the study. In terms 

of area, Gisha extends over a larger piece of land compared to North 

Afsariyeh, while less than half size of West Tehran-Pars. The socio-economic 

structure of the local community in Gisha is mainly characterised as middle- to 

upper-class. In terms of socio-economic class of the residents, Gisha 

represents a similar outlook to West Tehran-Pars which is located in district 4, 

on the eastern boundary of the city. West Tehran-Pars is the largest unit of 

analysis with an area of around 400 hectares. In terms of density, West 

Tehran-Pars represents high level of population density based on Tehran 

municipality classification and is the middle unit of analysis in this study. The 

last neighbourhood that will be investigated in the study is North Afsariyeh in 

municipal district 15. Compared to the other two neighbourhoods, North 

Afsariyeh is relatively peripheral, located on the south-east boundary of the 

city. The local community in North Afsariyeh is relatively less well-off compared 

to Gisha and West Tehran-Pars. In terms of density, North Afsariyeh is the 

most densely populated area in this study and is the second dense 

neighbourhood in Tehran based on the national census data (2011). The 

detailed explanation of the profile of each neighbourhood is presented in 

chapter six. 

4.3 Data Collection Methods  

This thesis has employed a mixed-method approach in data collection and 

analysis. The fundamental assumption in mixed-method research is that by 

combining qualitative and quantitative methods, the researcher would be able 

to take advantage of their differences and combine them in the most 

appropriate way depending on the kind of study and its methodological 

foundation (Bryman and Burgess, 2002). Mixed strategies can be described 

as methods to expand the breadth of research and to offset the weakness of 

each approach alone. 

In the studies of place-related concepts and perceived density, quantitative 

methods by the means of questionnaires and surveys are the most popular 
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ones (e.g. Bramley et al. 2009; Dempsey et al. 2012; Dave 2011; Jorgensen 

& Stedman 2001; Shamai 1991; Stokols & Shumaker 1981; Bonaiuto et al. 

2003a; Hidalgo & Hernandez 2001; Eizenberg & Jabareen 2017). The choice 

of a quantitative approach may be under the influence of several 

considerations such as time and resource constraints, availability of robust and 

up-to-date secondary data sets, or theoretical preferences. However, it must 

be noted that given the substantial importance of individual perception in 

studying the concepts of perceived density and place attachment, sole reliance 

on quantitative methods would not sufficiently add up to the existing 

knowledge. To understand people’s perception and the concealed meanings 

they assign to their surrounding environment, qualitative methods deemed to 

have more to offer. Undoubtedly, a clever combination of both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches (Lewicka, 2011b) can provide in-depth insights into 

the meanings that place attachment and perceived density convey and can 

effectively contribute to the robustness of the final findings. 

Creswell & Clark (2003) categorised mixed method designs into six types 

based on (1) the qualitative and quantitative methods being employed in 

concurrent or sequential order and (2) the importance the researcher assigns 

to each method. In general, these mixing techniques fall into three broad 

categories: the nested, the sequential and the parallel or concurrent strategies. 

This thesis has employed a sequential mixed-method approach (quant+QUAL) 

starting with quantitative data collection and analysis and leading to the more 

vital qualitative data.   

The existing secondary data-sources are chiefly useful for background 

analysis while the data required to explain the relationship between perceived 

density and place attachment must be primarily collected by the researcher. 

The following section discusses the various primary and secondary data 

collection strategies in detail. 
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4.3.1 Primary data collection 

The single case-study approach with multiple units of analysis involved a 

purposive sample of three residential neighbourhoods in Tehran: Gisha, West 

Tehran-pars and North Afsariyeh. Their conduct included three different 

methods of primary data collection (see figure 4-3): 

1. Site observation (between 7 to 10 days in each neighbourhood) 

2. Resident survey (between 60 to 80 questionnaires in each neighbourhood) 

3. Residents semi-structured interviews (5-7 interviews in each neighbourhood) 

 

Figure 4-3 The three stages of data collection and analysis. 
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It must be noted that the two cores of this research - perceived density and 

place attachment - are deeply subjective phenomena, presumably at the 

unconscious level of the respondents. Bringing them up to the conscious level 

requires unique techniques and efforts (Proshansky, Fabian and Kaminoff, 

1983). Therefore, the prime stress during the data collection was on open-

ended questions of the semi-structured interview which provided a better 

interpretative platform. In the section below, the three data collection 

techniques are explained in detail. 

Site observation. Observational methods are considered as the gold 

standard among qualitative data collection techniques (Murphy and Dingwall, 

2007). Observing people in their natural environment reveals insights 

inaccessible by the other data collection methods. According to Turcu (2010), 

site observation helps the researcher becoming familiar with the physical and 

social conditions of the setting without any intermediaries. In the observation 

process, data was gathered by different means such as documentation, 

systematic note-taking and informal conversations with local people.  

Documenting the physical domain of the case studies was done by means of 

taking photographs. The key purpose of taking photographs was to create a 

visual database of the spatial configuration of each neighbourhood 

representing the physical indicators of perceived density such as building 

height, facades, sidewalk scale and any other visual stimuli existing in the 

area. The photographs complement the qualitative data collected by the 

interviews. Besides documentation, systematic notetaking was used to help 

the researcher recording the behaviours, activities and observations of the 

residents’ interaction with their local environment. The notes contributed to and 

supplement the survey and interview data and were coded and analysed by 

thematic analysis approach. 

Lastly, informal chats with residents during the field observation provided rich 

knowledge of the social structure of the neighbourhood and made the 

researcher familiar with the predominant conventional codes of behaviour. 

Turcu (2010) mentioned the decisive role of having informal chats in building 

trust and becoming more acquainted with residents. The researcher reflected 
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on each of the informal chats by taking notes and summarizing the key issues 

that were put forward by the residents in relation to density and place 

attachment. 

Spending time in each neighbourhood was also an excellent opportunity to 

collect secondary documents that are not generally available to the public 

domain (Turcu, 2010). These documents include unpublished descriptive 

reports; masterplan documents; administrative statistics and local evaluations; 

up-to-date sociodemographic data; community newsletters; and minutes of 

local councils’ meetings. To capture a more robust understanding of the social 

and physical environment of each case, the visits to the three case study areas 

took place at various times of the day, on both weekdays and weekends (ibid).  

An important expected result of the field observation was selecting the key 

locations suitable for conducting the survey. These locations were educational 

buildings and institutions, community centres, religious places and public open 

spaces such as parks. The criteria of choosing these places were (1) being 

regularly used by the residents, (2) having suitable space for conducting the 

survey (3) and attracting diverse groups of people, not just a specific 

population group. As part of the preparatory phase prior to the fieldwork, 

multiple potential key locations were identified in each of the case study 

neighbourhood (See Table 4-3). During the field observation, the researcher 

visited these locations to assess their suitability based on the above criteria.  
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Table 4-3 Number of identified locations for conducting survey. Source: “Nim-Rokh-E-Mahale” 
documents of each neighbourhood (2011). 
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Gisha 2 5 3 3 6 1 20 

West Tehran Pars 2 16 9 9 4 2 42 

North Afsariyeh 3 7 6 3 8 4 31 

Resident survey / Questionnaire. The rationale behind using the 

questionnaire method was two-fold: First, this technique was expected to 

collect residents’’ subjective appraisals of the degree of perceived density and 

place attachment. Second, the questionnaire was able to highlight the 

indicators which were perceived to have a significant impact on residents’ 

perception of density and place attachment. In other terms, using survey 

technique, the latent contextual and subjective construct of perceived density 

and place attachment in Tehran was identified and then, employed in devising 

the protocol of the semi-structured interviews.  

Besides these two key objectives, the survey had a methodological aim as 

well.  It was used as a mechanism of recruiting participants for the following 

semi-structured interviews. Using survey as a recruitment tool for interviews 

has been employed by several studies in different fields such as planning, 

health and marketing (e.g. Nowicki & White 2017; Nicholas et al. 2013; 

Anderson et al. 2008). This strategy could be particularly useful on the 

occasions which the target population is comprised of ordinary citizens who 

are unlikely to have prior knowledge of the topic of study.  

Conducting an on-site survey, particularly in the field of environmental 

psychology, requires deliberate attention to a set of methodological and 

practical considerations. In their seminal work, Hine et al. (2016) have 

highlighted a set of critical considerations. The first consideration is related to 
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question wording. The authors argued that questions must be written in a clear 

and consistent way using Well-known language to address a broad range of 

respondents from distinctive backgrounds and abilities. Moreover, questions 

must not be double-barrelled which means they should not be addressing two 

issues at the same time. Leading questions and biased wording must also be 

avoided as they convey the attitude of the researcher to the respondent and 

manipulate the responses. 

It is also chiefly important for surveys to determine question ordering. The key 

purpose of question ordering is to establish comfort and motivation for the 

respondent to provide high-quality data (Visser, Krosnick and Lavrakas, 2000). 

In this regard, the first few questions must establish trust and rapport with the 

respondent. The rest of the survey questions must be organised into 

conceptually related categories. It is also suggested that varying the order of 

questions among the respondents might be a useful strategy to assess and 

control for the potential order effects. To adhere to these methodological 

suggestions, this study employed distinctive questionnaire formats with 

different ordering and with a flow from familiar to relatively complicated 

questions. 

Survey researcher must also consider controlling for socially desirable 

responding by the participants. Socially desirable responding refers to a 

situation in which respondents tend to represent themselves in a favourable 

light and in line with social norms. Promising anonymity or confidentiality are 

among the strategies that can control this effect. Another commonly used 

strategy in survey research to control socially desirable responding is 

Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) (Paulhus 1991 cited in 

Hine et al. 2016 ) in which researchers can either drop respondents with high 

social desirability scores from the sample or use these values to statistically 

adjust respondents’ scores on the other variables of interest, such as by using 

a covariance analysis. In relation to this study, socially desirable responses 

could arise particularly in the case of questions addressing the degree of place 

attachment. That is basically because urban residents may conceive having 

place attachment as a socially desirable attitude.  
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Lastly, there is a need of controlling memory fallibility which refers to the 

occasions when people forget specific details of events and therefore, their 

responses might become unreliable (Hine, Kormos and Marks, 2016). To 

overcome this fallibility, Bradburn and colleagues (1987) suggested to include 

a specific time period to frame the response. (e.g., during the past week, during 

past month etc.). By adding this time frame, the possibility of unreliable 

responses due to memory fallibility will decrease noticeably. 

Reflecting on these insights, and as the first step of designing the 

questionnaire format, a question bank was established comprising a total 

number of 106 questions – 22 for perceived density and 84 for place 

attachment. These questions were selected from the previous empirical 

studies (Table 4-4) (see Appendix B for the question bank).  

Table 4-4 The literature used to devise survey questions. 

Perceived 

density 

Rapoport 1975; Gordon & Rapoport 1979; Flachsbart 1979; Dovey & Pafka 2014; Moch et 

al. 1996; Bonaiuto et al. 2003; Bramley et al. 2009; Dave 2011; Sivam et al. 2012. 

Place 

attachment 

Williams & Vaske 2002; Hidalgo & Hernandez 2001; Jorgensen & Stedman 2006; Walton et 

al. 2008; Riger & Lavrakas 1981; Austin & Baba 1990; Bonaiuto et al. 2003; Churchman & 

Mitrani 1997; Jabareen & Zilberman 2017; Gross & Brown 2006; Knez 2005; Williams & 

Roggenbuck 1990; 

Kaltenborn & Bjerke 2002; Stokols & Shumaker 1981;Ringel & Finkelstein 1991; Lalli 1992; 

Mesch & Manor 1998. 

At the next step, the questions which were not linked to the theoretical 

framework of this thesis were excluded and the remaining ones were 

categorised based on each dimension of perceived density and place 

attachment — subsequently, two questions selected from each category to be 

included in the first draft of the questionnaire. The criteria of selecting 

questions was primarily concerned with their validity and whether they were 

tested in the previous studied or not. Accordingly, the first priority was selecting 

questions that were used in the PREQ scale devised by (Bonaiuto, Fornara 

and Bonnes, 2003). When necessary, the questions were revised, reworded 

and reformulated into Likert-scaled format. To completely adhere to the 
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theoretical framing, a series of questions needed to be devised by the 

researcher to address the dimensions missing in the previous studies. This set 

of questions were mostly related to the explanatory factors of perceived social 

density and perceived physical density. For example, questions regarding 

‘unwanted social interactions’ and ‘inconsistency of buildings’ height’ could 

hardly be found in the previous studies. Therefore, it was essential to devise 

Likert-style questions addressing these topics. At the end of this process, the 

first draft of the questionnaire was developed including 43 Likert-scaled 

questions –three general questions, ten questions related to perceived density 

and thirty questions related to place attachment.  

Data collection was carried out in the local language, Farsi. Therefore, the 

questions needed to be translated from English to Farsi. It was expected that 

some linguistics issues would arise by translating the questions causing 

potential comprehension difficulties for the respondents. To identify these 

issues, the translated version of the survey was piloted among eight Farsi 

speaking respondents. The pilot survey resulted in minor changes in the 

survey structure, wording and translation style. For instance, it was found that 

translation of the term “attachment” into Farsi could be equivocal and have two 

different connotations: one is equivalent to emotional attachment while the 

other meaning is much correlated to dependence. To avoid potential errors, 

the translation of attachment into Farsi was revised and different term replaced 

the initial one. Another issue raised during the piloting was associated with the 

ambiguity of some questions. For instance, five respondents found the 

question “Residents tend to move out of the neighbourhood more than before” 

confusing and unclear. The leading cause of this flaw was the unclear time-

period of the question. Lastly, and as a technical issue, the duration of piloting 

with two respondents who were more enthusiast about the concepts under 

question and who required more explanation and guidance was relatively 

longer – around thirty minutes – which could be problematic in the field. To 

mitigate this problem, the total number of questions was reduced to a 

maximum of 35 to ensure that filling the questionnaire will not take more than 

thirty minutes.  
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The final version of the questionnaire included 39 Likert-scaled items falling 

into two main topical categories informed by the framework (see Appendix A): 

eleven questions mostly devised by the researcher to assess the degree of 

perceived density, and twenty-eight Likert items centred on place attachment. 

Sampling 

The sampling process of the questionnaire respondents involved defining the 

target population; identifying the sampling unit, sampling frame and sampling 

method; considering sampling bias, and determining the sample size. 

The target population of this study encompassed the individuals who resided 

in the selected neighbourhoods. Sampling was carried out by using a non-

probability technique called quota sampling. In this technique, the researcher 

selectively samples eligible participants based on predetermined and fixed 

socio-demographic characteristics of a particular area to maximise the 

theoretical variation of the data (Draucker et al., 2007). These attributes, which 

are called quota, are in fact, major characteristics of the population which the 

researcher wants to represent in his/her sample. In this technique, the 

sampling process - based on the fixed quotas - continues until the quota is 

met. Quota sampling is of particular interest in the studies with time and 

resources constraints. However, it is crucially vital to justify the rationale 

behind choosing specific population characteristics strongly. A determinant 

that profoundly influences the choice of what population characteristics to use 

is the availability of socio-demographic information across the target 

population. Based on the socio-demographic data available to the researcher 

at this point – such as data from the National Censuses (2011, 2016) - and in 

the context of selected case study areas, the following quota were selected. 

• Age (18-24; 25-49; 50-64; 65 and above) 

• Gender (Male; Female) 

• Economic activity (Employed, unemployed) 

• Housing tenure (Ownership; private rent) 

Based on the above quota, the socio-demographic structure of each case 

study neighbourhood was extracted from the closest available proxy of data 
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which in this case is from the National Censuses in 2011 and 2016. The 

published data from the National Census in 2016 for Tehran is at the district 

not the neighbourhood level. Accordingly, both data proxies were used in order 

to calculate the target quotas flexibly. For the demographic quota – age and 

gender – there was no choice but to use Census data from 2011. Lastly, the 

economics-related quota – economic activity and housing tenure – were 

calculated based on the district level data from 2016. It is essential to 

acknowledge and reflect on the consequences of using a relatively out-dated 

dataset. Two significant drawbacks of quota sampling according to Turcu 

(2010) are self-selecting which refers to the exclusion of passive respondents 

or those who are difficult to reach; and difficulties in making a generalisation. 

In the present study and to mitigate the researcher selection bias, the 

recruitment took place in different places with distinct characteristics – such as 

mosques, parks, neighbourhood association, libraries - to ensure that a more 

diverse group of residents have a similar chance of being selected. The 

proposed sample size was between sixty to eighty residents per area based 

on the resources available to this research. 

Lastly, the survey was administered during June and July 2018. The in-site 

survey was carried out in key locations within each neighbourhood to ensure 

a diverse range of respondents can be recruited. These locations included 

“The Neighbourhood Association Centre” (NAC), local parks, mosques, 

libraries, shopping centres and schools. The survey package included a brief 

description of the research, consent form, and the questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was provided in Persian/ Farsi language. For each participant, 

a brief introductory explanation of the research was given. Were possible, e.g., 

where a group of participants were available in a classroom, the introduction 

was given to the group and the survey packages were handed to the 

participants to be collected in a one hour time frame. The participants were 

encouraged to keep the information sheet as a reference, in case they decide 

to participate in the next phase, or in case any concern emerges. The below 

section (next page) presents the target and achieved quota for age, gender, 

housing tenure, economic activity in each neighbourhood.  
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Unit one: Gisha (N=68) 

Figure 4-4 Socio-economic quota in Gisha. Target and achieved. 

The surveyed sample closely matched the age group target quota, with only 

the 18-24 age generation was under-represented by 5 per cent.  

According to the National Census (2011) sex ratio – defined as the number of 

men for every 100 women – is 104 in the country and 104.4 in Tehran.  For 

Gisha, this ratio is 92.3 which means that the population of women is slightly 

more than men. Our sample closely matched the target gender distribution in 

Gisha.  

The surveyed sample closely matched the target sample of different housing 

tenures; however, homeowners are over-represented by five per cent while 

tenants are under-represented by 6 per cent.  

Lastly, the achieved sample showed a slight deviation from the target quota of 

economic activity.  Although the sample included a relatively smaller proportion 

of employed, and larger proportion of unemployed groups compared to the 

target, it manifested the general distribution of economic activity in which a 

substantial majority of the population in Gisha – almost three quarters – are 
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economically active. It must be mentioned that in this sample, self-employed 

respondents were also taken as economically active.  

According to the most recent data (2016), the unemployment rate in Tehran is 

13.3%. The underlying reason to the noticeable discrepancy between this 

figure and our achieved sample was that in our sample (See figure 4-4) 

considered women whose main occupation was caring for their family and 

managing household affairs as unemployed while the official report, due to the 

economically significant impact of this group on the whole economy, had 

considered them as employed.   

 

Unit two: West Tehran-pars (N=29) 

Figure 4-5 Socio-economic quota in W Tehran-pars. Target and achieved. 

Our sample size in West Tehran-pars was considerably smaller compared to 

the other cases (N=29). The impact of this drawback on the reliability and 

validity of the survey findings in West Tehran-pars was acknowledged and 

reflected upon in the discussion and conclusion chapters.  

West Tehran Pars consists of a considerably young population. The surveyed 

sample closely matched the target quota of different age groups. Distribution 

of age groups in West Tehran-pars followed the general pattern of the city with 
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the majority of the residents (56%) falling into the 25 to 49 age group. Our 

sample closely matched the target quota in all age groups (see figure 4-5). Sex 

ratio in Tehran is 1.04 (National census 2011) and approximately 1 in West 

Tehran-pars (1.0069). Our achieved sex ratio quota (1.08) closely matched the 

target.  

Housing tenure in W Tehran-pars showed a quite small gap between 

homeowners and tenants (10%) with owner-occupiers constituting 50 per cent 

of the total. Our achieved housing tenure quota closely matched the target.  

Finally, and similar to the previous case, our achieved sample on economic 

activity showed a slight deviation from the target quota. The overall pattern of 

employed residents outnumbering unemployed residents also persisted in the 

sample; however, the achieved sample included 10% fewer of employed 

residents.  

Unit three: North Afsariyeh (N=78) 

Figure 4-6 Socio-economic quota in N Afsariyeh. Target and achieved. 

The distribution of age generations in North Afsariyeh closely followed the 

overall pattern of Tehran with the middle-aged group representing the largest 
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population share (57%). The achieved sample did match the target quota with 

only a slight discrepancy (4%) in the 18-24 age generation (See figure 4-6).  

There was a slight difference between the proportion of homeowners and 

tenants in North Afsariyeh (6%). Compared to the other cases, North Afsariyeh 

represents a higher share of rental houses. For the migrants moving to Tehran 

form the rural areas, North Afsariyeh is more of a temporary place of 

residence; thus, it is reasonable that a relatively large share of homes in the 

neighbourhood belongs to the rental market. Our drawn sample closely 

matched the quota with 5% discrepancy between the target and achieved 

percentage in owners and tenants.  

Similar to the previous case, our achieved sample on economic activity 

showed a considerable deviation from the target quota. The overall pattern of 

employed residents outnumbering unemployed residents persisted in the 

sample; however, the achieved sample underrepresents the employed 

residents by 25 per cent.  

Semi-structured interviews  

The main expected finding of the questionnaire was an indication of the degree 

of perceived density and place attachment in each of the case study 

neighbourhoods. Descriptive statistical analysis was used to explain the data, 

identify unusual distribution of responses to the questions, and to reveal the 

factors and predictors that might play a more significant role in people’s 

perception of density and place attachment in Tehran. In other words, the 

findings of survey analysis provided a set of potential guiding cues, threads 

and hints to be followed up by the semi-structured interviews.  

Semi-structured interview (Marshall and Rossman, 1999; Clifford et al., 2016) 

is considered as one of the most commonly used techniques in qualitative 

research (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). This technique seeks for new insights and 

meanings in the respondents’ own words through open-ended conversations 

that are structured around some thematic regions.  
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Semi-structured interview was selected as the main means of data collection 

in this thesis for two main reasons. First, this method is suited for the 

exploration of the perceptions and opinions about complex phenomena as it 

opens doors to further probing (Hutchinson and Wilson, 1992). Probing is a 

vital tool for ensuring reliability of the data in several ways: it allows for the 

further clarification of exciting issues emerging in the course of interview; it can 

elicit valuable and complete information; it enables the intervieIr to explore the 

inconsistencies within the respondents’ accounts and finally, it can be helpful 

for the respondents to explain their true feelings and understandings lucidly. 

Second, semi-structured interview provides a flexible platform where the 

researcher is able to modify the interview protocol and follow a newly emerged 

thread in the discussion while having an overall adherence to the central topics 

of inquiry. This level of flexibility creates an interactive discussion with the 

interviewee and allows them to present their thoughts and ideas openly.  Given 

the diverse socio-demographic characteristics of the target population of this 

research, semi-structured interview was found a more flexible technique 

compared to rigidly structured interviews.  

Each interview was digitally recorded with the participant’s permission. 

Interviews were later transcribed by the researcher. Transcripts were reviewed 

for accuracy prior to analysis by the researcher. The interviews were 

conducted in Farsi. To avoid translation pitfalls and linguistic bias, and also for 

the sake of time and resources constraints, the transcripts were not translated 

into English and the analysis was carried out in the original language. 

Nevertheless, the researcher selectively translated excerpts of the interviews 

to support the arguments and present the identified themes and patterns in the 

data. All the translations were done by the researcher and no professional 

translation service was used.  

The semi-structured interview protocol (see Appendix C) was designed with 

the aid of key survey findings. Instead of having a rigid and orderly structure 

of questions to ask, the protocol was organised around eight overarching 

themes that must have been covered. These themes included:  
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• Safety measures, perception of safety, safety at night 

• Social ties, family relations, friend networks 

• Sense of pride  

• Demographic turnover and immigration 

• Knowing neighbours and having strong neighbourly relations 

• Maintaining privacy 

• Crowding 

• Transformation of the neighbourhood 

The order of covering these themes was not pre-determined and was 

contingent upon the flow of the conversation. To kick-off, the researcher who 

was in the role of the interviewer in all cases was asking a very general 

question about the interviews view on his/her neighbourhood. Based on the 

reply, the researcher was able to pick on the raised topics and carry on the 

conversation.  

However, topical trajectories are inevitable in the conversation when 

unexpected but related topics might emerge. Small (2009) proposed a unique 

approach to formulate in-depth interview studies. He argues that case study 

logic – as opposed to sampling logic – is better suited for semi-structured 

interviews. Within this approach, each individual could be thought of as a 

single experiment. Therefore, the total number of interviews is not determined 

from the outset. Each interview is founded upon the previous ones and seeks 

both literal and theoretical replication; thus, each interview must be altered in 

its structure to make sure to include refined questions about different aspects 

of the topic. By continuing this approach, the research progress will eventually 

arrive at a point in which new interviews tell very little about the topic of inquiry 

and saturation will be attained.  

This study followed Small’s (2009) recommendation for conducting interviews. 

This strategy, while maintained a degree of authority for the researcher to 

control the topic and stick to the protocol, opened room for spontaneity and 

allowed deep impressions and insights to develop and emerge to the surface. 
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Accordingly, each interview was different from the others in terms of format, 

covered themes and length. Some interviews lasted for longer times – up to 

1.5 hours – while others finished in thirty minutes.  

In accordance with the mixed method approach, nested sampling model 

(Onwuegbuzie and Collins, 2007) was employed to unify the sampling process 

through both survey and interview techniques. Thus, the interviewees were 

selected among the volunteered participants of the survey. In other words, the 

sample of the latter stage was a subset of the former. However, because of 

the time gap between the two data collection stages, some minor changes 

were expected to happen with regards to the sample of interview participants. 

Some participants decided to opt-out later and some were unavailable at the 

time of the interviews. To mitigate the impact of this issue, the sampling was 

continued in the key locations within each neighbourhood to identify new 

respondents and to meet the quota. However, it is essential to point out that 

this study does not claim to have a representative sample for the qualitative 

data.  

The number of sampled subjects in qualitative sampling is often relatively 

smaller (Wilmot, 2005). The underlying reason is that a phenomenon only 

needs to appear once to be of value. Moreover, as qualitative research is more 

engaged with profound and exhaustive information, analysing a large number 

of sampled cases could be unmanageable by the researcher. The question 

‘how many interviews would be enough’ (Guest, Bunce and Johnson, 2006) is 

open to several responses. No single account is available to this question. 

However, several authors have attempted to make clarifications by reviewing 

the sample sizes in the literature and making general suggestions. For 

instance, Mason (2010) revieId the number of respondents in PhD studies 

using qualitative research and noted that most of such studies had used a 

sample with a size between 20-30 respondents. The concept of saturation 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967) which occurs when new data does not result in 

additional information and perspectives is useful for achieving the appropriate 

sample size. However, it must be noted that there is not a one-size-fits-all 

strategy for reaching data saturation (Fusch and Ness, 2015). For instance, 
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Guest et al (2006) pointed out that data saturation might be attained by as little 

as six interviews. Thomson (2004) and Warren (2002) cited in Mason (2010) 

noted that data saturation might occur by a sample with 20 to 30 respondents 

while in another account, Green and Thorogood (2005) cited in Mason (2010) 

required 20 interviews for saturation to be obtained. The important issue as 

Mason points out is that PhD students tend to overplay and conduct too many 

interviews (Mason, 2010). To overcome the confusion regarding the sample 

size, this thesis will use the method suggested by Small (2008) based on a 

case study logic. In a case model, the number of cases is unknown until the 

study is completed and saturation is attained. The logic of case model is based 

on revising assumptions based on the new information collected during the 

process of data collection. Accordingly, the researcher starts with the first 

interview. The succeeding interviews will be altered in terms of questions and 

the structure to make sure to include increasingly refined questions about 

different aspects of the topic. The aspiration of this thesis was to attain data 

saturation with a sample size of 5 to 7 interviews per area which would ideally 

result in a total of minimum fifteen interviews across the three neighbourhoods. 

However, this aspiration was only achieved in two areas – Gisha and North 

Afsariyeh – while qualitative sampling in West Tehran Pars was problematic 

which is explained below.  

A total number of fifteen interviews were conducted in Gisha and North 

Afsariyeh between March and May 2019. The interviewees include eight 

women and seven men, aged between 25 to 65. The number of conducted 

interviews in West Tehran-Pars was below the anticipated number for a few 

reasons. Unlike the other two units of analysis, engagement with the local 

community in West Tehran-Pars was challenging. Follow-ups on the survey 

respondents who had initially expressed their interest in participating in the 

interviews failed due to attrition (Miller and Wright, 1995). The survey 

respondent opted out for several reasons such as busy schedule and loss of 

interest. Some respondents did not respond/reply to the calls/messages. As 

an alternative strategy to quota sampling, the researcher opted for snowball 

sampling and managed to interview one male and one female participant. 

However, the chain-referral procedure did not successfully continue after 
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these interviews. At this point, partly due to the time and resource constraints 

and partly because of the nature of the rich data collected from the two other 

units, the researcher decided to exclude West Tehran-Pars not form the whole 

study, but only from the last stage of data collection.  

The process of interview transcription was being carried out simultaneous to 

data collection and by the researcher. The process of transcribing served as 

the preliminary phase of getting familiar with a large amount of qualitative data. 

This thesis has employed this method both as a technique to save time, and 

more importantly, to inform and accordingly modify the protocol of the 

subsequent interviews.  

4.3.2 Secondary data sources 

Despite the significance of primary data in the formation of subjective 

understandings and perceptions of residents, secondary data remains a 

valuable source of information for background analysis. In general, secondary 

data was derived from three different sources. 

First, the National Census (2011, 2016) records were used for studying the 

population density of each case study and tracking its changes during the time. 

These records were also a valuable source of further socio-demographic 

information such as age distribution and employment status.  Both data 

sources were used to supplement each other because the socio-demographic 

data from 2016 is only presented at the district level and is not useable at the 

neighbourhood level.  

Second, the secondary data analysis was used to review the background 

discourses in policy about the impacts of urban densification process on 

community sustainability and in particular, on residents’ place attachment. The 

archival sources included a wide range of official, unofficial and academic 

documents which were available online. One of the key official documents 

used in this study was the Detailed Plan (2006) documents of each district 

including administrative socio-demographic statistical data of each 

neighbourhood and GIS maps. Another precious archival source was the 

community newsletters/local newspapers. These documents contained 
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unofficial narratives reflecting the residents’ perceptions and understandings 

of divergent socio-spatial issues. Between these narratives, several lines of 

thoughts were identified in relation to density and place attachment.  

Finally, this thesis carried out longitudinal social media research (Ngai, Tao 

and Moon, 2015) by using the content produced on social media between the 

first stage of the fieldwork in January 2018 and the last stage in March 2019. 

The main justification behind this decision was that due to longstanding 

restrictions on social connectivity, civic engagement and freedom of speech in 

the Iranian society, individuals’ behaviour across various social media 

platforms represents and reflects on a forcibly concealed element of self-

expression. In other terms, in the absence of real-life platforms for people to 

freely express their feelings, concerns and beliefs, social media has become 

the primary setting for the Iranians to declare their individuality, communicate 

with each other and proclaim their uncensored impressions. Given the fact that 

majority of text-based and conversation-based social platforms are blocked in 

Iran by the state (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc.), one of the few 

remaining apertures of free expression is Instagram. According to the annual 

report published by ‘We Are Social Ltd’ in 2018, Instagram is the second most 

popular social media platform in Iran with 24 million users (29% of the 

population) (Kemp, 2018). It is essential to mention that social media research 

was employed merely as one tool in a toolkit, complementing the other 

methods. Given the text-based nature of the data derived from Instagram 

comments, qualitative methods of analysis can be used to draw analytic 

insights. This research has particularly employed thematic analysis approach 

and identified the areas of significance in the content (e.g. Thelwall 2008). 

Social media research raises some challenges with regards to research 

validity and reliability. It is essential to bear in mind that the users of social 

media are not representative of the whole population (Ruths and Pfeffer, 

2014). Therefore, the findings cannot be easily generalised. Also, various 

purpose-built platforms such as Instagram can host automated bots which 

present themselves as genuine users. It is essential to establish mechanisms 

to exclude and filter such content form the analysis. Moreover, the users in 

social media are involved in a performative social interaction (SMRG, 2016). 
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A consequence of this interaction is the emergence of observer effect by which 

users with shared interests and opinions collectively promote a particular point 

of view. A useful strategy to overcome this effect is for the researcher to 

conceal his/her presence as an observer in the platform to ensure changes in 

behaviour and expression would not occur. Lastly, there is always a 

discrepancy between offline and online behaviour. Both positive and negative 

online statements are generally known to be over-stated (SMRG, 2016) and 

thus, not necessarily transferable to the real domain.  

Social media comments analysis was carried out in two distinct ways: first, the 

researcher set up an Instagram page for each neighbourhood and started to 

post related images of the urban landscape, daily life and routines of the 

residents. Within these posts, certain questions were posed addressing the 

main topics of this research, e.g., density, densification, urban change, place 

attachment etc. Second and chiefly to broaden the scope and the range of 

users, a set of existing Instagram pages were identified (See Appendix D for 

the full list of pages) which were specifically covering local news, history and 

current affairs in each of the case study neighbourhoods. These pages are 

basically established with the incentive of using the bulk of followers for 

advertisement goals. However, the scope of their practice remains within the 

boundaries of each area. Among their posts, these pages regularly post 

images of the different places of the neighbourhood, local events, challenges 

and local news. The bulk of users’ comments under these posts were later 

downloaded and used as a source of local narrative to examine the general 

opinions, views and ideas in each case. The bulk comments were filtered and 

modified prior to the analysis to exclude spam comments, comments 

generated by bots, unrelated topics and the identity of the users.  

4.4 Data Analysis  

This study utilised a two-step data analysis approach. In the first step, the 

survey data was coded into an SPSS database to analysis residents’ 

reflections on their place attachment and perceived density. Descriptive data 

analysis was carried out on the survey data to make sense of the respondents’ 

perception of density and place attachment in each neighbourhood. 
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Descriptive data analysis helped to identify unusual distributions and patterns 

in the residents’ responses. In addition to descriptive analysis of the data, 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) (Goodwin, 1999; Thompson, 2004; Costello 

and Osborne, 2005) was deployed as a tool to develop a general construct of 

perceived density and place attachment in Tehran. EFA is a statistical 

technique used to reduce data to a set of summary variables and to uncover 

latent patterns and underlying theoretical structures within a set of variables 

(Child 2006). According to Yong and Pearce (2013), EFA is helpful in the 

instances where researcher want to discover which variables ‘go together’ 

(DeCoster, 1998 cited in Yong and Pearce 2013) and collectively form a 

theoretical factor. The underlying rationale of using EFA in this thesis is 

explained below.  

This research chiefly relies on a set of indicators derived from the existing 

theory and the body of literature (See chapter two). Validity of the 

measurement scale used in the survey is not pre-tested as the survey 

questions were collected from various existing scales and empirical research 

(See Appendix B). In order to make the most out of the theory-based collected 

survey data and to feed its results into the interview structure, it was essential 

to clean-up and simplify it by conducting an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA).  

The cross-case EFA was carried out on the aggregated survey dataset (N= 

175) collected from the three neighbourhoods (Khan and VanWynsberghe, 

2008; Lemstra and Melody, 2014). The reason behind using the aggregated 

dataset to carry out EFA is twofold. First, EFA requires a sample size of 

minimum 100 for the results to be reliable (de Winter et al. 2009; Hogarty et al. 

2005; Comrey & Lee 2013). Second, although this thesis argues for a place-

oriented and context-dependant interpretation of perceived density and place 

attachment, for the sake of simplifying the survey data and using the results to 

feed into the interview structure, it seemed necessary to put all the case study 

neighbourhoods under the shared profile of Tehran. Nevertheless, the 

limitations associated to this method regarding the generalisability of the 

identified latent factors of perceived density and place attachment, and the 

problematic of their transferability to all neighbourhoods across Tehran should 

be acknowledged. For this reason, this thesis has no claim towards 
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generalisability of its finding and maintains its position as a context-dependent 

and locally rooted research endeavour towards gaining deep understanding of 

an exceptional case within a set of unique contexts.   

In the second step of data analysis, the interview data were analysed using 

qualitative thematic analysis  method (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In this method 

of analysis, ‘theme’ refers to a “salient aspect of the data” (Scharp and Sanders 

2019; p.117). Thematic analysis is an iterative process including six main 

steps: (1) becoming familiar with the data, (2) generating coding categories, 

(3) generating themes, (4) reviewing themes, (5) defining and naming themes, 

and (6) locating exemplars (Braun and Clarke 2006). Based on an interpretive 

description (Thorne et al., 1997), a systematic reading of all the transcriptions 

was conducted at the beginning of the analysis to gain a general 

understanding of the content and context and to become familiar with the data. 

Line-by-line reading and making comments, complemented by the survey 

findings helped to identify a preliminary list of codes related to the main 

research question (Table 4-5).  

Table 4-5 List of generated codes. 

The generated codes 

Migration 

Collective and personal memory 

Functionality / satisfying needs 

Social /community structure 

Family and social links 

Getting used to the neighbourhood 

Economic factor related to housing affordability  

Aesthetic measures 

Accessibility and location 

Entertainment/ leisure services 

Functionality/ availability of the essential uses and services 

Environmental quality 

Congestion/ car parking spaces 

Safety and security 

Population increase 

Crowding 

Buildings and their transformation 

Height of the buildings 
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The whole neighbourhood transformation 

The whole data set was then coded based on the above preliminary codes into 

the MAXQDA software program by employing an abductive approach. 

Abductive analysis (Timmermans and Tavory, 2012) is based on 

predetermined ideas and code grouping which are informed by the theoretical 

framing; However, it keeps the doors open for newly emerging ideas and 

patterns. Besides the interview data, the rest of collected primary data - 

memos and notes, informal chats’ insights – alongside secondary data form 

the community newsletters, local newspaper articles and social media content 

were coded into MAXQDA software (See Appendix E for the list of codes and 

the thematic map). This data supplements the qualitative data of the semi-

structured interview. 

The outcome of code grouping and collating was development of the 

preliminary themes. This stage led into identification of eight themes. The 

preliminary themes were: (1) place functionality, (2) place quality, (3) 

environmental quality/nuisances, (4) place memory, (5) social turnover, (6) 

adaptation to place, (7) economic factor, and (8) personal/psychological 

preferences.  

These themes were then reviewed to see whether they make sense in relation 

to the coded extracts and the entire data, and more importantly, to see whether 

these themes address the main research question. The outcome of reviewing 

themes was identifying two intervening themes that act as external factors 

influencing the relationship between perceived density and place attachment. 

These themes were: (1) economic factor and (2) personal/psychological 

preferences. Later, and as a result of data triangulation, a third intervening 

factor was identified which is called (3) societal worldview.  

The remaining six factors were also combined and simplified. For instance, 

‘place quality’ was merged with ‘environmental quality’ as they both refer to 

the physical and material attributes of the neighbourhood. ‘Social turnover’ was 

modified and renamed to ‘socio-demographic change’. ‘place functionality’ 

was renamed to ‘place dependence’ as it referred to the ability of the place 
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to satisfy residents’ needs and thus determined the level of dependence on 

place for daily activities. ‘Place memory’ remained as a valid theme. Finally, 

‘adaptation to place’ was found as a response to place change/urban 

densification rather than explaining the dynamics of the relationship between 

perceived density and place attachment.  

The process resulted in identifying four central themes that explain the 

interplay between density and place attachment: (1) Place quality; (2) Place 

dependence; (3) Place memory; and (4) socio-demographic changes. These 

themes are discussed in detail in chapter eight.  

The data collection methods explained above was selected in accordance with 

the proposed theoretical framework and the posed research questions. Table 

4-6 summarises the link between each method and the sub-questions. 

Table 4-6 The sub-questions and their assigned data collection methods. 

Sub-questions Method 

What factors shape the latent constructs of perceived density 

and place attachment in Tehran? 

Survey 

How does the process of urban densification affect residents’ 

place attachment in Tehran?  

Semi-structured 

interview 

What factors intervene in the relationship between people’s 

perception of density and densification, and their place 

attachment in Tehran?  

Semi-structured 

interview 

How do the residents react to place transformation through 

urban densification and which factors determine this reaction in 

Tehran?   

Semi-structured 

interview 

How do the residents understand the concept of place? What 

types of people-place relations could be identified among the 

residents in Tehran?  

Semi-structured 

interview 

 

4.5 Ethical considerations  

This research set out to understand the perception of residents on density and 

place attachment. Thus, direct interaction and engagement with the 

participants and their personal domain were inevitable. This matter raised a 
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few ethical issues that were cautiously addressed at the different stages of 

data collection and analysis. It is maintained by Creswell & Clark (2003) that 

the researcher has an obligation to respect the rights, needs, values and 

desires of the participants. Miles & Huberman (1994) have listed the critical 

issues that must be considered by the researcher, some of which are closely 

related to the present thesis. Informed consent was the initial step taken in the 

survey and interview stages in order to make the participant acutely aware of 

what was involved in the research. The participants were asked to read the 

form and sign it. Additionally, they were offered another copy for themselves 

upon request. At this step, it was indicated to the participants that no personal 

information will be collected and that all their remarks will remain anonymous. 

The other critical issue was building honesty and trust between the interviewer 

and the participant to assure accurate data is being presented. Thus, the 

fieldwork required active establishment of close relationship with the 

participants based on the common cultural aspects of the context. As the target 

participants of this study were the residents and based on the presumption 

that they may not be familiar with this research process, it was essential to 

build a high level of trust. During the both in-field data collection phases – 

survey and interview – these issues were carefully addressed. The interviews 

were recorded and securely stored on a password protected USB drive. The 

recording files were deleted after being transcribed by the researcher, as 

indicated in the project information sheet. All the transcripts identified the 

interviewees by code rather than by name which ensures their anonymity in 

the next steps of the research.  

A predictable methodological and ethical difficulty that required special 

attention was related to interviewing female participants in their home-place. 

A similar issue has been raised by de Wit (2013) who came across several 

complications in conducting interviews with female participants who prefer 

having their partner or family members present during the interview. This 

situation might be the case in the context of Iran, particularly in households 

with tight socio-cultural constraints. To be able to approach this group of 

society, some strategies were used such as the presence of a female research 
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assistant (my partner) during some interviews, conducting the interview at their 

workplace or conducting the interview in a public space.  

4.6 Methodological limitations  

This section presents on the methodological limitations that were expected to 

arise from the above-framed research design. It also elaborates on a few 

methodological reflections in retrospect. 

Perhaps the biggest methodological limitation was the act of carrying out in-

field research in Iran. As an independent Iranian scholar affiliated with a UK 

higher education institution, I found in-field research in Iran at times a 

troublesome and sensitive issue. Particularly in the time of political turmoil, the 

I had to conceal his UK affiliation during the visits to public organisations. This, 

in turn, imposed several difficulties on gaining access to data sources which 

are exclusively accessible to the academics who are officially collaborating 

with the Iranian HE institutions. Similarly, and at the local level, I had to be 

vigilant enough not to cross any sensitive line. In general, in-field research and 

academic interviews are not commonplace in Iran and therefore, most of the 

ordinary people approach the request with pure scepticism and turn it down 

while a very small minority warmly welcome the request. Under these 

circumstances, sampling and data collection become extremely time- and 

resource-consuming.  

A critical consideration in any community-level research in the issue of 

positionality. Positionality refers to the stance or positioning of the researcher 

in relation to the context of the research (Bourke, 2014). The researcher can 

recognise its positionality by locating itself on the continuum of insider-outsider 

relationships. The degree of commonality between the researcher and the 

participants rely on multiple factors including culture, class, gender, age and 

political or social identity. These dimensions effectively influence what the 

researcher perceive and accumulate as knowledge. In action research, it is 

essential for the researcher to be aware of the influences that positionality 

might have on the process and outcome of the research. To mitigate the 
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impacts of power imbalances among participant groups, the researcher must 

actively bring the issues of positionality to the discussions with the participants.  

In the case of this research, the participants were on hugely different platforms 

and backgrounds from me in terms of daily experience, life goals and daily 

concerns. This section is inevitably written in a personal and informal style in 

order to adequately reflect on the issue of positionality. Although I belong to 

the same country and context in which the research was conducted, I would 

not claim to be a total insider in the investigated areas. I can only identify 

myself with the respondents as a previous citizen of Tehran who has 

experienced the multifaceted aspects of urban life in the city throughout the 27 

years that I lived there. It must be mentioned that although I might not be the 

product of the same socio-cultural dynamic those neighbourhoods, I have 

accumulated a robust knowledge of the sociocultural, political and economic 

profile of the city and thus, am familiar with the challenges and dilemmas that 

the respondents are facing. As the researcher, I attempted to impartially 

approach the research questions and leave aside any bias I might have about 

the social, cultural and economic background of the participants. The first leg 

of data collection encompassing site observation and informal chats assisted 

me in maintaining an impartial position through the next stages of data 

collection and analysis.  

Moreover, my positionality as the researcher also became problematic in 

relation to identification and evaluation of a set of physical perceived density 

(PPD) indicators. During this research, a disjuncture appeared between the 

researcher’s position and the local community’s view towards their 

neighbourhood’s built form. With a background in architecture and design, I 

noticed that I was evaluating the urban landscape of each neighbourhood 

against a set of aesthetic and technical criteria. The local community, on the 

other hand, was perceiving the architectural qualities of their surrounding area 

– e.g., order and consistency of façade materials and buildings’ height – from 

a different perspective, not necessarily aligned with mine. This disjuncture 

crystallised particularly during the semi-structured interviews when a few 

participants expounded their perception of spatial order and expressed their 

satisfaction with the physical consistency of buildings’ height and façade in 
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their area, something that was in total contrast with my evaluation of space. 

The identified disjuncture adds up to the complexities of the nexus between 

urban planning, urban design and environmental psychology where the 

researcher, policymaker, practitioner and user occupy distinctive, subjectively 

oriented epistemological positions. 

Another substantial methodological limitation imposed on the research was the 

availability of the secondary data sources to the public domain. Due to a 

noticeable lack of transparency within the Tehran’s administrative sections  and 

also the absence of a working open data Act in Iran, a huge obstacle exists 

against gaining access to the most recent socio-economic data. Regarding 

some of the secondary data sources, the researcher had to approach the 

affiliated organisations in person to gain access to the data. If the researcher 

could not gain access to the most up-to-date Census data, the closest proxy 

(Census data from 2011 and 2006) was used. In this case, however, the 

changes in the socio-demographic status of the neighbourhoods must be 

considered as a significant limitation.  

Challenges also arose during data collection and analysis with regards to 

linguistic issues. As the participants and the researcher had the same non-

English native language and the non-English data was supposed to lead to an 

English publication, translation process imposed a considerable challenge. 

Translation is an interpretive act; thus, meanings may get lost in the translation 

process. Participants choose specific words and language which might have 

subtle differences; however, throughout the process of translation into the 

generic language of the researcher, these essential differences might be lost 

(Culley at el. 2007). It is for this reason that Temple and Young (2004) argue 

that there is no single correct translation of a text. Simon (1996) argued that 

the solution to the translator’s dilemmas is in acknowledging the fact that 

language is deeply associated with local realities. In her words: “Translators 

must constantly make decisions about the cultural meaning that language 

carries.” (Sherry Simon 1996 in Temple and Young 2004). Qualitative research 

is considered valid when the distance between people’s narratives and 

metaphors (Polkinghorne, 2005) and the meanings as interpreted by the 

researcher is as close as possible. A set of recommendations are put forth in 
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the literature to ensure the presented findings are valid (van Nes et al., 2010). 

First, it is recommended that the translation process should be done with the 

support of a professional translator. Back translation is another method to 

ensure that meaning-transfer-chain functions well. It is also recommended to 

stay in the original language during the analysis phase as long and as much 

as possible. Moreover, it is essential to describe and discuss in detail how 

translation has been undertaken to provide readers with a better insight into 

the potential ways of meaning loss.  

This thesis has implemented these strategies during the data collection and 

analysis as much as possible. The linguistic dilemma appeared during the 

interviews in two critical ways. It was noticed that in the Persian language, 

translation of the term ‘place attachment’ could take many parallels which have 

their distinctive English counterparts. For instance, the most precise 

translation of place attachment in Persian is “taaloghe-makani” -  مکانی  -تعلق 

which is not common in the spoken language. Instead, our respondents tended 

to use terms such as “delbastegi” or “vabastegi” which in order can be best 

translated as affection and dependence. It goes without saying that 

attachment, affection and dependence, although sharing similar connotations, 

refer to distinctive ideas. To overcome this limitation during the interviews, it 

was attempted to carry on the conversation to see whether the use of that 

specific term was on ad hoc basis or not.  

The interviews process also highlighted a linguistic dilemma related to the use 

of term ‘density’ in the Farsi language. The residents within our sample 

attributed a set of diverse meanings to the term, e.g., mere social phenomenon 

linked to crowding; physical concepts related to the height of buildings, size of 

the neighbourhood, or the number of cars and traffic congestion; and a mental 

image shaped by experiencing processes of change. It is essential to point out 

that in Farsi and specifically in its everyday use, the terms “urban density”, 

“population density” and “density” are not distinguishable, and it is 

commonplace for unprofessional individuals to use them interchangeably. 

Thus, when an interviewee uses “density” in the conversation, he/she refers to 

a specific subjectively defined meaning, founded on his/her life experience and 

perception. Such condition requires excessive effort on the researcher’s side 
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to unravel the concealed subjective meaning that the participant has assigned 

to density. Besides, the term densification is hardly being used by the residents 

to explain the changes occurring in their neighbourhood. Instead, they mostly 

use terminologies referring to change, transformation, construction and 

development. 

Another important limitation that struck this research was regarding the 

fieldwork difficulties in one unit of analysis, West Tehran Pars. As explained 

on page 130, the practical complications in the field resulted in the collection 

of insufficient data to include in interview analysis. Nevertheless, because of 

the quality of the limited but insightful information gathered through site 

observation, urban analysis and resident survey in West Tehran Pars - as 

presented in chapters six and seven –, it was decided to include the 

neighbourhood in the final research report.  

It is also essential to reiterate the problematic of representativeness of the 

three units of analysis and generalisability of the findings that emerged from 

investigating them. The three neighbourhoods investigated in this research are 

examples of a prominent residential neighbourhood typology in Tehran 

characterised by gridiron street network and apartment blocks. These 

neighbourhoods, to a great extent, represent the physical and spatial attributes 

and urban qualities of the intended typology (on page 106). The findings 

develop an in-depth knowledge of the complexities of the interplay between 

density and place in a particular neighbourhood typology in Tehran. The 

lessons learnt from this thesis could be transferred and applied to other 

contexts as well; indeed, it must be acknowledged that from the outset, 

generalisation was not intended given the interpretivist approach of this 

research.   

Lastly, the present research was primarily developed with a focus on perceived 

density as a static condition and subjective element of urban form. As the 

project was evolving and particularly by the end of the second leg of the in-

field data collection, a critical distinction became evident between perceived 

density and perception of densification. The procedural research design (see 

page 114 for the research design diagram) and the pragmatic, hybrid 
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epistemological stance deployed in this thesis opened room for modification 

and revision of the initial theoretical framework.  As a result, and in parallel to 

methodological progression, the temporal element inherent within the process 

of densification was incorporated into the research and explored through semi-

structured interviews.  
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This chapter seeks to explore Tehran as the setting of the present research. It 

starts with a brief introduction of the city and its spatial form, socio-

demographic profile and administrative structure. It then goes through the brief 

history of planning initiatives including the Master Plans in Tehran since the 

introduction of the first administrative plan in 1968. The chapter then 

introduces the prominent residential neighbourhood typologies in the city and 

attempts to scrutinise the prevalent neighbourhood transformation process in 

favour of density increase.  

Since 1788 – the time when Tehran was announced as the capital of Iran 

(Madanipour, 1998) - the city has become the prime concentration point of a 

wide array of governmental and non-governmental services. The beginning of 

the 20th century can be marked as the time of remarkable changes in Iran, 

primarily as a result of the colonial and political interference with the Western 

countries. These events not only changed people’s way of life but also 

reconstructed the urban organisation of the cities and the architectural forms 

within them. In Tehran, and particularly within the residential domain, the 

transformation was going on with a fast pace as a consequence of newly 

defined urban legislation, population growth, technological developments and 

usage of electricity (Azad, Morinaga and Kobayashi, 2018).  

Tehran has experienced massive population growth in the last sixty years (See 

table 5-1). According to the National Census data, in 1956, Tehran had a 

population of around 1.5 million. The population records demonstrate a steady 

increase since then which in 2016, reached a population of approximately 8.8 

million inhabitants in the urban area and around 12 million in the metropolitan 

region. The city is also known as the densest and the greatest urban district in 

the whole country (National Census, 2016). The central driver of this 

population boom- particularly in the decades after the 1979 Revolution – is 

rural to urban migration (Ebrahimpour-Masoumi, 2012; Shayesteh and 

Steadman, 2013). Based on the steady and relatively fixed rate of population 

increase in Tehran, it is anticipated that Tehran will experience more or less 

the same population escalation rate in the forthcoming decades. This issue 

brings to light the necessity of inquiring the ramifications of population and 

density increase on people’s life outcomes.  
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Table 5-1 Tehran population and yearly increase rate 1956 – 2016 – Source: Statistical centre of 
Iran. 

Year Population Average yearly increase 

Period Per cent 

1956 1512082 - - 

1966 2719730 1956-1966 6.05 

1976 4536264 1966-1976 5.25 

1986 6010075 1976-1986 2.85 

1996 6758845 1986-1996 1.18 

2006 7864682 1996-2006 1.53 

2011 8154051 2006-2011 0.73 

2016 8693706 2011-2016 1.29 

The expansion of the administrative area of Tehran has been dramatic in the 

past hundred years (figure 5-1). Since 1891, the time when Tehran was 

bounded by its historic walls, the city has expanded dramatically. However, the 

significant expansion of the city occurred after the destruction of the historic 

walls in 1937 (Madanipour, 1998), particularly in the period between 1940 and 

1991. This period is marked with massive social and political turmoil, both 

within and beyond the country such as the 1953 Iranian coup d'état, the Islamic 

Revolution in 1979, and the Iran-Iraq war between 1981 and 1989. Eventually, 

and after the approval of the ‘Urban and Rural Boundary Act’ in 2005 rigid 

municipal boundaries were introduced to limit the city’s expansion (Norouzi 

Fard, Barakpour and Arabi, 2014). This policy, although was an important 

initiative in preventing further city expansion, was not accompanied by a 

feasible plan to control population increase within the limited boundaries of the 

City. In one of the most recent statements in 2019, Tehran’s Mayor, Pirouz 

Hanachi, announced that the city has already passed its population cap 

anticipated by the 2005 Detailed Plan (Nazaronline, 2019). 
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Figure 5-1 Tehran expansion. Source: (Bayat, 2010) 
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The urban governance formation in Tehran is built on the relationship between 

local institutions and governmental organisations. Governing bodies exist at 

various scales and levels from national to neighbourhood levels. The main city 

management tasks are held within the city level by Tehran’s Municipality and 

the Islamic City Councils; and at the neighbourhood level through Local 

Councils and community-based associations (Shafiei, 2011). Tehran is divided 

into twenty-two municipal districts (Tehran.ir, 2020); each administered by its 

own mayor who reports to the mayor of Tehran Metropolitan.  

5.1 Tehran’s planning policies: The Master Plans 

Madanipour (2006) has identified three distinct phases in the process of 

Tehran planning and development. Each of these phases is characterised by 

different types of urban planning policies and initiatives: infrastructure design 

(the 1550s – 1930s), land use regulation (1960s – 1979) and policy 

development (1979- present). The last phase – post-revolutionary era – is itself 

divided into three distinctive periods of revolution and consolidation (1979–

1988), reconstruction (1989–1996), and reform (1997–2004). This section 

explores the last two historical phases of planning efforts in Tehran since the 

1960s and seeks to add up to the above phases two most recent post-2005 

periods of unregulated development and economic recession. 

The historical foundations of the massive urban changes in the second period 

of Tehran’s development (1960 – 1979) can be found in much-contested state-

initiated reform project in 1963 known as the White Revolution (Khosravi, 

Djalali and Marullo, 2018). The initiative had genuinely targeted rural land 

reforms and sought to abolish large landownerships. However, it did not meet 

its objectives as it surprisingly resulted in land speculation at the peripheries 

of the big cities, rural degradation and rural to urban migration which hugely 

influenced the cities and the other societal structures alike. 

In the aftermath of the White Revolution, and also following decades of 

modernisation efforts in the urban structure of Tehran, the city reached an 

unprecedented level of growth and complexity which convinced the authorities 
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of introducing a set of new management tools and frameworks to control the 

future developments. 

The new efforts to regulate and manage future developments resulted in the 

preparation of the first Tehran Comprehensive Plan (TCP) in 1968 

(Farmanfarmaian and Gruen, 1968). Abdolaziz Farmanfarmaian, who was 

head of one the biggest consulting firms in Iran at the time, and who was 

graduated as an architect from Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris was selected to 

design the plan in partnership with Victor Gruen, an American-Austrian 

architect and planner who was also known as ‘Mall Maker’, a name given to 

him because of his long history of giving architectural shape to ‘American 

Consumerism’ (Hardwick 2004 cited in Mashayekhi 2018).  

The TCP was the starting point of ‘Americanisation’ of Tehran (Khosravi et al. 

2017) and turned the city into a mass of urbanisation that is still growing. 

According to Madanipour (2006), developments in the post-war Tehran can be 

best described as under-regulated, private sector driven and speculative 

initiatives. One of the fundamental objectives of the TCP was to tackle these 

issues by establishing a land-use planning framework to regulate future 

developments. The TCP document counted the most severe urban challenges 

of Tehran as high density, especially in the city centre; expansion of 

commercial activities along the main roads; air pollution; inefficient 

infrastructure; widespread unemployment in the more impoverished areas; 

and the continuous migration of low-income groups to Tehran. The authors of 

the TCP proposed the solution in transforming the city’s social, physical and 

economic fabric through a modernist spirit imposing new order onto the 

sophisticated metropolis (Madanipour, 2006).  

Although the TCP document was produced with good intentions, it had a 

deterministic view of the social organisation of urban space. The compelling 

need of modernising the country during the post-war era chiefly fuelled by the 

urge of the Pahlavi dynasty to represent a powerful nation and a prominent 

actor in the world justified the use of a deterministic approach to urban 

planning. Urban development in Tehran in this period was part of a political 

agenda in which the national imaginations and political desire of the ruling 
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class were influencing the planning policies, the process of urban development 

and ultimately, daily lives (Khatam 2015 cited in Mashayekhi 2018). Several 

lines can be spotted in the TCP document that illustrate how the newly adopted 

planning system was about to structure the whole society at different scales, 

from creating large-scale urban schemes to proposing alterations in micro-

scale housing plan.  

Based on the suggestions of the TCP, the future of the city would be formed 

in a polycentric shape in ten large urban districts (see figure 5-2) through linear 

decentralisation (Mashayekhi 2018; Jafari 2018). The districts would be 

separated by green belts and each has its own commercial and industrial 

centre. Transportation links including motorway and bus routes would connect 

districts to each other.  

Figure 5-2 The linear development plan for Tehran. Source: Tehran Master Plan (1968) 

As Madanipour (2006) contends, the fashionable planning ideas of the time 

under the influence of British New Towns can be evidently traced in Tehran’s 

first Comprehensive Plan. The utopian vision of Gruen attempted to resolve 

urban problems through decentralisation and based on two key elements, 

urban neighbourhood and ‘super-highways’.  

The Plan also proposed a set of novel density and land coverage policies. The 

allowed land coverage within the majorly rectangular urban plots was 

increased from 40 to 60 per cent. This policy change had a massive impact on 
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the spatial organisation of residential neighbourhoods (Azad et al. 2018, 

Shayesteh and Steadman 2013). 

Nevertheless, not all of these ideas were implemented. The population of 

Tehran boomed between 1966-1976 from 2.7 million to 4.5 million. According 

to Mashayekhi (2018), land speculation and rural-urban migration were the 

critical impediments to implementation of the TCP. More importantly, the TCP 

was brought to a halt partly because of the Islamic Revolution in 1979 and 

partly due to the long war with Iraq from 1980 to 1988. The few ideas and 

policies that were implemented were a network of freeways to connect the 

disjointed parts of the sprawling metropolis; zoning as the basis for managing 

the social and physical character of different areas; and the introduction of 

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) for controlling development densities (Madanipour, 

2006). 

The next efforts into regulating urban planning in Tehran can be found in the 

normalisation and reconstruction period of the 1990s. In this period, the 

second Comprehensive Plan (1993) was approved with a focus on growth 

management by using urban scales of region, sub-region, district and 

neighbourhood (ibid). Increasing population density played a key role in this 

plan alongside development of five satellite New Town around the city to 

inhabit the second wave of migrants moving to Tehran in the War aftermath. 

The second Comprehensive Plan also proposed a new urban division and 

governance system according to which Tehran was divided into twenty-two 

districts, each with its own service centres governance structure. 

Surprisingly, this plan was not entirely implemented either. Yet the reason was 

not internal political unrest or and external military conflict. This time, the 

Tehran municipality disagreed with the principles of the Comprehensive Plan 

and found it unrealistic, expensive and impossible to implement (Madanipour 

2010; Madanipour 2006). The second Comprehensive Plan (1993) was 

prepared by an Iranian consulting firm and was approved by a governmental 

body called the Urban Planning High Council. The tension between the Urban 

Planning High Council and Tehran Municipality – which oversaw 

implementation, supervision and control - brought the plan to a halt. 
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Consequently, the Municipality prepared its own strategic plan for a five-year 

period of 1996 to 2001 focusing on the city’s critical urban challenges, 

strategies and policies instead of land-use planning (Madanipour 2006). In 

accordance with its own strategic plan, the municipality selectively 

implemented parts of the second Comprehensive Plan. For instance, it relaxed 

FAR limits and allowed higher densities through bonus zoning. This policy 

initiated unprecedented densification of neighbourhoods regardless of 

planning considerations and was mainly driven by economic incentives. This 

controversial policy, which is publicly known as “selling density” allowed 

developers to build beyond the proposed FAR limits in the Comprehensive 

Plan by paying levies to the Municipality. It can be argued that by implementing 

this policy the Municipality was genuinely seeking to attain financial autonomy. 

Anyhow, the consequences of “selling density” (Bertaud, 2003; Madanipour, 

2011) were devastating for the urban landscape of the city. Neighbourhoods 

were transformed massively during a short period of time with low-rise 

buildings and houses being replaced by medium- to high-rise buildings which 

resulted in a chaotic urban landscape. The rebuilding trend was the starting 

point of the urban densification process which will be discussed at length later 

in this chapter. 

Later, and during the 2000s, a new set of planning documents called ‘Detailed 

Plans’ (2006) were developed in attempt to regulate land use patterns and 

density limits at the urban bock level. However, the strictly defined regulations 

including land use fixations and FAR limitation mainly remained on paper as 

the Municipality was not eager to adhere. Arguably, although Tehran 

municipality had hugely grown in size and complexity during the 1990s and 

2000s, it still did not have sufficient legal instruments to control and regulate 

the massive amount of development ongoing in Tehran. As Madanipour (ibid) 

argues, Although Tehran Municipality is an autonomous and independent 

governance body, it is still under the shadow of the central government. The 

fundamental point of dispute between the central government and the 

Municipality is that the latter is in charge of implementing development plans 

but has no say in preparing them and arguably does not have sufficient human 

resources and structural means to control and supervise the developments at 
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its disposal. This situation opens doors for controversial ways of changing and 

manipulating planning regulations similar to the case of “selling density”. 

The above section presented a historic overview of the planning and 

development efforts in Tehran (see figure 5-3) and their massive influence on 

the urban built form. In case of Tehran, the ground coverage, building height 

and location and orientation of the buildings within plots were dictated by 

planning codes and regulations (Shayesteh and Steadman 2013). As a result, 

changes in planning codes at different periods of time have had an enormous 

influence on housing typology and urban built form of Tehran.   

Moreover, this section showed that urban density is amongst one of the 

controversial issues in the city which represents a conflict of interests between 

multiple stakeholders. The main challenge in the urban governance and 

planning system of Tehran is not the absence of plans and policies; Instead, it 

is uncoordinated planning system, ineffective and arbitrary enforcement 

regimes, and weak control mechanism over plan implementation (Gouda et 

al., 2016). Moreover, political tensions between different governance bodies 

often lead to political impasse within which conflicting parties hamper any 

positive initiative put forth by their opponents. This phenomenon is not specific 

to Tehran though. Within the wider image, Brown (2014) argued that such 

deficiencies in the planning system are predominantly observable in the 

majority of the cities of the Global South.  At the national level in Iran, Farhoodi 

et al. (2009) studied the degree to which comprehensive plans were fulfilled in 

seven major cities of Iran and found massive transgressions. It can be argued 

that inefficiency of urban plans might have its roots in fundamental institutional, 

governance and administrative structure of the country which is beyond the 

scope of the present research. The present research delimits its focus on the 

massive consequences of planning deficiencies in Tehran as realised in 

‘selling surplus density’ policy and its consequences for the socio-spatial 

transformation of the neighbourhoods.   
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Figure 5-3 Timeline of development and planning in Tehran. Source: own elaboration 
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5.2 Residential neighbourhood typologies in Tehran 

Inconsistencies in planning regulation in the past decades have resulted in 

creation of several residential built forms. Based on the urban form typology 

proposed by Masoumi, Azar and Jourshari (2015), the existing residential 

neighbourhoods in Tehran fall into four general categories (see Figure 5-4): 

(1) traditional courtyard houses within an organic urban fabric; (2) housing 

estates or gated residential communities; (3) row houses (low-rise); and (4) 

row apartment blocks (mid- and high-rise).  

This thesis mainly focuses on the process of densification by which the third 

residential type (low-rise houses) is being transformed into the fourth type 

(medium- to high-rise apartment blocks).  

Figure 5-4 The prominent neighbourhood typologies in Tehran. Source: Own elaboration.  

The figure above illustrates the prominent neighbourhood typologies in 

Tehran. The first neighbourhood type (the left in the figure) is the traditional 

urban form of the most Iranian cities and is the predominant form of urban 

historical cores. The organically shaped street pattern, discernible 

neighbourhood centre, and traditional courtyard houses are among the key 

features distinguishing this neighbourhood typology from its later counterparts.  

The three remaining neighbourhood types are the contemporary forms of 

urban settlement, mainly appeared as a result of the state modernisation 

project in the post-World War two era (Shayesteh and Steadman, 2013; 

Mashayekhi, 2016). Creation of these new neighbourhoods was particularly 
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accelerated to provide housing for the rapidly growing urban middle-class 

households. The central government’s plans to settle urban middle-class 

households in the peripheries of Tehran started in the 1950s and continued 

through the next decades. Khosravi et al. (2018) articulated a socio-political 

drive behind this strategy and explained it by the state’s fear of increasing 

social turmoil in the urban setting. In a similar vein to Hausmann’s urban 

reconstruction project in the second half of the nineteenth century Paris, the 

Iranian government attempted to neutralise political dissent and subjugate the 

urban middle class by dislocating them to the urban peripheries. Displacing 

the urban middle-class was a turning point in Tehran’s housing strategies and 

followed by construction of several new urban neighbourhoods and mass 

housing projects in the city’s outskirts (ibid).  

The second neighbourhood type commonly refers to residential complexes 

which can be considered as a sub-category of gated communities. These 

residential complexes are mainly characterised by their large scale, 

distinguishable and uniform architectural/design qualities, and building type. 

Majority of these complexes are in the peripheries and in their original state, 

were targeted at newcomer middle-class households in the 70s and 80s; 

nevertheless, a few complexes can be spotted in the inner-city areas 

specifically targeted at the elites and more affluent households.  

The introduction of the grid plan is the origin of the third and fourth 

neighbourhood types. The grid plan initially entered Tehran’s neighbourhood 

planning in the 1960s under the influence of the modernist approach to city 

planning (Adjdari 1956; Mashayekhi 2016; Shayesteh & Steadman 2013; 

Khorshidifard 2015; Costello 1998). The vacant lands in the West, south-west 

and north of the historical city centre were bought by the government and 

divided into small plots within a grid pattern (Khosravi et al. 2018). This gridiron 

pattern still dominates the city’s urban landscape. The prime incentive of 

gridiron street pattern was creating easy vehicular access to more units and 

plots (Shayesteh & Steadman 2013). It deemed to be a cost-effective method 

of city expansion, which was an urgent need at the time due to the massive 

migration waves from rural areas to Tehran (Masoumi, Terzi and Serag, 

2019a). For the first time, urban plots were shrunk in size and shaped in 
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rectangular form and collectively introduced rectangular urban blocks to 

Tehran’s landscape. Madanipour (1998) argued that this new form of urban 

plots was produced by landlords as part of a ‘rationalisation’ of the urban form 

in order to maximise profit-making through making this commodity more 

affordable for the urban middle-class. Adaptation of this new spatial 

configuration is also investigated from a socio-political perspective. In this 

regard, Khosravi and colleagues (2018) argued that the gridiron pattern was 

the absolute representation of surveillance and policing through planning. The 

new configuration eradicated traditional courtyard houses, created detached 

units and wide-gridded streets, provided high level of visibility and eliminated 

traditional communal centres in ‘mahallehs’ (neighbourhoods). All these efforts 

were in line with the state determination to depoliticise the urban setting (ibid).  

Although the third type – row-houses in a grid plan - continues its existence, it 

also serves as the foundation for the development of the fourth and final 

typology which represents centreless neighbourhoods with full-grid street 

pattern and higher population density. The multi-storey apartment block 

gradually became the prominent spatial form, both for persuading a specific 

lifestyle and also because of its suitability for controlling society through 

administration, management and planning mechanisms (ibid). 

5.3 Densification in gridiron neighbourhoods 

Drawing on the neighbourhood typology presented in the previous section, the 

last two neighbourhood types seem to be more subjected to densification in 

Tehran. The underlying reasons of the prevalence of densification in these 

‘gridiron neighbourhoods’ are not adequately studied. However, drawing on 

Madanipour’s argument for rationalisation of the urban form (1998), it can be 

argued that these sites are mainly conceived of as suitable settings for 

transformation and densification because of their standardised features such 

as uniform street pattern and land division structure, modern landscape, lack 

of recognition of their architectural value and as a result, absence of protective 

legislation, and their location in Tehran in relation to workspaces, 

environmental qualities and accessibility.   The overall combination of all these 

factors have made the gridiron neighbourhoods a popular setting for 
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speculation, redevelopment and densification. Unlike the Western cases of 

urban densification which are being built on brownfields, the case of Tehran 

involves densification and redevelopment in the already built-up areas. Thus, 

densification and new development do not essentially shape a community. On 

the contrary, urban densification and new residential development 

incrementally transform the local community and dissolve existing social 

relations.  

5.3.1  Causes of urban densification  

The underlying drivers of urban densification in Tehran are manifold, mostly 

reflecting on longstanding historical, environmental, social and political 

trajectories at the national level. This section discusses three main identified 

drivers of densification in Tehran. It is acknowledged that this list is not 

exhaustive; however, the factors explained below, to a great extent, capture 

the essence of densification process in Tehran.  

Urban governance 

One of the highly discussed facilitators of urban densification in Tehran is the 

urban governance structure of the city (Bertaud, 2003; Madanipour, 2011; 

Shayesteh and Steadman, 2015; Ghadami and Newman, 2019). The 

inefficiencies of urban governance system in Tehran can be interrogated from 

three main perspectives: institutional, financial, and administrative.  

With regards to the institutional factors, the weakness of the ratified urban laws 

and regulations have caused two major flaws, inefficiency and inconsistency  

(Masoumi, Hosseini and Gouda, 2018). Firstly, inefficiency of the urban 

regulation and legislation is due to the fact that some of these laws and codes 

were defined several years ago, at the time that Tehran was not as immense 

as today’s metropolitan area and indeed, the socio-economic conditions were 

hugely different (Pilehvar and Kamali, 2010; Barakpou and Keivani, 2016; 

Lalehpour, 2016). Secondly, articulated conflicts between the municipalities 

and the central government (Zanganeh Shahraki and Hosseini, 2009) have 

resulted in huge inconsistencies in the approved urban policies. The existing 

contradictions in laws and regulations – such as the case of imposing 
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maximum FAR at the urban block level by the Detailed Plan (2006) – have 

made urban policies open to ad-hoc interpretation and implementation.  

Financial reasons have also had a massive impact on triggering and sustaining 

urban densification in Tehran. The most articulated driver of densification in 

Tehran is related to financial independence of the municipality (Gouda et al., 

2016). Since the approval of the Municipalities Financial Independence Act in 

1983, the municipalities across the country have been struggling finding 

alternative revenue sources. Furthermore, the policy approved by the High 

Council for Urban Development and Architecture (HCUDA) called ‘The 

Regulation for Increasing Density and High-Rise Building’ in 1990 allowed the 

municipalities to issue FAR permission up to 25 per cent over the level 

recommended by the Detailed Plan (Ghadami and Newman 2019).  The 

coincidence of these two policies – financial independence of the 

municipalities, and FAR relaxation (see figure 5-5) – alongside the huge need 

and capacity for development in the post-war4 Tehran contributed to a massive 

wave of construction and densification in the city. 

 

Figure 5-5 Increasing trend of selling extra FAR in the municipality of Tehran (2002-2012). 
Source: Frotan (2012) cited in Ghadami and Newman (2019) 

 
4 The war between Iran and Iraq (1980-1988). 
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In the absence of sustainable and reliable revenue streams such as a proper 

taxation system, almost all the municipalities in the country rely on 

unsustainable revenue sources, particularly on construction penalties and 

levies (Zangahneh Shahraki & Hosseini 2009). According to Tajbakhsh (2003), 

more than 40% of the revenue of the municipalities in large cities is provided 

from these sources. A more recent report on the Tehran municipality’s 

expenditure and income sources in 2015 pointed out that almost 80 per cent 

of the municipal revenue comes from unsustainable sources (Tehran.ir, 2016). 

Municipalities allow alterations in developments in contrast to the Detailed Plan 

(2006) recommendations for high fines and land use changes, planning 

modifications and density increase are among the most common alterations 

(ibid).  

Finally, administrative and urban management inefficiency manifests itself in 

lack of proper control mechanisms and supervision at the implementation 

stage of urban development. The number of construction violations and 

arbitrary modifications in building permits has been skyrocketing due to the 

lack of controlling mechanism and determination by the municipality to tackle 

the issue. Kajouri (2012) analysed the distribution of different construction 

violations in Tehran between 1997 and 2008 and contended that in this period, 

the two major construction violations in Tehran were land-use change (56%) 

and building above the density cap (24%). Sarkheili et al. (2015) reviewed the 

report by the municipality (Tehran.ir, 2013) on construction violations and 

showed that the top three violations in 2013 were: parking space violation; non-

residential construction above the density cap; and residential construction 

above the density cap. The official municipal report in 2013 shows that more 

than 16,000 construction infringement cases were lodged (Tehran.ir, 2013).  

In an ideal scenario, it is expected that at least most of these constructions 

being amended or taken down to ensure adherence to the Detailed Plan 

principles. However, surprisingly, 64% of these cases were solved by paying 

fines to the municipality which signifies an epidemic increase of construction 

infringements and more importantly, the absence of controlling mechanisms 

to hamper occurrence of such violations (ibid). The recent statement by the 

head of the ‘Urban Planning and Architecture Committee’ of ‘Tehran Local 
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Council’ indicates that in 2018, a total number of 26,000 violation cases had 

been submitted to the committee and surprisingly, only less that one per cent 

of reviewed cases are being dealt with a demolition order (IRNA, 2018).  

Migration  

Urban densification in Tehran is also deeply associated with population 

increase and rural-urban migration patterns (Masoumi, Terzi and Serag, 

2019b). Several reasons including extreme governmental centralisation; 

concentration of services, amenities and job opportunities; and environmental 

constraints make Tehran the most desirable destination of the migrants 

(Ghasemi, Mahmoudian and Nowbakht, 2017). The predictable result of these 

conditions is a massive and perpetual influx of people to Tehran seeking for 

better life opportunities and services. While the administrative boundary of the 

city is fixed by the Detailed Plan (2006), the result of population increase would 

be an inevitable density escalation. Although this situation is a consequence 

of long-term uneven developmental patterns across the country, its 

ramifications for Tehran’s development are catastrophic.  

An important element in any migration flow pattern is the flexibility of the 

recipient side towards the consequences of migration and its capability to 

respond to the newly emerged needs appropriately. The destination, besides 

its attractiveness to the newcomers, must hold certain qualities and strengths 

such as health and education services, transportation infrastructure and 

sufficient water resources to accommodate the new population appropriately. 

One of the essential prerequisites of an urban context to accommodate new 

population is housing availability.  

The general pattern of public-private involvement in residential construction in 

Iran shows a very small investment share for the public sector engagement 

(11%) compared to the private sector (86%) in 2004 (Statistical Centre of Iran, 

2006). The share of private-sector soars in Tehran to approximately 95 per 

cent according to the latest data provided by the Statistical Centre of Iran in 

the first quarter of 2017. This underpins the significant role of the private sector 

in residential development in the country, and in Tehran, which leads us to the 
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final prominent cause of urban densification. In the atmosphere that urban 

governance is inefficient and anomalous, and population growth and migration 

exacerbate the housing shortage in Tehran, it is comprehensible that the 

market eventually finds its own way to respond.   

Residential speculation 

The last and the most decisive driver of densification in Tehran is founded on 

economic reason and financial motives, mainly explained through the body of 

literature on land rent theory (Pickvance, 2013; Ball et al., 2018). In the period 

in which housing shortage has been hitting the city and the market logic was 

significantly pushing up property prices, the speculative and well-profitable 

practice of residential rebuilding became prevalent in Tehran. Shayesteh & 

Steadman (2013) identified a meeting point between economic, social and 

technological issues with urban planning regulations and consequently, 

though indirectly, with the urban built form. Economic reasons are the 

fundamental incentives of the ongoing process of demolishing and rebuilding 

houses in Tehran. In most cases where property/landowners are developers 

as well, the idea of making profits on the price of land and even generating 

more revenue by building higher becomes favourable. Technological 

advancements in the construction (Ebrahimpour-Masoumi, 2012) field are also 

vital motivators that allow developers to make the most out of the process by 

building higher and with the maximum possible floor area.  

As a result, the private developers/investors gain a massive profit by building 

vertically, double or triple the FAR (Floor Area Ratio) in the same plot 

(Ghadami and Newman, 2019) and ultimately, sell it at higher prices. 

Residential speculation is not only favourable for private developers, but also 

for the municipality as it could gain substantial revenue from both issuing new 

construction permits and collecting construction infringement fines.  

The private developers involved in residential speculation could be best 

explained by employing the categorisation of place entrepreneurs devised by 

Logan and Molotch (2007). In their seminal book called Urban Fortunes: The 

Political Economy of Place, they proposed a social typology of people who are 
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involved in the exchange of place based on their relationship with place 

commodity. This typology classifies place entrepreneurs into three generic 

groups: serendipitous entrepreneurs; active entrepreneurs; and structural 

entrepreneurs. Residential rebuilding in the case of Tehran is driven by the 

first two groups: Serendipitous entrepreneurs who are ordinary homeowners 

and passive rentiers who collect rent and mainly follow the behaviour of classic 

rentiers; and active entrepreneurs who actively seek out the right place to be 

in the future by anticipating changes in the value of particular places and 

speculating on the future of them (ibid).  

5.3.2 Residential rebuilding and density violation in Tehran 

This section attempts to provide some contextual data and content to the 

discussion on density violation in Tehran. The data on urban construction 

permits published by the Statistical Centre of Iran (2016) shows the scale of 

the explained urban densification process. The most recent data accessible to 

this thesis at the time belonged to the 2015-16 period. In general, and across 

all the urban districts of Tehran, a total number of 10117 planning permits were 

issued in 2015. Among these, 7063 permits (70%) were issued for demolition 

and reconstruction projects. This figure signifies the scarcity of vacant lands in 

Tehran and highlights the popularity of reconstruction practice. Moreover, 91% 

of all the permits were issued for construction of buildings at five-storey or 

higher. Regarding construction infringements, 2985 violation cases were 

lodged for residential constructions beyond the proposed level of density in 

2015 (Statistical Centre of Iran, 2016). This regulation violation was the third 

prominent one in Tehran after a violation in the number of parking spaces each 

building must include, and construction of the non-residential building in 

impermissible land use zones.  

The data on the final decisions made on these cases is unavailable and it is 

hard to come to a solid conclusion whether these constructions were 

demolished, altered to comply with the regulation or a compromise was made 

by paying fines.  
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In order to demonstrate a better picture of the motives behind densification 

and the extent of profitability of this speculative practice for the developers, 

this research carried out a case-based analysis of residential reconstructions 

in the neighbourhood. Two online databases were used, providing details of 

the construction permits (https://my.tehran.ir/), and the most recent selling 

prices of properties in Tehran (http://hmi.mrud.ir/sabaa/). 

To this end, two sample were selected in Gisha and North Afsariyeh including 

buildings constructed after 2018 and with density violation based on the data 

provided by my.tehran.ir website. With the use of two online databases and 

the information provided on the permits and fines, the payable fine for each 

square meter was then calculated. In the next stage, the records of housing 

market property sell rate were analysed to calculate the profit rate of building 

one square meter above the proposed density cap by the Detailed Plan (2006).  

In Gisha, the proposed FAR rate for the selected site was 120% based on the 

Detailed Plan (2006) recommendations. However, the maximum FAR rate 

which is the outcome of the municipality’s relaxation policy on density was 

300%. Interestingly, the developer of our sample building has built even at an 

FAR rate higher than the maximum (approx. 310%). The total fine paid by the 

developer for the excessive 124.75 square meter built above the maximum 

FAR rate was 51,945,002 Toman equal to 9500 GBP5. Accordingly, the fine 

paid per square meter was 416,392 Toman, equal to 76.15 GBP. The 

properties in this building are not on the market yet but the average selling 

price of one square meter for new properties in the area is 18,000,000 Toman, 

approximately equal to 3292 GBP. The ratio of the fine to the selling price of 

one square meter is 0.023. This simple analysis illustrates the huge economic 

benefit of building above the recommended density cap by the Detailed Plan 

for the developer. It also shows the scale of financial gain for the municipality.   

In North Afsariyeh, a newly constructed building close to the high street was 

chosen as the example. According to the Detailed Plan (2006) the proposed 

FAR rate for the selected plot was 180%. The plot size was 120 sqm which 

 
5 Exchange rates are extracted from Oanda.com on February 20, 2020, based on the 
official rate defined and subsidised by the Central Bank of Iran. 
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gives the developer a convenient total floor area of 216 sqm. This building was 

however constructed with a total area of 269 sqm. In this case, the density 

violation area is above the proposed rate by the Detailed Plan; however, the 

excessive 53 sqm is still lower than the maximum (relaxed) FAR rate of 240%. 

The total fine paid by the developer for this density violation was 5,911,963 

Toman equal to 1082 GBP. Divided by the extra floor area (53 sqm), the fine 

paid per square meter is 111,968 Toman, equal to 20.4 GBP.  

The other online data source showed that in the same building, a property was 

sold at the beginning of 2019 with the price of 13,000,000 Toman equal to 

2381 GBP per square meter. In other words, the ratio of the fine paid by the 

developer to the municipality to the selling price of a square meter is 0.008. 

This figure proves the extraordinary profit rate of violating density regulations 

in the area.  

5.4 Densification type; materialisation of the ill-defined policies in the 

city. 

Amer et al. (2017) categorised urban densification processes into five general 

groups:  

1. Filling the backyards of existing buildings, horizontal densification.  

2. infill development,  

3. demolishing and replacing,  

4. transforming saddle roofs  

5. Roof stacking.  

Considering the brief presented history of urban development in Tehran and 

the discussed drivers of urban densification, the specific urban densification 

process that this thesis investigates corresponds to the third type in the above 

categorisation – demolishing and replacing.  

The discussed densification process predominantly takes place through 

morphological changes (Ünlü, 2011) at individual plot scale including changes 

in building height, building type, plot coverage, setbacks and most importantly, 

population density (see figure 5-6). The figure shows three snapshots of a 
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sample urban block at three different stages of densification. Throughout these 

stages, the land subdivision and parcel sizes have remained intact, while the 

building heights and the number of levels has increased. As this mode of 

densification does not manifest new forms of land subdivision or plot 

consolidation, the original shape of urban blocks remains untouched. 

Moreover, as densification happens in piecemeal form and on ad-hoc basis, 

the resultant urban form is not uniform. 

Figure 5-6 Incremental process of densification. Source: own elaboration 

To sum, urban densification in Tehran can be characterised as a plot-based, 

morphological, piecemeal, incremental, speculative, private sector-led and 

under regulated process. This process is facilitated by three key drivers: Lack 

of well-regulated and reinforced administration in the planning system; 

migration and population increase; and profitability of residential 

redevelopment and prevalence of property speculation. Urban densification in 

Tehran is favourable for two main actors: for the landlords and private 

investors, and for the municipality. The only stakeholder who does not benefit 

from this speculative process is the large portion of residents who are neither 

landlords nor investors.  

The aggregated effect of all the above drivers has triggered a seemingly place-

undermining process across the city which is tremendously transforming the 
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socio-spatial structure of urban neighbourhoods. The respective urban 

densification process simultaneously transforms the physical arrangement and 

the social composition of the neighbourhood. Such alterations change the 

meaning of place and the nature of the relationship people shape with it. 

Consequently, it can be contended that the current trend of urban densification 

in Tehran has an impact on people-place bonds and relations. The present 

research project does not intend to scrutinise the drivers of urban densification 

at the administrative level. Instead, it plans to study people’s narratives of their 

lived experience of urban densification and its ramification on their relationship 

with their neighbourhood as a meaningful place. 
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This chapter presents the findings emerged from the site observations carried 

out across the three neighbourhoods in January and February 2018. Site 

observation remarks presented in this chapter cover a wide range of relevant 

topics, from the built form of the neighbourhoods to their socio-cultural 

structure and economic condition. In some instances, site observation takes 

an anthropological approach and explains people’s interaction with their 

neighbourhood as a place. The observation of the social organisation and 

physical arrangement of the three neighbourhoods is supplemented by a set 

of urban analysis of their built form, usage of maps and photos taken by the 

researcher during the site observations, and the social media –Instagram – 

comments. The information provided in this chapter is essential to fully-

comprehend the upcoming discussions in the next empirical chapters.  

6.1 Gisha 

 

Figure 6-1 Location of district 2 (in yellow) and Gisha (in red) in Tehran. 

The first unit of analysis of this study is Gisha (in Farsi: گیشا) neighbourhood 

located in the municipal district two in the central part of Tehran (Figure 6-1). 

With an estimated area of 176 hectares and a population of approximately 

38000 people (National Census, 2011), population density in Gisha is 176 

person per hectare which above the average population density of Tehran (105 
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person/hectare) (National Census, 2011). Gisha is considered as a mid-range 

residential neighbourhood in terms of population density by the municipality 

standards (Medium Density: 130 – 200 person/hectare) (Habibi and Hourcade, 

2005).  

Historically, the land in the area was possessed by two private landowners 

called Keynejad and Shapouriyan. The neighbourhood got its name from the 

construction firm established by these landowners called Keysha to instigate 

urban development in the area. During the course of time, the name was 

changed to Gisha (Nimrokh Report 2016). Keysha firm initiated urban 

development plans in the area in 1965 by primarily constructing a 

perpendicular street pattern and dividing urban blocks into equally sized plots. 

Involvement of a private firm in development of a vast urban land is noteworthy 

as is shows the historically significant role of private developers in the area 

and explains the roots of their heavy presence in the current status of the 

neighbourhood.  

Since its inception, Gisha became a highly attractive locality for the middle-

class households in Tehran (Nimrokh Report, 2016a). During the 1960s and 

70s and in light of the State modernisation initiatives (Mashayekhi, 2016), the 

emerging urban middle-class was seeking for an alternative, seemingly 

modern urban lifestyle. The modern lifestyle for the Tehranis was identified by 

its opposition to the traditional urban character of the city symbolised by the 

organically developed neighbourhoods, courtyard houses, narrow streets and 

alleys, and socio-cultural relations such as extended family structure and 

patriarchal relations limiting presence of women in the public setting (Jafari, 

2018; Khosravi, Djalali and Marullo, 2018). Gisha was soon occupied by the 

fast-growing urban middle-class households, enjoying the well-structured and 

well-organised urban form of Gisha. During the first decades of its lifespan in 

the 1970s and 80s, the neighbourhood was mainly occupied by single-family, 

two-storey houses with private gardens (Nimrokh Report, 2016a).  

The urban form of Gisha can be best explained by its perpendicular street 

pattern, rectangular urban blocks, north-south axis plots, the central boulevard 

serving as the backbone of the neighbourhood, and apartment blocks as the 
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main housing typology (see page 156). A substantial element of the spatial 

identity of Gisha is drawn from its rigid gridiron and uniform urban layout (see 

figure 6-2) which makes it distinctive from other adjacent inner-city residential 

areas (Nimrokh Report, 2016).  

Gisha is surrounded by four main prominent inner-city expressways. These 

expressways play a critical role in providing a high level of automobile-based 

accessibility to the residents. However, it must be noted that the 

neighbourhood lacks sufficient public transportation links (ibid) and residents 

mainly rely on private means of transportation.  

The street pattern of Gisha comprises of twenty east-west secondary streets 

(see figure 6-3, image four) with the main south-north Boulevard intersecting 

them in the heart of the neighbourhood. The central Gisha Boulevard functions 

as a substantial axis and service backbone with most of the key local stores, 

shops and essential amenities gathered along it. The commercial character of 

 

Figure 6-2 Map of Gisha. Source: Google Maps, 2020. 
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the main Boulevard makes it the central axis for social gatherings, leisure 

walking, window shopping and entertainment. The central Boulevard is 

accessible by a maximum ten-minute short walk from each side of the 

neighbourhood. The central Boulevard also functions as the main connecting 

element, linking the secondary streets together at the local scale, and the 

whole neighbourhood to the surrounding expressways at the regional scale.  

Figure 6-3 Gisha, Tehran. (1) View of Goftegoo Park. Source: Author; (2) View of Gisha, Chaotic 
skyline. Source: SinaKK. “Tehran from Gisha”. Online Image. Flickr. 08 Jan 2013.; (3) View of 

Milad Tower in the north of Gisha. Source: SinaKK. “Tehran from Gisha”. Online Image. Flickr. 
09 Jan 2013. ; (4) Secondary east-west street in Gisha. Source: Author  

The neighbourhood was strangely quiet during the site visits, particularly in the 

secondary streets. However, it must be said that the site visits days Gisha were 

among the most polluted days in Tehran during the winter in 2018, and as one 

resident pointed out in a short conversation, during the summers and when the 

air is not polluted the neighbourhood is much livelier.  

Another point that is worth mentioning is that the observations took place at 

different times of the day. A unique phenomenon which could not be seen very 
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often in the Western cities is that neighbourhoods in Tehran usually get busier 

and livelier after the sunset. It is the time most households and youngsters 

come out for leisure reasons. This is perhaps a part of the culture of living in a 

dry and hot climate where environmental constraints determine the timeline of 

societal and public practices.  

Figure 6-4 Aerial image of Gisha. The Main Boulevard. Credit: Diego Delso, 2016  

The above aerial image of Gisha (figure 6-4) presents a lucid image of the 

neighbourhood’s urban form and morphological characteristics: The scale of 

the neighbourhood, the fine-grained residential buildings, building height 

inconsistency, and the strong Main Boulevard axis cutting through the 

neighbourhood.  

The topography of Gisha make is distinct from the other units of analysis in 

this research. The elevation difference between the north and south of the 

neighbourhood is approximately 100 meters with an average slope rate of 

5.8%. On the east-west axis the elevation difference is considerably lower (25 

meters) with an average slope of 2.9% (Google Earth). Due to Gisha’s location 
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of an urban hilly terrain, it is possible to see both the endless expansion of 

Tehran on the south and also, the northern wall of mountains in the north. This 

landscape quality contributes to the creation of a strong image of the 

neighbourhood (see figure 6-5).  

Figure 6-5 Elevation profile of Gisha. Source: Google Earth 2020. 

At the beginning of the site visits, the neighbourhood was found substantially 

illegible. As an observer who was trying to move along the outsider-insider 

spectrum, I found it extremely hard to distinguish various areas within the 

neighbourhood and the gridiron street network did not bear any sense of 

spatial readability. However, the physical organisation of the neighbourhood 

started to make much more sense as soon as a mind map of the key locations 

and a spatial recognition of the multiple area across the neighbourhood was 

developed.  
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Nevertheless, it turned out that the residents are already equipped with this 

mind map. On many occasions during the site visits and observations, unique 

modes of spatial perception of the residents became evident. One example of 

these unique recognitions was found in Gisha, where the even-numbered 

streets provoke a higher sense of spatial and environmental quality compared 

to the odd-numbered streets because of their proximity to Goftegoo Park (see 

figure 6-2). The anecdotal knowledge of the residents also presupposes that 

the properties on the even streets are of higher value in the housing market 

because of their location – an assumption which was hard to prove during the 

site observations. Accordingly, the locals automatically assign a higher socio-

economic position to the residents whose home is located on the right had side 

of the Main Boulevard.  

A slight inconsistency exists between the morphological features of the upper 

and lower parts of the neighbourhood. Compared to the upper zones of the 

neighbourhood, the lower parts of Gisha are noticeably denser. The streets in 

the lower parts are relatively narrow (figure 6-6), the buildings are older, and 

the land uses are more mixed. Due to proximity to the southern residential 

areas, and adjacency to the Gisha Bridge, which is a strategic local axis, the 

lower part of Gisha has become more crowded, congested and developed with 

the multiplicity of different land uses.  

Figure 6-6 (1) a typical street in upper part of Gisha. (2) a typical street in lower part of Gisha. 
Source: Author 
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The architectural style of the buildings is particularly important to this thesis 

because it signifies various periods of development in the neighbourhood.  The 

architectural style of the old residential fabric in Gisha exemplifies a transitory 

period in architectural history of Iran in the 1960s and 70s when the traditional 

constructs were being replaced by new aesthetic visions and technological 

manifestations of modern movement in the West (figure 6-7).  

One of the most notable features of the residential fabric in Gisha is the evident 

juxtaposition between the old and the new (figures 6-7 & 6-8). As the figures 

illustrate, the juxtapositions expand well beyond to architectural style, 

materials, and façade design. The new residential apartment blocks lack 

originality and aesthetic features. The aesthetic shortcoming of the new 

buildings is an issue raised by the residents on the Instagram pages where 

they explained the current urban landscape of the neighbourhood as “dull and 

soul-less” compared to the aesthetically and culturally rich architectural style 

of the past. For example, in the comments section of an Instagram post 

depicting one of the few remaining examples of the old houses in Gisha, a user 

 

Figure 6-7 Two samples of the old residential fabric in Gisha. Source: Author 
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raises the architectural value of the old fabric and buildings one commentator 

put it this way:  

 “These buildings are architectural masterpieces, 
unfortunately, they are being destroyed by a bunch of “new 
money’s” … and the municipality doesn’t even care about it 
and knew nothing about urban design”. 

The cultural value of the old fabric, both as the embodiment of a significant 

period of architectural history of the city, and as aesthetically cherished 

physical structures, is a notion that design and architecture professionals 

commonly admire. The necessity of preservation of the old buildings is a 

contentious matter which should be addressed at the decision-making level 

and thus is beyond the scope of this research. 

 

Figure 6-8 Juxtaposition between the old and new. Source: Author, 2018 
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Two prominent issues require further elaboration while scrutinising the old-new 

dichotomy: first, it is essential to investigate people’s perception of each of 

these building types, the way people evaluate them and potentially react to 

their demise/birth. Second, the dynamics of such transformation, its central 

motives and the trade-offs between the stakeholders are of critical importance. 

The whole process of residential transformation should be conceived as a 

‘place alteration’ narrative which clearly advantage a group of stakeholders at 

the cost of others’ loss.  

The experience of wandering about the neighbourhood and observing such 

juxtapositions in the built fabric was illuminating and suggested that the above 

discussed contrasts expand to non-material domains as well. First and 

foremost, the discussed juxtapositions challenge the viewer’s – and 

presumably the user as well – temporality. The constant clash between the old 

and the new, which time has proved to be in favour of the new, instigates a 

sense of transition. In this setting, the neighbourhood or place could not be 

conceived as a coherent and intelligible phenomenon. In other words, the 

setting constantly reminds the spectator that no structure is permanent, or as 

Marx brilliantly put it in the ‘Communist Manifesto’, “All that is Slid Melt Into Air” 

Marx and Engels, (p.38).  
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Another juxtaposition unfolded during the site observations in Gisha was the 

contrast between the states of waiting and progressing (figure 6-9). Walking 

across the neighbourhood, one could easily identify a handful of unfinished 

buildings and abandoned construction sites. Regardless of the underlying 

reason of the interruption –which could be due to lack of finance or demand in 

the housing market -, the message that such scene conveyed was far from a 

desirable setting of life or a meaningful place. Lastly, the serrated skyline of 

the residential fabric appeared to be the manifestation of the juxtaposition 

between legality and illegality and a direct consequence of incremental and 

 

 

Figure 6-9 The state of waiting. Construction sites in Gisha. Source: Author, 2018 
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under-regulated residential rebuilding.  Given the discussions presented in 

chapter five on the irregularities in defining FAR rates and the so-called ‘selling 

density’ practice in Tehran, it was not hard to come the conclusion that several 

buildings with exceptional heights are the direct outcome of unlawful 

redevelopment and collusion.  

 

Figure 6-10 (1) The prevalent architectural style of new residential buildings. (2) Scale of 
sidewalks in the secondary streets. (3) lack of parking spaces and the issue of blocking parking 

entrances. Source: Author 
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While reviewing the existing reports and policy documents, a notable 

discrepancy was identified in the reported population density of Gisha. Some 

official reports claim a population density of around 130 pp/hectare (e.g., 

Detailed Plan 2006) while others argue for a density of 215 pp/hectares (e.g., 

Nimrokh Report 2016). This noticeable variation is resulted by lack of clarity 

on the exact administrative area of Gisha. It also highlights an evident 

shortcoming of quantitative measures of urban density in reflecting the reality 

of density. A vast urban development project with an area of approximately 

105 hectares is located on the North side of Gisha. The development project 

includes the Milad Tower, Milad hospital, a convention centre, a medical 

university and an ample vacant urban greenfield (see figure 6-2). In some 

policy documents and reports published by the municipality, this enormous 

piece of land is considered as part of Gisha which accordingly increases the 

total area of the neighbourhood to approximately 300 hectares and results in 

a lower population density. However, in the most recent document obtained 

from the related administrative bodies in Tehran municipality (Nimrokh Report 

2016), the discussed piece of land is excluded from the administrative area of 

Gisha.  

It can be said that by excluding the vast urban land in the north of Gisha from 

the neighbourhood administrative area, the population density rate would 

become more accurate and realistic. The mentioned development project 

chiefly performs a trans-regional function which does not directly contribute to 

the daily life aspects of Gisha residents. Moreover, the discussed development 

is separated from Gisha by a highly congested expressway which makes it 

almost impossible for the residents to gain access to the amenities and 

services by walk. In general, it seems that presenting Gisha as a low-density 

neighbourhood is favourable for the municipality as it silences the discussions 

around density escalation in the area, justifies population increase and 

eventually, opens space for further residential development. This thesis 

deliberately chose not to consider the discussed development/land as part of 

the administrative area of Gisha.  

The number of ongoing residential constructions in Gisha was another 

noteworthy spatial attribute of the neighbourhoods. The high number of the 
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ongoing residential constructions across the whole neighbourhood is striking. 

A historical perspective of the ongoing residential construction in the 

neighbourhood shows its ramifications on the open space area shrinkage in 

Gisha. The data provided by the Detailed Plan (2006) shows a significant drop 

in the open space area across the neighbourhood in the past thirty years. Open 

space coverage in Gisha has reduced around 30% in a period of 14 years from 

1989 to 2003. In this definition, open space refers to vacant, unbuilt lands 

without natural or designed greenery which technically includes empty urban 

plots. This substantial drop reflects on the large number of new constructions 

across the neighbourhood including both residential and commercial.  

In order to obtain a better overview, a sample subarea was selected to conduct 

a simple analysis on the number of the construction sites (figure 6-11). The 

number of the ongoing or halted constructions in the sample area was then 

counted. Overall, there were thirteen ongoing residential constructions in the 

area which compared to the other observed areas was noticeably high. On 

average and based on the site observations, there are between 2-3 

constructions going on in every secondary street. The highest building spotted 

 

Figure 6-11 The sample subarea in Gisha, marked with red colour 
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in the buffer zone was an eight-level residential building under construction 

with three underground levels and six levels above the ground level.  

 

Figure 6-12 Dispersion of the issued residential construction permits in Gisha since 2018. 
Source: www.my.tehran.ir 

The total number of residential development permits issues in Gisha since the 

beginning of 2018 is 29 (see figure 6-12). Divided by the area of the 

neighbourhood, the rate of new constructions per hectare in Gisha is 0.17 

which is approximately equal to West Tehran-Pars (0.18) but considerably 

lower than North Afsariyeh (0.57).  

Another objective of the site observations was to grasp a better understanding 

of the socio-economic status of the residents. During the observations, 

particular attention was paid to a set of social and economic cues that could 

hint about the socio-economic structure of the local community in Gisha. These 
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cues include the architectural design of the old and new buildings, the existing 

shops and services, the vehicle makings parked in the street, the level of 

upkeep across the whole neighbourhood, the average property price, and the 

observation of people in the public areas such as the Neighbourhood 

Association, local library, parks, shopping mall, and street level stores and 

services. For example, the local shopping centre in Gisha was always busy 

and lively regardless of the time of visit. Similarly, the open space in front of 

the shopping mall was a dynamic and spirited gathering place for different 

groups of the residents, from the elderly residents to school children. The 

vehicle makings across the neighbourhood and the abundancy of imported 

vehicles was another indication of the relatively well-off economic condition of 

the residents6.  

Instances of informality could hardly be found in the urban landscape of Gisha. 

Unlike the two other neighbourhoods where street vendors were an 

inseparable element of the urban landscape, such practice is non-existent in 

Gisha. However, this situation does not essentially connote lack of urban 

liveliness. The reason, this thesis argues, should be found in the socio-

economic and cultural differences of the local communities between the three 

neighbourhoods.  

The anecdotal knowledge in Tehran generally considers Gisha as a middle- to 

upper-middle-class neighbourhood. The site observations, informal chats, and 

the researcher’s previous knowledge support this assumption. However, this 

thesis acknowledges that this intuitive conclusion might be unreliable and is to 

a great extent instinctive and should be supported by the existing studies on 

the economic level of urban neighbourhoods in Tehran. 

Finally, and from a different perspective, the comment sections on Instagram 

were reviewed to capture a wider range of local narratives. Several comments 

had raised the issue of lack of parking spaces across the neighbourhood. One 

user comments that:  

 
6 The government has imposed a wide range of import tariff on foreign-built automotive 
vehicle since 2006, from 55 to 95 per cent based on their specificities.  
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 “I (our household) are always watching our garage doorway 
to make sure no one has parked (and blocked) on the way”. 

The comments also suggested that the process of urban change in Gisha is 

generally conceived as detrimental to the individual/collective memory. A user 

depicts a tender image of the past: 

“It was a long time ago…the time when there were only old 
Gisha residents in the area, all similar and (socio-culturally) 
uniform... the time when the sidewalks were empty and lovely 
when Friday evenings were quiet and perfect for a walk, … 
when the streets were suitable for one- to maximum three-
storey buildings, …no traffic…no nuisance from endless 
constructions during day and night… it was a time when the 
city was for people to live in.”  

 It has been repeatedly mentioned in the online discussions that a significant 

part of place memory is vanished or being vanished by the constant 

transformation of the spatial arrangement of the neighbourhood and the loss 

of social relations.  

Instagram comments also suggested that many of Gisha residents feel proud 

of their neighbourhood. There are several pages on Instagram posting pictures 

of communal stories and old pictures of the area, mentioning shared history 

and representing the nostalgia of the past social and physical structure of the 

area. There are also several indications of sense of loss, either coming from 

those who had to leave Gisha and live somewhere else, or from the current 

residents who miss the gone past. A commentator referred to the destruction 

of the leafy hill and said: “A world of memories is now beneath the highway.”  

One significant aspect of place memory is its active involvement in the creation 

of place identity. The physical form, spatial arrangement, natural or built 

landmarks, and street names, are amongst the key determinants of place 

identity. It might make sense that living in the past and romanticising it is not 

what younger generations need; however, destruction of the physical features 

of place contributing to local identity could have a devastating impact on 

attachment, and subsequently, on the sustainability of urban neighbourhoods. 
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The first-hand knowledge obtained by the means of site observation was 

complemented by a set of preliminary urban analysis. Simultaneous to the site 

visits, an explanatory analysis was conducted with the use of GIS data 

(Detailed Plan 2006) to develop a better understanding of the urban fabric and 

spatial configuration of Gisha. The table below summarises some of the 

physical characteristics of urban form in Gisha based on the latest GIS 

information available on 2006 (see table 6-1).  

Table 6-1 Attributes of the built form in Gisha. Source: own elaboration. 

Street Width 

Block 

dimension 

(m) 

Number of 

intersections in 

a 500m*500m 

area 

Open area 

(Greens, Streets) 

to total area ratio 

Building height 

to street width 

ratio 

Building 

coverage 

ratio (BCR) 

Main Street: 30m 

Alleys: 14m 
100*50 40 

Green area: 11% 

Streets: 20% 
0.18 58.31% 

Moreover, the figures in the next page (figure 6-13) present information about 

land use, urban block structure and the number of intersections in a sample 

buffer zone in Gisha. 
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Figure 6-13 from left to right, land use pattern, urban blocks composition, and street network in Gisha. Own elaboration.  
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The land use pattern on the left provides a more comprehensive understanding 

of the urban fabric in Gisha in two sense: first, it shows that most of the land 

uses in the area are residential (in yellow) with only a few non-residential uses 

dispersed across the neighbourhood and predominantly along the Main 

Boulevard. Second, it shows the two green open spaces – one on the eastern 

edge and the other on the south-west corner of the neighbourhood – 

circumscribing Gisha and serving as the residents’ sole retreat from the dense, 

fine-grained fabric.  

The middle figure shows urban land subdivision structure in Gisha. Most urban 

blocks in the northern part of the neighbourhood are in rectangular shape and 

equally sized (100m*50m). As the map shows, the furthest distance of an 

urban plot from the Main Boulevard is four blocks away, equal to 400 meters. 

This figure shows that the Main Boulevard and the local amenities gathered 

alongside it are accessible through a 5-10 minutes of walking. However, it must 

be acknowledged that the walking route from the furthest plot on either side of 

the Main Boulevard to the Boulevard might not be conceived of as comfortably 

walkable for the residents because of several reasons such as topography of 

the site, narrow sidewalks and the number of intersections.  

The last figure on the right illustrates the number of intersections. The figure 

represents the street network in Gisha and shows that within a 500m*500m 

sample buffer zone, approximately forty intersections exist. The number of 

intersections is a measure which according to the theoretical framework 

contributes to a higher level of perceived density. The site visits supported this 

argument. The street intersections could be stimulating elements in the built 

environment. Crossing each intersection causes an acceleration in the 

psychological and physiological response or activity. In an example of walking 

along one of the secondary streets, we had to cross five intersections from the 

eastern edge of the neighbourhood towards the Main Boulevard (figure 6-3). 

Given the fact that none of these intersections were signal controlled, the 

overall experience was quite overwhelming. It can be argued that the 

abundance of intersections in the street pattern, despite providing high level of 

permeability and better access to each urban plot, is a source of visual and 

psychological stimuli which is considered as an indicator of perceived density.   
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6.2 West Tehran-Pars 

Figure 6-14 Location of district 4 (in yellow) and West Tehran-Pars (in red) in Tehran. 

The second unit of analysis is West Tehran-pars (in Farsi: غربی  (تهرانپارس 

located in municipal district 4, Tehran (figure 6-14). West Tehran-pars was 

historically part of a much bigger urban locale called Tehran-pars which was 

recently divided into three smaller neighbourhoods for the sake of better 

administrative control and management. 

The initial development of the area goes back to the beginning of the 1950s 

(Ayazi 2014). The massive vacant lands of Tehran-pars belonged to wealthy 

Zoroastrian trader called Arbab Hormoz. In the 1950s, he commissioned a 

construction corporation to initiate street network construction and land 

subdivision process. During the very first years of its inception, and mainly with 

the justification of attracting more people from inner-city parts to this relatively 

remote area, the landowners allocated some houses and mansions to the 

social and political elites of the time (Ayazi 2014). The decision seemed to be 

working well as in a short time, Tehran-pars became an appealing residential 

neighbourhood for the middle-class inhabitants of Tehran. The modern, 

regulated and organised urban structure of Tehran-pars besides its relatively 
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high-quality design were amongst the main persuading factors appealing the 

middle-class households. 

Until the 1979 Islamic Revolution, Tehran-pars was known as a quiet and 

peaceful peripheral neighbourhood of Tehran. According to Ayazi (2014), in 

the aftermath of the Revolution, Tehran-pars witnessed one of the highest 

rates of construction in Tehran. Similar to the other cases, this sudden boost 

in development rate was due to migration to Tehran, population boom and 

indeed, attractive urban setting of Tehran-pars which made it suitable for plot-

based residential redevelopments (See chapter five).  

Site visit took place in January 2018. The neighbourhood was visited six times 

in total. The main points of contact with the residents were the Neighbourhood 

Association, the local mosque and two local parks. Nevertheless, site 

observation in Tehran pars did not go on as initially expected. The area was 

too huge and not adequately accessible by walk. Besides, the areas were too 

fragmented from within in terms of socio-cultural profile of the residents and 

more importantly, in terms of its physical arrangement.  
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The urban layout of West Tehran-Pars is rigidly gridiron with three main north-

south routes diagonally intersecting the secondary east-West streets. The 

central north-south axis in the middle is Tirandaz boulevard serving as the 

central connecting axis in the neighbourhood. It extends through the 

neighbourhood and connects three important urban nodes, namely the 

Second Circus, the Third Circus and the Fourth Circus (see figures 6-15 and 

6-16).  

The two other axes on the east and West are now transformed into inner-city 

expressways with intra-regional functionality. The nature of the street network 

in West Tehran Pars essentially transforms the area into an intermediary zone, 

or transit passage for linking two prominent east-west inner-city expressways. 

 

Figure 6-15 Map of West Tehran-Pars. Source: Google Map, 2020 
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In a sense, the street network which was originally supposed to serve as the 

backbone of the neighbourhood and as its central high street and 

concentration of services is now servicing the general traffic flow of the city in 

the north – south axis. This condition explains the huge scale of the roads and 

boulevards as they all have trans-regional role in east Tehran.  

 

Figure 6-16 (1) Sidewalks in the secondary streets; (2) An example of visual stimuli in building 
facades and signs; (3) Secondary streets in West Tehran-Pars; (4) Juxtaposition between the 

old and new. Source: Author. 
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The street network could be analysed at two levels (figure 6-17): A gridiron 

secondary streets network (in red) and a slightly inclined grid of the primary 

regional roads cutting through the neighbourhood (in blue). This condition 

makes West Tehran Pars super fragmented. Also, overlapping of these two 

meshes create too many intersections with negatively impacts the 

neighbourhood’s legibility.  

The street naming system in West Tehran-Pars is based on an ordinal style. 

The east-West streets are named by odd numbers, starting with the 160th 

street on the south and ending with 222nd street on the northern boundary of 

the neighbourhood.  

The ordinal street naming system is a robust element of spatial legibility and 

the neighbourhood’s identity. In the informal conversations, residents 

frequently used street numbers as definitive elements of different localities 

across the neighbourhood. For example, in the mind of the residents, street 

 

Figure 6-17 Street network in West Tehran-Pars. Overlap of two grid-like networks is one of 
causes of illegibility. 
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numbers between 165 to 175 are associated with the Second Circus as a key 

nodal point. These numbers serve as identifiers of the residents – based on 

their place of living – and the locality in general.  

The topography of West Tehran-Pars is comparable to Gisha, with the 

difference that due to its huge scale, the sloped terrain is not tangible right 

away (figure 6-18). As the figure below shows, the elevation difference 

between the north and south of the neighbourhood is approximately 105 

meters with an average slope rate of 4.4%. On the east-west axis the elevation 

difference is considerably lower (28 meters) with an average slope of 2.4% 

(Google Earth). 

A key place that reinforces local identity in this subarea is Rostam Bagh (see 

figure 6-16), a cultural centre and the first residential complex particular to the 

 

Figure 6-18 Elevation profile of West Tehran-Pars. Source: Google Earth 2020. 
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Zoroastrians7. The centre was established in the 1960s by deliberate efforts of 

Arbab Rostam Geev, chief of the local Zoroastrian Association. Based on the 

information provided by the security guard, the centre is now the residence of 

93 households with a total population of approximately 400 people. Gaining 

access of the complex is controlled and non-Zoroastrians are mainly denied 

access to the garden area and the security guards deny entry. It seems that 

over time and because of a considerable drop in the population of Zoroastrians 

in Tehran-pars, a few places have particularly remained for them to have their 

own social life. As it was mentioned before, Tehran-pars was historically a 

predominantly Zoroastrian neighbourhood. Streets, several public buildings 

and places such as schools and hospitals were named after Well-known 

Zoroastrian figures and residents of the neighbourhood. However, since the 

Revolution in 1979, many of these names have been replaced by meaningless 

names which have certainly had a substantial negative impact on the feeling 

of Zoroastrians community towards Tehran-pars. Thus, it is understandable 

that the Zoroastrians living in Tehran-pars may want to keep the outsiders 

away from their locality due to a fear they have over losing their last remained 

place.  

The scale of the neighbourhood was found striking and incomparable to the 

other studied neighbourhood. Although the administrative body of Tehran had 

divided the old Tehran Pars neighbourhood (see figure 6-19) into three smaller 

unit based on the Detailed Plan (2006), the current area of West Tehran-Pars 

is still huge to evoke a sense of community or sense of being part of a bounded 

neighbourhood.  

 
7 Zoroastrianism, the ancient pre-Islamic religion of Iran that survives there in isolated 
areas and, more prosperously, in India, where the descendants of Zoroastrian Iranian 
(Persian) immigrants are known as Parsis, or Parsees (Source: 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Zoroastrianism; Access data: February 23, 2020) 
 

 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Islam
https://www.britannica.com/topic/ancient-Iranian-religion
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Zoroastrianism
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Figure 6-19 The boundary of old Tehran Pars and the location of West Tehran-Pars within it. 

As the existing secondary documents pointed out (Nimrokh Report, 2011; 

Ayazi 2014) and the site observations also approved, the top-bottom decision 

of breaking the greater Tehran-pars into smaller administrative 

neighbourhoods is not entirely accepted by the residents. The new territories 

and their boundaries do not bear any significant meaning for the residents. For 

instance, in a few chats, when the neighbourhood was referred to as West 

Tehran Pars, some locals were puzzled as they did not have the same 

administrative mind map of the area. For the residents, the neighbourhood is 

called ‘Tehran Pars’ – with neither West nor East as identifiers - and it was 

hard for them to distinguish between the newly structured smaller 

neighbourhoods. The three newly established neighbourhoods are also 

identical in terms of urban layout and arrangement which makes them 

indistinguishable. Lack of a generally accepted and clear mind-map among the 

residents can be considered as a potential cause of lack of place attachment 

which must be considered as an intervening factor in our investigation.  
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This condition even has raised some conflicts between the residents with 

regards to the identification with Tehran Pars in general. On an Instagram post 

depicting a shop in the 212th street – which is in the northernmost subarea 

around the Fourth Circus, one commentator had said:  

“here is not Tehran pars!! We don’t consider anywhere above 
the 196th street as Tehran pars.” 

The above narrative completely excludes the northern subarea around the 

Forth Circus (see figure 6-15 – for the location of the 196th). The sarcastic tone 

of the above quote conveys a concealed exclusionary attitude towards 

considering the residents on the northern subarea as ‘genuine Tehran-

Parsees’.  

Another identified harmful trajectory to place attachment could be countless 

changes in the names of public locations and streets. This trend, which chiefly 

initiated after the Islamic Revolution and indeed, is not specific to West Tehran-

pars, has mainly hegemonic motives. The urban administrative bodies such as 

regional municipalities and the ‘Tehran Council Committee for Street Naming’ 

have shown a huge tendency to change historical names of streets, circuses, 

public parks and buildings to modify and re-shape shared urban memory and 

identity.  As an example, the main boulevard in West Tehran-pars is habitually 

called by three different names – in chronological order, Arash Tirandaz8, Hojr-

ibn-Adi9, and most recently, Khoshvaght10. Each of these names represents a 

specific period of the history of the neighbourhood. 

Different names of the streets and local buildings could be the key source of 

confusion for an outsider. The names that the local community assign to the 

streets are different form the official accounts. For instance, several residents 

still use the name Tirandaz for the main boulevard even though this name was 

changed several years ago by the City Council. In various instances, the locals 

could hardly relate to the current administrative names of specific street or 

 
8 Named after Arash the Archer who is a heroic archer-figure of Iranian mythology. 
9 Named after Hujr ibn 'Adi al-Kindi who was a companion to the Islamic prophet 
Muhammad. 
10 Named after a recently passed away cleric in 2017. 
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places in the neighbourhood. This confusion does not only hit the outsiders; it 

seems that even among the insiders, parallel narratives of spatial identification 

exist which to a great extent, challenge the formation of the neighbourhood as 

a unity.  

The key nodes in Tehran pars serve as the landmarks of the neighbourhood 

and identifiers of its character and local identities. Residents of West Tehran-

pars tend to identify their local area by its proximity to one of these nodes 

(Ayazi, 2014). Thus, a perceptual sub-area is established around each of the 

circuses with the circus functioning as the central and pivotal point by providing 

services and accessibility links. To be able to study the neighbourhood in more 

detail, it was decided to divide the area into three smaller sub-areas which will 

be discussed below (see figure 6-20).  

Moving along the main boulevard from south to north, one firstly arrives at the 

Second Circus and its associated sub-area (figure 6-21). The Circus was 

recently transformed to build a shopping mall on its south-east edge. The sub-

 

Figure 6-20 Three subareas in West Tehran-Pars shaped around three urban nodes. 
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area around this urban node is considered as one of the oldest developed 

areas in West Tehran-pars. The existing documents on the neighbourhood 

(Nimrokh Report, 2011; Ayazi, 2014) have contended that the local residents 

in this subarea manifest a stronger sense of attachment to their locality - 

presumably because of the relatively long time living in the area - compared to 

the northern parts.  

Figure 6-21 Key urban nodes in West Tehran-Pars. Right: The Third Circus. Left: The Second 
(former) Circus. Source: flickr.com 

Walking towards north along Tirandaz boulevard, one arrives at the next urban 

node which is called the Third Circus (Falake-ye-sevom) (figure 6-21). This 

circus has maintained its original oval shape and is the centre of the second 

subarea in West Tehran-pars. The social and public realm seems livelier and 

dynamic because of severity of local shops, street vendors and relatively 

busier streets. The area includes several local services and amenities which 

engenders a high level of place dependency.  

The northernmost subarea of West Tehran-pars is centred on the Fourth 

Circus. Unlike its southern counterparts, this urban node was never fully 

developed and thus, is more of a cross rather than a circus; however, it is 

publicly known as the Fourth Circus. The physical landscape and buildings in 

this subarea are relatively newer compared to the other subareas. Urban 

developments in this part of the neighbourhood were mostly initiated after the 

1979 Revolution (Ayazi 2014). As a result, the population of the area is 

relatively younger compared to the southern parts. Moreover, this subarea is 

the primary recipient of the new population influx from other neighbourhoods 

in Tehran into the neighbourhood (ibid). Residential stability across this 
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subarea is relatively lower, partly due to the low-quality constructions and 

partly because of the insecure financial condition of its residents (ibid). A 

prominent narrative among those residents is that in case of having sufficient 

financial means and if willing to move out, their first preference is moving to 

the southern subareas of West Tehran-pars which offer better social life quality 

and urban experience. 

In general, the northern and southern parts of West Tehran-pars represent 

distinctive characteristics in terms of spatial organisation, social composition 

and urban experience. The southern part is comparably more developed and 

Well-structured in terms of street pattern, pedestrian accessibility and 

buildings consistency.  

Accordingly, it can be argued that the spatial arrangement in the south part is 

closer to the original development plans. The northern part, in contrast, is less 

organised and several indications of piecemeal and segmented urban 

planning and development can be traced on the ground. As urban 

development process in the northern part were interrupted repeatedly by 

political turnovers such as the Revolution and the War, a type of inconsistency 

exists between the embodiment of urban development efforts in different 

periods of time. For instance, a sheer difference was noticed in the 

organisation of streets and pedestrians between the north and the south of 

West Tehran-pars. Although the general street pattern follows the same rigid 

gridiron pattern as the southern part, it is evident that the street width and the 

sidewalk scale has been sacrificed for having larger urban blocks and parcels. 

Another indication of inconsistent urban developments in the northern part is 

the multiplicity of building styles, e.g., inconsistencies in facades, materials and 

buildings’ height. The existing variation is indicative of different periods of 

urban development and is one of the main culprits of the chaotic and 

disordered urban landscape in West Tehran-pars. 
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Figure 6-22 (1) Sidewalk, Tirandaz Boulevard; (2) space between adjacent buildings; (3) An 
example of old, two-storey houses; (4) Three buildings related to three periods of development; 

(5) An example of multi-family, low-rise apartment blocks; (6) Materialisation of density 
violation. Source: Author.  
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Most of West Tehran-pars residents, from its initial days through the years after 

the Revolution and today, belong to the middle-income class (Nimrokh 2011; 

Ayazi 2014). In the mid-90s, the neighbourhood witnessed a rapid upsurge in 

property values. In the context where property is considered as an asset with 

ever-growing value, the increase of property value directly corresponds to the 

residents’ wealth. This escalation in the residents’ property-based wealth 

resulted in a hike in their purchase power within the housing market and thus 

persuaded several households to move out to the northern parts of Tehran, 

which at that time were becoming reputable as well-off neighbourhoods, 

appealing to the upper economic classes. Consequently, the present social 

and economic structure of West Tehran-pars encompasses a range of middle- 

to upper-middle income classes. In general, inner-neighbourhood migration is 

the prominent movement pattern across the area (ibid).  

West Tehran-Pars is not only fragmented in terms of its spatial organisation 

but is also demographically fragmented. One of the first impressions of the 

neighbourhood for an outsider could be its heterogeneity in terms of the 

demographic groups living there. The socio-cultural profile of the residents in 

West Tehran Pars was unique, incorporating different generations of migrants, 

alongside the urban residents who have moved to the area in line with inter-

urban migration patterns. The neighbourhood’s population encompasses 

multiple ethnic groups, mostly migrants from different regions of the country. 

These groups are seemingly well-integrated but indeed, very keen to maintain 

on their own cultural values and norms. This has resulted in creation of 

fragmented communities that share common ethnic background and cultural 

norms such as Azeri communities of migrant from West of Iran. Diversity could 

be seen as a positive social condition; however, a high level of heterogeneity 

within a locality might be an imperative factor affecting inhabitants’ perceived 

density and potentially, their place attachment.  

There are three major ethnic groups living in the area who are the preceding 

generations of the first migrants moved to area (ibid). The agglomeration of 

migrants in different parts of the neighbourhood has formed strong support 

networks which through time, has been empowered and shaped a strong 

identity. In some parts of the neighbourhood, different dialects and languages 
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could be heard and it was evident that the local community is strongly shaped 

around a particular ethnic group.  

Akin to Gisha, traces of irregular and piecemeal residential rebuilding could be 

observed in West Tehran Pars (see figure 6-22). Diversity of architectural 

designs and inconsistency of buildings height in represent different periods of 

construction. Constant urban restructuring and redevelopment have raised 

some concerns among the residents regarding the transformation of the socio-

cultural structure of the neighbourhood. For instance, in a local newspaper 

article, one resident mentioned social heterogeneity and its link to increasing 

density:  

" ... in the past, 90 per cent of the buildings were houses, and 
people in the area were homogeneous, with same cultural 
backgrounds, but increasingly growing number of 
constructions have brought many new people with different 
backgrounds to the area, and this is a big problem." (Local 
newspaper article, 2015).  

Although the existing urban fabric of the neighbourhood clearly signals a 

certain period in which the neighbourhood was going through massive 

redevelopments, the observations suggested that the pace of residential 

redevelopment had been slowed down. This is an assumption which requires 

further interrogation during the interviews.  Nevertheless, the site observation 

and analysis of the secondary data suggest some explanations and potential 

threads to follow-up. Perhaps the underlying reason behind this situation is the 

current economic recession which has hampered any sort of investment in the 

construction industry. Another reason could be that West Tehran-pars is not 

an attractive residential locality to the Tehranis anymore, as it was during the 

1990s and 2000s. Undoubtedly, West Tehran-pars is a desirable living area 

for its current residents, depicting a deep sense of nostalgia of the bright past, 

but for the new urban generation, it does not bear a significant meaning.  

Therefore, new residential developments are not encouraged because of low 

demand. Lastly, it can be argued that during the 1990s and 2000s, the era 

characterised by extensive and rapid urbanisation and redevelopment (Ayazi 

2014), the neighbourhood has lost many of its appealing social and spatial 
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assets, especially those ones that were the chief attractive factors like green 

spaces and parks, adequate urban infrastructures and amenities, and a strong 

sense of identity arose by the unique architectural and urban landscape. 

The total number of residential development permits issues in West Tehran-

Pars since the beginning of 2018 is 73 (see figure 6-23). Divided by the area 

of the neighbourhood, the rate of new constructions per hectare in West 

Tehran Pars is 0.18 (0.17 for Gisha and 0.57 for North Afsariyeh). The above 

figures show that the rate of reconstructions in West Tehran Pars and Gisha 

is almost the same while the last neighbourhood North Afsariyeh is 

experiencing a high rate of residential reconstruction.   

  

 

Figure 6-23 Dispersion of the issued residential construction permits in West Tehran-Pars since 
2018. Source: www.my.tehran.ir 
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The table below summarises some of the key findings of the preliminary urban 

analysis in West Tehran-Pars.  

Table 6-2 Attributes of the built form in West Tehran-Pars. Source: own elaboration. 

Street Width 

Block 

dimension 

(m) 

Number of 

intersections in 

a 500m*500m 

area 

Open area 

(Greens, Streets) 

to total area ratio 

Building height 

to street width 

ratio 

Building 

coverage 

ratio (BCR) 

Main Street: 35m 

Alleys: 10m 
270*60 32 

Green area: 1% 

Streets: 34% 
0.23 55.9% 

The block size in West Tehran-Pars is noticeably bigger than Gisha. Also, 

streets in West Tehran-Pars take up a relatively huge proportion of the total 

open area in the neighbourhood. The figures in the next page illustrate the land 

use pattern, urban block configuration and number of intersections in West 

Tehran-Pars (see figure 6-24). 
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Figure 6-24 from left to right, land use pattern, urban blocks composition, and street network in W Tehran-Pars. 
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The land use pattern (GIS data from the Detailed plan 2006) in West Tehran 

Pars shows a relatively higher degree of mix compared to Gisha. Although still 

most plots across the neighbourhood are of residential use, commercial, 

education and recreational uses are more visibly dispersed in the area. 

Nevertheless, clusters of mixed uses along the three key north-south axes are 

evident in the figure.  

The urban blocks in West Tehran Pars are relatively larger compared to Gisha 

(270m* 60m). Moreover, some irregularities could be found in the figure such 

as dead-ends and loops. This irregular pattern, alongside the overlap of two 

distinct grid-like street networks discussed in the previous pages (see Figure 

6-17 Street network in West Tehran-Pars. Overlap of two grid-like networks is 

one of causes of illegibility. page 195) collectively contribute to illegibility of the 

urban landscape, at least in the way that an outsider perceives the 

neighbourhood.  

The irregularities in the street network are manifested in the number of 

intersections. Despite the larger block sizes in West Tehran-Pars which at the 

first sight suggest that the number of intersections in a 500m*500m buffer zone 

should be considerably lower, Finally, the figure on the right (see figure 6-24), 

the number of intersections is not noticeably lower that Gisha. The confluence 

of two overlapping street networks could be considered as the main cause of 

high number on intersections. It is essential to interrogate the effect of this 

confluence on the residents’ perception of density.  
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6.3 North Afsariyeh 

‘North Afsariyeh’ (in Farsi: افسریه شمالی) is the last unit of analysis located in the 

municipal district 15 on the south-east boundary of the city (figure 6-25). North 

Afsariyeh is the second densely populated residential area in Tehran with a 

population density of 455 pp/hectare. This figure becomes more meaningful if 

compared with the population density of the district 15 (237 pp/hectare) and 

with the average population density of Tehran (105 pp/hectare) (National 

Census, 2011). According to the National census (2011) data, population of 

North Afsariyeh was above 65 thousand people which is noticeably above 52 

thousand, the population threshold proposed the Detailed Plan in 2006. 

The first urban settlements in North Afsariyeh were formed during the first 

years of the 1970s (Nimrokh Report 2016). In the aftermath of the land reform 

initiatives known as the White Revolution in 1963, massive waves of migrants 

moved from rural areas to urban peripheries, mainly aspiring for better job 

opportunities and life quality. Unlike the other two neighbourhoods, North 

Afsariyeh is on the border of the administrative area of the city. As one of the 

peripheral areas in the south-east of Tehran, Afsariyeh became a key 

destination for many of those newcomers (Ayazi 2014). Affordability alongside 

 

Figure 6-25 Location of district 15 (in yellow) and North Afsariyeh (in red) in Tehran. 
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proximity to the historical centre of the city were amongst the underlying 

persuading factors for the fast population growth of Afsariyeh. From the first 

years after the Islamic Revolution in 1979, and up until the mid-1990s, 

Afsariyeh was experiencing a huge, unprecedented pace of development 

(ibid). However, its constrained physical capacity was acting as a huge barrier 

to its reckless growth. Since its growth peak in the beginning of the 2000s, the 

population increase in the neighbourhood is controlled and influx of the new 

population is thwarted by a similar rate of population outflow (ibid).  

The urban layout of the neighbourhood is rigidly gridiron with three primary 

north-south roads cutting through the relatively narrow east-west secondary 

streets (see figure 6-26). The urban blocks emerged from this rigidly 

perpendicular urban layout are of identical dimensions (200*40 meters). The 

four key primary axes cutting across the neighbourhood include the three 

north-south roads plus the east-West High Street. These axes serve as the 

main accumulation point of the local shops, services and amenities. The 

 

Figure 6-26 Map of North Afsariyeh. Source: Google Map, 2020 
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arrangement of these roads makes the services easily accessible for all the 

residents. 

North Afsariyeh is surrounded by four key transit routes on the boundaries. 

These transit routes provide a good level of accessibility. However, being 

highly congested during the day and night, these routes have caused a high 

level of air pollution which is one of the most critical environmental and health 

challenges in the area (Nimrokh Report 2016).  

 

Figure 6-27 Aerial photo of Afsariyeh. North Afsariyeh is located at the upper part of the 
neighbourhood. Source: Author 
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Basij Expressway (see figure 6-28) on the West side is a solid dividing line with 

a width of approximately 100 meters which intensely isolates North Afsariyeh 

from its Western adjacent urban fabric. Crossing the expressway is only 

possible through a handful of pedestrian bridges along the Western edge of 

the neighbourhood. This strong dividing line which acts as an access barrier 

might explain self-dependency of the neighbourhood in terms of essential 

services, shops, and amenities. It could be argued that being separated from 

the other parts of the district, the local community in North Afsariyeh has 

established its unique urban and social characters such as a strong and lively 

local market and developing a uniform socio-cultural identity.  

Land topography in North Afsariyeh is generally akin to the other two 

neighbourhoods and shows the same, although at a lower rate, south to north 

(1.6%) and west to east (2.4%) gentle slope.  

 

 

Figure 6-28 Basij Expressway on the western edge of North Afsariyeh. Source: Author 
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The first characteristic of the local community in North Afsariyeh that strikes 

an outsider visitor is the evident presence of traditional lifestyle and religious 

practices. The local community in North Afsariyeh is remarkably religious and 

Islamic beliefs and practices are evidently observable in place. This is evident 

from the multiplicity of religious sites and symbols present in the public realm 

of the neighbourhood. In total, thirty-eight religious buildings were spotted and 

counted in North Afsariyeh (Nimrokh Report 2016) which is considerably high 

compared to the other two neighbourhoods (eight in Gisha and fourteen in 

West Tehran Pars). Apart from several formal mosques in the area, there are 

numerous informal, non-governmental religious places which are called 

Hosseiniyeh. These places are the main location for holding religious rituals, 

ceremonies and festivals. It is worth mentioning that these places are mainly 

managed by local organisations and play a pivotal role in establishing and 

maintaining social networks within the neighbourhood.  

 

Figure 6-29 Elevation profile of North Afsariyeh. Source: Google Earth 2020. 
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The neighbourhood represents totally different characters at different times of 

the day. During the morning, the area is full of residents walking down the 

streets to use the local amenities and purchase their daily needs (see figure 6-

30). The area is also full of street vendors and fruit stalls usually at the back of 

vans and trucks. In the evening however, the neighbourhood becomes more 

like a family environment, with teenagers and children coming out to play 

around. It was surprising to see children playing out in the streets even after 

the dusk. However, as the neighbourhood extremely suffers from lack of 

playgrounds and public opens spaces, this everyday practice of the children 

seems inevitable. Presence of the younger generation in the public realm after 

the dusk could be interpreted as an indication of high perceived safety among 

the locals; the perception which is normally challenged by the outsiders. 

Overall, the atmosphere of the neighbourhood in the evening and during the 

night is more recreational rather than commercial.  

 

Figure 6-30 (1) Secondary street in North Afsariyeh and the street vendors; (2) Street facade in 
the 15-meter street; (3) Informal street vendors operating across the neighbourhood; (4) Street 

vendors in the high street, Afsariyeh Street. Source: Author.  
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The site observations suggested that despite its somewhat negative 

reputation, North Afsariyeh is a relatively safe neighbourhood. During the 

walks in the neighbourhood, no disturbance, violent act or other sorts of 

criminal or anti-social behaviour were observed. In the few informal chats with 

the locals, none of them mentioned the issue of safety and security as their 

main living concern. However, a few residents mentioned that the issue that 

makes their locality unsafe, especially during the night-time, is the outsiders 

coming to the area from a few notorious neighbourhoods on the South.  

 

Figure 6-31 (1) unfinished façade; (2) visual stimuli, abundance of signs, and façade 
inconsistency; (3) an example of five-storey buildings under construction; (4) parking on the 

pavement, a symptom of narrow streets and lack of parking spaces. Source: Author 
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Along the three 15-meters streets, and throughout the whole neighbourhood, 

two 2-meter-wide sidewalks exist (figure 6-31). The width of these sidewalks 

is sufficient for two passers easily walk along but occupying the sidewalks by 

the shops and numerous informal vendors in the area have made severe 

problems in terms of walkability (figure 6-31). The only sidewalks in the 

neighbourhood that are sufficiently wide to walk hassle-free are the sidewalks 

along the high street and the eastern boundary of the neighbourhood.  

As a result of decades of residential rebuilding (See chapter five), one could 

effortlessly identify different housing typologies and architectural styles - 

belonging to different periods of time - in the current urban landscape of North 

Afsariyeh (figure 6-32). In general, two distinct types of buildings are 

distinguishable in North Afsariyeh: those aged more than twenty years; and 

the relatively newer buildings which were constructed during the 1990s and 

2000s. The buildings in the first category are two-storey houses comprising of 

two separate units with austere brick or stone façades while the second group 

represents mainly four- to five-storey buildings with stone facades. (figure 6-

32) 

Density increase in the case of North Afsariyeh has evident side-effects on the 

socio-demographic profile of the neighbourhood. Based on the site 

observations and survey findings, it can be argued that density increase 

appears to have two distinct consequences: first, the perpetual socio-

demographic shuffling in the area is a threat to the residents’ social relations 

and ties. Second, social heterogeneity would potentially engender as the 

newcomers are of dissimilar social and cultural backgrounds. In other words, 

and concerning the social issue associated with increasing density, one can 

argue that densification fallouts are not solely linked to the number of people, 

but also to massive alterations in the demographic structure.  

An intermediary insight on density in North Afsariyeh indicates that high 

density is not evidently affecting the daily lives of the residents. Non-arguably, 

high density has caused multiple noteworthy problems such as overloaded 

traffic congestion and lack of sufficient services and amenities, but overall, one 

cannot effortlessly assert that the population density in North Afsariyeh is 
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extremely high and is the main culprit of the existing socio-spatial challenges 

on the ground. For the predominantly working-class residents of North 

Afsariyeh, who are deeply immersed in their daily lives and routines, being 

concerned with the issue of increasing density may be of the least importance.  

 

Figure 6-32 (1) juxtaposition between two buildings from different periods; (2) an example of 
two-storey houses in Afsariyeh; (3) distance between adjacent buildings; (4) an example of mid-

rise apartment blocks. Source: Author 

Based upon the in-field observations during January and February 2018, five 

critical urban challenges were identified in North Afsariyeh. First, a remarkable 

feature of the urban landscape in North Afsariyeh is an extreme shortage of 

open, green spaces. Very few side trees can be grasped on the sides of the 

main avenues and streets but even these seldom trees seem unhealthy and 

unattended. There are only two parks across the whole neighbourhood which 
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considering the number of people living in the area, seem to be exceedingly 

inadequate. This lack of greenery besides proximity to multiple highly 

congested expressways in the east are the main reasons for highly polluted 

air in North Afsariyeh.  

The second challenge is manifested in the sheer imbalance between built and 

unbuilt spaces which is primarily caused by high land coverage in plots, the 

narrow scale of the streets and lack of vacant land and open spaces such as 

parks. This imbalance between built and unbuilt spaces convey a sense of 

‘closedness’ and compactness. The average width of the secondary streets is 

6 meters with 0.8 meters of sidewalk on each side which leaves very limited 

space for the traffic while the street margin is used as the parking space for 

the residents (GIS maps, 2006). The space gap between the adjacent 

buildings is approximately 6 meters. As part of the morphological changes 

happening in the neighbourhood, the land coverage has changed from 40 per 

cent of the parcel in the 1970s to 60 per cent in the present (Shayesteh and 

Steadman, 2013). This dramatic change in land coverage regulations means 

that the newly constructed apartment blocks are much closer to each other; an 

issue that raises concerns over the issues of privacy, closeness and 

compactness. 

The third major challenge that instantly comes to attention at the street level is 

the lack of parking space. Replacing two-storey houses with four to five-storey 

apartments clearly implies that more parking spaces needed to be arranged 

for the newcomers; however, mostly because of the small parcels and 

insufficient space, this need has been overseen and most of the residents have 

no other choice than parking their vehicles on the street side-lines. The 

ultimate consequence of this pattern is a noticeable reduction in the sufficient 

width of the streets which in some cases is not enough for even one vehicle to 

go through smoothly.  

The fourth challenge is with regards to the massive consequences of 

informality in the urban setting. The multiplicity of informal fruit and vegetable 

vendors on the street sides across the neighbourhood has created a chaotic, 

disorganised landscape by blocking sidewalks and street edges. These 
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vendors come to the neighbourhood with their own vans on a daily basis and 

supply the residents’ daily needs. They offer lower and competitive prices 

compared to the formal stores and thus, are very popular in the area. Another 

indication of informality across the neighbourhood is multiple changes in the 

land-use patterns by which the ground floor of residential buildings is 

transformed into commercial uses. These activities signify inadequacy of 

planning control mechanisms, local administrative tools, and also economic 

insecurity of the residents which has engendered the creation of spontaneous 

commercial activates, e.g., vehicle repair shops, supermarkets, real-estate 

agencies, etc. 

Lastly, Ayazi (2014) argues that the first generation of the residents who 

moved into North Afsariyeh were undertaking their very first urban experience. 

This situation is still the case as the neighbourhood remains an attractive host 

for the migrants arriving at Tehran due to its affordable prices. In any case, it 

can be argued that lack of urban life experience has triggered some challenges 

particularly with regards to maintaining privacy and usage of the public shared 

spaces. By walking through the neighbourhood, one can easily notice sheer 

disorganisation and lack of harmony among building facades. This lack of 

harmony is created through various material juxtapositions in the street façade 

and built form: between the old and new, the finished and unfinished, the lawful 

and unlawful, etc. This spatial disorganisation could one of the main sources 

and contributors to physical perceived density by evoking excessive visual 

stimuli in the urban landscape. The issue is particularly noticeable in the 

different ways each household use and adapts its own street-faced balcony. 

Besides, the aesthetic features of the facades are mostly ignored; either 

because of lack of a particular aesthetic quality/style or insufficient financial 

means of the owner which have inescapably left the façade finishing 

incomplete. Therefore, social heterogeneity and a growing divergence of 

cultural background among the residents might be a critical factor in the way 

the neighbourhood is being shaped and subsequently, influences perceptions 

of those who reside within it. 

According to the latest report published by the Neighbourhood Association 

(Nimrokh, 2015), majority of the households living in North Afsariyeh are low-
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income families. However, the insights emerged from the observations of the 

neighbourhood were mixed and it was hard to come to the same conclusion. 

First, the local businesses and shops along the main boulevards were all open 

and their business seemed to be going on very well because of the high 

number of shoppers. The large presence of shoppers in the main boulevard, 

even though the visits were mostly made during the weekdays, suggests a 

relatively strong purchase power of the residents and that perhaps the 

residents are financially strong enough to contribute to this thriving local 

economy. Interestingly, three shopping centres solely dedicated to jewellery 

merchandise were spotted in the Afsariyeh high street. The reason why a 

cluster of jewellery shops exist in a peripheral neighbourhood such as 

Afsariyeh is unknown, but the fact suggests that either these businesses 

belong to some local residents or that the demand for jewellery items is the 

key persuading factor. In either case, the presence of this sort of businesses 

in North Afsariyeh indicates the relatively well-off economic condition of at least 

a considerable portion of the residents. Also, throughout the informal chats, 

some residents identified their neighbourhood with the centrality of its bazaar 

in the south-east region of Tehran. According to them, the local bazaar in North 

Afsariyeh is the biggest in the region and attracts shoppers from all the 

adjacent neighbourhoods and even regions. Evaluating this anecdotal 

knowledge was not possible due the complexities associated with measuring 

the scale of trades across the local markets; nevertheless, this local 

perspective hints at the key role of the bazaar in the local economy. However, 

it must be noted that price comparison revealed that the price of various goods 

and food is relatively lower in North Afsariyeh compared to the central, 

northern and western areas of Tehran. For instance, the price of fruits and 

vegetables was 20 to 40 per cent below the average price in the local 

neighbourhood of the researcher in west Tehran. Moreover, the shops and 

restaurants provide goods and services that are more suited for the needs and 

the purchasing power of the locals. For example, stores such as fabric shops, 

tobacco shops, and shops selling baking tools and catering equipment were 

abundant in the area.  
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Nevertheless, due to some observed cues, the fact the residents are under 

financial pressure must not be overlooked. For instance, it could be maintained 

that the economic condition of the residents and their financial restraints do 

not allow them to excessively attend to the aesthetic considerations of their 

buildings. Several buildings with unfinished facades and construction can be 

spotted in the neighbourhood. This condition could be linked to the status of 

waiting as opposed to progressing discussed in the section about Gisha. 

Unfinished construction could have several causes, the most prevalent one is 

that the private developer do not have sufficient funds in hand to finish the 

project. However, the existence of such constructions in the administrative 

area of the city raises several questions about the condition of building permit 

and the efficiency of municipality’s control mechanisms. Another cue that hints 

to potential financial distress of the residents was the high number of stores 

and supermarkets offering affordable – below the market average – goods and 

essential; a condition which is usually particular to low-income 

neighbourhoods in Tehran. 

My observations in the field found that a new architectural design trend of 

employing seemingly high-quality stones for the facades is becoming 

exceedingly popular across the neighbourhood. A probable reason for the 

emergence of this snobbish trend can be explained by an existing tendency 

among the well-off residents of making a social distinction. This situation 

underlines an economic gap between different demographic groups currently 

living in the neighbourhood; between those who cannot afford to finish their 

building, and those who attempt to represent themselves as more affluent. 

Nonetheless, despite the relatively unpromising and complicated economic 

profile of the neighbourhood, North Afsariyeh does not seem to be in decline 

or being deteriorated. On the contrary, one can feel and observe a high level 

of liveliness and dynamism in the neighbourhood. 

North Afsariyeh is in a critical condition in terms of entertainment and cultural 

activities and amenities. There is no cinema or theatre hall in the area. There 

was only one public library in the neighbourhood which was surprisingly closed 

at the time. Given the relatively young population of the neighbourhood (26 per 
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cent in the 18-24 age group, National census 2011), these shortcomings are 

problematic and need further investigation by the interviews.  

In general, it can be argued that the local community in North Afsariyeh 

represent a dual character. Culture-wise, the local community is lingering 

between two distinctive ends: at one end, there are relatively traditional Iranian 

households with strong religious beliefs and cultural norms. On the other, there 

are modern urban households who try to distance themselves from tradition- 

and religion-oriented norms. However, one could argue that the former 

overshadows the latter in the public setting on the neighbourhood.  Economic-

wise, the local community in North Afsariyeh could be considered as an 

amalgamation of both lower class and middle-class. Nonetheless, the 

distinction between these economic classes is blurred by their socio-cultural 

attitudes, behavioural patterns and daily activities.  

The number of issued residential construction permits in North Afsariyeh since 

2018 is considerably higher than Gisha and West Tehran-Pars. A total number 

of 83 permits were issued in the area which shows a rate of 0.57 residential 

 

Figure 6-33 Dispersion of the issued residential construction permits in North Afsariyeh since 
2018. Source: www.my.tehran.ir 
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construction per hectare in North Afsariyeh (considerably higher than Gisha 

and West Tehran-pars with 0.17 and 0.18).  

The table below summarises some of the key findings of the preliminary urban 

analysis in North Afsariyeh.  

Table 6-3 Attributes of the built form in North Afsariyeh. Source: own elaboration. 

Street Width 

Block 

dimension 

(m) 

Number of 

intersections in 

a 500m*500m 

area 

Open area 

(Greens, Streets) 

to total area ratio 

Building height 

to street width 

ratio 

Building 

coverage 

ratio (BCR) 

Main Street: 15m 

Alleys: 8m 
200*40 20 

Green area: 1% 

Streets: 20% 
0.28 63.8% 

Compared to the other neighbourhoods, the main streets and alleys in North 

Afsariyeh are narrower. The large size of urban blocks has resulted in relatively 

lower number of intersections. Another noteworthy indicator in North Afsariyeh 

is its higher building coverage ratio compared to Gisha and West Tehran-Pars, 

a difference which is odd due to the narrower street width11. The figures (figure 

6-34) on the next page illustrate land use pattern, street network and the 

number of intersections in North Afsariyeh.  

 
11 According to the building regulations in Tehran, a determinant of land coverage in a plot 
is the width of its front side street (Detailed Plan 2006).  
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Figure 6-34: from left to right, land use pattern, urban blocks composition, and street network in N Afsariyeh.
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The figure on the left shows the predominance of residential land use (yellow 

colour) in the neighbourhood. The urban block structure is rigidly gridiron. The 

initial urban block subdivision plan has divided blocks into 120 square meter 

plots (6*20 meters) with only the first and last plots in each block having 

different sizes (Master Plan 1968). Consolidated larger plots are rarely found 

in the area. Given the equal-sized plots in the neighbourhood, it is not 

surprising that the floor area of the residential units is in a specific range. The 

maximum area of a residential unit in North Afsariyeh is approximately 75 sqm 

and the majority of units have an area between 40 to 60 sqm (Detailed Plan 

2006). Finally, there are twenty intersections in a 500m*500m buffer zone in 

North Afsariyeh which is considerably lower compared to Gisha and West 

Tehran-Pars. This is partly due to the larger urban block size (compared to 

Gisha), and a rigid and neat gridiron street network, unlike the overlapped dual 

grid network in West Tehran-Pars.  

In general, North Afsariyeh has a several astonishing qualities that would 

shock an outsider/first-time visitor such as extremely narrow streets; 

noticeable traffic congestion; lack of parking spaces; high level of urban 

informality; unregulated mixed uses; scarcity of open, public spaces; 

imbalance between built and unbuilt space; and a palpable sense of crowding.  

The desk-based analysis of North Afsariyeh identified three key factors that 

might contribute to even a higher level of population density; First, in the past 

decade's redevelopment by means of private sector-led rebuilding was proved 

to be substantially profitable. As a result, private landlord increasingly got 

involved in this speculative low risk business, which is indeed, deeply 

intertwined with macroeconomic dynamics at the national level. Nevertheless, 

the process of speculative rebuilding will continue to haunt the neighbourhood 

in the future unless the urban planning and management system proposes 

strong controlling measures.  

Second, given the fact that residents of Afsariyeh are mainly low- to middle-

income households, economic considerations are one of their main concerns 

and priorities. The excess profit resulted from speculative redevelopment of 

their properties is and will absolutely remain an attractive way to gain 
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substantial revenue. However, one should not disregard the fact that engaging 

in speculative redevelopment would be only possible for those residents who 

are the owners of their homes, not a considerable portion of the population 

who are, and perhaps, will remain tenants. 

Third, the findings suggest that the factor of quality is widely missing in the 

new development. The piecemeal development across the neighbourhood is 

mainly done by landlords themselves who, as might be expected, do not have 

sufficient knowledge and expertise in aesthetic principles, building standards 

and construction considerations. Moreover, landlords are reluctant to employ 

experienced building-industry professionals to reduce redevelopment costs 

and guarantee a high-profit margin. Again, here what is missing is a working 

regulatory or supervisory system to control building qualities and standards.  

These three factors – high profitability of redevelopment, financial need of the 

residents, and lack of professionalism – altogether engender a situation in 

which residents increasingly seek for an opportunity to redevelop their 

properties; a process which as discussed above brings in more people to the 

neighbourhood and ultimately, causes density escalation alongside 

irreversible socio-spatial destructions.  
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6.4 Summary 

 

Figure 6-35: The location of the three neighbourhoods in Tehran. 

The site observation and spatial analysis of the three neighbourhoods revealed 

different pace of residential rebuilding and densification among them. The 

number of new residential constructions in North Afsariyeh was considerably 

higher that Gisha and West Tehran-pars. This might become problematic in 

future as North Afsariyeh already has the second highest population density in 

Tehran, way too above the recommended density level by the Detailed Plan. 

Another notable outcome of this chapter is the explicit socio-economic 

disparities between North Afsariyeh and the other two neighbourhoods. This 

distinction was anticipated in advance – as explained in the methodology 

chapter – however, site observation provided some context to it. Some spatial 

cues in North Afsariyeh such as presence of discount stores, unfinished 

buildings, and street vendors suggest a distinctive social structure and 

economic status. While this thesis acknowledge such disparities, its refrains 

from using generic class-based categories such as low-income. Lastly, spatial 

analysis of the built form of the three neighbourhoods showed that their 

population density differences are also represented in their built form. As 

demonstrated in the table below, the urban form of Gisha is comprised of wider 
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alleys, smaller urban blocks, and lower building height to street width ratio. The 

building coverage in Gisha is notably lower than North Afsariyeh but higher 

than Tehran-pars. Moreover, due to the existence of two public parks in Gisha, 

slightly above one tenth of the whole neighbourhood’s area has been 

dedicated to greenery, a condition which is non-existent in the other two areas.  

Table 6-4 Attributes of the built form in the three neighbourhoods. Source: own elaboration. 

 

Street Width 

Block 

dimension 

(m) 

Number of 

intersections 

in a 

500m*500m 

area 

Open area 

(Greens, Streets) 

to total area ratio 

Building 

height to 

street 

width ratio 

Building 

coverage 

ratio (BCR) 

Gisha Main Street: 30m 

Alleys: 14m 
100*50 40 

Green area: 11% 

Streets: 20% 
0.18 58.31% 

West 

Tehran-

pars 

Main Street: 35m 

Alleys: 10m 
270*60 32 

Green area: 1% 

Streets: 34% 
0.23 55.9% 

North 

Afsariyeh 

Main Street: 15m 

Alleys: 8m 
200*40 20 

Green area: 1% 

Streets: 20% 
0.28 63.8% 

 

The above points only reflect on a fraction of the insights and lessons learnt 

from the intensive site observation phase. This gained knowledge is further 

employed in the process of survey and interview data collection and analysis 

as presented in the following chapters.  
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This chapter presents the findings emerged from the second stage of the 

fieldwork and specifically focuses on the questionnaire data. The chapter starts 

with descriptive statistics of the questionnaire data at each neighbourhood. It 

then goes through Factor Analysis (See section 4-4 on page 133) of perceived 

density and place attachment scales in order to identify their construct and 

significant factors in Tehran. The chapter seeks to answer the first research 

sub-question:  

What factors shape the latent constructs of perceived density and place 

attachment in Tehran? 

Descriptive analysis of the questionnaire data marked the question with 

unusual response patterns, either high agreement or disagreement. These 

questions and the indicators associated with them were considered as the 

potential spheres that the relationship between perceived density/densification 

and place attachment might shape. Moreover, Factor Analysis on cross-case 

data identified the latent constructs of perceived density and place attachment 

in Tehran. The latent constructs or the identified ‘factors’ revealed the 

indicators which significantly contribute to the formation of perception of 

density and place attachment among the residents in Tehran.  

The presented analysis in this chapter does not intend to look into the causal 

relationship between perceived density and place attachment. The humanistic 

approach of the theoretical framing of this research emphasises on 

interpretation of multiple subjectivities and individual experiences related to 

density and place. A causal link, even if existent, does not say much about the 

nature of the relationship between perceived density and place attachment and 

the complex dynamics in between. Therefore, correlation analysis would 

portray a reductionist image of the way density can influence people-place 

relations.  

These findings – the identified indicators and factors - were then transferred 

into the development of the semi-structured interview protocol and serve as its 

topical backbone and guideline. 
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7.1 Perceived density and place attachment in the three 

neighbourhoods.  

The survey was administered during June and July 2018 in three urban 

neighbourhoods in Tehran. Quota samples were created based on four 

underlying demographic profiles. The socio-demographic and housing 

characteristics – age, gender, housing tenure, economic activity - of each 

sample suitably fit the population census data as of 2016. The in-site survey 

was carried out in key locations within each neighbourhood to ensure a diverse 

range of respondents can be recruited. These locations included “The 

Neighbourhood Association Centre” (NAC), local parks, mosques, libraries, 

shopping centres and schools. The survey package included a brief 

description of the research, consent form, and the questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was provided in Persian/ Farsi language.  

In the sections that follow, the questionnaire findings from the three 

neighbourhoods are presented. For each of the perceived density and place 

attachment questionnaires, the questions that showed a notable imbalance in 

their response pattern are explored. These questions highlight contentious 

issues which the residents do not seem to have a consensus about and thus, 

are expected to play a role in the relationship between density and place 

attachment.  

7.1.1 Gisha 

The survey included 11 questions addressing diverse aspects and dimensions 

of perceived density – revolving around two key sub-elements, perceived 

social density (PSD) and perceived spatial density (PPD) – through 5-point 

Likert questions scaled from completely agree to completely disagree. 

Numbers were assigned to the responses (1= completely agree, 2=agree, 

3=neutral, 4=disagree, 5=completely disagree). Whenever the question or 

statement was negatively worded, the responses were reverse scored12. 

Figure 7-1 summarises frequencies of the responses to each question.

 
12 Reverse scoring means that the numerical scoring scale runs in the opposite direction.  



 

 

 

Figure 7-1 Perceived density survey in Gisha. Frequency of responses. 
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The first question (Q1) was aimed at people’s perception of crowding. Around 

two-third (67%) of the respondents in our sample agreed with the statement 

“the neighbourhood is overcrowded” which is the highest rate among all the 

questions on perceived density in Gisha. This question addresses the 

residents’ self-assessment of the level of social density. Based on their daily 

experiences, residents obtain an overall feeling of the total number of people 

residing in the area in accordance with the space available. The pattern of 

responses to this question in Gisha suggested that perception of social density 

might be a problematic issue and requires particular attention in the interviews. 

The second question (Q2) was concerned with socio-cultural homogeneity.  

Forty-six per cent of the respondents believed that the neighbourhood’s socio-

cultural structure is homogeneous compared to thirty-five per cent who had the 

opposite view. The difference is not huge; however, socio-cultural uniformity is 

not unexpected in Gisha. The neighbourhood is not among the top migrant 

recipient areas in Tehran and thus its socio-cultural structure could not be 

massively diverse.  

Another question (Q3) showed a significantly dichotomous response pattern 

was related to privacy. Around 67 per cent of the sample stated that 

maintaining privacy is not problematic for them compared to a considerably 

lower proportion of 15 per cent. It is essential to follow up on this question in 

the interviews to clarify whether not being concerned about maintaining privacy 

is due to the physical arrangement of the houses and buildings, or it is an 

indication of a specific sociocultural perspective.  

The question about the size of the buildings (Q6) also showed a relatively 

strong consensus among the participants as thirty-six percent disagreed with 

the statement that the size of buildings is oppressive. This question also 

showed the highest rate of neutral response which might be an indication of 

some difficulties in comprehending the meaning of question or perhaps, the 

participants’ indifference towards the size of the buildings.  

In another question (Q7), 47 per cent stated that there are few open spaces 

across the neighbourhood compared to 32 per cent who stated the opposite. 
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The relatively small gap between the two views is surprising because the 

existing open spaces across the neighbourhood are noticeably scarce. The 

underlying reason why a relatively large proportion of the residents perceive 

the availability of open spaces as enough must be addressed in the interviews.  

The response pattern to the above question became more interesting when it 

was compared with the responses to the question regarding the distance 

between adjacent buildings (Q5). More than half of the respondents (57 per 

cent) believed that the space between buildings is narrow. It can be argued 

that residents have two distinctive spatial perception about openness; one at 

the neighbourhood level and one at the street level.   

The response pattern to the questions addressing consistency of buildings’ 

height and façade design (Q9 &Q10) showed a general agreement on 

consistency of the buildings’ height while a general disagreement on 

homogeneity of the facades. Finally, 49 per cent of the respondents tended to 

disagree with the statement the “sidewalks are wide enough to walk” (Q11) 

while 34 per cent agreed.  

In general, the survey findings in Gisha suggested that sense of crowding, 

sociocultural homogeneity, the distance between buildings, and sense of 

privacy are among the top items to which residents have a relative consensus. 

Majority of the residents maintained that the neighbourhood is overcrowded; a 

feeling which relates to social perceived density and signifies residents’ 

perception of overpopulation in Gisha. Majority of the residents also 

maintained that they share the same sociocultural background with their 

neighbours. According to the theoretical framework, similar socio-cultural 

background implies fewer stimuli and thus, a perception of low density. 

Moreover, the majority of the residents stated that maintaining privacy is not 

difficult in Gisha which similarly indicates a low level of perceived density. 

Finally, most of the sample stated that buildings are too close to each other; a 

fact that might indirectly contribute to the sense of crowding. 
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With regard to place attachment, the survey included one direct question “How 

much do you feel attached to your neighbourhood?”. The respondents were 

asked to indicate the degree to which they feel attached to their neighbourhood 

from very low (1) to very high (5) (M= 3.57, SD=1.05). The most popular 

responses were medium (32%) to high (33%) level of place attachment (See 

figure 7-2).  

 

Figure 7-2 Place attachment in Gisha 

The rest of the survey included a total number of 28 Likert scaled questions 

plus two questions addressing privacy and the scale of sidewalk borrowed 

from the previous section of the survey (see figure 7-3 on the next page). 



 

 

 

Figure 7-3 Place attachment survey in Gisha. Frequency of responses. 
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The three most dichotomous response patterns belonged to “Q15: not caring 

about the neighbourhood” (81 % disagreed while 11% agreed); “Q12: feeling 

safe” (7% disagreed while 78% agreed); and “Q30: difficulty of maintaining 

privacy” (67% disagreed while 15% agreed).  

Beside these three questions, the response patterns to a set of other questions 

also showed significant consensus. Around 70 per cent of the respondents 

stated that they do want to show around the neighbourhood to their guests 

(Q17). Furthermore, around 67 per cent expressed their willingness to wander 

around and discover new areas in their neighbourhood (Q13). In general, the 

answers to these two questions suggest that the residents have a positive 

perception of the place. It also suggests that Gisha has a positive reputation 

which leads to sense of pride.  

Regarding residents’ views on the socio-spatial transformation of the 

neighbourhood, 68 per cent of the sample in Gisha believed that there is a 

huge population influx into the neighbourhood each year (Q19). Moreover, 

around 65 per cent of the respondents stated that the neighbourhood’s 

physical form has significantly transformed and changed since the time they 

had moved in (Q3). This proves that the magnitude of changes in the social 

and spatial construct of Gisha is palpable and identifiable for almost two-third 

of the residents. 

Descriptive analysis of the place attachment survey questions also revealed 

that 68 per cent of the residents have strong family connections and ties in the 

neighbourhood compared to a significantly low 11 per cent that stated they 

have not got any strong family connection (Q18). Moreover, 62 per cent of the 

respondents said that they want their family and relatives to live in Gisha (Q7). 

This indicates the fact that many of the residents conceive Gisha as a 

sufficiently good location to live that they want to see their relatives there. 

However, this tendency could be due to the need for social support rather than 

the sole positive qualities of the neighbourhood  

It can be concluded from the survey findings that Gisha residents are strongly 

bonded to their local neighbourhood. In general, residents’ responses to 
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survey items suggested an overall positive view of the neighbourhood. Two 

items that showed unusual response patterns were population influx and 

physical transformation of the neighbourhood where most of our sample in 

Gisha believed that there is a considerable population influx into the area, and 

the physical setting of the neighbourhood has transformed significantly since 

the time they have moved in. These items can negatively impact place 

attachment and thus, their potential relationship with densification and 

perception of density must be investigated through interviews.  
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7.1.2 West Tehran-Pars 

Residents’ responses to 11 perceived density Likert questions highlighted the 

significance of a few perceived density indicators which will be discussed 

below (see figure 7-4).  

Fifty-five per cent of the sample in West Tehran-pars agreed on the statement 

that the neighbourhood is overcrowded compared to 27% who disagreed (Q1).  

With respect to social homogeneity (Q2), around 50% of the respondents 

stated that they share the same social and cultural background with others 

which indicates a detectable level of perceived homogeneity. Surprisingly, in 

our sample (N=29), none of the respondents disagreed with the statement and 

the neutral choice represented the highest proportion (48%).  

Another high neutral response rate emerged with regards to the statement “it 

is difficult to maintain privacy in this neighbourhood” (Q3) with a significant 69 

per cent. The underlying reason that maintaining privacy is not a concern for 

the residents requires further investigation in the semi-structured interview. 

Also, seventy-four per cent stated that there is not enough open space 

available in the neighbourhood (Q5) compared to 18 per cent with the contrary 

perception.  

Responses to the questions addressing buildings’ height and façade 

consistency were similar. Buildings’ height consistency (Q9) showed 48 per 

cent disagreement and again, a surprising 52 per cent of neutrality. Buildings’ 

façade consistency (Q10) presented 58% disagreement alongside 42% of 

neutrality. Finally, 57 per cent disagreed that sidewalks are wide and 

convenient enough to persuade walking (Q11) compared to only 7 per cent 

who agreed with the statement.



 

 

 

Figure 7-4 Perceived density survey in W Tehran-pars. Frequency of responses. 
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Place attachment survey in West Tehran-pars underlined consensus among 

residents over some attachment indicators (figure 7-5). General attachment in 

West Tehran-pars was evaluated as slightly above mid-range (M=3.31, 

SD=1.13).  

 

 

Figure 7-5 Place attachment in W Tehran-pars. 

Analysis of the responses to the place attachment questions resulted in a few 

exciting insights. For instance, demographic turnover (Q19) in West Tehran-

pars seems to be noteworthy as around 75% of the sample believed that the 

number of new people moving into the neighbourhood is huge and noticeable. 

An explanation for this prevailing viewpoint could be the large proportion of 

private tenants in West Tehran-pars (40%). The other statements that showed



 

 

 

Figure 7-6 Place attachment survey in W Tehran-pars. Frequency of responses. 
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noticeable consensus were Q6 and Q16, in which the majority of the sample 

expressed their willingness to move out of the neighbourhood if they find a 

suitable opportunity. Surprisingly, and despite the general willingness to move 

out, approximately 80% of the sample stated that they care for the 

neighbourhood (Q15). These contradictory insights raise the importance of 

investigating the underlying incentives behind residents’ inclination towards 

leaving West Tehran-pars.  

While a fragile majority (52%) of the residents perceived the neighbourhood 

as being generally safe (Q12), responses to Q1 regarding the perception of 

safety at night revealed a contradictory vision in which 56 per cent of the 

sample stated that they do not feel safe walking alone at night.  

Lastly, around 75 per cent of the sample agreed that there is not enough open 

space in the neighbourhood (Q29); a concern which is very likely to have an 

adverse impact on place attachment.  

Drawing solid conclusions from the above discussions is excessively 

challenging due to the relatively small survey sample in West Tehran-pars. To 

overcome this complication, this thesis opts for a flexible and reflexive 

approach to the survey findings; Particularly for West Tehran-pars, drawing 

inferences were postponed until data triangulation can be done by employing 

all the data from questionnaires and interviews.  

Based on our observations and in accordance with the existing secondary data 

and survey findings, it could be suggested that at least in most parts of West 

Tehran-pars residents represent a high level of place attachment. Having a 

good reputation amongst the residential neighbourhoods in the east part of 

Tehran, West Tehran-pars not only hampers the outward movement of its 

residents but also is a beautiful living area for those seeking a better living 

environment. Place attachment seems to be stronger among the residents in 

the lower parts of the neighbourhood; the area which is geographically closer 

to the central parts of old Tehran-pars neighbourhood.  
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7.1.3 North Afsariyeh 

Responses to the eleven questions of perceived density survey showed strong 

feelings and perceptions of the residents. The figure on the next page 

represents the answers provided by the resident to psychometric statements 

addressing perception of density (See Figure 7-7).  

A few questions showed a strong consensus among the residents. For 

example, around 92 per cent of the respondents in North Afsariyeh tended to 

agree with the statement “this neighbourhood is overcrowded” (Q1) which is 

the highest among the three neighbourhoods. This significant level of 

agreement on crowdedness illustrates a seemingly clear perception of 

perceived social density among the residents. The residents have come to this 

opinion based on their lived experience in the area and an appraisal of the 

population based on the available private and public area.  

With regards to the socio-cultural profile of the neighbourhood (Q2), 53 per 

cent of the sample agreed that their neighbourhood is not socially and 

culturally homogeneous compared to 13% who disagreed. This finding is 

against our preliminary expectation which was based on the secondary data. 

As it was documented in the official reports (Ayazi 2014), North Afsariyeh was 

pictured as a neighbourhood with a high degree of social and cultural 

uniformity. The problem with official reports of this kind is their overreliance on 

objectively defined measures of homogeneity and their separation from latent 

factors concealed in the social realm. The inconsistency between the objective 

study of the measure of homogeneity by the researcher and subjective 

appraisal of the residents' perception explicitly shows the excessive value of 

the knowledge obtained from the lived experience of the inhabitants. Based on 

the theoretical framework, it is essential to thoroughly address the issue of 

sociocultural heterogeneity in the following interviews.  



 

 

 

Figure 7-7 Perceived density survey. Frequency of responses. 
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Almost 75 per cent of the sample believed that the space available in the 

neighbourhood is not enough for the population (Q8) which again, 

demonstrates the high degree of perceived crowding in North Afsariyeh.  

Regarding the perception of physical density, residents’ responses provided 

interesting insights. For instance, 58 per cent of the respondents believed that 

buildings are too close (Q5) to each other compared to 16 per cent who had 

the contrary opinion.  

With respect to the availability of public open spaces (Q7), residents’ 

perception was also in accordance with our expectation. Around 70 per cent 

of the sample agreed that there are not enough open spaces in the 

neighbourhood.  

Finally, around 76 per cent of the residents perceived the condition and scale 

of sidewalks as being weak and inconvenient for walking (Q11) compared to 

14% who had the opposite view.  

The survey results show that sense of crowding is an imperative factor in 

studying perception of density in North Afsariyeh. A large population – which 

is indeed heterogeneous in the eye of residents - packed in a rigidly structured 

urban setting with a few public, open spaces would surely lead into a strong 

sense of crowding, which subsequently might influence the inhabitants’ 

affective relation with the neighbourhood.  

Place attachment in North Afsariyeh was in general lower than the other two 

neighbourhoods (M=2.47, SD=0.96) (see figure 7-8). In response to the 

statement “How much do you feel attached to your neighbourhood?”, the top 

three choices were medium (38%), low (36%) and very low (15%).  
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Figure 7-8 Place attachment in N Afsariyeh. 

Responses to the 30-items place attachment Likert questions showed 

significant dichotomous response patterns. The figure on the next page 

summarises the responses (see figure 7-9).  

According to the survey results, 83 per cent of the sample stated that they do 

not want their family or friends live in the neighbourhood (Q7). Willingness to 

have closed ones living nearby is taken as an indicator of being attached to 

the neighbourhood. It can be presumed that unwillingness to recommend a 

locality to others as suitable living space can be either due to a negative 

reputation or attached stigma from the outsiders, or a sort of negative lived 

experience one goes through by living in the area.  

Another huge discrepancy emerged regarding isolation measure (Q8). Around 

40% of the sample believed that people do not tend to be isolated in the area 

compared to 9 per cent who had the opposite view. This finding is in 

accordance with our field observation.

 



 

 

 

Figure 7-9 Place attachment survey. Frequency of the responses. 
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I noticed that in different times of the day, the public and social realm of the 

neighbourhood is highly spirited, lively and active. However, interestingly, 58 

per cent of the sample said they do not have important social ties in the 

neighbourhood that losing them would make them unhappy, while 16% stated 

the opposite (Q10). It can be argued that residents in North Afsariyeh tend to 

be more socially active and avoid being isolated in their homes. As Ayazi 

(2013) stated, this can be due to the relatively low quality of their living space, 

e.g., small homes, low in quality and aesthetic measures, lack of private 

gardens, and so forth which persuade the residents to go out and spend time 

outside. However, apparently this does not lead to the establishment of strong 

social ties which might be a sign of lack of social trust or a high degree of social 

alienation.  

The results were surprising with regards to safety measures. There was a 

slight difference between the proportion of those agreed that crime rate is high 

(Q11) (28%) and those who disagreed (12%). Interestingly, 60 per cent of the 

sample chose neither agree nor disagree which is the highest among all the 

items. Nevertheless, with regards to general safety perception measure (Q12), 

the result is more dichotomous as it shows that majority of the respondents 

(42%) perceive the area a safe place compared to 20 per cent with the 

opposite view. Similarly, a high proportion of the sample (38%) chose the 

neutral option. The observed inconsistency makes drawing a conclusion 

somehow challenging. Although our observations suggest that North Afsariyeh 

seems to be a safe place, the lived experience of residents must be taken as 

a more reliable source.  

Population influx and demographic turnover (Q19) was another issue with a 

significant level of agreement among the residents. Around 75 per cent of the 

residents believed that many people move into the area each year compared 

to only 2 per cent. Due to its manifold social and spatial shortcomings and its 

relatively peripheral location, several residents tend to move out of North 

Afsariyeh \after a few years in search for better living quality and higher social 

prestige. Residents’ response to another statement support this claim as 

around 80 per cent agreed with the statement “This neighbourhood has many 

advantages, but if I find a better place, I will move out” (Q16). 
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The high degree of population turnover and demographic change might 

potentially contribute to yet another socially destructive condition in which the 

majority of the local residents (65%) are unable to distinguish residents from 

non-residents (Q20). In general, it is expected that place attachment in North 

Afsariyeh is under threat because of a handful of issues: Safety measures, 

demographic turnover harming social relations and composition, lack of social 

trust and positive social relations, and social stigma attached to the 

neighbourhood. 

7.2 Cross-case analysis: Neighbourhood perceived density and place 

attachment in Tehran  

7.2.1 Preliminary descriptive data analyses 

A set of pre-processing data modification and analyses were applied to the 

survey data to ensure that an acceptable level of data integrity is established 

for the succeeding statistical analyses. Different software packages including 

SPSS 25, AMOS 25, and Factor (Lorenzo-Seva and Ferrando, 2006) were 

used for data verification and analysis at different steps based on their 

capabilities and strengths.  

Initially, the negatively worded Likert items were re-coded in each of the 

scales. This meant that higher scores indicated a greater level of perceived 

density (PD) and place attachment (PA). In the next step, univariate and 

multivariate distribution of all items were assessed. Univariate and multivariate 

normal distribution is a vital assumption for running EFA. However, our dataset 

did not show either a univariate or a multivariate normal distribution. The 

Shapiro-Wilk normality test for small samples rejected the null hypothesis (. 

sig = 0.00) of normality in all the items. Kurtosis values  error for most of the 

items were above the absolute value 1. Also, the multivariate Mardia’s statistic 

(3.666) has been noted as indicative of multivariate kurtosis (Bentler and Wu, 

1993). As a result, the data did not fulfil the assumption of univariate and 

multivariate normality. The non-normal distribution suggests that EFA must be 

carried out using the Polychoric correlation matrix instead of Pearson 

correlation (Morata-Ramírez and Holgado-Tello, 2013; van der Eijk et al., 
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2015). It must be noted that non-normality was anticipated to occur due to the 

dichotomous nature of Likert items and the extreme condition of selected 

cases with regards to PD and PA. 

The measure of internal consistency was calculated for PD and PA questions 

to estimate score reliability. An initial check via Cronbach’s alpha test where 

the recommended cut-off value for score reliability for survey research is alpha 

> 0.7 (DeVellis, R.F. 2012; Kline, P. 2000) showed an acceptable level of 

internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha for the PD scale: 0.767; Cronbach’s 

alpha for the PA scale: 0.901).  

Empirical data sets often include missing values. Missing values can have a 

significant effect on the conclusions that can be drawn from the data. The 

analysis of the variables included in our dataset showed a few missing values. 

The items with the highest percentage of missing values were Q2-8 (‘the space 

available for the existing population’) with 5.1per cent; and Q3-11 (‘Crime rate’) 

with 5.7 per cent. Regarding the socio-demographic items, two questions 

addressed to the length of residence at the neighbourhood (13%) and in 

Tehran (19%) showed noticeable missing percentage. The relatively high 

percentage of missing value in the items addressed to the length of residence 

could be explained by oblivion, forgetfulness or uncertainty. Although the 

overall portion of missing data in our sample was rather small (2%), it is crucial 

to modify the incomplete data to obtain a complete dataset before conducting 

any analysis. Due to the relatively small sample size and particularly to avoid 

deletion of the incomplete cases, data imputation (Schafer, 1999) was used to 

handle the missing data in our data set. While handling the missing data 

problem, it is essential to consider the mechanisms under which the data is 

missing. The result of missing data test on SPSS corresponds that “missing 

completely at random” (MCAR) does not hold in our dataset (Little’s MCAR 

test:. sig = 0.00). This violation means that listwise and pairwise deletion are 

not suitable solutions for our data (Schafer & Graham 2002). 

Unlike MCAR, missing at random (MAR) is not testable and the decision to opt 

for it is highly dependent on the researchers’ knowledge of the dataset and the 

patterns of missing data. This thesis assumes that MAR holds for the dataset 
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after careful checks. A closer inspection of the dataset suggested that the 

missing data follows some pattern. For instance, the highest percentage of 

missing values was spotted in the questions that were differently worded in 

order to test the validity of the responses. These questions were assumed to 

be more challenging and harder to comprehend for the residents, thus the 

decision was made to repeat them in the questionnaire with a distinct wording. 

It might be the case that the respondents were impatient to answer the same 

question in different formats, which leads to some items signifying a higher 

percentage of missing value. Accordingly, data imputation, rather than 

deletion, is selected as the appropriate way to handle missing values.  

7.2.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis of perceived density and place 

attachment items 

Factor analysis is widely used in survey analysis to identify the latent factors 

in the survey items and also to test hypotheses about such latent factors 

(Goodwin, 1999; Thompson, 2004; Costello and Osborne, 2005). FA has been 

frequently employed by studies in the field of environmental psychology, 

particularly the studies focusing on place attachment (e.g. Knez 2014; Brown 

& Raymond 2007; Lewicka 2011a). As a sub-category of FA methods, 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) refers to a cluster of standard methods used 

to explore the underlying pattern of relationships among multiple observed 

variables when the employed scale in not pre-tested. EFA is useful for 

assessing the dimensionality of questionnaire scales that measure underlying 

latent variables. 

Due to the non-normal distribution of the survey data, EFA was carried out by 

using non-parametric methods (Muthén and Kaplan, 1985). The software 

package Factor 10.8.04 (Lorenzo-Seva and Fernando 2005) was employed 

because of its compatibility with calculating Polychoric correlation matrix.  

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was carried out on the perceived density 

items by forcing the eleven Likert items into Promin rotated solution. Promin 

rotation is recommended by Lorenzo-Seva (1999) as a useful method of 

oblique rotation. Moreover, this factor rotation method was chosen as it was 
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expected that the potential factors support the theoretical framework 

representing the social and physical constructs of perceived density and 

therefore being correlated with each other. The first three factors resulted from 

EFA accounted for 74% of the total variance. The items with pattern 

coefficients below 0.4 were considered as insignificant and thus, removed 

(See Table 7-1)  

Table 7-1 EFA results on the perceived density survey. Rotated loading matrix. The items 
presented in this table demonstrate the original wordings, prior to re-coding. 

 variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

PD1 overcrowded  0.695  

PD2 socio-cultural homogeneity  0.411  

PD3 privacy  0.877  

PD4 unwanted interactions    

PD5 space between buildings 1.161   

PD6 oppressive building size    

PD7 open space 0.592   

PD8 space not enough for population  0.598  

PD9 height consistency   0.928 

PD10 facade consistency   0.722 

PD11 sidewalks 0.819   

     

 Eigenvalue 3.6949 1.5448 0.9905 

 Variance (%) 44% 18% 12% 

The three identified factors were to a high degree consistent with the 

theoretical framework of this thesis. The first factor (factor loading: 3.6949) 

corresponded with ‘perceived physical density’ (PPD) with three items 

including space between buildings, open spaces, and sidewalk scale. The 

second factor (factor loading: 1.5448) reflected on ‘perceived social density’ 

(SPD) and comprised of four items: sense of crowding, socio-cultural 

heterogeneity, privacy, perception of space available for the population. The 

third and last factor (factor loading: 0.9905) although showed a factor loading 

below 1, reflected on a latent factor which was included in the theoretical 

framework of this research as a subcategory of PPD. This latent factor was 

associated with visual stimuli in the neighbourhood contributing to perception 
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of physical density and is identified by building height and façade consistency. 

This last factor was called visual density (VD).  

The EFA process on thirty place attachment items was carried out by 

evaluating the Polychoric correlation matrix. Minimum Rank Factor Analysis 

(MRFA) (Ten Berge and Kiers, 1991) was employed for factor extraction. The 

factors forced into Promin rotated solution (Lorenzo-Seva, 1999). Promin 

rotation is an oblique factor rotation method which presupposes that the 

potential factors being correlated with each other. Based on the Parallel 

Analysis results, two factors retained (See table 7-2). The verification process 

of EFA resulted in the elimination of the variables with insignificant factor 

loading (below 0.4).    

The first factor with the highest eigenvalue (10.22) accounted for 36% of the 

variance. The rotated loading matrix for this factor identified nine items with 

factor loading above 0.40. The factor loadings are between 0.487 and 0.944. 

The topic of these items was then studied to identify which dimension of place 

attachment they are referring to. This factor covers an array of items related to 

the general sense of attachment including direct questions about ‘the degree 

of attachment’ to ‘missing the neighbourhood while away’ and ‘willingness to 

move out’. The first factor was dubbed “general place attachment” (GPA).  

The second factor with an eigenvalue of 3.14 accounted for 11% of the total 

variance. Eleven items showed factor loading above 0.40. These variables are 

mainly concerned with residents’ socio-spatial perception of place. The items 

address residents’ perception of multiple physical and social elements that are 

assumed to be relevant to and contribute to the sense of place attachment. 

These items included safety perception, safety at night, sense of privacy, 

distinguishable residents and non-residents, etc. The second factor was 

named “socio-spatial perception of place” (SSPP).  
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Table 7-2 EFA results on the place attachment survey. Rotated loading matrix. The items 
presented in this table demonstrate the original wordings, prior to re-coding. 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 

PA1 P. safety at night  0.766 

PA2 null. dangerous places   

PA3 P. neighbourhood transformation   

PA4 P. distinguishable places   

PA5 P. pleasant shape   

PA6 G. Even if there are better places, I am not going to 

move out of this neighbourhood. 

0.502  

PA7 S. family and friends to live here  0.437 

PA8 S. isolation   

PA9 S. social attachment, people I appreciate leave   

PA10 S. important social ties   

PA11 S. crime rate  0.874 

PA12 P. safety perception  0.448 

PA13 P. wandering and discovering  0.417 

PA14 G. People should not get attached to the place in 

which they live. 

0.906  

PA15 G. I don't care about where I live. 0.590  

PA16 G. This neighbourhood has many advantages, but if 

I find a better place, I will move out. 

0.944  

PA17 S. showing around to guests  0.522 

PA18 S. family connection 0.626  

PA19 S. migration into the neighbourhood  0.693 

PA20 S. distinguish res/non-res  0.407 

PA21 S. immediate neighbours   

PA22 P. I would be sorry if I and the people I appreciate in 

this neighbourhood move out. 

0.604  

PA23 G. attached to neighbourhood 0.535  

PA24 G. willingness to move out 0.487  

PA25 G. This neighbourhood is part of me.   

PA26 G.  I miss the place when I am not here.   

PA27 G. I am not proud of this place.  0.668 

PA28 G. I am rooted in this neighbourhood.   

PA29 open space  0.745 

PA30 privacy  0.824 

 Eigenvalue 10.2249 3.1400 

 Variance (%) 36% 11% 
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7.2.3 t-test and ANOVA 

Independent t-tests and one-factorial analyses of variances (ANOVA) were 

also conducted to explore group differences in place attachment survey data. 

t-Test showed that there was no statistically significant difference between 

male and female groups (p = .341). Women (M= 2.8370, SD= .66, range 1-5) 

and Men (M= 2.9491, SD= .87, range 1-5); t (173) = -0.955 , p = 0.341) did not 

differ significantly on place attachment.  

An independent-sample t-test was also conducted to compare place 

attachment between the owners and tenants. No significant difference was 

found between place attachment of the owners (M= 2.9957, SD=0.07) and the 

tenants (M= 2.7607, SD=0.10); t (154) = 1.859 , p = 0.065). The results suggest 

that being an owner does not essentially make residents more attached to their 

place of living.  

A statistically significant difference was identified between different age groups 

by one-way ANOVA test (F (3,171) = 9.759, p = .000). Tukey post-hoc test 

revealed that sense of place attachment was significantly higher in the 

respondents above the age 65 (p = .001) compared to the 18-24 age group. 

Moreover, place attachment was significantly lower in 25-49 age group 

compared to the 50-64 group (p = .006) and the above 65 group (p = .000). 

The result confirms the presumption that older people establish a more positive 

and robust relationship with their local neighbourhood compared to the 

younger generations.  

ANOVA test on economic activity also showed a significant difference between 

group means on place attachment (F (3,170) = 4.450, p = .005). Nevertheless, 

Tukey ad-hoc test showed that the most significant difference between group 

means was between the “employed” and “others” categories (p = .003) where 

“others” showed a significantly higher level of place attachment compared to 

the “employed” category. The choice of “others” in the questionnaire required 

further explanation by the respondent on his/her economic activity situation. 

Based on the responses, this category was mainly comprised of homemakers 

and pensioners. This finding highlights one of the critical gender implications 
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of the survey. Further analysis revealed that 83% of those selected the 

category of ‘others’ were women. High place attachment among women who 

do not consider themselves employed or unemployed signifies the presence 

of other alternative dynamics of place attachment enhancement such as strong 

local networks. The concealed gender implications of the relationship between 

density and place attachment are further explored and developed through the 

semi-structured interviews.  

Finally, ANOVA test suggested that there is no statistically significant 

difference in place attachment between various educational levels (F (5,169) 

= 1.682, p= .141). Survey results also approved the findings from previous 

studies regarding the positive impact of age and length of residence on place 

attachment. However, no meaningful relationship was found between 

homeownership, level of education and place attachment.  

7.3 Summary 

Based on the descriptive analysis findings, the below indicators were expected 

to play a more significant role in the relationship between perceived density 

and place attachment:  

- Safety measures including the general perception of safety, crime rate, 

and safety at night. 

- Having social ties at the neighbourhood, e.g., family and friends. 

- Willingness to wander around the neighbourhood. 

- Willingness to show around to guests (sense of pride – social stigma). 

- Demographic turnover of the neighbourhood. 

- Being able to distinguish local residents from non-residents. 

- and the ability to maintain privacy. 

The EFA suggested a theory-based and empirically approved construct of 

perceived density and place attachment in Tehran. In light of the EFA results, 

perceived physical density is mainly determined by three indicators: (1) the 

distance between adjacent/opposite buildings, (2) availability of open spaces, 

and (3) physical qualities of the sidewalks.  
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Similarly, perceived social density is determined by (1) sense of crowing (the 

population in a given space), (2) social and cultural heterogeneity, and (3) 

privacy. The EFA also identified a third factor correlated with perceived 

physical density and particularly associated with visual continuity. This factor 

was not primarily included in the theoretical framework of this research. Visual 

density (VD) is determined by the consistency of building heights and facades 

architectural/material qualities at the street level.  

In addition, EFA suggested two latent factors in the construct of place 

attachment. The first composite factor reflects the general sense of attachment 

to the neighbourhood. It is comprised of a multitude of items in the 

questionnaire which had addressed various indicators of place attachment. 

The second compound factor reflects on residents’ perception of the social and 

physical qualities of place. The socio-spatial perception of place is shaped by 

people’s understanding of several indicators resulted from their daily 

experiences has shown a strong relation with general place attachment.  

The survey analysis findings suggest that the identified indicators and factors 

are significant in the formation of perceived density and place attachment in 

the context of Tehran and thus might be imperative threads to be further 

investigated and followed through the interviews. For this reason, the interview 

protocol and its topical outline chiefly focused on these indicators and factors 

(See Appendix C). 
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This chapter presents the findings emerged from the analysis of the qualitative 

data collected by the semi-structured interviews (N=15) (see Appendix C for 

the interview protocol). Descriptive statistical analysis and Factor Analysis 

were used to explain the data, identify unusual distribution of responses to the 

questions, and to reveal the factors and predictors that might play a more 

significant role in people’s perception of density and place attachment in 

Tehran. The findings of survey analysis provided a set of potential guiding 

cues, threads and hints to be followed up by the semi-structured interviews. 

This chapter aim to answer four sub-questions that were concerned with the 

process of urban densification, the intervening factors, the residents’ reaction 

to place transformation and the different types of people-place relations. The 

findings of thematic analysis are categorised into three groups in accordance 

with the research sub-questions.  

The first set of findings reflect on the nature of the relationship between 

perceived density and perception of densification, and place attachment. The 

second group of identified themes reflect on the external factors that influence 

the above relationship without being directly linked to densification process in 

Tehran. Lastly, the third set of identified theme reflect on the residents’’ 

reaction to place change – urban densification – drawing on Devine-Wright’s 

(2009) theoretical model.  

8.1 The dynamics between perceived density/ perception of 

densification and place attachment 

Thematic analysis of the semi-structured interviews identified four general 

themes characterising distinctive domains. The themes are (1) place 

dependence, (2) place memory, (3) place quality, and (4) socio-demographic 

factors. The diagram below (figure 8-1) illustrates the thematic maps of the 

identified themes and their sub-themes. Dashed lines show two potential inter-

theme linkages between place memory and loss of community, and car traffic/ 

parking and construction nuisances.  
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Figure 8-1 Thematic map of the identified themes and sub-themes. 

8.1.1 Theme 1: Place dependence  

The first theme was related to the functionality of place or place dependence. 

Place dependence is a form of attachment which refers to the degree to which 

local residents rely on the neighbourhood to satisfy their needs (Giuliani, 2003; 

Hernández et al., 2007; Fornara, Bonaiuto and Bonnes, 2010). This type of 

attachment signifies the imperative role of the neighbourhood in the users’ 

daily lives by offering a balanced setting of services and essentials, functions, 

and accessibilities. The significance of place dependence within the cases of 

this thesis was rather unexpected and associated with the linguistic dilemma 

in Farsi language explained on page 142.  

A notable majority of the interviewees reported that functionality of the 

neighbourhood and its ability to satisfy their daily needs was of vital importance 

for them. As one interviewee put it:  

“I am functionally dependent on my neighbourhood (Gisha)…Here, 
I have access to everything I need…banks, shops, doctors, 
everything.” (Male, 20s, Gisha).  

Another interviewee, when was asked about attachment, replied with 

reference to dependence and defined his relationship with place as merely 

constructed by the ability of place to respond to his needs: 
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 “I really don’t care if they change the neighbourhood, as long as 
they don’t touch the places that satisfy my needs such as some 
specific shops and stores… we cannot resist change.” (Male, 20s, 
Gisha).  

In the first instance, the above account might be understood as an indication 

of lack of any sort of connection to the place. A closer look at this account 

shows that what matters to this respondent is the ability of his neighbourhood 

to satisfy his daily needs, not its physical or social characteristics. The above 

quote thus lucidly shows the distinction between being attached to place and 

being dependent on it.  

Another participant in North Afsariyeh highlighted proximity to the services that 

she regularly used such as supermarket, bakery, fashion shops, etc. and said: 

 “I am very happy with my neighbourhood…everything I need is in 
5 minutes walking distance. It is so convenient for me and has made 
life so easier.”  (Female, 40s, Afsariyeh). 

 It has to be mentioned that residents’ needs and wants significantly differ 

across various neighbourhoods and are contingent upon individuals’ socio-

cultural and economic conditions.  

The most fundamental needs raised by the residents were having access to 

stores, banks, supermarkets, etc.; to the recreational facilities such as parks 

and cinemas; and hassle-free use of their cars and access to car parks. 

Nevertheless, a prevalent view amongst the interviewees was that 

densification – among other factors – is one of the leading causes of the 

degradation of local services and disruption in their neighbourhoods’ 

functionality. Neighbourhood development without ample consideration of the 

existing urban infrastructures and potential capacities of the place for further 

development had inevitably led to overburdening and exhaustion of the already 

existing but inadequate services.  

Sub-theme: Traffic and car park  

Concerns regarding lack of parking spaces were more widespread and were 

surfaced mainly in relation to the reconstruction of residential buildings and 
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insufficient parking space provision in the new developments. For example, an 

interviewee remarked:  

“the high number of cars in the neighbourhood is really 
annoying…double parking is very common…sometimes [drivers] 
park their cars on the sidewalk… it’s frustrating in narrow alleys.” 
(Female, 30s, Afsariyeh).  

Another participant highlighted a remarkable relation between densification 

and parking problem. She said: 

 “land parcels are very small in Afsariyeh; when they build 
apartment blocks, they do not provide parking space for all the units. 
This is the root of the problem…residents have to park in the street 
and there is not enough space for this.” (Female, 40s, Afsariyeh).  

The opposite view persists as well. In an informal chat, one resident pointed 

out that finding parking space for his car is not a big issue:  

“Most of the units are empty. No one can buy a property or even 
rent because of the high prices…...Newly built homes have their 
own parking. I never had a problem with finding parking space…”. 
(Male, 20s, Gisha).  

Generally speaking, traffic congestion and the lack of sufficient  parking spaces 

are among the most discussed urban challenges in Tehran (e.g. Atash, 2007; 

Madanipour, 2011; Shoorcheh et al., 2016). A set of conditions are 

commonplace in the city including the limited capacity of streets and roads in 

relation with the number of cars; the high degree of car-dependency due to 

lack of sufficient public transportation links; and absence of traffic controlling 

mechanisms which give rise to unlawful behaviour by the motorists. Having 

this problematic landscape in the background, the above accounts suggest 

that the process of residential rebuilding and densification effectively 

exacerbate the problem of parking space and traffic congestion and disrupts 

the expected functionality of place at the local level. 
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Sub-theme: Recreational facilities 

Another sub-theme is related to the provision of recreational facilities such as 

parks, playgrounds, and local cinemas. Residential development in the vacant 

urban lands – initially allocated for service-related land-uses by the Detailed 

Plan (2006) have resulted in a situation where no more land is available for the 

provision of necessary services. The process of land-use alteration against the 

Detailed Plan recommendations must be addressed at the institutional and 

urban governance level. Such inquiry is beyond the scope of this thesis; 

however, the consequences of land-use alteration13 are massive for people-

place relations. One notable impact is more frequent mobility of the residents 

to satisfy their recreational and leisure needs. When the existing services 

including recreational and infrastructural amenities are insufficient in a 

neighbourhood and do not appropriately respond to the residents’ needs, 

people tend to go out more often in search for the facilities they require. The 

situation results in less engagement with the local community, high level of 

mobility and car dependency, and loss of time, etc. As a participant in North 

Afsariyeh remarked: 

 “there is no park here (Afsariyeh), no public, open, green space…I 
must go to other areas (of the city) to access parks and 
playgrounds… the situation is much worse for those families with 
children.” (Female, 30s, Afsariyeh).  

Another respondent remarked:  

“I am young, I really want to watch a movie or see a play during the 
weekends… but there is no chance. Every weekend, I have to go 
to the city centre to have a bit of fun” (Female, 20s, Afsariyeh).  

Disaffection with the level of services, particularly those essential for children 

such as schools, parks and playgrounds was also raised in some of the 

resident’s narratives. For instance, a middle-aged woman I talked to at the 

Neighbourhood Association Centre claimed that:  

 
13 Land use alteration in this case commonly occurs by changes from uses carrying common good 

for the whole community to mostly residential use benefiting housing market speculators. 
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“I don’t want my children to be raised here…I don’t recommend here 
to anyone… In fact, if it wasn’t for my job, I wouldn’t have lived 
here.”. (Woman 40s, Afsariyeh) 

As the above accounts suggest, this problem is more persistent in North 

Afsariyeh. One possible explanation could be the peripheral location of 

Afsariyeh – compared to the central location of Gisha – which makes the 

neighbourhood relatively distant from the recreational amenities.  

The long-term impact of lack of services and facilities on the younger 

generations was another issue raised by a handful of participants in North 

Afsariyeh. One participant commented:  

“I feel that the young generation living in Afsariyeh is being 
deteriorated…morally and culturally.  ... a neighbourhood with such 
a huge number of youngsters does not have a single recreational 
and cultural facility… not surprising that they are not properly 
raised.” (Female, 40s, Afsariyeh). 

In chapter six it was indicated that North Afsariyeh is in a critical condition in 

terms of social infrastructure and public services. It was also mentioned that 

the neighbourhood’s population is relatively younger that the other two areas. 

The social implications of increasing density coupled with inconsistencies in 

land use planning – the pattern of land use change – are notable for the future 

generations. These remarks underscore the imperative role of the 

neighbourhood, not only as a place to respond to the material needs of its 

inhabitants but also as a setting of human development and progress. 

Therefore, disruption in the functionality of place in this sense might have long 

term adverse repercussions on the evolutionary pathway of the future 

generations.  

8.1.2 Theme 2: Place memory 

The second identified theme emphasises on an unexpected temporal 

phenomenon related to the memory of place and the process of its 

diminishment through place change. Interview findings suggest that memory 

of place is more explicit for older generations. Unlike younger generations who 

typically possess a forward-looking attitude, older residents are more likely to 
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be touched by the material transformation of place and by the sense of loss of 

what used to be a Well-known, appreciated locality and community.  

Young and old generations present two sides of the same story. The latter 

conceives the transformation and densification as a threat to the community 

cohesion and destructive to the romanticised picture of the past, while the 

former, due to its forward-looking perspective, see crowdedness and urban 

transformation as an asset of the neighbourhood; an asset which makes the 

area more dynamic and fun:  

“It’s a pity that we have lost the 40 years ago Gisha. …. People used 
to know each other, all the streets were open (not dead-end), I knew 
the local shop owners, streets were empty. The present Gisha is 
worthless…” (Woman 60s). 

The elderly participants in our research repeatedly mentioned the past image 

of the neighbourhood and were able to draw lucid comparisons between the 

past and the present condition of the neighbourhood. One respondent 

explained his emotional reaction to a massive change in Gisha by which a local 

gathering point of the residents located on a natural leafy hill was destructed 

and the trees were cut down to make space for an inner-city highway; the very 

highway which is now considered by many residents as the principal culprit of 

growing traffic congestion in Gisha. He said:  

“I was burst into tears… That hill was very important to us… I called 
everywhere I could and asked them to stop it, I felt really hopeless.” 
(Male, 60s, Gisha).  

The same person, when was asked whether he would stay in the same 

neighbourhood if the leafy hill was still there said:  

“I think so. Now I do not feel attached to Gisha at all, but if the hill 
was still there, perhaps I could still feel some bonds with the 
neighbourhood.” (Male, 60s, Gisha)  

Another interviewee, although reluctant to romanticise the already gone past, 

remarked: 
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 “I don’t have my head in the clouds… it is true that the 
neighbourhood has changed and many memories [place-related] 
are lost, but I never say the old image was better. Now, the buildings 
are new, and I like it this way.” (Female, 50s, Gisha).  

The above remark and its more realistic point of view compared to the 

romanticising sensations of the past highlights the complex layers of meaning 

that each individual assign to place. Both above the age of 50, these two 

participants maintain two distinctive views and sentiments towards the 

memory of place; an indication of the problematic of generalising over a certain 

population group. It must be mentioned that through time, place memory 

eventually loses its significance. The memory of place, whether individual or 

collective, is more tangible and vivid for the older generations. For the young 

generation which indeed composes a considerable proportion of the 

population in our units, concepts such as place memory and romantic past do 

not bear any meaning. The young population tended to have an attitude and 

in favour of the perpetual changes associated with their vision of modernity. 

As one young interviewee put it: “One cannot live with memories.” 

8.1.3 Theme 3: Place quality 

The third theme discusses the most explicit link between densification and 

place attachment. This theme is mainly concerned with the degradation of the 

environmental qualities of place as a result of urban transformation processes 

in the neighbourhood. 

Sub-theme: construction/demolition nuisances 

One of the most tangible yet problematic consequences of residential 

rebuilding is the nuisances caused by the demolition of the existing buildings 

and the reconstruction process. In their accounts of such nuisances, residents 

mentioned noise nuisances caused during the demolishing/construction 

process, road closures, and sidewalk obstruction. One resident sarcastically 

remarked:  
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“the structure of the old house in front of our home was rock-solid, 
they couldn’t easily demolish it…it took a very long time for them to 
finally tear it down. The demolition noise was brutal.” (Male, 20s, 
Gisha).  

Another resident of Gisha said:  

“they [developers] always close roads to make way for their 
machines, cement trucks, etc., the very road which is the only 
access route to many homes. It’s frustrating”. (Male, 20s, Gisha).  

Most of the interviewees were critical of these nuisances while they felt 

powerless to resist:  

“what can I do? I call the municipality to complain, if I am lucky 
enough, they will give the developer a notice. But eventually 
[developers] start over after a few days.” (Male, 20s, Gisha). 

The above accounts suggest that these nuisances are harmful to the life 

experience of the residents in the neighbourhood. Such challenges might 

seem minor and temporary in nature; however, the situation gets worse when 

two or more constructions are simultaneously happening on a single street. 

The long-term psychological distress and functional disruption caused by such 

nuisances could negatively impact residents’ quality of life and their 

relationship with place. However, it is not clear whether these inconveniences 

are directly linked with density or in general, an intrinsic part of any 

redevelopment attempt.  

Sub-theme: Shadowing and obstructing views 

Another adverse consequence of residential rebuilding is in relation to 

overshadowing and obstructing views. Newly constructed buildings cast 

shadow on the existing fabric, block wind and breeze flow, block views, block 

sunshine particularly for the lower levels, and in general, impose their physical 

existence onto the existing fabric. These conditions are repeatedly highlighted 

by the respondents as tangible consequences of densification. One participant 

in Gisha commented:  
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“Before I could see the park from our living room. All the buildings 
were the same height. Now all I can see is our neighbours’ 
windows” (Male, 20s, Gisha).  

Another participant raised the issue of overshadowing and remarked:  

“Our south-faced windows used to be full of sunshine. Until this 
building [six-storey apartment building] was built here… now I have 
no sunlight in our home after 10 am.” (Female, 30s, Afsariyeh).  

Although respondents maintained that these changes negatively influence 

their experience and daily lives, and in some cases cause depression, anxiety 

and psychological conditions as such, it seems that residents are able to and 

also tend to get accustomed to the new material shape and its consequences. 

None of these issues were found severe enough to encourage residents to 

leave the area. Hardly any account could be identified considering changes in 

the environmental qualities of the neighbourhood as severe enough to justify 

moving out. Ironically, the buildings – developers, to be precise - seem to 

actively compete to go higher and to dominate the fabric with their material 

qualities, either by casting shadow or by blocking views. 

Sub-theme: Renewal effect; spatial order and better housing quality  

The positive interpretation of densification or “the renewal effect” as it is called 

in this thesis, was found to have positive impact on place attachment. This 

sub-theme suggests that the renewal element of urban densification is 

positively interpreted by some residents and therefore, has contributed to 

satisfaction and enhancement of place attachment. One interviewee 

commented that:  

“I personally prefer these new apartments; I love modern lifestyle… 
but those old houses...they had a different quality that I sometimes 
miss.” (Female, 50s, Gisha).  

Another interviewee alluded to the notion of modernisation and said:  

“the landscape of our neighbourhood has changed a lot, but in a 
good way. It is more modern now, new buildings, new shops, it’s 
classier!” (Female, 30s, Gisha).   
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The renewal effect incorporates several physical improvement elements 

including a perceived enhanced spatial order at the street level – where the 

buildings, sidewalks and streets are in harmony14 -, better housing quality in 

terms of in-house services, heating, plumbing, etc., and perceived revitalised 

streetscape.  

It is essential to note that there is a considerable difference between renewal 

and densification in essence. What residents seem to be in favour of is the 

renewal of the old, ostensibly low-quality, austere buildings which is in itself a 

genuine desire. Construction of new dwellings that are responsive to the 

present-day needs of the contemporary households is a positive change, but 

the question remains if this positive outcome could be reached by a more 

sustainable, less place-undermining process. 

In general, the current trend of urban densification in Tehran is detrimental to 

the environmental qualities of neighbourhoods and as the interviews suggest, 

residents hold a clear perception regarding these changes.  

8.1.4 Theme 4: Socio-demographic factor 

The last theme is concerned with the critical implications of urban densification 

on the socio-demographic element of place and people-place relations. These 

implications include but not limited to social turnover triggered by constant 

relocation of the existing residents, disruptions in the strong family ties and 

their associated support networks, and cultural heterogeneity and the conflicts 

resulted by the massive rural to urban migration.  

Sub-theme: Loss of community 

Multiple references were found in the local newspaper highlighting the social 

consequences of urban densification in Gisha. For instance, one resident 

states:  

 
14 This harmony was not tangible for the researcher but was a notion raised by the participants. 
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“Thirty years ago, when I first moved to this neighbourhood [Gisha], 
it was a quiet, modern area with identical buildings, but in a short 
period, buildings were built on all the vacant lands." He continues: 
“by demolishing the houses and replacing them with apartment 
blocks in an unregulated manner, quietness and peacefulness just 
disappeared.” (local newspaper article, 2015).  

Another resident states that:  

“... because of the traditional form of the neighbourhood [Gisha], all 
the residents and neighbours used to know each other and had 
close relations. But by replacing 5-storey apartments with the 
houses, the number of households increased...To the extent which 
living in this area is not desirable as it was before.” (local newspaper 
article, 2015).  

Within the interviews, a few participants expressed concerns about social 

turnover in their neighbourhood and shared their own experience of losing 

social ties. For example, one interviewee in Gisha explained her experience of 

moving out of the neighbourhood because of the discussed residential 

rebuilding as depressing and excluding: 

 “I suddenly felt that I was left alone… all my friends were living in 
Gisha. It was very hard for me; I was depressed and lonely… I did 
not feel belonged to the new neighbourhood. Eventually we moved 
back to Gisha after a couple of years.” (Female, 50s, Gisha).  

Other accounts in Gisha similarly highlighted solidarity and homogeneity of the 

local community. One participant mentioned that maintaining the social ties 

and being a member of the social network of local residents are amongst the 

critical reasons he is no willing to move out. He further shared an experience 

of the strong social solidarity in the neighbourhood:  

“I had double-parked my car in the boulevard to pop into the bank 
for a moment… I was inside the bank when I heard someone 
shouting my name…I saw one of the locals who surprisingly knew 
my name and my car’s making, notifying me that a police officer is 
fining my car… I was shocked and at the same time, feeling proud 
of this level of social solidarity” (Male, 60s, Gisha).  

This account elucidates why residents are keen to stay in a neighbourhood 

with a strong sense of community and solidarity; besides, this account explains 
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why relocation of the existing residents and the subsequent loss of community 

that it brings about could be extremely harmful to them. Unlike Gisha, 

residents’ views about social and cultural homogeneity in North Afsariyeh were 

more contested. Several respondents maintained that Afsariyeh is not socio-

culturally uniform and therefore, they do not feel effectively attached to the 

local community. On the other hand, another group of the residents in North 

Afsariyeh hold the view that social ties and interactions are strong, the 

residents mostly know each other personally, and thus the whole community 

is socio-culturally homogenous. These inconsistent views render a bipolar 

local community in North Afsariyeh which is presumably less likely to be 

affected by the loss of community. The roots of bipolarity in North Afsariyeh 

were previously explained in chapter six. 

Some participants in Gisha pointed out that the residents who have been living 

in Gisha for a long time do not tend to leave the area, and in case they are 

forced to move out of their homes, their primary preference is to stay in the 

same neighbourhood. A further issue that emerged in relation to social 

turnover, particularly in Gisha, was the multiplicity of resident accounts of those 

who had moved out but then returned to the neighbourhood after a while. This 

situation could be a strong indication of a high level of place attachment which 

cannot be easily obliterated.  

Sub-theme: Family ties 

Another remarkable sub-theme related to the socio-demographic element of 

place emerged with regards to the significant importance of family ties in the 

construct of place attachment. The importance of family ties in people-place 

relations was reiterated in several residents’ accounts, both in Gisha and North 

Afsariyeh. However, family ties proved to be of more significance in the 

neighbourhoods that are socially and culturally more traditional. Residents 

have a tendency to maintain their family ties because of the imperative role 

that family unit as a social institution plays in the Iranian society. Family ties 

are also a significant source of mutual support particularly where rural to urban 

migration is a common narrative. The majority of female interviewees in North 

Afsariyeh explicitly referred to their existing family ties as the key determinant 
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of their place attachment. However, maintaining family ties was not the choice 

that most people make of their own free will. A few participants - again female 

and both single and married - expressed a willingness for leaving their 

neighbourhood because of abundance of urban, social and cultural problems 

- being unhappy of living there in general -; however, they could not move out 

because they did not want to lose their family ties, or in a few complicated 

cases, because they were forced to not wanting to lose family ties. One 

participant commented that:  

“I do not feel attached to Afsariyeh at all. I live here because I have 
to because my parents live here and we have strong family ties as 
well. we have changed our home within the neighbourhood but 
never left it.” (Female, 20s, Afsariyeh).  

This account uncovers a significantly important social and gender aspect of 

people-place relations. It suggests that strong presence of patriarchal 

structures within some households who enormously value the family institution 

and accordingly, do not allow individual autonomy. Within this context, the 

question of the dynamics between density and place attachment descends 

from being at the society’s level to a strictly constrained scale of family. The 

way an Iranian woman might develop a sense of attachment to place might not 

be under the influence of social dynamics, spatial attributes of place and their 

transformation. Further reflections on this matter are presented in the 

discussion chapter.  

Sub-theme: Migration  

The last sub-theme in this section is concerned with the prevailing inter-country 

migration pattern and the socio-cultural consequences of the arrival of new 

population into the urban neighbourhoods of Tehran. It must be mentioned at 

the outset that the issue of internal migration in Iran in itself is a symptom of 

an array of longstanding ill-defined spatial planning policies at the macro level 

alongside a multitude of geopolitical externalities. In this sense, the migrant 

must not be seen as a troublemaker in the analysis but rather as a victim in 

itself.  
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A few participants expressed their concern about their neighbourhood 

becoming a migrant absorbing area. Several reasons could make an area 

attractive to the migrants. First, migrants might choose a particular 

neighbourhood because of having family ties. Family ties are determinant for 

migrants because of the social support they provide for the newcomers. 

Second, proximity to the job opportunities and more affordable prices can 

persuade migrants to move into a specific neighbourhood. One interviewee in 

North Afsariyeh conceived this situation as detrimental to the socio-cultural 

character of the neighbourhood and remarked:  

“It is not that I don’t like the migrants. My parents were migrants too. 
But when I see the differences between them and us, between their 
life and ours, between their lifestyle and ours, there is a huge 
difference. This makes the neighbourhood really fragmented”. 
(Male, 30s, Afsariyeh).  

This account and several similar reiterated ones in the local newspapers and 

the existing research highlight a notable cultural gap. There seems to be a 

deep gulf between lifestyles, expectations, means of leisure, traditions, needs, 

and desires of the urban citizens, or as our participant said, us, and the 

newcomer migrants, them, which is very likely to trigger intergroup socio-

cultural conflicts.  

Another participant in Gisha described her recent experience of dealing with a 

migrant family in their building and commented:  

“I had a parking issue in our building. A new neighbour who had 
come from the country used to occupy other neighbours’ parking 
spot. He had two cars… I told him several times, he kept doing this 
for three years... it was unbelievable, I understand that he was from 
a different culture, but things are different in cities.” (Female, 50s, 
Gisha). 

The same issue was echoed by a few participants in North Afsariyeh as well. 

One resident who was outraged by the socio-cultural disparities between 

residents remarked that:  
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“Afsariyeh is not uniform [socially and culturally] …differences 
between residents are huge. People from all backgrounds, all 
groups settle here…it is impossible to establish social links and 
have positive relationships with the residents… regarding cultural 
level, Afsariyeh is below poverty threshold…in my opinion, 
migration is the main cause.” (Female, 30s, Afsariyeh).  

These accounts suggest that the social and cultural consequences of 

cohabitation of families with no prior urban experience and those who consider 

themselves as urban citizens are significant and noteworthy. Socio-cultural 

dissimilarities across the neighbourhood are translated in the literature as a 

sort of heterogeneity which contributes to a higher perception of density.  

 

The above themes manifest a variety of ways through which urban 

densification and the way it is perceived by the locals disrupt, undermine and 

in some cases, embrace the people-place relationship. The interview findings 

revealed a set of positive and negative interpretations of urban densification 

which clarify the relationship between density and place attachment. The 

captured individualised interpretations of the negative consequences of urban 

densification in Tehran can be summarised as:  

1. High level of traffic, exacerbated congestion and the limited capacity of 

the street network to handle such congestion. 

2. Lack of green spaces, open public parks, and playgrounds.  

3. Lack of recreational and cultural services 

4. Overshadowing of the new buildings, blocking views.  

5. Loss of place memory. 

6. Loss of social ties and friend and family networks. 

7. Socio-cultural conflicts between the residents and newcomers. 

The individualised interpretations of the positive consequences of urban 

densification in Tehran include:  

1. Proximity to local services, abundance of amenities (different between 

cases). 

2. Better housing quality and in-house services. 
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3. Improved spatial order of the neighbourhood 

4. Urban renewal and revitalised landscape,  

5. Livelihood.  

Enumerating these interpretations and personal evaluations lead to the 

second stage of the place change model proposed by Devine-Wright (2009) 

which is concerned with people’s reactions and responses to change. 

Reactions are more tangible in the sense that they have an evident 

manifestation in the formation of neighbourhoods and therefore, represent an 

explicit implication for planning practice in Tehran.  

8.2 Reaction to place change or urban densification; identified themes.  

Right after developing either a positive or negative interpretation and 

evaluation of place change, the individual takes one of the various reaction 

paths including acceptance, ignorance, adaptation, promotion of benefits or 

personal relocation (Zube, Friedman and Simcox, 1989). Among these types, 

our interview findings showed that respondents in Tehran had a strong 

tendency towards taking one of the three choices of acceptance, adaptation, 

and personal relocation. Each of these reaction types has enormous 

implications for people-place relations and thus, are discussed in detail. 

8.2.1 Acceptance  

It is not surprising that a proportion of residents who positively evaluate the 

place changes will accept the new socio-spatial order and as a result, their 

relationship with place will boost. The socio-spatial transformation of the 

neighbourhood through densification as discussed in this thesis could be 

aligned with some residents’ life expectations and desires. Residents, for 

instance, could be content with the revitalised urban landscape, improved 

housing quality or even from an economic perspective, with the added property 

value which are all spinoffs of urban densification.  

The latter issue regarding increased property value underscores the 

imperative role of economic infrastructure in people-place relations. It also 

highlights the distinctive roles that individuals play in the economic field of the 
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housing market as homeowners and renters. For the former category, 

densification and its devastating impact on the housing market could be a 

means of embracing place attachment, a motivator for continuous residence, 

rootedness, and even further investment in the place of residence.  

8.2.2 Place adaptation  

Reaction to place change for the residents to whom the trajectory of 

densification and place change is adverse and troublesome often takes the 

form of adaptation. Adaptation refers to a condition in which individuals accept 

their fate and adjust their lifestyle, expectations, needs, and routines in order 

to reach a compromise with the new socio-spatial order of place.  

In our units of analysis, many of the respondents showed a tendency to adapt 

themselves to the new socio-spatial order of place. This remarkable outcome 

highlights the status of passiveness among the residents with regards to place 

change. The changes in place are presumably negatively interpreted by the 

individual; however, due to a potentially high level of attachment - which seems 

to remain untouched by the changes – or due to various external factors such 

as housing market determinism, the individual opts for adaptation instead of 

relocation or any other potential response.  

An example of place adaptation was found in one resident’s account of doing 

daily supermarket shopping. The relevant participant maintained that:  

“due to traffic congestion and crowdedness of the high street, I do 
not do the shopping myself… Instead, I order whatever I need from 
supermarket, grocery store or bakery on the phone and they deliver 
to my home. They all know me so I can pay later. It’s very 
convenient.” (Male, 60, Gisha). 

In this case, the respondent has changed his lifestyle and is willing to pay the 

extra delivery fee for routine shopping. Others who are not willing to pay extra 

delivery fee must come up with alternative strategies to do their regular 

shopping:  
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“there is a big vegetable market in the neighbourhood with 
affordable prices. I used to go there by my car… I had no choice 
because sometimes I buy kilos of fruits, vegetables and other 
products15… But now, there is no parking space around the market 
anymore. Usually, I have to park two or three blocks away, go 
shopping and come back…it’s very hard for me. Recently I go with 
my son, he stays in the car [double-parking] and picks me up in front 
of the market…what else can I do!” (Female, 60s, Gisha).  

The strategy adopted by this household contributes, in turn, to higher traffic 

congestion and creation of a cluttered landscape in front of the market. 

Nevertheless, it is evident that this household has opted for making changes 

in its lifestyle, despite the troublesome nature of this change. Residents also 

employ different strategies to bypass traffic congestion in their neighbourhood, 

particularly during rush hours. One participant in Gisha said:  

“the main boulevard is always packed with cars… I never take that 
road. I use rat runs to avoid traffic. Non-local motorists are not 
aware of these routes.” (Male, 30s, Gisha).  

One young interviewee stated that he actively tries to adapt himself to the 

changes caused by densification such as exacerbated traffic congestion, 

crowding and lack of privacy:  

“We [household] adapt ourselves because we feel part of Gisha. I 
got a motorbike to avoid traffic for instance… Now I don’t waste my 
time in the evening traffic anymore.” (Male, 20s, Gisha).  

Moreover, lack of sufficient parking spaces across the neighbourhoods has 

encouraged some residents to opt for walking instead of using their own 

vehicles to access inner-neighbourhood services. They tend to walk to get to 

the main street for shopping and gaining access to the local facilities. Despite 

this new trend, it must be mentioned that walking might not be possible to 

everyone due to poor condition and small scale of the sidewalks, hilly natural 

landscape of some neighbourhood (Particularly in Gisha), and the relatively 

long distance of some parts of the neighbourhoods from primary services and 

amenities (see chapter six for detailed discussion on the urban form of the 

 
15 Grocery items are relatively cheap in Iran. Groceries Prices in London are 44.85% 
higher than in Tehran (Numbeo.com, accessed August 2019)  
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neighbourhoods). Thus, private cars still seem to be the most popular means 

of transportation despite the fact that their usage could be inconvenient on 

some occasions. The above accounts are good examples of the unforeseen 

changes that residents make in their daily routines and activities to overcome 

the troubles caused by population increase and place intensification. 

8.2.3 Personal relocation 

Perhaps the last refuge for a discontent individual is to relocate. Personal 

relocation refers to the voluntary replacement of home which could be 

triggered by two scenarios. First, relocation could strongly indicate a lack of 

attachment coupled with negative interpretation of place change and an 

unwillingness to adapt. Second, relocation might happen due to externalities 

exacerbated as a result of place change such as home price soar and 

unaffordable rents.  

Interview analysis revealed several narratives of relocation triggered by or 

rooted in the process of urban densification. Most commonly, and particularly 

during the 1990s, a new mode of reconstruction became prevalent through 

which homeowners were persuaded by private developers to get engaged in 

residential speculation and shared redevelopment of their properties. An 

exciting account of persuading owner-residents into getting involved in the 

rebuilding process was by using scaremongering techniques targeting safety 

issues of the old structures. The concerns over structural safety of the old 

buildings particularly escalated in the aftermath of a series of earthquakes 

happened in the region during the 2000s. One resident recalled that in those 

days:  

“everyone was talking about structural deficiencies of the old house 
structures. Out of safety fears, rebuilding became a very popular 
trend in the area.” (Male, 50s, Gisha) 

Residential rebuilding process also triggered a domino effect of further 

constructions. One resident who used to live in a single-family house and 

interestingly, had a very positive view of the old urban landscape said: 
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 “I’d say we were forced to sell out our home and move out just 
because our adjacent plot started construction and it impacted our 
home’s structural rigidity… there were cracks on the wall, even the 
floor was sloped down and we could see it with the naked eye.” 
(Female, 60s, Gisha). 

These accounts highlight the initiating point of an institutionalised 

developmental trend across the neighbourhoods of Tehran which further on 

and during the coming decades, became one of the fundamental causes of the 

socio-spatial transformation of the place and the main driver of household 

relocation. 

For the tenants, however, relocation in this sense is mostly obligatory. 

Relocation is imposed on those residents who could not afford the increasing 

home rents. It goes without saying that incorporating personal narratives of 

those individuals struck by economic-driven residential relocation was not 

possible during the fieldwork. However, the current residents shared endless 

accounts with us about their used-to-be neighbours who were priced out of the 

neighbourhood.  

All these events contributed to a massive wave of moving out and social 

turnover. The above discussions on place adaptation and personal relocation 

suggest that through the process of urban densification and residential 

rebuilding, a particular type of place disruption occurs. Place disruption in this 

sense seems to strip place of its significant meaning and thus, reduces place 

to a mere setting of daily life, devoid of any meaningful connotation. 

Prevalence of economic reasoning in place change processes in Tehran re-

define place as a commodity to be exchanged and create profit.  

8.3 The intervening factors; identified themes 

The last section of this chapter is concerned with the sub-question about the 

intervening factors in the relationship between perception of density and 

densification, and place attachment. Thematic analysis of the interviews 

suggests that the relationship is mediated by at least three factors: 

1) Economic factor 
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2) Residents’ socio-cultural profile 

3) Individual differences and preferences 

These intervening external factors are highly determinant on the individual 

responses to place change and play a significant role in the dynamic 

relationship between perception of densification and place attachment; 

however, exploring their roots and dimensions is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. The below section will briefly explore these factors.  

8.3.1 Economic factor 

Thematic analysis of the interviews suggested that in the case of Tehran and 

particularly among the middle-income neighbourhoods under investigation, 

housing economy and market dynamics do heavily determine the people-place 

relationship. The underlying premise is that in the period of housing market 

instabilities and economic pressure on households, place of living loses its 

authentic meaning and descends into a mere setting of daily routine life and 

struggle to which no meaningful relationship could possibly come into 

existence.  

The interviews showed that housing market dynamics could impact people’s 

relationship with place in two categorical scenarios. These scenarios are 

repeatedly echoed by the interviews across both neighbourhoods.  In the first 

scenario, an individual who feels unhappy with the place – for whatever reason 

–wishes to move out; However, because of skyrocketing prices in the housing 

market they cannot afford moving out to desirable areas to live and therefore, 

have no choice but to remain in, stick to what they have at their disposal, and 

adapt themselves to the new order. Staying in a neighbourhood that they 

dislike, or at least to which they show no sign of strong attachment, is more of 

an obligation. Talking about this issue, an interviewee said:  

“I do not feel attached to this neighbourhood; but I cannot afford 
buying a property in neighbourhoods that I like, so I have to be 
content. What else can I do? If I were in a better financial situation, 
I would have certainly moved out.” (Male, 60s, Gisha).  
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This view echoed by another respondent who raised the issue of household 

priorities:  

“I do not like It here. But does it really matter? Considering our 
financial situation and property prices, we are not able to rent a 
better place. We have to stick to whatever we have.” (Female, 30s, 
Afsariyeh). 

The second scenario portrays a situation in which a tenant household, despite 

having a strong attachment to place, is forced out because of unaffordable 

rent. Dislocation of these tenant residents results in disruption of place 

attachment. Moreover, due to the repercussions of demographic turnover in 

the neighbourhood, people-place relationships do not find any chance to 

evolve further and shape. These scenarios suggest that economic factor is of 

prime importance in how people interact with and relate to their 

neighbourhood.  

Generally speaking, and throughout their life course, people actively prioritise 

their needs and life goals. The process of prioritising is contingent upon various 

internal and external factors, some of which beyond the control of the 

individual. In an urban setting and particularly in configuring their relationship 

with their neighbourhood, residents tend to prioritise the financial 

considerations related to housing – such as affordability of rent - against other 

factors such as socio-spatial qualities of place or transformation such qualities. 

For instance, instabilities in the macro-economic indicators and fluctuations in 

the housing market as external determinants significantly influence the 

priorities of the individuals and determine whether one can remain connected 

and inhabit in a locality or not. In other words, if one is continuously struggling 

in terms of personal finance, it is improbable for that person to be sensitive to 

the socio-spatial changes in place. As one interviewee remarked:  

“I am living here [Gisha] and I like it because it’s my home (he was 
a homeowner) but it doesn’t mean if I had money I wouldn’t move 
out. I do not work anymore, and especially under these economic 
conditions, I even don’t think about moving somewhere else. But… 
If I could. I really like to live in a large estate with gardens and public 
spaces.” (Male, 60s, Gisha).  
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This account suggests that individuals have aspirations and desires about their 

place of residence. The ability to satisfy these desires is arguably contingent 

upon the macro-scale structural mechanisms. Under these circumstances 

which resemble a degree of economic determinism16, individual prioritisation 

becomes a means of survival; when desires and aspirations are forgotten and 

speaking of qualities as opposed to quantities is non-sensical.  

The interviews also suggested that proximity to the workplace - as another 

indicator of an individual’s economic condition - is a strong determinant of the 

people-place relations, particularly among female participants. The comment 

below illustrates a common view amongst most female participants:  

“I work in Afsariyeh and keeping my job is very important for my 
financial independence, so moving out is a big risk for me…besides, 
no one wants to commute endless time in the notorious traffic 
congestion of Tehran just to get to work.” (Female, 30s, Afsariyeh). 

The link between the household’s economic status and densification process 

requires further explanation. Exploring the housing market dynamics is beyond 

the scope of this research; nevertheless, the existing research on the causes 

of instability in the housing market in Tehran underscore the massive adverse 

impact of private-led, speculative residential rebuilding process on supply side 

of the market which in turn, have contributed to creation of an unprecedented 

housing price bubble. Overall, it can be argued that under the conditions of 

economic distress and housing market instability and while the residents’ basic 

needs are at stake, their relationship with the neighbourhood is unlikely to go 

beyond pure satisfaction of essential needs. Under these circumstances, it is 

also doubtful for the residents to be concerned about densification, crowding, 

and neighbourhood change.  

8.3.2 Residents’ socio-cultural profile 

An important, rather unexpected insight that emerged from the interviews was 

with regards to a perceived positive impact of densification. A noticeable 

 
16 Social and economic determinism is the thesis that human beliefs and practices are to 
be explained by social and economic factors. (Schmaus 2015) 
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number of participants reported that densification – or in their own term, 

‘neighbourhood developments’ - for them, resembles a form of urban 

transformation which brings renewal and modernisation. It is essential to 

mention that the Iranian society, unlike the generally adopted view in the 

Western media, could be best explained as a contradictory entity floating 

between two opposite ends: a tradition-oriented, religious, anti-modernist, and 

anti-Western stance and a secular worldview in favour of modernity and its 

fruits (Vahdat 2003). Notably, the educated, urban middle-class citizens tend 

to welcome the transformative element of modernity and thus, positively 

interpret socio-spatial changes occurring in the urban setting and openly 

welcome whatever new against the old and obsolete.  

In Tehran, the discussed urban change and residential rebuilding primarily 

take place by replacing the old, outmoded dwelling types – e.g., detached, 

terraced houses, two- to three-storey walk-up buildings- with “modern” 

apartment blocks. In the eye of a typical middle-class Tehrani, apartment 

blocks are the real symbol of a modern way of living, of a new mode of 

representing and locating oneself on the hierarchical structure of the society. 

The new apartment blocks not only offer a desirable, contemporary and 

revitalised urban landscape, but also in their material attributes, provide better 

amenities, facilities and services such as elevator, parking spaces and 

centralised heating system. Therefore, it is not surprising that such changes 

are welcomed by a considerable group of residents. During the preliminary 

conducted informal chats, a participant remarked:  

“Density is not a problem for me. I like [the neighbourhood] this way. 

It’s very fun… [residential rebuilding] makes the area dynamic and 
lively. Density is not that high. (Male, 20s, Gisha).  

Interestingly, several participants agreed with the statement that the old 

residential fabric embodied a remarkable spatial quality. Talking about these 

issues, some interviewees, particularly in Gisha, enumerated better spatial 

quality, better views, higher access to open, green space, 

architectural/aesthetic qualities as the outstanding, yet missed qualities of the 

old fabric:  
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“Our house had a huge balcony in front of the bedrooms. It 
was like a private garden. We used to sit there on summer 
nights… But now, at least we have a huge park in our 
neighbourhood, That’s better than nothing.” (Female, 50s, 
Gisha).  

These spatial qualities, however, did not seem to be palpable for everyone. 

The hunger for modernisation alongside negligence of the past is one of the 

important ramifications of the blindly imitated, imported, superimposed and 

rudimentary modernism on the Iranian society. It is not surprising though to 

see residents' indifference and lack of participation in the decision-making 

processes that lead to urban change and redevelopment as the urban change 

for many people, entails realisation of their own aspirations. 

Overall, the above discussion suggests that urban densification is perceived, 

at least by a group of middle-class Tehranis, as a positive urban transformation 

process delivering their life aspirations. In their perspective, place alteration is 

the inescapable fate of their neighbourhoods. They aspire the new, no matter 

the consequences. Thus, densification seems to be making them more 

attached to the place. Nevertheless, as the preceding discussions prove, the 

dynamics are much more complicated than they seem. There seems to be a 

discrepancy between what people desire, what they need, what they aspire 

and what they eventually get. The seemingly simple physical replacement of 

buildings conveys a more complicated story about contemporary society in 

Iran. The current status of the Iranian society can be best explained as cultural 

limbo, Floating between the past and the present, between traditional life and 

modern life.  

8.3.3 Individual differences and preferences 

The last external factor mediating the relationship between perception of 

densification and place attachment is concerned with the individual. 

Regardless of the socio-spatial changes occurring in the neighbourhood, every 

person has its own unique personal and psychological desires, preferences 

and needs. Individual differences are perhaps the most influential interposing 

factor in the relationship between perceived density and place attachment; 
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nevertheless, addressing psychological differences at the level of the 

individual is beyond the scope and expertise of this thesis. Nevertheless, a few 

resident accounts are presented below to elucidate on the potential impact of 

personal and psychological preferences on perception of density and place 

attachment. One resident in Gisha believed that although the neighbourhood 

is generally crowded, busy and in her opinion, lively, there are some subareas 

in the neighbourhood which are quieter and suitable for those who seek 

tranquillity and peace. Another participant who was living alone maintained:  

“I prefer to live in a busy area. I don’t mind if there is traffic 
because I don’t drive. But if I live in a quite area, I will get 
depressed” (Female, 60s, Gisha).  

The conflicts between personal preferences within household was another 

determinant factor of how individuals deal with densification and establish 

relationship with place. In one example, a participant said:  

“I prefer living in a residential complex, where I can go for a 
walk in the evening without being concerned about traffic. But 
my wife and son like it here. One must sacrifice.” (Male, 40s, 
Afsariyeh) 

These accounts suggest that the way people deal with urban densification and 

reconfigure their place attachment could be strongly influenced by their 

personal preferences. After all, everyone has a unique psychological condition 

and a set of preferred criteria for their living environment. These factors, to a 

great degree, determine the type of reaction that one shows to urban 

densification and place change and ultimately, define the extent to which 

densification threatens or enhances their place attachment.  

This chapter presented the findings emerged from the collected qualitative 

data. Thematic analysis of the interviews suggested that the steady process 

of urban densification and place transformation in Tehran impacts residents’ 

relationship with place by modifying their functional dependence on place, by 

disrupting their personal and collective memory of place, by degrading 

environmental qualities of place, and by reshaping the socio-demographic 
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construct of place. Moreover, our interview findings summarised three 

prevalent modes of reaction to urban densification and place change in Tehran 

including acceptance, adaptation and relocation. Lastly, the findings brought 

forward the significance of intervening factors including housing economy, 

common societal perspective, and individual differences. 
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“Crowding bewilders me, but I have to abide as I have got no other choice 
than living in this neighbourhood.” (Male, 60s, Gisha) 

“We are familiar with the visible accumulation of historical events. The 
juxtaposition of old and new speaks of the passage of time, and 
occasionally the contrast is eloquent.” (Lynch, What time is this place? 
1972: p.168) 

 

 

Figure 9-1 Location of the three neighbourhoods in Tehran 

The last three chapters presented a wide array of empirical data collected from 

the three neighbourhoods, Gisha (medium density), West Tehran-pars (high 

density) and North Afsariyeh (very high density) (see chapter six for the 

detailed description of the neighbourhoods).   

The discussion chapter reflects on the emerged findings and provides in-

depth, critical discussion on the results. The discussions presented in this 

chapter reflect upon the theoretical framework and its three central cores - 

place, density, and attachment - and accordingly attempt to illustrate an in-

depth knowledge of how these concepts are constructed, experienced, 

perceived and in cases, structured from the top in Tehran. The insights and 
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discussions presented here are founded upon the triangulation of the data 

collected throughout the three stages of this research. The multi-level 

methodology was designed based on the idea of complementing steps where 

the data collected from each phase feeds into the foundation of the next. The 

triangulation of the data from site observation, surveys and interviews is also 

complemented with the researchers’ notes, memos, personal thoughts and 

impressions, informal chats, and a whole set of secondary data sets, existing 

research and literature that are internalised in the researcher’s mind.  

 

The survey analysis in chapter eight identified a set of potential indicators to 

be further analysed through the interviews (see page 258). Among those, 

having social ties, sense of pride, and demographic turnover of the local 

community emerged during the interviews. However, the interview 

respondents did not make any strong reference to factors such as safety, crime 

rate, identification of the locals, and maintaining privacy as key determinants 

of their relationship with place. Moreover, as mentioned in the literature review 

and emerged in the survey findings, it was expected that visual stimuli such as 

inconsistent building heights and façade materials – as consequences of the 

densification process – would influence place attachment. However, these 

factors did not emerge during the interviews. The respondents either did not 

consider these visual inconsistencies as relevant to density and attachment, 

or their personal evaluation was essentially seeing building heights and 

facades in harmony and well-ordered. This is a significant finding and is 

reflected upon in the section on research limitations through the lens of 

positionality.  

Urban densification brings about an increase in the number of users and social 

interactions, exhaustion of the amenities and services, and intensification of 

the uses. For the most people in our cases in Tehran, it was not the form or 

the meaning of place that mattered the most; instead, it was the functionality 

of the neighbourhood which determined their attachment in the form of place 

dependence (see page 262 for the discussion on theme one). The finding of 

this research supports the theoretical models in the literature that underline the 
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association between dependence and attachment. The concept of place 

dependence has a strong presence in the theoretical articulations of place 

attachment (Giuliani, 2003; Hernández et al., 2007; Fornara, Bonaiuto and 

Bonnes, 2010). William and Vaske (2003) explained place attachment based 

on two dimensions of place dependence and place identity. Place dependence 

has also been used alongside place attachment and place identity as the three 

underlying dimensions of sense of place (Jorgensen and Stedman 2001). The 

connection between attachment and dependence is reciprocal and mutual. 

Each can contribute to enhancement or diminution of the other. For a group of 

people, attachment to place is constructed based on the ability of place to 

respond to their needs. It can be argued that functionality of place comes first 

and serves as a prerequisite of formation of an affective attachment to place. 

The pre-eminence of place dependence in the case of this research suggests 

that in Tehran, the relationship between residents and their place of living has 

remained at the level of satisfying daily needs. Furthermore, it can be argued 

that as functionality of place is not consolidated through time, there has been 

no opportunity for the residents to develop a more complex, affective 

relationship with place.  

Additionally, in the process place-shaping or densification, place memory 

might be eradicated (see page 266 for the discussion on theme two). Memory 

of place has been articulated as one of the predictors of place attachment 

(Lewicka 2008) and was included in the theoretical framework of this thesis. 

Place memory is an element constructed at both personal and collective levels. 

It contains a spectrum of personalised sentiments and reminiscences 

developed at the moments of solitude and being among others. Additionally, 

place memory takes shape as a result of the process of being in the place. 

Place memory shapes the temporal connection of the people to the place and 

the community as a collective entity. As Jones and Evans (2012) assert, 

destroying the material traces of sites “resets the clock on the embodied 

relationship between the individual and the environment.” (p.2326). The 

metaphoric expression of ‘resetting the clock’ of place and the individual’s 

relationship with it perfectly explains the situation where destruction of the 
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material elements of place leads to its erosion and to the birth of a new place 

out of the ashes of the old. 

Some residents expressed a positive interpretation of densification, mainly 

attributed to the renewal of the urban landscape (see page 268 for the 

discussion on theme three). Interpretation is the second stage of psychological 

response over time to place change in the theoretical model proposed by 

Devine-Wright (2009). This stage indicates the period when an individual 

attempts to make sense of change, involving argumentation, contestation and 

evaluation in accordance with symbolic and social representations of the 

proposed or implemented change. It is essential to note that there is a 

considerable difference between renewal and densification in essence. What 

residents seem to be in favour of is the renewal of the old, run-down, low-

quality, austere buildings which is a genuine desire. However, apart from the 

above-discussed challenges, the prevalent private-sector-led renewal trend of 

the neighbourhoods through densification comes at a cost: land speculation 

and house price escalation. Thus, the question remains whether or not this 

positive outcome could be achieved by a more sustainable, equitable and less 

place-undermining process.  

Lastly, the role of the family institution and maintaining family ties become 

imperative in the interplay between experience of densification and place 

attachment from a feminine point of view (see page 271 for the discussion on 

theme four). For a single female Tehrani, on whom the traditional, patriarchal 

social structure has imposed strict constraints and to whom the society has not 

granted individual autonomy and freedom, considerations such as maintaining 

family ties come first. Such considerations are being prioritised over other 

needs and desires such as having access to recreational facilities or 

demanding better socio-spatial quality. In this climate, talking about the 

relationship between densification and place attachment might seem quite 

superficial. This condition uncovers the implications of gender differences and 

gender inequality for people-place relations. The discourse on gender 

disparities could be further explored in relation to the different lived 

experiences of men and women in a densifying neighbourhood. This theme 

suggests that in urban research and practice, considering the local 
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communities as homogenous entities is prone to errors which essentially 

conceals the complex class- and gender-based disparities.  

The four identified themes propose that the three dimensions of place 

attachment theoretical model by Scannell and Gifford (2010) (on page 78) are 

all playing a part in formation of place attachment in Tehran. While the social 

and physical attributes of place determine the degree of place attachment 

through social relations and functionality of place, the ‘person’ and ‘process’ 

dimensions interactively co-construct personal and collective memories of 

place. The findings also underscored the various ways through which residents 

react and respond to urban densification. In other words, the themes discussed 

above pointed out at four potential ways through which urban densification 

impacts residents’ place attachment. However, those themes do not say much 

about the residents' reaction to urban densification and loss of place 

attachment (Stedman, 2002; Devine-Wright and Howes, 2010; von Wirth et al., 

2016). According to the thematic analysis findings, residents in Tehran show 

three underlying types of reaction to urban densification and place change: 

acceptance, adaptation and relocation (on page 277). These responses 

suggest that loss of place attachment due to urban densification does not 

necessarily lead to active modes of response such as local resistance 

movements to save the place; instead, residents’ response patterns show a 

strong tendency towards changing their lifestyle and daily routines, and 

voluntary relocating to adapt to the new socio-spatial order. Parallels could 

also be drawn between this finding and the first discussed theme above on the 

prevalence of functionality of place for the residents in Tehran. It can be argued 

that as the nature of people’s relation with their place of residence is highly 

determined by functional capacities of the place as opposed to affective, 

deeper sentiments, transformation of the place – if interpreted as undermining 

- does not trigger more fundamental oppositional reactions.  

The interview findings also conclude that at least three intervening factors 

affect the way residents’ place attachment is altered as a result of 

densification. Perhaps the most critical factor is financial. Attachment to the 

place of residence can be highly dependent on or an inevitable consequence 

of financial strength. In the instances where an individual or household is 
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bounded to a particular neighbourhood solely because it is the only affordable 

choice, the notion of place attachment loses its meaning. In other words, 

financial strength becomes a superior determinant of the nature of people-

place relations compared to the place change inflicted by densification. 

Moreover, the interview findings suggest that individual psychological 

circumstances and socio-cultural profile can also intervene in the examined 

relationship. The whole discussion on the external mediating factors in this 

thesis resonates with the debates around the dangers of a deterministic view 

of the social outcomes of urban built form. Arguably, in the process of exploring 

the wider social outcomes of a particular urban built form, one must 

acknowledge the intricate layers of external psychological, political and 

economic forces that impose their influence in order to avoid deterministic, 

partial conclusions.  

The data collected in the three residential neighbourhoods in Tehran provided 

rich knowledge of the narrative of urban densification in the city. These three 

units of analysis were selected in a way to be representative of the gridiron 

neighbourhood as a prominent urban typology in Tehran. However, some of 

the insights emerged from analysing people’s experiences of densification in 

this typology could be transferred to the whole city. It is also essential to 

reiterate that although the process of selecting these neighbourhoods was 

refined to ensure their physical similarity - except density - (see page 106), the 

areas proved to be of distinctive socio-economic and cultural characteristics. 

While Gisha is mainly populated by the urban middle-class and culturally 

forward-thinking urbanites, North Afsariyeh is mostly home to traditional, more 

culturally conservative households. Unlike these two neighbourhoods, West 

Tehran Pars represented a hybrid identity and a fragmented social formation 

floating between conservatism and change. The reflection of these socio-

cultural variations among these neighbourhoods could be found in their 

inhabitants’ experience of densification and place attachment. As explained in 

the section on intervening factors on page 281, such variations influence the 

degree of significance of the themes in each neighbourhood. Accordingly, the 

strength and substantiality of the identified themes are not equal across the 

three neighbourhoods. For instance, given the tradition-bound attitude of the 
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majority of the local community in North Afsariyeh, maintaining family links and 

kinship networks are prioritised for the individuals. This, in turn, reflects on the 

nature of the relationship they develop with the neighbourhood and dwarfs the 

potential influence of undesired material attributes of the built form on place 

attachment. Moreover, In Gisha, expressions of place attachment were 

consistently associated with personal and collective memory while this 

narrative was non-existent in North Afsariyeh. This condition reflects on the 

socio-cultural structure and homogeneity of the local community in Gisha as 

opposed to North Afsariyeh. Also, the intervening impact of household 

economic condition proved to be a more substantial factor in North Afsariyeh 

where the proportion of the working-class or less well-off economic classes is 

higher compared to Gisha. These conditions supports the argument for cultural 

and context-sensitivity of perception of density and the nature of people-place 

relations. Discrepancies exist not only between different nations, regions and 

cities but even within the scale of a metropolitan city such as Tehran.     

Examining the question of density and place attachment in Tehran also 

provided some empirically supported theoretical insights about the construct 

of place and the meanings that Tehranis assign to their place of residence. A 

remarkable finding highlighted an explicit parallelism in the meaning of place 

for Tehranis – which can be perhaps generalised to the Iranians in general - 

and showed a dissociation between the residents and their neighbourhood as 

a place. This separation, however, does not straightaway denote lack of place 

attachment. The interview findings suggested that the meaning of place in 

Tehran is divided into two parallel metaphorical ideas: (1) an internal, socially 

constructed and more tangible idea of place at the micro-scale mainly 

corresponding to an individual’s life events, everyday life, routine activities and 

lived experience; and (2) an external, structurally-formed idea of place 

connected to the changes occurring at the macro scale within which 

organisational forces, institutional regulations and governmental formalities 

seem to have more authority and control. The latter idea must be still 

considered as a ‘place’ despite its seemingly disconnection from daily 

experiences and individualised meanings. The duality of place in Tehran 

corresponds to Lefebvre’s theorisation of space in which three modes of 
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production of space are distinguished as “perceived space”, “conceived space” 

and “lived space” (Lefebvre 1974). The dualism in Tehran points out at the 

difference between the realm of everyday life or ‘lived space’ on the one hand, 

and the upper level of the state, institutions, and the realm of untouchable – 

‘conceived space’ on the other. The parallel lives of these places concomitantly 

carry on, although at different institutional levels and with the involvement of 

distinctive actors. It is mainly due to this parallelism that the locals conceive 

the so-called structural elements of place and their transformations as 

unchallengeable and as already ratified.  

The notion of parallel places as independent and mutually exclusive entities 

was a conventional narrative among the residents. It can be argued that the 

residents conceive neighbourhood transformation – e.g., urban densification – 

in relation with the latter idea of place; as a trajectory of change to which they 

have no authority to control, no way to influence and no right to challenge. In 

this sense, changes in place occur systematically and therefore, are beyond 

the sphere of influence of the local community. Place changes – in the latter 

conceptualisation - are deemed to be inevitable. Thus, it is on the local 

community to adapt itself to the massive consequences of change in multiple 

aspects of their daily lives. As a result of this ontological duality of place, the 

locals tend to interpret their neighbourhood as an untouchable, inaccessible 

urban superstructure that is being transformed based on an incomprehensible 

upper-level knowledge of technicity and unknown logic of governmentality 

which is seemingly unchallengeable. Hence what goes on in the place is taken 

as absolute by the residents. ‘Transformative adaptation’ might be the best 

term explaining the residents’ reaction to/relation with urban 

change/transformation.  

A significant consequence of duality of place is a unique type of social 

indifference or apathy, resulted from a situation where qualitative values of the 

city have reduced to quantitative measures. This social indifference resembles 

what Simmel termed as “blasé” in the ‘Metropolis and Mental Life’ (1903) - 

superficiality, greyness, and alienation. Indifference has also repercussions for 

the relationship between perception of densification and place attachment: no 

matter how and to what extent a place’s social and spatial organisation 
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changes; as long as the locals conceive these changes as happening at an 

institutional level beyond their level of influence, they will not proactively react 

to mitigate the adversities. Their responses thus are very likely to be limited to 

the adaptation to the new socio-spatial order of the place as it was evident in 

the case of Tehran.  

Lastly, the interview findings highlighted the precedence of process over 

condition when examining the impact of density on place attachment. In other 

words, individualised perception of the level of density as a snapshot – a 

condition at a particular moment of time – play a less significant role in 

formation of place attachment compared to the accumulated experience of the 

process of densification. The temporality inherent in urban form, signifying its 

constant transformation and progress is the underlying factor affecting the 

formation of people-place relations. This finding has strong implications for the 

research attempts towards identifying sustainable urban forms or ideal level of 

density for creating a sustainable future. What is learnt here is that the process 

of achieving a certain level of density matters more that the outcome; a lesson 

which underlines the socio-economic and political underpinnings of urban 

densification trajectories and their consequences for the living conditions of 

the urbanites.  
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This thesis attempted to draw connections between the physical embodiment 

of the city and its changes through time on the one hand, and urban social 

sustainability on the other. This aspiration was pursued through a humanistic 

approach and by employing the fundamental premises of social constructivism 

theory of knowledge. Instead of exploring the physical form of the city as a 

given objective reality independent of human beings, this thesis argued for 

theorisation of concepts such as urban form and urban transformation as 

social constructs that take shape and develop meaning through multiple 

experiences of urban residents. Therefore, the aggregation of residents’ 

subjectivities establishes new grounds of knowledge for exploring the meaning 

beneath the exposed material dynamism of the cities. 

10.1 Revisiting the research questions 

This section aims to provide answers to the research questions posed at the 

outset of this thesis. The section starts with answering the five sub-questions 

and then provides concluding remarks on the main research question. The 

theoretical and methodological limitations and contributions of this research 

will also be explained.  

 

1. What factors shape the latent construct of perceived density and place 

attachment in Tehran? 

2. How does the process of urban densification affect residents’ place 

attachment in Tehran?  

3. What factors intervene in the relationship between people’s perception of 

density and densification, and their place attachment in Tehran?  

4. How do the residents react to place transformation through urban 

densification and which factors determine this reaction in Tehran?   

5. How do the residents understand the concept of place? What types of 

people-place relations could be identified among the residents in Tehran?  
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Research question one 

What shapes the latent construct of perceived density and place attachment 

in Tehran? 

In order to identify the latent constructs of perceived density and place 

attachment in Tehran, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was carried out on 

the cross-case survey data. EFA identified three factors for perceived density 

and two relevant factors for place attachment (see page 253 for the detailed 

process of EFA). 

Perception of density is a multifaceted subjective construct comprised of three 

core dimensions. The first dimension, ‘perceived physical density’, is 

concerned with the attachment of the physical elements within the space. The 

contextual results of this research indicate that three factors influence 

perceived physical density as the distance between buildings, presence of 

open spaces, and the scale of sidewalk.  ‘Perceived social density’ is the 

second dimension which is informed by sense of crowding, social-cultural 

heterogeneity, ability to maintain privacy, and perception of space available for 

the population. Lastly, the survey findings suggested that another underlying 

dimension could affect perception of density, although to a lesser extent, 

concerned with the visual stimuli in the space. The impact of visual stimulation 

on perception of density has been articulated in the previous theoretical and 

empirical evidence (e.g. Rapoport, 1977); The findings of this research 

supported that idea and identified two determinant factors as building height 

and façade material consistency.  

These factors affect an individual’s perception and evaluation of density 

irrespective of the quantitative measures of density in an area. For instance, a 

neighbourhood with wider sidewalks might be perceived as less dense 

compared to a neighbourhood with the same population density but narrower 

sidewalks.  
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Table 10-1 The construct of perceived density in Tehran based on the survey results 

Perceived physical density 

(PPD) 

Perceived social density 

(PSD) 

Visual density (VD) 

• space between buildings,  

• availability of open spaces,  

• sidewalk scale.  

• sense of crowding,  

• socio-cultural heterogeneity,  

• privacy,  

• perception of space available for 

the population.  

• building height,  

• façade material 

consistency. 

The survey analysis results also identified two latent factors constructing place 

attachment in Tehran. The first factor is concerned with the affective 

relationship of an individual with place based on indicators such as willingness 

to move to another area, caring for place, having social ties, and kinship 

networks. The second identified factor is more concerned with the attributes of 

place, both social and spatial, understood and experienced by the residents. 

Compared to the former factor, this factor incorporates materialistic features 

of place that are more tangible in daily experiences of the residents and thus, 

are more likely to be affected by densification. The two identified factors of 

place attachment support the dual nature of place – material and immaterial, 

or physical and social – as proposed my Malpas (1999). They also underscore 

two of the three dimensions of place attachment as elaborated by Scannell 

and Gifford (2010), namely ‘person’ and ‘place’. Temporality of place 

attachment was not accounted for in the survey and thus the nature of survey 

questions did not allow to reflect on the ‘process’ dimension.  
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Table 10-2 The construct of place attachment in Tehran based on the survey results 

General place attachment (GPA) Socio-spatial perception of place (SSPP) 

• willingness to move out 

• caring about the neighbourhood 

• extended family connection 

• Kinship and friendship networks 

 

• safety at night 

• general perception of safety 

• crime rate 

• willingness wander about and discover the 

neighbourhood 

• willingness to show around to guests 

• migration rate 

• being able to distinguish residents from non-residents 

• having access to open space 

• sense of pride to place 

• being able to maintain privacy 

 

Research question two 

How does the process of urban densification affect residents’ place 

attachment in Tehran?  

Thematic analysis of the qualitative data presented in chapter eight showed 

that urban densification in Tehran systematically functions as a process of 

place alteration. The process of creative destruction in the residential 

landscape of the inner-city neighbourhoods of Tehran affects residents’ place 

attachment in four overarching ways:  

1) Disrupting place functionality. Overuse of the existing urban services which 

causes decay, deterioration and dissatisfaction among the residents. Increase 

in the number of residential units gives rise to conflicts over usage of the 

existing side-street parking spaces. These factors, alongside other discussed 

drivers in the previous chapters, collectively harm the functionality of place as 

a vital element of place attachment in Tehran.  

2) Continual erosion of place memory, particularly for elderly residents. Place 

memory is a critical cognitive element of place attachment which, to a great 
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extent, defines people’s relationship with the place. The physical embodiment 

of place, symbols, buildings and streetscapes are all elements contributing to 

the creation of a collective memory of place. Transformation of the material 

and immaterial landscape of the neighbourhood through the destruction of its 

buildings or communities could result in erosion of personal and collective 

memory. 

3) Degradation of environmental qualities of place. Overshadowing of tall 

buildings over the streets, sidewalks and the adjacent buildings, blocking 

views, privacy conflicts, sound nuisances caused by continuous construction 

and demolition across the neighbourhood, street closures, sidewalk closures, 

destruction of urban green spaces are all instances of changes in the physical 

qualities of place with direct implications for place attachment.  

The developmental attitude towards cities and the never-ending need to build 

as such, reduces the city as a value extraction site not a place for living. The 

constant transformation of place through various types of urban development 

is a consequence of this economically motivated attitude which stands on the 

way of establishing meaningful connection with place and promoting social 

sustainability.  

4) Socio-demographic metamorphosis of place. Based on the findings, this 

transformation of place occurs in three main ways: (1) Loss of community ties 

due to demographic turnover and displacement; (2) creation of intra-cultural 

conflicts exacerbated by migration; and (3) loss of family support networks due 

to displacement.  

Although thematic analysis of the interviews suggested that urban 

densification in Tehran influences place attachment in the four above ways, it 

also underscored the importance of individualised interpretations in response 

to place change. An example of the positive interpretations of urban 

densification and place change in Tehran was identified among the residents 

who believed that their neighbourhood is being upgraded, modernised, and 

revitalised. This group of the residents embrace place change and evaluate it 

positively and as an inevitable developmental stage. The scale and type of 
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place change that they welcome vary and include residential rebuilding, 

replacement of single-family houses with apartment blocks, densification and 

population increase, increase of building heights, and road network 

development – surprisingly, not the same sentiment for pedestrianisation.  

Therefore, the developmental trajectory of urban densification in Tehran could 

be seen as a factor positively contributing to place attachment. 

 

Research question three 

What factors intervene in the relationship between people’s perception of 

density and densification, and their place attachment in Tehran? 

Thematic analysis of the interviews identified three intervening structural 

factors in the relationship between perception of densification and place 

attachment. A phenomenon that is frequently overlooked in the studies that 

aim to investigate people-place relations is the imperative impact of mediating 

factors – external to the domains of people, place and their relation. These 

external factors intervene on the way people learn what the place is, how they 

are supposed to interact with it, what their expectations should be, and in 

general, how they must relate to place. These externalities vary across 

different contexts and could take several different formats. In the case of 

Tehran, we came across an array of externalities highly influential on the way 

people establish their connection with their place of living. These externalities 

include: (1) Economic factor, referring to the imposing dynamics of the housing 

market on the households’ choice for place of living; (2) Socio-cultural profile, 

referring to the meaning associated with phenomena such as modernity and 

the dualism between the old and new in the society; and (3) personal 

preferences which highlight the deeply psychological element of 

personification of place and the nature of the person-place relationship with 

place.  
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Research question four 

How do the residents react to place transformation through urban 

densification and which factors determine this reaction in Tehran?   

The residents’ reaction to place transformation and urban change in form of 

densification is determined by the various interpretations of the changes that 

happen in their surrounding environment. These interpretations could be either 

positive or negative. In the case of this research, residents’ reaction to place 

change through densification manifested itself in three distinctive forms: 

acceptance, place adaptation and personal relocation.  

A group of residents had accepted the process of densification as an ongoing 

narrative of change in their neighbourhood and believed that this 

transformation of their surrounding environment is inevitable. In the case of the 

studied neighbourhoods in Tehran, the status of acceptance was found 

common among the residents who have developed a positive interpretation of 

densification, either because they are directly involved in the process as 

stakeholders, or because the changes occurring in the neighbourhood are in 

line with their desires, needs and expectations.  

Place adaptation was a more commonly adopted strategy to react to place 

change. The findings suggest that a group of residents who are not necessarily 

in favour of the changes and at the same time, have various obligations – such 

as financial or familial - to remain in the neighbourhood opt for adaptation. 

Place adaptation, in this case, refers to voluntary changes in the lifestyle, daily 

routines, expectations and desires.  

Finally, there were a group of residents whose reaction to densification was 

relocation. Personal relocation could either happen as a result of residential 

speculation and escalation of home prices in the neighbourhood or as a 

consequence of discontent with the general condition of the environment such 

as the level of services, local community and accessibility.  
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These three prevalent narratives of reaction to place change in Tehran explain 

the ultimate impact of urban densification and perception of density on 

people’s relationship with their neighbourhood. One of the most remarkable 

insights emerged from the above three narratives is that in several cases, 

place adaptation overshadows place attachment as an affective link to the 

place. Adaptation could be interpreted as a symptom of lack of attachment but 

simultaneously, lack of alternative options.  

 

Research question five 

How do the residents understand the concept of place? What types of 

people-place relations could be identified among the residents in Tehran? 

A key finding of this study highlighted an explicit parallelism in place meaning 

for the Iranian subject and showed a dissociation between the residents and 

the neighbourhood as a place. This separation, however, does not 

straightaway denote lack of place attachment. The findings demarcated the 

localised meaning of place in Tehran in two parallel metaphorical ideas of 

place: (1) an internal, socially constructed  and more tangible idea of place at 

the micro-scale mainly corresponding to an individual’s life events and routine 

activities; and (2) an external, structurally-formed idea of place connected to 

the changes occurring at the macro scale within which organisational forces, 

institutional regulations and governmental formalities seem to have more 

authority and control. The parallel lives of these places concomitantly carry on, 

although at different institutional levels and with distinctive actors involved in. 

It is mainly due to this parallelism that the locals conceive the so-called 

structural elements of place and its transformations as unchallengeable and 

thus, as already ratified. As a result of this ontological duality of place, the 

locals tend to interpret their neighbourhood as an untouchable, inaccessible 

urban superstructure that is being transformed based on an institutional logic 

which is incomprehensible and seemingly unchallengeable. Hence what goes 

on in the place is taken as absolute by the residents.   
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Main research question 

What is the link between perceived density and experience of densification, 

and place attachment in Tehran? 

 

Perceived density is an individualised, subjective understanding of the 

physical and social attributes of the built environment. In this sense, perceived 

density is located at the intersection of urban planning/design and 

environmental psychology. The findings of this research suggest that it is 

precisely for this interdisciplinarity that theorisation and quantification of 

perceived density are hardly possible. People tend to assign various meanings 

and physical formulations to the term ‘density’ which mirror the contested 

condition of the term and multiplicity of its definitions in professional and 

academic circles. For instance, the findings suggest that the local residents in 

Tehran define density in multiple ways such as building height, street width, 

number of parked cars in the streets, and the scale of the neighbourhood. 

These physical attributes, to a great extent, resemble ‘perceived physical 

density’ as explained in the theoretical framework of this thesis on page 96.  

The residents’ ‘perceived physical density’ and ‘perceived social density’ is 

profoundly shaped by their personal preferences, psychological status and life 

expectations. This was manifested in the findings in the form of ‘renewal effect’ 

(Item four above, also on page 268 for more information), individuals’ 

psychological condition which determines their preference of crowded vs quiet 

living environment (on page 286), and life expectations which unconsciously 

shape their perception of density and impact their reaction to urban 

densification.  

Urban densification indicates a physical transformation of the built form of the 

cities accompanied with a strong politico-economic narrative. The critique that 

this thesis puts forward explains densification as a market-driven narrative of 

change based on market fundamentalism. The economic reason as the driving 

force of urban densification necessarily neglects the life and rights of the 

existing communities, eradicates the meaning of place, and through its 
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speculative nature, continually reproduces itself and widens the economic gap 

in the housing market. Experience of densification is determined by the 

processual element of density as a constantly changing phenomenon. In this 

sense, experience of densification is associated with everyday life and daily 

events of an individual, her/his social relations and engagement in political and 

economic apparatuses.  

The theoretical reading and methodological application of place attachment as 

presented in this thesis suggest that the concept is over-theorised in 

environmental psychology and therefore there is a need to re-orient it towards 

human or urban geography. This research has complimented its initial attempt 

to link an urban question to environmental psychology with incorporation of 

critical urban/human geography debates. The rationale for this theoretical 

decision was that overreliance on psychological theories of attachment pushes 

research on people-place relations to the realm of relativity where plural 

epistemologies and the multitude of individual desires and preferences 

hampers achievement of robust theoretical explanations. This condition is 

reflected on the status of the place attachment scholarship which can be 

explained as chaotic, ambivalent, empirically rich but theoretically vague (see 

page 77 for theoretical discussions on place attachment). Moreover, the 

concept of place attachment as used in this thesis should not be seen as a 

reactionary idea oriented towards conservativism and exclusive NIMBYism. 

On the contrary, this research redefined place attachment – and argues for a 

whole re-claiming and reinventing of place attachment across different 

disciplines - by emphasising on its inherent progressive potentials to become 

a motivator of socio-political sensitiveness, and a driver of locally rooted 

mobilisation and grassroots movements. Being attached to the place of living 

presupposes a combination of individual awareness, spatial consciousness, 

and collective activism which could be channelled towards socially sustainable 

urban developments, and just and equitable communities. 

The findings of this thesis demonstrated that in order to understand the 

individuals’ perception and experience of density, urban densification must be 

analysed as a process of place change. All urban developments, densification 

included, are types of place change which accordingly affect the social and 
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physical construct of place and the people’s relationship with it. This thesis 

argues that although perception of density and experience of densification 

impact residents’ place attachment, the residents’ responses and reactions to 

this mental stimulation and process of change are not identical and take 

various forms, from voluntary relocation to adaptation.  

Looking at the wider context, the main research question was developed out 

of a more generic and yet complicated concern over the impact of urban form 

on social sustainability of cities. It was intended to see whether dense urban 

forms, beside their highly articulated positive environmental outcomes, can 

contribute to social sustainability as well. The discussion presented in this 

thesis revealed that beneath the seemingly uncomplicated connotation of 

urban form lies an oxymoronic state. Urban form is simultaneously static and 

dynamic, material and immaterial, physical and social, objective and 

subjective. Urban form, as long as it serves as the setting of social life of 

people, will be imbued with these contrasting meanings and conditions. To 

conceive of urban form as a merely physical notion representing physical 

attributes of the city is reductionist. The prolonged endeavour in urban studies 

to discover the ideal sustainable urban form has been primarily concentrated 

on the environmental imperative and thus has been negligent of the immaterial 

consequences of living in certain urban forms. Therefore, the impact of urban 

form on social sustainability cannot be studied or measured in the same way 

as other dimensions of sustainable development. This thesis argues for 

context-based analysis of different urban forms by taking into account their 

socio-cultural acceptance. It also argues against using blanket statements 

about the ideal sustainable urban form irrespective of the realities of urban 

governance and planning systems in different cities.  

In light of the discussions presented on the potential detrimental 

consequences of densification, a fundamental question arises: Do the 

discussed findings signify an inherent problem in high density, or instead, are 

they pointing out at some procedural deficiencies at the implementation level 

of densification projects? 
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The answer to this question lies in its wording. It is simplistic and reductionist 

to conceptualise ‘high density’ in isolation and separated from ‘implementation 

of high-density policies’. Neither of these two bears any meaning without the 

other one. Envisaging a utopian compact urban form without dealing with and 

thinking about the political-economic, socio-cultural, environmental, 

infrastructural, and humanistic dimensions of creating it is pointless and 

counterproductive. Therefore, this thesis argues that the identified themes 

present four – out of potentially many – problems of urban densification as it 

is happening in the specific socio-cultural and geographical context of Tehran. 

The prominent and controversial question of the relationship between density 

and urban social sustainability should be reformulated, refined and redirected 

to address the procedural element of both density and place and their 

ontological condition as concepts always in the status of becoming.  

10.2 Research limitations 

An in-depth discussion of the methodological limitations of this research is 

presented in chapter four (on page 139). Beside those methodological 

limitations, this research had also confronted an array of theoretical challenges 

and limitations which need explanation. This thesis acknowledges that the 

taken theoretical approach and the chosen methodological steps are not 

flawless and to some extent, have an impact on the interpretations of the 

findings. Nonetheless, theoretical and methodological limitations are 

inseparable from any research endeavour, and it is essential to critically 

evaluate their impact on the findings in order to make suggestions for further 

research.  

One of the theoretical challenges that this research dealt with was related to 

adopting a social constructivist epistemological standpoint in conceptualising 

urban density. A theoretical obstacle commonly ascribed to the application of 

a pure form of the social constructivist lens in research is its lack of possibility 

for theory construction, or in other words, the plurality of social constructs and 

perceptions which essentially makes formulating a solid theoretical foundation 

an arduous task, if not impossible. Nevertheless, this thesis opted for a 

pragmatic approach and argued for constant revisiting and modification of the 
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preliminary adopted framework in order to adjust it with the newly identified 

contextual concepts and social constructs.  

Moreover, throughout the process of analysis, a much-debated conflict 

between the positivist-empiricist tradition and a meta-theoretical approach 

became evident. A discrepancy came up concerning the positionality of the 

researcher and its impact on generating objective presuppositions. Particularly 

in the research on the people’s lived experience in urban settings, and 

regardless of the efforts put forth by the researcher to position himself 

horizontally at the same level with local social agents, the researcher and the 

subjects of research will not have the same experience and therefore, 

discrepancies emerge between researcher’s preconceptions and the actual 

reality as conceived by the research subjects. This situation, in turn, highlights 

the prominent importance of in-depth empirical data on attaining a sound 

source of locally rooted knowledge; However, as the abovementioned conflict 

contends, a unilateral interpretation of the purely empirical data, while perfectly 

reflects on inter-subjectivity of knowledge and its constructivist nature, 

essentially conceals the ontological unity of the world.  

Another limitation was with regards to the scarcity of the theoretical studies 

investigating the built form of cities not as mere material entities but through 

human senses, perception and subjectivity. It was surprising to see the extent 

to which urban planners and designers tend to neglect human subjectivity in 

relation to urban form. This separation in parallel manifests itself in the already 

raised unfortunate deviation between the fields of urban planning and 

environmental psychology (Churchman, 2016) despite their inherent 

similarities. Lack of robust theoretical foundation in perceived density research 

necessitates a set of pre-evaluations through Exploratory Factor Analysis of 

the survey data in order to attain a valid construct of perceived density. 

Last, and perhaps the most critical limitation and the one which was beyond 

the sphere of control of this thesis is related to the ‘provincialisation’ (Sheppard 

et al. 2013) of urban theory. The underlying idea that this thesis advocate is 

the significance of contextuality in defining, exploring, and challenging urban 

issues. A notable limitation imposed on this research was the lack of 
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theoretical, humanistic approaches to place in Iran which scrutinise place from 

the point of view of the Iranian subject imbued with socio-cultural and historical 

specificities. The legitimate task of provincializing urban theory and discourse 

should indeed be pursued collectively. The present research, although on a 

limited scope, sheds light on the contextual complexities of urban discourses 

and exposes fresh insights about the impact of urban densification of people-

place relations in the context of Tehran.  

10.3 Research Contributions 

This thesis might be one of the few studies in the context of Iran which attempts 

to understand what density really means for the people and how they 

experience it. Although lack of theoretical foundations in the Iranian context 

serves as a drawback of this research at the moment, the process of 

provincilization of urban theory should initiate at a point as it is already 

overdue. The presented findings and critical discussions address a knowledge 

gap and take a small yet imperative step towards filling it.  

Given the nature of the devised research questions, the case study 

methodology and the personal inclinations of the researcher, contextual 

contributions are the most significant outcomes of this research. The findings 

of this thesis have significant implications on our knowledge about the 

perception of density, the experience of urban densification, and the nature of 

people-place relations in Tehran. The implications of the findings are not, 

therefore, transferrable straightaway to the other geographic contexts and 

urban settings. Nevertheless, lessons could be learnt from the specificities of 

the contextual narrative of place change in Tehran through densification and 

its impacts on residents’ place attachment.  

The discussions around urban densification in Tehran revealed significant 

political-economic aspects of the respective narrative of change. First, the city 

planners need to locate themselves within the so-called planning triangle 

(Campbell 1996). As it turned out, urban densification process in Tehran is not 

the outcome of a set of pre-defined urban strategies and policies targeted 

towards a sustainable future. Instead, the process is the result of paradoxical 
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conflicts and trade-offs among various political and economic actors. In this 

climate, the role of the city planner as an agent in-between becomes 

profoundly imperative. Moreover, the process of urban policymaking could 

become a key factor in urban densification narrative of Tehran if supported 

with localised, co-constructed knowledge sensitive to experiences, 

perceptions and needs of the local communities. This is the body of knowledge 

that this research aspired to extract from the bottom and transfer to the top. 

Policymaking can also play a more significant role if embraced with sufficient 

legislative power and vested with enough administrative authority. However, 

these issues in Iran and particularly in the context of Tehran – as a 

metropolitan city with regional significance – are incredibly perplexing.  

Following the focus of this thesis on place as the setting of life, experience, 

and action, a potential implication of the findings could be the necessity of 

delegation of governance power to the local level administrative bodies. 

Empowering localism, as opposed to the strong centralised urban governance 

structure, while invests on the command of the local community, could 

obliterate several facilitators of the destructive urban densification process. 

The transition of urban governance and decision-making power to the local 

level could potentially fill the gap between the two parallel places and increase 

the local community’s participation, involvement and engagement in place 

(re)shaping. Nonetheless, one should bear in mind that within the authoritative 

political environment of Iran, the delegation of power to the local institutions – 

even a fraction of it – is not truly welcome and will be certainly opposed by the 

central state. The realisation of this power transition indeed, demands in-field 

action. 

10.4 Implications for future research 

The process of exploring the nexus between perceived density, urban 

densification and place attachment opened several doors towards new 

questions for further research. In general, further research could be pursued 

in four different ways and by posing four questions:   
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What. What is good density? What is bad density? Good density refers to the 

optimal level of urban or population density (quantitative) in which the intended 

community can endure in a sustainable manner considering the social, 

environmental, economic and institutional dimensions. Addressing this 

question would generally fall into the field of environmental psychology and 

requires robust methodological approach.  

Where. Where can we build high density? This question investigates location-

based features of a locality in terms of feasibility of densification policies. The 

question should address environmental capacities and constraints, 

infrastructural needs, and socio-cultural construct of the local community 

concerning their reaction to density escalation.  

How. How is densification going to be implemented? This question is 

concerned with the pragmatic considerations of devising densification policies 

and implementing them. It is vital to take into account the role of the state and 

market, e.g., a new development versus an incremental redevelopment, 

timeframe, policy-driven or informal, multiple design approaches. These 

divergent pragmatic approaches to densification would create different 

scenarios and will lead to different futures. The way we treat and investigate 

these various scenarios should be respectful of their critical 

dissimilarities. This question is particularly imperative in the context of the 

global South, where the cities are struggling with financial resources, 

population boom, and robust planning and governance structure.  

 Who. Who are the actors involved in the process of densification? Who 

benefits and who loses? The political economy of urban densification is 

concerned with the actors and stakeholders involved in the process of 

densification and their political interferences. The question highlights the 

commonly neglected fight for profit over rebuilding and densification and the 

power relations involved in the transformation of the cities. These 

considerations exclusively matter as they clarify the concealed drivers behind 

urban intensification projects and bring forward the class struggle dynamics 

that shape urban form.  
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Afterword 

 

Almost four years ago, when I was embarking on this research projects, I used 

to identify myself as an architect. I was concerned with the built form of the 

cities, and their implication for the social life of their inhabitants; a concern 

which based on my current perspective was simplistically apolitical.  

During this project however, my perspective massively altered: I have come to 

realise that politics could not be excluded from the discussions on the urban, 

its formation and transformation, and more importantly, the social life within it. 

Now, I can hardly consider myself an architect, at least not in its conventional 

form of practice which conveniently includes those former colleagues for whom 

the outside world is merely a backdrop for their egocentric design and those 

who fetishize scale, form and aesthetic composition. I see architectural 

practice in a state of perpetual crisis resulting from its inability to change the 

status quo or indifference towards the structural politico-economic dynamics 

that shape our world. I simply cannot go back there.  

I believe the reader could notice this transition through reading the thesis 

where I first initiated my research on perceived density – a static subjective 

knowledge of density in a given moment – and then shifted to experience of 

densification, a dynamic human reflection on the ongoing changes in the built 

environment and closely associated with the political-economy of change.  

The journey of this PhD was the cornerstone of my academic career, and more 

importantly, of who I am. Nevertheless, as we are always in the status of 

becoming, the journey of knowing the world, of changing it and making it a 

better place to live never ends.  
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Appendix A: Survey Package (In English and Farsi) 

Information Sheet for PhD in Urban Planning dissertation research 

You will be given a copy of this information sheet.  

Dissertation title: The relationship between perceived density and place attachment in residential 

neighbourhood of Tehran. 

Researcher name: Vafa Dianati Maleki                                                   

Contact details:  

Supervisor’s name: Dr. Catalina Turcu 

Details of Study:  

In this research, I intend to talk to you about two main concepts: first, the way you perceive 

and understand your neighbourhood’s density, and second, the extent to which you feel 

attached to your neighbourhood. Consequently, I intend to investigate the relationship between 

these feelings and to see whether your understanding of density has any influence on your 

place attachment. 

The research comprises of two stages, survey and interview. It takes place in your 

neighbourhood’s setting, including public spaces and buildings. 

The findings from this research is helpful for the city authorities, policy makers and urban 

planners to understand to what extent their decisions influence the lived experience of the 

residents and to know the actual concerns and perceptions of the urban residents. 

In this research, I acknowledge the importance of residents’ viewpoints and argue that their 

perceptions are the most valuable source of information for urban planners and policy makers. 

The findings of this research will inform the future urban developments and planning policies.  

This research project takes place in two stages. 
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1. Survey participants: 

You are chosen because you are a resident of this neighbourhood. Your participation in this research 

study is voluntary. If you decide to participate in this research, you can withdraw at any time. The 

procedure of filling this survey takes approximately 15 minutes. You can ask for clarification with 

regards to any question, at any time during the survey completion task. Your responses will be 

confidential and I do not collect identifying information such as your name and telephone number. If 

you decide to take part, you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent 

form.  

This research has a second stage including an interview to discuss the topics covered in the survey in a 

more thoroughly. The interviews will be conducted later, (between 2-3 months from now). If you are 

interested into participating in the second stage, I will ask you to fill your name and number to arrange 

an interview time that suits you best. 

 

2. Interview participants: 

The interview is constructed by a few open-ended questions, aimed at the concepts of perceived 

density and place attachment. The interviews can be conducted in any place that suits you, such as 

your home, or any local public place in your neighbourhood. Each interview takes approximately 30-

45 minutes. I will give you the informed consent form and the information sheet before conducting the 

interview. I will record these interviews as our conversation must be transcribed afterward for further 

analysis.  

 

If you are interested in this research’s topic, you can have a brief report of the final findings. For this, I 

will ask you to write down your postal or email address on a separate page. I will keep all your 

personal information confidential. 
 

Please discuss the information above with others if you wish or ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if 

you would like more information. 

It is up to you to decide whether to take part or not; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any 

way. If you do decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.  

 

All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. 
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Informed Consent Form PhD dissertation research  

Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet. 

Project Title: The relationship between perceived density and place attachment in residential 

neighbourhoods of Tehran. 

Researcher: Vafa Dianati Maleki 

Thank you for your interest in taking part in this research. Before you agree to take part, the person 

organising the research must explain the project to you.  

If you have any questions arising from the Information Sheet or explanation already given to you, 

please ask the researcher before you to decide whether to join in. You will be given a copy of this 

Consent Form to keep and refer to at any time.  

 

Participant’s Statement  

I agree that:   

• I have read the notes written above and the Information Sheet and understand what the 

study involves.  

• I understand that if I decide at any time that I no longer wish to take part in this project, I 

can notify the researchers involved and withdraw immediately.  

• I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of this research 

study.  

• I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and handled in 

accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.  

• I agree that the research project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction 

and I agree to take part in this study.  

• I understand that my participation will be taped and I consent to use of this material as part of the 

project.  

• I understand that the information I have submitted will be published as a report and I will be sent a 

copy. Confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained and it will not be possible to identify me 

from any publications.  

Signature:                                                                                                                           Date:  
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Residents Survey (Template) 

 

Section 1: General question 

 
Statement 

Very 

low Low Moderat

e High Very 

high 

 
How much do you feel attached to your 

neighbourhood?   
     

 

Section 2: Questions addressing the residents’ perception of density 

 
Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

 The neighbourhood is overcrowded.      

 I share the same social and cultural 

background with my neighbours.  
     

 It is difficult to maintain privacy in this 

neighbourhood. 
     

 I feel being forced into unwanted interactions 

with my neighbours. 
     

 There is enough space between adjacent 

buildings in this neighbourhood. 
     

 The size of buildings is oppressive in this 

neighbourhood. 
     

 There is enough open space in the 

neighbourhood. 
     

Date: ………. 

Neighbourhood ID: ……….. 

Participant ID: ……… 
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 The space available in this neighbourhood is 

not enough to serve the population living 

here. 

     

 Buildings’ height is consistent with each 

other in this neighbourhood. 
     

 The building facades are consistent and 

homogenous. 
     

 Sidewalks are wide and convenient enough 

to encourage walking in the neighbourhood. 
     

 

Section 3: Questions addressing place attachment. 

 
Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

 I am very attached to this neighbourhood.      

 I would like to move out of this 

neighbourhood. * 

     

 This neighbourhood is part of me. *      

 I miss the place when I am not here. *       

 I am not proud of this place. *      

 I am rooted in this neighbourhood. *      

 I would like my family and friends to live here 

in the future. * 

     

 People tend to be isolated in this 

neighbourhood. 

     

 I would be sorry if the people I appreciate in 

this neighbourhood move out.  
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 I have social ties in this neighbourhood that 

are hard for me to lose.  

     

 The crime rate is a big problem in this 

neighbourhood.  

     

 I feel safe here. *       

 It is hard to distinguish between residents 

and non-residents.  

     

 I know my immediate neighbours by name.      

 I would be sorry if I and the people I 

appreciate in this neighbourhood move out.  

     

 I feel safe and secure walking alone in this 

neighbourhood at night.  

     

 There are some dangerous places in this 

neighbourhood that I try to avoid.  

     

 The physical setting/appearance of this 

neighbourhood has changed a lot in the last 

ten years/the time I moved in. 

     

 It is easy to distinguish different places in the 

neighbourhood.  

     

 Buildings have unpleasant colours/ 

façade/shape in this neighbourhood. 

     

 Even if there are better places, I am not going 

to move out of this neighbourhood. ** 

     

 I like to wander around my neighbourhood 

and discover new places. ** 

     

 I don’t care about where I live. **      

 People should not get attached to the place 

in which they live. ** 
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 This neighbourhood has many advantages, 

but if I find a better place, I will move out. ** 

     

 I like to show my guests around my 

neighbourhood. ** 

     

 I have strong family connections in this 

neighbourhood. ** 

     

 

Section 4: Socio-demographic information 

Age 18-24 25-49 50-64 65 and above 

 

Gender Female Male Other: 

 

Education Non-

educated 

Diploma or 

below 
Bachelor Master 

Doctoral or 

above 

 

Occupation Employed Unemployed Self-employed Other: 

 

Housing tenure Owner Tenant Social renter Other: 

 

Residence 

length  

Current apartment Current neighbourhood Tehran 

   

 

How many members are currently in your household?  
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How many times do you move out of the neighbourhood in a 

week? 
 

 

 

THANK YOU! 

  

Dear respondent, this research will have a second phase including an in-depth one-to-one 

interview about population density and place attachment in your neighbourhood. If you are 

interested in participating into the next phase please tick the below box and put your name 

and number on a separate page that will be given to you, so I can contact you to arrange the 

interview time. 
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 پژوهش رساله دکترااعالم رضایت آگاهانه جهت شرکت در    فرم 

 خانم/ آقای محترم 

از شما دعوت می شود تا در این پروژه پژوهشی شرکت نمائید. ما اهمیت این پروژه را باور داریم، با این حال قبل از آنکه شما  

 متن زیر را  و منافع شرکت در طرح را می دانید. لطفا  تصمیم خود را اعالم نمائید باید مطمئن شویم که هدف از انجام این پژوهش  

 با دقت بخوانید هر سوال ابهام و یا شکی که دارید را با پژوهشگر در میان بگذارید. 

 طرح تحقیقاتی رابطه تراکم مسکونی و حس تعلق مکانی در محله های مسکونی تهران توسط آقای وفا دیانتی ملکی اجرا خواهد شد. 

 

  

 من می باشد:  اینجانب رضایت خود را مبنی بر شرکت در این پژوهش اعالم نموده و موارد زیر مورد تأیید

 روش انجام پژوهش و اهداف آن برای من شرح داده شد.  -1

 دانم که هر زمان در طول انجام مصاحبه، می توانم از ادامه مشارکت در پژوهش انصراف دهم . اینجانب می  -2

ا تراکم محله  اینجانب می دانم که اطالعات مربوط به من اعم از اطالعات شخصی و آنچه مربوط نظرات من در رابطه ب   -4

و این محقق به هیچ عنوان اجازه انتشار اطالعات  و حس وابستگی من به محله مذکور می شود صرفا نزد محقق ارشد قراردارد  

شخصی من را مگر با اجازه کتبی من ندارد و فقط نتایج کلی و گروهی این تحقیق را می توانند به صورت مقاله ، گزارش و  

 از این قبیل منتشرنمایند. 

شد و توسط پژوهشگر در    اینجانب آگاه هستم که در صورت شرکت در مرحله دوم پژوهش صحبت های من ضبط خواهد -4

 راستای اهداف پژوهش به کار گرفته خواهد شد. 

اینجانب آگاه هستم که نتایج این پژوهش منتشر خواهد شد و من می توانم یک نسخه از آنرا دریافت نمایم. همچنین آگاه    -5

ی شود و  هویت من به  م که اصل محرمانه بودن و ناشناس ماندن نام و مشخصات شخصی من در این گزارش رعایت م هست 

 هبچ وجه قابل شناسایی از روی گزارش نهایی نخواهد بود. 

 

 

 تاریخ و امضا  
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 ریزی شهری حقیقاتی دکترا در زمینه برنامه ات پروژه تبرگه اطالع 

 یک نسخه از این برگه در اختیار شما قرار خواهد گرفت. 

 عنوان پژوهش: رابطه تراکم مسکونی و حس تعلق مکانی در محالت شهر تهران

 نام پژوهشگر: وفا دیانتی ملکی 

 شماره تماس:  

 جزئیات پژوهش: 

کنیم: نخست، درباره نظر و برداشت شخصی شما از تراکم  موضوع مختلف با شما صحبت    در این پژوهش قصد داریم درباره دو

مسکونی محله و سپس میزان وابستگی و تعلق خاطر شما به محله. هدف این پژوهش یافتن ارتباط میان این دو موضوع یعنی تراکم 

به طور کامل در فضای   صاحبه و پرسشنامه می شود وو احساس تعلق به مکان را از دید ساکنین است. این پروژه تحقیقاتی شامل م

 عمومی محله انجام می پذیرد. 

نتایج این تحقیق مسئوالن ، سیاست گذاران و برنامه ریزان شهری را از تاثیرات تصمیماتشان بر زندگی شهروندان آگاه می کند، و  

ین تاکید می کند و آن را ر اهمیت و ارزش نظرات ساکن آنها را با دغدغه ها و ادراکات شخصی اهالی آشنا می سازد. این پژوهش ب 

 منبع با ارزشی از اطالعات برای شهرسازان و سیاست گذاران می داند.

 مرحله نخست: پرسشنامه 

شرکت کنندگان این مرحله از میان ساکنین محله انتخاب می شوند. مشارکت شما در این پژوهش داوطلبانه بوده و می توانید در هر  

دقیقه طول می کشد. در صورت نیاز به رفع ابهام،   15مشارکت انصراف دهید. تکمیل پرسشنامه حدودا خواستید از ادامه  زمان که

شما می توانید هر زمان که خواستید از پژوهشگر کمک بگیرید. پاسخ های شما به سواالت این پرسشنامه محرمانه باقی می ماند و  

 وری نمی کنیم. عات تماس را جمع آما اطالعات شخصی شما شامل نام و اطال

 در صورت تمایل جهت شرکت در این مرحله، این برگه به همراه فرم اخذ رضایت در اختیار شما قرار خواهد گرفت. 

مرحله دوم این پژوهش شامل مصاحبه با اهالی در رابطه با موضوعات مطرح شده در باال می گردد. این مصاحبه ها در فاصله  

اگر تمایل به شرکت در مصاحبه دارید، از شما درخواست می شود تا نام و شماره تماس   پذیرند.اه آینده انجام می  م  ۲تا    ۱زمانی  

 خود را در برگه ای جداگانه وارد نمایید تا برای هماهنگی زمان و مکان مصاحبه با شما تماس بگیریم.

 مرحله دوم: مصاحبه 

شود. هدف مصاحبه بررسی دقیق تر موضوعات و مطالبی  حس تعلق مکانی می    مصاحبه شامل سواالتی در مورد تراکم مسکونی و

است که در پرسشنامه مطرح شده بود. مصاحبه ها در فضاهایی که شما احساس راحتی بیشتری می کنید انجام می پذیرد. مدت زمان 

ز ضبط خواهند شد. فایل  نالیز های مورد نیادقیقه خواهد بود. مصاحبه ها جهت پیاده سازی متن و انجام آ  45تا    30هر مصاحبه بین  

 های صوتی نگه داشته نمی شوند و پس از اتمام پژوهش پاک خواهند شد.
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اگر به موضوع این پژوهش عالقمند هستید، می توانید نسخه خالصه نتایج آنرا پس از اتمام دریافت کنید. در صورت تمایل، آدرس  

 طالعات شخصی شما به صورت کامال محرمانه حفظ خواهد شد. اگانه وارد کنید. اپستی یا الکترونیک خود را در برگه ای جد

اگر مایل هستید می توانید مطالب باال را با دیگران مطرح کنید و یا اگر در رابطه با این پژوهش ابهام یا سوالی دارید از  

رکت در این پروژه  . اگر تصمیم به مشاپژوهشگر بپرسید. تصمیم گیری جهت شرکت در این پژوهش کامال بر عهده خود شماست

 بگیرید، هر زمان و بدون نیاز به هیچ گونه توضیحی می توانید از ادامه همکاری انصراف بدهید.
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 پرسشنامه ساکنین 

 

 بخش نخست: سواالت کلی 

  
 زیاد  متوسط کم خیلی کم 

خیلی  

 زیاد 

      به چه میزان به محله خود دلبسته یا وابسته هستید؟  ۱

 وابستگی به مکان دوم: ش بخ

کامال  

 مخالفم 
 مخالفم 

 نه مخالفم و 

نه موافقم    

 موافقم 
کامال  

 موافقم 

  

 ۱ .این محله برای قدم زدن در شب مکان امنی است     

 ۲ .در این محله بخش های خطرناکی وجود دارد که من از آنها دوری می کنم     

 ۳ .نجا شدم تغییر زیادی کرده استی اشکل ظاهری محله نسبت به زمانی که وارد       

 ۴ .به نظر من، بخش های مختلف این محله یک شکل و غیر قابل تمایز هستند     

 ۵ .ساختمان های این محله از نظر شکل نما و رنگ زیبا هستند     

 ۶ حتی اگر مکان بهتری برای زندگی بیابم حاضر به ترک این محله نیستم.      

 ۷ خانواده و دوستانم در این محله زندگی کنند. در آینده  تمایل دارم     

 ۸ .در این محله، ساکنین تمایل دارند که منزوی و جدا از سایرین باشند     

اگر افرادی که برایم مهم هستند این محله را ترک کنند، من احساس ناراحتی       

 .خواهم کرد

۹ 

محله برایم سخت  و آشنایانم در این  اجتماعی با دوستان  از دست دادن روابط       

 .خواهد بود

۱۰ 

 ۱۱ .میزان جرم و بزهکاری در این محله نگران کننده است     
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 ۱۲ .من در این محله احساس امنیت و آرامش می کنم     

 ۱۳ دوست دارم در محله ام قدم بزنم و مکان های جدید آن را کشف کنم.      

 ۱۴ ندگی می کنند وابسته شوند. ه محله ای که در آن زباورمن افراد نباید ب به      

 ۱۵ محله ای که در آن زندگی می کنم اهمیت چندانی برای من ندارد.      

این محله مزایا و خوبی های زیادی دارد با این حال اگر مکان مناسب تری      

 برای زندگی پیدا کنم این محله را ترک می کنم. 

۱۶ 

 ۱۷ نانم نشان دهم. ام را به مهما دوست دارم محله     

 ۱۸ من در این محله روابط خانوادگی قوی ای دارم.      

 ۱۹ .هر ساله تعداد زیادی افراد تازه وارد در این محله ساکن می شوند     

کامال  

 مخالفم 
 مخالفم 

 نه مخالفم و 

نه موافقم    

 موافقم 
کامال  

 موافقم 

  

 ۲۰ .یر ساکنین برایم دشوار استتشخیص و تمایز افراد ساکن از غ     

 ۲۱ .من نام/ نام فامیلی همسایه های دیوار به دیوارم را می دانم     

اگر همراه با سایر افرادی که برایم مهم هستند این محله را ترک کنم احساس       

 .ناراحتی خواهم کرد

۲۲ 

 ۲۳ .کنم می وابستگی/دلبستگی  احساس محله این به نسبت من     

 ۲۴ تمایل دارم این محله را ترک کنم و در محله دیگری زندگی کنم.      

 ۲۵ این محله بخشی از هویت من است.      

 ۲۶ زمانی که از این محله دور هستم إحساس دلتنگی می کنم.      

 ۲۷ به زندگی و حضور در این محله افتخار نمی کنم.      

 ۲۸ نده ام. إحساس می کنم در این محله ریشه دوا     

 بخش سوم: تراکم ادراکی 
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کامال  

 مخالفم 
 مخالفم 

 نه مخالفم و 

نه موافقم    

 موافقم 
کامال  

 موافقم 

  

 ۱ این محله بیش از حد شلوغ است.      

یکدست       فرهنگی  و  اجتماعی  نظر  از  میکنند  زندگی  محله  این  در  که  افرادی 

 .هستند

۲ 

 ۳ .ستحفظ حریم شخصی در این محله دشوار ا     

سایر       با  اجتماعی  روابط  برقراری  به  مجبور  اوقات  گاهی  میکنم  احساس  من 

 .ساکنین محله می شوم

۴ 

 ۵ .در این محله، ساختمان ها به اندازه کافی از هم فاصله دارند     

 ۶ .آزاردهنده استابعاد و اندازه ساختمان ها در این محله      

 ۷ .داردفی فضای باز وعمومی وجود در این محله به اندازه کا     

 ۸ .فضای موجود در این محله با جمعیتی که در آن زندگی میکند تناسبی ندارد     

 ۹ .در این محله، ارتفاع ساختمان ها یکدست ومتناسب است      

 ۱۰ هستند. در این محله، نمای ساختمان ها مشابه و یکپارچه      

 ۱۱ آمد مناسب هستند. پیاده رو ها برای رفت و      

 

 شرایط اقتصادی و اجتماعی شرکت کننده  بخش چهارم:

 به باال  ۶۵ ۵۰-۶۴ ۴۹ -۲۵ ۲۴ - ۱۸ سن

 

 جنسیت خانم  آقا غیره 

 

 وضعیت اشتغال  خصوصی( شاغل )دولتی و  فاقد شغل شغل آزاد  غیره 
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دیپلم یا پایین   فوق دیپلم  لیسانس فوق لیسانس دکترا و باالتر

 تر

 تحصیالت یالت فاقد تحص 

 

 نوع سکونت مالک  مستاجر  مسکن رایگان غیره 

 

 تعداد افراد واحد خانوار  

 

 به طور متوسط در طول یک هفته چند مرتبه از محله خارج می شوید؟ 

 

 خانه کنونی مدت زمان سکونت در محله کنونی مدت زمان سکونت در شهر تهران  مدت زمان سکونت در

 ....... سال  ....... سال  ....... سال 

 

 با تشکر از همکاری شما. 

 

کد شرکت کننده: ................ .................کد محله:.......... ....................تاریخ: .........

 شرکت کننده گرامی

اکم جمعیتی و دلبستگی مکانی می شود. اگر تمایل به  مرحله بعدی این تحقیق دانشگاهی شامل مصاحبه با ساکنین محله حول موضوعات تر

شرکت در مرحله بعدی این پژوهش را دارید خواهشمندم نام و شماره تماس خود را جهت هماهنگی بیشتر در برگه دیگری که در اختیار شما  

 نمایید.   قرار میگیرد وارد
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Appendix B: Question Bank 

 

1. I feel X is a part of me (William and Vaske 2003) 

2. X is very special to me. (William and Vaske 2003) 

3. I am very attached to X. (William and Vaske 2003) 

4. General attachment to neighbourhood: I would be sorry to move out of the 

neighbourhood. (Hidalgo and Hernandez 2001) 

5. Social attachment to neighbourhood:  I would be sorry if the people I 

appreciated in the neighbourhood moved out. (Hidalgo and Hernandez 

2001) 

6. Physical attachment to neighbourhood: I would be sorry if I and the 

people I appreciated in the neighbourhood moved out. (Hidalgo and 

Hernandez 2001) 

7. I am very attached to X. (Gross and Brown 2006)  

8. I wouldn’t substitute any other place for the type of experience I have in X. 

(Gross and Brown 2006) 

9. I have a strong connection with people who (live) in X. (Gross and Brown 

2006) 

10. X means a lot to me. (Gross and Brown 2006) 

11. The distinctive lifestyle of X is something that attracted me here. (Gross 

and Brown 2006) 

12. I feel a sense of togetherness with others who live in this neighbourhood. 

(Knez 2005) 

13. This neighbourhood reminds me of the environment of my childhood. 

(Knez 2005) 

14. I feel safe and secure in this neighbourhood. (Knez 2005) 

15. I feel no commitment to this place. (Williams and Roggenbuck 1990) 

16. I am very attached to this place. (Williams and Roggenbuck 1990) 

17. This place means a lot to me. (Williams and Roggenbuck 1990) 

18. I really miss this neighbourhood when I am away too long. (Stedman 

2006) 

19. I identify strongly with this area. (Klatenborn and Bjerke 2002) 

20. My family has connections to this area from far back. (Klatenborn and 

Bjerke 2002) 

21. I feel like I am definitely part of the neighbourhood (PREQ and NA) 
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22. In this neighbourhood it is easy to get to know people. (PREQ and NA) 

23. In this neighbourhood people tend to be isolated. (PREQ and NA) 

24. In this neighbourhood you feel watched. (PREQ and NA) 

25. You can meet bad people in this neighbourhood. (PREQ and NA) 

26. Here in the night, there is the risk of dangerous encounters. (PREQ and 

NA) 

27. Buildings are beautiful in this neighbourhood (PREQ and NA) 

28. It is pleasant to see this neighbourhood. (PREQ and NA) 

29. Buildings have unpleasant colours/ façade/shape in this neighbourhood. 

(PREQ and NA) 

30. Buildings are too close together in this neighbourhood. (PREQ and NA) 

31. There is enough space between buildings in this neighbourhood. (PREQ 

and NA) 

32. The dimension of buildings is oppressive in this neighbourhood. (PREQ 

and NA) 

33. Buildings are too tall in this neighbourhood. (PREQ and NA) 

34. It would be very hard from me to leave the neighbourhood (PREQ and 

NA) 

35. This is the ideal neighbourhood for me (PREQ and NA) 

36. I do not subscribe to this neighbourhood’s lifestyle (PREQ and NA) 

37. I do not feel integrated in this neighbourhood (PREQ and NA) 

38. I have nothing in common with this neighbourhood (PREQ and NA) 

39. In general, is it pretty easy or pretty difficult for you to tell a stranger in 

your neighbourhood from somebody who lives there? (Riger and 

Lavarkas 1981) 

40. Would you say that you really feel a part of your neighbourhood or do you 

think of it more just as place to live? (Riger and Lavarkas 1981) 

41. Social contacts in home and home territories – Likert scaled (Fuhrer, 

Kaiser and Harting 1993) 

42. How many years have you personally lived in your present 

neighbourhood? (Riger and Lavarkas 1981) 

43. Do you own your home or do you rent it? (Riger and Lavarkas 1981) 

44. To you expect to be living in this neighbourhood 2 years from now. (Riger 

and Lavarkas 1981) 

45. How much do you feel attached to your current neighbourhood – Liker 

scaled (Stokolos, Shumaker and Martinez 1983; Ringel and Finkelestein 

1991) 
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46. If I had to move from this neighbourhood now, I would be sorry to leave it 

(Austin and Baba 1990) 

47. I plan to be living in this neighbourhood still five years from now (Austin 

and Baba 1990) 

48. I feel like I am definitely part of the neighbourhood (Austin and Baba 

1990) 

49. I have got native feelings for ---- (Lalli 1992) 

50. I feel really at home at ---- (Lalli 1992) 

51. This is the ideal neighbourhood to live in (Bonaiuto et al 1999) 

52. There are place in the neighbourhood to which I am very emotionally 

attached (Bonaiuto et al 1999) 

53. It would be very hard from me to leave the neighbourhood (Bonaiuto et al 

1999) 

54. I would willingly leave this neighbourhood (Bonaiuto et al 1999) 

55. How attached do you feel to your neighbourhood? Direct question 

(Churcman and Mitrani 1997) 

56. I am proud to live in this neighbourhood – liker scaled (Mesch and Manor 

1998) 

57. This is the ideal neighbourhood for me (PREQ) 

58. I do not subscribe to this neighbourhood’s lifestyle (PREQ) 

59. I do not feel integrated in this neighbourhood (PREQ) 

60. I have nothing in common with this neighbourhood (PREQ) 

61. I feel like I am definitely part of the neighbourhood – place attachment – 

positive 

62. It is pleasant to see this neighbourhood. Place attachment - positive 

63. I have nothing in common with this neighbourhood. Place attachment – 

negative 

64. I feel X is a part of me (William and Vaske 2003) 

65. I am very attached to X. (William and Vaske 2003) 

66. General attachment to neighbourhood: I would be sorry to move out of the 

neighbourhood. (Hidalgo and Hernandez 2001) 

67. I feel no commitment to this place. (Williams and Roggenbuck 1990) 

68. I am very attached to this place. (Williams and Roggenbuck 1990) 

69. This place means a lot to me. (Williams and Roggenbuck 1990) 

70. I really miss this neighbourhood when I am away too long. (Stedman 

2006) 

71. I identify strongly with this area. (Kaltenborn and Bjerke, 2002) 
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72. Buildings are beautiful in this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

73. I would be sorry if I and the people I appreciated in the neighbourhood 

moved out. (Hidalgo and Hernandez 2001) 

74. Social attachment to neighbourhood:  I would be sorry if the people I 

appreciated in the neighbourhood moved out. (Hidalgo and Hernandez 

2001) 

75. I have a strong connection with people who (live) in X. (Gross and Brown 

2006) 

76. I feel a sense of togetherness with others who live in this neighbourhood. 

(Knez, 2005) 

77. More new people are moving into this neighbourhood compared to before 

[what time in before] 

78. It is difficult to distinguish between residents and non-residents. 

79. I don’t know the name of my approximate neighbour 

80. I think my neighbourhood is a good place for me to live. (Jabareen 2017) 

81. People in this neighbourhood do not share the same values. (Negatively 

Worded Item) (Jabareen 2017) 

82. My neighbours and I want the same things from this neighbourhood. 

(Jabareen 2017) 

83. I can recognize most of the people who live in my neighbourhood. 

(Jabareen 2017) 

84. I feel at home in this neighbourhood. (Jabareen 2017) 

85. Very few of my neighbours know me. (Negatively Worded Item) (Jabareen 

2017) 

86. I care about what my neighbours think of my actions. (Jabareen 2017) 

87. I have almost no influence over what this neighbourhood is like. 

(Negatively Worded Item) (Jabareen 2017) 

88. If there is a problem in this neighbourhood, people who live here can get it 

solved. (Jabareen 2017) 

89. It is very important to me to live in this particular neighbourhood. 

(Jabareen 2017) 

90. People in this neighbourhood generally don’t get along with each other. 

(Negatively Worded Item) (Jabareen 2017) 

91. I expect to live in this neighbourhood for a long time (Jabareen 2017) 

92. Process questions: 

93. This neighbourhood reminds me of the environment of my childhood. 

(Knez 2005) 
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94. My family has connections to this area from far back. (Klatenborn and 

Bjerke 2002) 

95. The neighbourhood is overcrowded. Social perceived density  

96. There is enough open space in the neighbourhood. Spatial perceived 

density 

97. I do not know my immediate neighbours by name. What is this? 

98. There are many people living in this neighbourhood. Social perceived 

density  

99. I feel being forced to have unwanted interactions with my neighbours. 

Social perceived density  

100. People living in this neighbourhood come from similar backgrounds.     

Social perceived density  

101. Maintaining privacy is a serious issue in this neighbourhood – social 

perceived density  

102. Buildings have unpleasant colours/ façade/shape in this neighbourhood. 

Spatial perceived density  

103. Buildings are too close together in this neighbourhood. Spatial perceived 

density  

104. There is enough space between buildings in this neighbourhood. Spatial 

perceived density  

105. The dimension of buildings is oppressive in this neighbourhood. Spatial 

perceived density  

106. Buildings are too tall in this neighbourhood. Spatial perceived density 

107. The facades of buildings in this neighbourhood are consistent. (Myself) 

108. Sidewalks are big and convenient enough to encourage walking in the 

neighbourhood. (Myself) 

109. There are enough public parks in this neighbourhood. (Myself) 

110. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of space between 

buildings? 

111. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of the aesthetic? 

112. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of availability of open 

spaces? 

113. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of number of people? 

114. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of having privacy? 

115. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of the scale of 

sidewalks? 
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116. How do you perceive your neighbourhood in terms of variations in 

buildings’ facades? 

117. People living in this neighbourhood do not share a similar social 

background/ the neighbourhood is socially diverse. (Myself) 

118. This neighbourhood has a unique character that I feel attached to. 

(Myself) 

119. I feel safe walking alone during the day in this neighbourhood. (Myself) 

120. It is not safe to walk alone at night in the neighbourhood. (Myself) 

121. Personal Safety and security is a big problem in this neighbourhood. ( 

distinguish between different safety threats.) (Myself) 

122. I feel like I am definitely part of the neighbourhood – place attachment 

123. In this neighbourhood, it is easy to get to know people. Place attachment  

124. In this neighbourhood people tend to be isolated. Place attachment  

125. In this neighbourhood, you feel watched. Place attachment  

126. You can meet bad people in this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

127. Here in the night, there is the risk of dangerous encounters. Place 

attachment  

128. Buildings are beautiful in this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

129. It is pleasant to see this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

130. It would be very hard from me to leave the neighbourhood. Place 

attachment  

131. This is the ideal neighbourhood for me. Place attachment  

132. I do not subscribe to this neighbourhood’s lifestyle. Place attachment  

133. I do not feel integrated in this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

134. I have nothing in common with this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

135. This neighbourhood has many attractive open and public space. 

136. this neighbourhood gives me the feeling of safety. 

137. It is easy to distinguish different places in the neighbourhood 

138. The neighbourhood is uniform in shape. 

139. This neighbourhood has changed a lot for ten years ago. 

140. I like the way neighbourhood is changing. 

141. In this neighbourhood, it is easy to get to know people. Place attachment  

142. In this neighbourhood people tend to be isolated. Place attachment  

143. In this neighbourhood, you feel watched. Place attachment  

144. You can meet bad people in this neighbourhood. Place attachment  

145. I do not subscribe to this neighbourhood’s lifestyle. Place attachment  

146. I do not feel integrated in this neighbourhood. Place attachment   
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Appendix C: Interview protocol  

The topical choices of this protocol are determined by the survey findings. 
The list below serves as a guideline through the interview. Adherence to the 
order is not advised.  
 

Sources: (Riger and Paul J. Lavrakas, 1981; Fleming, Baum and Weiss, 1987; D. Austin 

and Baba, 1990; Churchman and Mitrani, 1997; Bonaiuto, Fornara and Bonnes, 2003; 

Giuliani, 2003; Walton, Murray and Thomas, 2008) 

Section 1 : Perceived density  
 

 

1. What are the three main problems of the neighbourhood?  

2. Are you concerned with population density of your neighbourhood? Do you 
think population density is increasing or decreasing in your neighbourhood? 

3. What are the physical modifications you would like to make in your 
neighbourhood to make it more desirable? Explain the reasons.  

4. How many of your approximate neighbours do you know by name? What about 
other people who live close to you, in your street, area, … discuss the reason, why 
too low, why too many? 

5. Are you able to distinguish residents from non-residents?  

6. Do you feel you can regulate your contacts with others in your neighbourhood? SO 

7. How often do you interact with your neighbours and strangers when you do not 
want to do so?  

8. Have you encountered any privacy issues in your neighbourhood? SO 

 

Section 2: Place attachment  
 

1. What does this place mean to you? 
2. Would you say that you feel especially attached to this place? If so, why? 
3. Are there some physical or social characteristics of this place that are 

particularly important to you? If so, why? 
4. What is the main reason you feel/ do not feel attached to the 

neighbourhood? 

5. Would you say that you really feel a part of your neighbourhood or do you 

think of it more just as place to live?  

6. Have you ever considered moving out of this neighbourhood?  

7. Is it easy for you to leave this neighbourhood and live somewhere else? 

8. If you move to another neighbourhood, would you miss this 

neighbourhood? 

9. How often do you wander about the neighbourhood? if you do it 

frequently, what is the reason?  

10. If you have guests, would you show them around?  
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Appendix D: Instagram pages 

1. https://www.instagram.com/gishagisha  (accessed June 2020)  

2. https://www.instagram.com/gishaaaa_/ (accessed June 2020)  

3. https://www.instagram.com/gishayab/ (accessed June 2020)  

4. https://www.instagram.com/gisha_gisha_/ (accessed June 2020)  

5. https://www.instagram.com/tehranparsmagazine/ (accessed June 

2020)  

6. https://www.instagram.com/tehranparss/ (accessed June 2020)  

7. https://www.instagram.com/tehranparsiya/ (accessed June 2020)  

8. https://www.instagram.com/mahaleh_afsariyeh_shomali/ (accessed 

June 2020)  

9. https://www.instagram.com/inja_afsariyeh/ (accessed June 2020)  

10. https://www.instagram.com/afsariyeh_news/ (accessed June 2020)  

11. https://www.instagram.com/gisha_tehranpars_afsariyeh/ (accessed 

June 2020)  

  

https://www.instagram.com/gishagisha
https://www.instagram.com/gishaaaa_/
https://www.instagram.com/gishayab/
https://www.instagram.com/gisha_gisha_/
https://www.instagram.com/tehranparsmagazine/
https://www.instagram.com/tehranparss/
https://www.instagram.com/tehranparsiya/
https://www.instagram.com/mahaleh_afsariyeh_shomali/
https://www.instagram.com/inja_afsariyeh/
https://www.instagram.com/afsariyeh_news/
https://www.instagram.com/gisha_tehranpars_afsariyeh/
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Appendix E: MAXQDA thematic map and code list 
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The code list (in no specific order) 
 

Accessibility 

Crowding 

Density 

Economy 

Local community 

Neighbourhood 

Neighbourhood transformation 

Place attachment 

Place dependence 

Place function 

Population 

Privacy 

Safety 

Social and family relation 

Cultural issues 

Spatial qualities 

Traffic 

parking space 

Personal experiences, stories, local narratives 

Old memories, personal or collective 

Home 

Moving out 

Migration 

Behaviour 

Aesthetic 

Buildings feature 

Getting used to 

Spatial qualities 

comparison 
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Appendix F: Selected interview excerpts in Farsi 

 

 مقدار یک هم خانه. بود اون خاطر به بیشتر. هست امن نا زلزله  خاطر به ها خونه اون میگفت همش موقع اون
 نم مقدار یک. خانه ساخت برای میکرد اصرار خیلی خیلی یکیشون، مخصوصا هم، ها همسایه و بود شده قدیمی

داشت خاصی شرایط باالخره و بود داده . 

Code: ● محله راتییتغ\کیادرا مکترا ،یساز  مکمترا م،کترا    Weight score: 0 
Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 7   Position: 9 – 9 

 

 که میشن باعث و  میکنن مسدود رو باند یک کردن پارک دوبله با ها ماشین نداره، بیشتر باند دو هم گیشا خیابان
بشه ترافیک و بیان بند ها خیابان زمانی مدت یک . 

Code: ● نگکیپار ،کپار یجا ،یکتراف ن،یماش\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight 
score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 5   Position: 6 - 6 

 

 تهرون بچه بشناسن؟خودم رو من که برم کجا سن ای خورده و هفتاد با من. هست که هم خاطرات و گیدلبست
دیگه هیچی دیگه بشم، آشنا یکی با جدید جای برم بخوام تا. سلسبیله بچه اصلیتم هستم . 

Code: ● مثال،  ،یشخص اتیتجرب   Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 4   Position: 11 - 11 

 
 خاطر تعلق همون خاطر  به. برن اینجا از نیستن حاضر اما دارن  خوبی خیلی مالی  وضع که میشناسم هم هایی آدم
  آخرش ولی  شدن جابجا هم بار چندین اینجا، از رفتن که  دیدم من رو  ها خیلی. دارن محله این توی که ای سابقه و

 . رخاط تعلق همون خاطر به اینجا، برگشتن دوباره

  

Code: ● مثال،  ،یشخص اتیتجرب   Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 3   Position: 15 - 15 

 

 ساکن گیشا توی هنوز  هم همشون و. هستن هم جدید دوستان گیشا، توی دارم پیش سال ۳۰  از رو قدیم دوستان
برن اینجا از دوستانم که اومده پیش کم خیلی. هستند . 

Code: ● یخانوادگ و یاجتماع روابط\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 3   Position: 8 - 8 

  

  اجازه هم طبقه ۷  و ۶ جاها بعضی هستند، طبقه ۵  ها ساختمان از خیلی چون سوم، و دوم و اول طبقات بعد
دیگه بشه کمتر کال بآفتا که اند شده باعث انها خب میدن، . 

Code: ● یطیمح اتیفکی\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 3   Position: 4 - 4 

  

  روز یک... بود باحالی جای خیلی... بود ورزش هم. اونجا میرفتیم هفته آخر ما . بود بخش لذت خیلی تپه اون
  این زدم زنگ روز اون ... داشت حسابی و درست های درخت...کردن قمع و قلع رو اونجا یها درخت تمام جمعه

  مگه چیکار..  کنن قطع  رو درخت همه این میشه مگه..بود سخت خیلی..کن باور میکردم گریه..ور اون ور
بکنن میخواستن . 
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Code: ● مثال،  ،یشخص اتیتجرب   Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 2   Position: 28 - 28 

  

 خودم و نمیکنم کار دیگه و باال رفته سنم من چون االن ولی..میکردیم عوض میتونستیم بود قدیم مثل اگر هم االن
برسه برام جا یه  از پولی  یک اینکه مگر بشم جابجا که نیست برام امکان االن دیگه خب... کردم بازنشست رو . 

Code: ●  یصاداقت لیمسا\یدلبستگ،   Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 2   Position: 8 - 8 

 

  به رو که هایی ساختمان  همین برای. هست کمتر اطراف های ساختمان سایه چون هستن گیر آفتاب باال طبقات
 تنها شمالی های واحد اما. باال طبقات مخصوصا دارند، بهتری گیر آفتاب( زمین جنوبی ضلع در) هستن جنوب

هستند گیر آفتاب روز از خاصی های زمان در . 

Code: ● یطیمح اتیفکی\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 0 

Case study 1 - Gishaa\Interview 1   Position: 54 - 54 

 

 به میدیدم یعنی.. بوده ملموس من واسه هم تغییراتش. کرده تغییر خیلی شدیم ساکن اینجا ما که  وقتی از محله شکل
میسازن آپارتمان جاشون به و هارو خونه میکوبن. میشن عوض چجوری  ها خانه که چشم . 

Code: ● محله راتییتغ\کیادرا مکترا ،یساز  مکمترا م،کترا    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 1   Position: 6 - 6 

 

  این کنم فکر میدونن همه دیگه. هست سبز فضای کمبود این  میاد هم چشم به واقعا که افسریه دیگه مهم مشکل
نیست باز فضای  سبز، فضای یک. نیست هم پارک  دوه یک حتی افسریه توی.. رو . 

Code: ● یطیمح اتیفکی\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 1   Position: 4 - 4 

 

 آپارتمان وقتی. هستن کوچک خیلی  افسریه توی زمین قطعات... ببینید. هست پارک جای کمبود بعدی مشکل
 پارک نمیشه که هم خیابان و کوچه توی. میشه دردسر که اینه. نمیسازن پارکینگ  ها واحد  همه برای میشه سازی

نمیشه پیدا جا  اصال هم نداره امنیت هم. کرد . 

Code: ● نگکیپار ،کپار یجا ،یکتراف ن،یماش\انک م یاجتماع-ی یک زیف اتیفکی    Weight 
score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 7   Position: 3 - 3 

 

  کارم واسطه به ام دلبستگی بیشتر. دارم دلبستگی  افسریه به میکنم احساس. برم میخوام افسریه از که نکردم فکر
گرفتن شکل اینجا ام کاری خاطرات گفت میشه. گرفته شکل . 

Code: ●  یدلبستگ    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 2   Position: 6 - 6 

  

 بعضی برای اینا. نداره تفریحی امکانات نداره، سینما  نداره، پارک. نداره رو امکانات بعضی واقعا افسریه البته
افسریه به هستم دلبسته میکنم احساس هم هنوز من اما هستن مهم خیلی اهالی . 

Code: ● یردک عمل ،یحیتفر ،یشهر اناتک ام\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 
0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 2   Position: 6 - 6 
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. شده بهتر مه نظر این از قطعات تجمیع با االن. نمیموند  پارکینگ برای جا و بود کوچک خیلی هم ها زمین بعد
میشه انجام مشارکتی شکل به هم تجمیع این البته . 

Code: ● نگکیپار ،کپار یجا ،یکتراف ن،یماش\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight 
score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 7 Position: 4 - 4 

  

.  تهرانه بزرگ بازار سومین که میگن افسریه  ازارب که گفتم. تجاریه بازار افسریه  شدن شلوغ اصلی دلیل نظرم به
شده شلوغی باعث همین . 

Code: ● یشلوغ و ازدحام \ کیادرا مکترا ،یساز  مکمترا م،کترا    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 2   Position: 5 - 5 

 

 زمین همون توی  یا ها پالک تجمیع شیوه همون به یا حاال و میشن تخریب که هستن  قدیمی های خانه هم هنوز
میشه جایگزینشون تر بلند و دیگه ساختمان یک . 

Code: ●  خانه   Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 2   Position: 4 - 4 

 

 حالتم به نسبت  و هست، تهران به مهاجران محبوب های محله از یکی اش جغرافیایی موقعیت دلیل به افسریه
 بودن پذیر مهاجر همین. است محله معضالت و مشکالت اصلی دلیل من نظر به مسیله همین. داره اولویت دیگه

 امکان و هست پایینی سطح در اجتماعی شعور باشه، ضعیف خیلی اجتماعی و فرهنگی نظر از محله شده باعث
میگیره آدم از رو اهالی با موثر  تبادالت و روابط برقراری . 

Code: ● فرهنگیاهال جامعه، اجتماع،\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی،    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 1   Position: 8 - 8 

  

  در اجتماعی  شعور باشه، ضعیف خیلی اجتماعی و فرهنگی نظر از محله شده باعث بودن پذیر مهاجر همین
میگیره آدم  از رو اهالی  با موثر تبادالت و بطروا برقراری امکان و هست پایینی سطح . 

Code: ● مهاجر\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 4   Position: 8 - 8 

  

   

 خب. چیزی سینمایی پارکی یه بریم تا بیرون بریم کلی افسریه از باید ها هفته آخر تو تفریح، برای خرید، برای
 پیدا نمیتونم رو میگردم دنبالش من که جنسی اون چون دیگه جای میرم همیشه  خرید برای  من. دیگه سخته این

 .کنم

Code: ● یردک عمل ،یحیتفر ،یشهر اناتک ام\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 
0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 3   Position: 3 - 3 

 هر توی شده، آپارتمانی االن ولی. میکردن زندگی توش خانواده دو یا یک نبود، آپارتمانی قدیمی های نهخو چون
  توی  جمعیت افزایش دالیل از یکی آپارتمانی با قدیمی های خونه تبدیل. میکنن زنگی خانواده تا ۴ هم آپارتمان

است افسریه . 

Code: ● بنا ساختمان،\انک م یاجتماع-یکی زیف اتیفکی    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 5   Position: 3 - 3 

 میدونی، چون. برام بوده ملموس این. آره شده،  زیاد ها ساختمان ارنفاع بودم ساکن اینجا من که مدتی این توی
میکنه حس قشنگ آدم  میشه زیاد ها خونه ارتفاع وقتی بعد نزدیکن، هم به هیلی ها خونه . 

Code: ● محله راتییتغ\کیادرا مکترا ،یساز  مکمترا م،کترا    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 5   Position: 2 - 2 
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 و ها ساختمان نوع خاطر به  هم دلیلش.  اطراف محالت  با میکنم مقایسه وقتی. متوسطه من نظر به افسریه تراکم
  ولی. طبقه ۴ یا  ۳ نهایت نیستن، بلند خیلی اینجا ها ساختمان خب. است سریهاف های خیابان توی ها خانه تعداد

دارن  تری بلند خیلی های خانه تهران دیگه محالت . 

Code: ● مکترا\کیادرا مکترا ،یساز  مکمترا م،کترا    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 5   Position: 1 - 1 

  

.  شلوغه چقدر میفهمی بری میخوای راه که ها رو پیاده توی. است دهنده  آزار کلی ورتص به هم محله شلوغی
 رو پیاده شلوغی باعث میشن، ترافیک باعث ریختن، هم به رو محله شکل. زیادن خیلی هم محله های دستفروش

میشن ها .. 

Code: ● یشلوغ و ازدحام \ کیادرا مکترا ،یساز  مکمترا م،کترا    Weight score: 0 

Case study 3 - Afsariyeh\Interview 6   Position: 1 - 1 
 


